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PREFACE 

The last major work on the geography of Ohio appeared in 1957. Since that 
time significant changes have occurred not only throughout the state, but also 
within the discipline of geography. Some of these latter changes are incorpo-
rated within this bulletin, although the volume is not directed to the profes-
sional geographer primarily. Rather, it is intended to provide a selective yet 
comprehensive view of the state for a wider audience-the citizens of Ohio 
and any others who wish to know something of the Buckeye State. 

It is our hope that the present work will receive the same favorable re-
sponse which greeted the appearance of its predecessors. In 1923 Roderick 
Peattie published Geography of Ohio, the first geography of the state. This 
was followed over a quarter of a century later (1957) by Alfred J. Wright's 
Economic Geography of Ohio. Both volumes were published by the Ohio Divi-
sion of Geological Survey. The careful reader will note that, although much of 
the material presented in the three geographies is the same, the emphasis is 
rather different. The current volume in particular contains more material ori-
ented to the cultural and social aspects of Ohio geography. 

While accepting full responsibility for the content of the book, the authors 
are aware that without the encouragement, cooperation, and assistance of many 
individuals the task of researching and writing it could not have been success-
fully completed. The pen sketches in Chapter 10 and the maps throughout the 
book are the work of M. Margaret Geib, who was assisted by Joseph Peloso. 
Research assistants who toiled long hours in various libraries and governmen-
tal offices were Donald Dorsch, W. Lee Pitre, and John Mazor. 

A special word of appreciation should be given to Mrs. Sandra Topa and to 
Bruce Lauer, who did much of the statistical calculation and who also per-
formed capably a variety of research tasks. Typing and proofreading were done 
by Mrs. Pauline Bickley, Miss Sharon Lewis, Miss Cathy Burns, Miss Mary 
Anne Schuerger, and Miss Irma McQueen. 

Special gratitude is owed to Jane Noble for suggestions, constant support, 
and the good-humored manner with which she faced the tedium of proofreading. 
Finally, we had the benefit of encouragement from our colleagues in the De-
partment of Geography, University of Akron. 

Akron, Ohio 
October 1972 

v 

Allen G. Noble 
Albert J. Korsok 
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Chapter l 
INTRODUCTION 

Albert J. Korsok 

THE PLACE OF OHIO 

The state of Ohio, although relatively small in 
area,' ranks sixth in population (10,652,017 in 1970) 
of the United States and provides an exceptionally 
large share of the nation's manufacturing, mineral pro-
duction, agricultural production, and services of all 
types. However, Ohio is not simply a productive geo-
graphical-physical unit or region, but a political entity 
whose boundaries were formulated by Congress. Over 
the course of time, internal differentation produced 88 
counties (fig. 1). 

Ohio is confined within linear boundaries along 
two meridians and one parallel and between Lake Erie 
and the Ohio River. The lake and the river are natural 
boundaries providing some recognizable physical limits 
to the state. It is the confinement between Lake Erie 
and the Ohio River which has conditioned the devel-
opment of Ohio, for its position between two important 
transport routes has provided unparalleled accessibil-
ity to the state. Ohio's location on the major corridor 
between the East and Midwest has provided the state 
the opportunity to share in the development both of the 
eastern coast and of the interior of the continent (fig. 
2). 

OHIO'S TRANSITIONAL NATURE 

Ohio is indeed accessible. The ruggedness of the 
Appalachian highlands barrier was overcome by the two 
major waterways and the attendant low plains or val-
leys. From the early settlements along the Middle 
Atlantic Coast, the only relatively easy means into the 
heartland of the continent was via the Hudson-Mohawk 
lowlands and thence Lake Erie or the low plains ex-
tending along the lake shore. In the south, Ohio lands 
were open to ingress via the Ohio River and its many 
tributaries. Within eastern Ohio the hills of the Appa-
lachians dissipate into the level midwestern plains. 
The funneling effect into Ohio from the east brought 
a flow of settlers to the state or provided a routeway 
for their continued movement westward. The left-bank 
tributaries of the Ohio River were the means by which 

1 Land area is 41,018 square miles with 204 square miles of 
water area, not including Lake Erie, within the state (U.S. Bu-
reau of the Census, 1969). 

1 

people could move northward to Ohio or send or receive 
goods in either direction. Ohio's favorable location 
affected initial settlement and has continued to affect 
economic development. Truly, Ohio remains a corridor 
between the congested booming internationally focused 
East Coast and the sprawling agricultural and indus-
trial heartland of the Midwest (see fig. 3). 

Ohio did not develop a provincialism or much that 
may be considered typically or characteristically 
Ohioan. The state was swept over by hordes of people 
moving west, some to settle temporarily, leaving little 
or no imprint of their presence, others to house them-
selves permanently on farms, as did the early Germans 
and the Amish. In the cities Irish and German immi-
grants first dominated; they were followed at a later 
period, especially in the coal-mining centers and in-
dustrial cities, by eastern and northern Europeans. 
The variety of migrants to Ohio, the sources of migra-
tion, and the span of time over which settlement took 
place would leave not one impression on the state, 
but many. 

Lying as it does astride a crossroads location, 
Ohio has become a composite of diverse regions of 
the United States. In northeastern Ohio the visitor from 
New England will see small towns (fig. 4) reminiscent 
of small New England villages: central greens or 
squares surrounded by early-colonial-style houses and 
churches. Settlers from New England and New York 
brought with them as well cultural traits established 
in the east. Some parts of northeastern Ohio appear 
to be truer to the conception of a New England land-
scape than many parts of New England itself. Rounded, 
at places rugged, landforms prevail. The land has been 
only partially cleared of forest, and hay and corn fields 
alternate with woodlands in a checkerboard fashion. 
Northeastern Ohio is now a portion of the agricultural 
region known as the Dairy Belt, which stretches across 
the northern Great Lakes States and on to the Atlantic 
Coast. In addition, as in parts of the industrialized 
East, there are large urban centers engaged in a variety 
of activities ranging from basic metallurgical indus-
tries to specialized manufacture of highly engineered 
products. Economically as well as culturally there are 
close correlations between northeastern Ohio and other 
parts of northeastern United States. 

An Illinois farmer traveling almost anywhere in 
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4 INTRODUCTION 

FIGURE 4.-Hudson, Ohio, one of the best preserved examples of a New 
England-type town. Colonial houses and churches face the original vi ll age 
green on the left. (Photo by A. J. Korsok.). 

FIGURE 5.-The Corn Belt landscape of western Ohio. This scene is repeated throughout the entire 
eastern Midwest . (Photo courtesy of International Harvester Company . ) 



OHIO'S EVOLVING ECONOMY 5 

western Ohio will feel at home among the extensive 
cultivated fields of corn and soybeans, the dispersed 
white-painted farmsteads, and the scattered patches 
of woodland along the river valleys (fig. 5). Small farm-
supply centers and medium-sized cities with signifi-
cant manufacturing, both so typical of the midwestern 
Corn Belt, are rather evenly distributed throughout the 
rich agricultural countryside. Plains are level or at 
most gently undulating; the horizon is broad. 

The native of western Virginia, or West Virginia 
itself, on journeying into southeastern Ohid,1 will notice 
variations in the landscape, but he will be in steeply 
sloping hill country similar to that at home until he 
leaves the rugged terrain of southeastern Ohio. The 
Virginia traveler will note in the eastern hills the 
brick-and-stone construction already familiar to him. 
The farms are not large or prosperous, nor are there 
any extensive areas of cultivated land. Cities and 
towns, nestled in narrow valleys, are not large or noted 
for their manufactures. Southeastern Ohio is an exten-
sion of Appalachia's exploited coal lands and aban-
doned farms. Mine tipples and coal mine shaft protru-
sions are common in the countryside. 

OHIO'S EVOLVING ECONOMY 

In the process of becoming one of the outstanding 
states in the nation, a part of the American heartland, 
Ohio has experienced an economic metamorphosis which 
has been reflected also in its settlement patterns. Be-
ginning with the initial sparse frontier settlements 
Ohio briefly had a subsistence economy. With only 
limited potential markets in the east, and with much 
land to clear before cultivation, the early 19th-century 
Ohio farmer maintained very small numbers of livestock 
and produced very few acres of grains. Indeed, con-
siderable reliance was still placed on hunting and 
gathering. Such was the chief aspect of Ohio's economy 
through the first quarter of the 19th century. True 
enough, some areas had begun to achieve a more com-
mercial character. Southwestern Ohio in particular had 
some surplus products available, thus partially ac-
counting for Cincinnat_J. 's early prosperity as a process-
ing and commercial center, a prosperity that has con-
tinued to this day (fig. 6). The Miami Valley became 
the first area of commercial agriculture in the state. 

As population Increased in Ohio as well as else-
where, largely as a result of continued migrations, as 
greater demands were made by the industrializing East 
for agricultural commodities, and as overland roads 
were constructed, Ohio emerged from its subsistence 
economy to become a commercial producer. By the third 
decade of the century Ohio had become the leading 
cattle-raising state in the nation. Furthermore, more 
crop land was required to supply the new nation, and 
this Ohio was able to provide. 

From this period until the Civil War era Ohio func-

tioned largely as a producer of agricultural commodi-
ties, placing an ever-increasing emphasis on livestock 
raising. The lands were good for corn and other grains, 
and pastures and meadows were abundant. First canals 
and then railroads were built , improving connections in 
all directions and providing access to expanding mar-
kets. Food-processing industries began to develop. 

With the demand for greater quantities 2nd varieties 
of consumer goods, other industries developed, some-
times from the stage of cottage industry to that of 
small factory. In addition capital goods became a 
necessity. Ohio's abundance of coal became an impor-
tant local source of power for manufacturing. Equip-
ment for railroads, machinery for increased farm mecha-
nization, and supplies for the war effort were among the 
factors triggering transformation from an agricultural 
to an industrial economy. 

From the almost imperceptible beginning of manu-
facturing early in the 19th century to its surge in the 
latter part of the century and its continued development 
to this day, Ohio has maintained top rank as an indus-
trial state. Industry has outdistanced agriculture as a 
means of employment, source of income, and provider 
of exports from the state. However, agriculture remains 
an important activity. Ohio maintains a high rank in 
production of the majority of the chief agricultural 
commodities in the United States. In addition agricul-
tural products provide many of the raw materials for 
Ohio's sizeable food-processing activities. 

The developing state had many raw materials and 
other advantages for industrialization. Raw materials 
included low-grade iron ores which, however, were re-
placed early by imports to the state from Lake Superior 
ore bodies. Clay, glass sands , limestone, sandstone, 
all so important for clay products, glass, construction, 
and many other industries, were abundant in Ohio. But 
the premier resource was the wealth of easily mined 
high-quality coal. Utilizing the then-most-important 
source of energy, Ohio was able to attract and develop 
numerous industries. Furthermore, Ohio labor was re-
sourceful and skillful, as it continues to be to this day. 
These advantages for industrialization were enhanced 
because of the central location of Ohio and the growing 
markets for all types of goods, not only in the nation , 
but overseas as well. 

Manufacturing continues to be the mainstay of the 
state's economy, but increasing income is now derived 
from the many types of services required by a popula-
tion with a high level of living. As with many other 
states and nations, the numbers of persons employed 
in tertiary activities (sales, services, finance, for ex-
ample) surpass the numbers of those engaged in pri-
mary (farming, mining) and secondary (processing, 
manufacturing) activities. The expansion of adminis-
trative functions, the proliferation of informal eating 
establishments, and the growth of recreational facili-
ties are all examples of this increase in tertiary activi-
ties. The position of Ohio within the nation 's heartland 
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ENVIRONMENTAL ADVANTAGES 7 

provides a centralized location for some functions 
which have more than statewide impact. For instance, 
Columbus has long served as one of the insurance 
centers of the nation. Ohio's central position and ex-
cellent accessibility have spurred the state's recrea-
tion industry. Not only does Ohio have attractions for 
tourists, and not only does it have its own market to 
serve, but tourists cross the state in untold numbers 
between their homes and the attractions of the eastern 
United States or those to the west of the state. Ohio 
has entered a phase wherein it supports itself by serv-
ice activities as well as by the older and securely 
established farming, mining, and manufacturing activi-
ties ; thus its position as a pivotal heartland is strength-
ened. 

ENVIRONMENTAL ADVANTAGES 

The physical environment of Ohio is basically 
favorable. Within its borders Ohio has variety in land-
forms, climate, soils , and vegetation. The state is not 
so large that great distinctions can be made from one 
part to another; rather the variations are minor, at 
times even inconspicuous, but nevertheless influential 
in accounting for differences from place to place. To 
the dweller on the absolutely flat former lake plain of 
northwestern Ohio, the moderate hills of the south-
eastern part of the state may well be impressive. 

Ohio's hill lands have not been as suitable for 
settlement as have the plains, although marginal agri-
cultural conditions have been somewhat counterbalanced 
by abundant mineral deposits and forest resources. In 
the future these hills will provide an attractive re-
treat from the monotony and cares of the city. However, 
the plains, which predominate in the state, have al-
lowed the cultivation of many millions of acres of 
land, have placed little obstruction to transport routes, 
and have provided room for relatively uncongested 
areal expansion of urban settlements. The sole dis-
advantage of the plains was poor drainage; this prob-
lem has been almost completely eliminated as a result 
of prolonged land reclamation. 

Landforms related to glacial deposition are found 
over three-quarters of Ohio. Although drainage prob-
lems have been associated with the areas most recent-
ly covered by continental glacial ice, the glaciers 
actually account for some of Ohio's physical advan-
tages. The moving ice rounded off the tops of hills 
and filled ancient valleys with glacial drift, thus creat-
ing a rolling to level surface; the pulverized bedrock 
eventually evolved into fertile soils. 

In the long period of climatic readjustment since 
the retreat of the last of the continental glaciers, Ohio 
has acquired a temperate humid climate. A relatively 
long warm summer provides an approximate five-month 

growing season. Summer temperatures are, in fact, 
similar to those of the tropics , favoring the growth of 
a subtropical plant such as maize. Drought is a rarity 
in this region of dependable precipitation; sufficient 
moisture is generally received throughout the year. Nor 
are the winters unfavorable to plants, for rarely are 
winters exceptionally cold. Frigid Arctic air is usually 
tempered by the time it reaches Ohio. With its warm 
and wet growing season Ohio is able to raise all the 
crops associated with the middle latitudes-the common 
grains, the deciduous fruits, the many vegetables. With 
the abundance of feeds and hay all common forms of 
livestock prosper. 

The humid warm climate has favored the growth of 
a dense forest in Ohio. Before European settlers 
arrived, Ohio was simply a part of the sweep of dense-
ly spaced deciduous trees which spread from the At-
lantic Coast westward through the Mississippi Valley. 
With advancing settlement the beeches, maples , oaks, 
hickories, and many others were removed rapidly to 
make room for settlements and cultivation and to sup-
ply fuel and construction material. Initially the forest 
was thought of as a restriction to man. Now we are in 
the stage of preserving what forest lands are left in 
the state. The wood of our forests was a truly valu-
able resource and one which should become important 
again. 

Once the woodlands were cut over by ambitious 
farmers and lumbermen, Ohio's soils were made avail-
able for cultivation. As with climate and other aspects 
of the physical environment, Ohio was fortunate in its 
soils. The fertile alluvial soils along the accessible 
stream valleys were among the first placed into agri-
cultural production. However, the somewhat less fertile 
gray-brown podsolic forest soils were the most abun-
dant and ultimately proved to be the most widely uti-
lized. In rugged southeastern Ohio the thin forest soil 
cover was quickly depleted of its fertility, for soil 
erosion is most active on slopes. Elsewhere, although 
soil erosion has been a lesser problem, the soils have 
reached the stage where care must be exercised. 

POPULATION DISTRIBUTION 

With Ohio's natural advantages in resources and 
location the state acquired sizeable numbers of people 
within a few decades of original settlement. Population 
growth has not yet ceased. Beginning with the earliest 
settlements in southeastern Ohio, many on the Ohio 
River, the frontier advanced northward and westward. 
Within a few decades most of Ohio was amply filled 
with farms, small towns, and cities. In the 20th cen-
tury, with changing rural technology and increased 
manufacturing and services, there has occurred a move-
ment from the countryside to the city. 
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SUMMARY 9 

At present, approximately 75 percent of Ohio 's 
inhabitants live in urban places of over 2,500 persons; 
in addition, many rural inhabitants work in nonagri-
cultural occupations. For various reasons relating to 
accessibility, location, resources, and early starts, 
urbanization developed best along a zone trending 
from northeastern to southwestern Ohio. Almost with-
out exception the great Ohio urban centers as well as 
most of the smaller cities are situated within this 
region. Columbus (fig. 7) is representative. 

SUMMARY 

Culturally, economically, and physically Ohio par-
takes of the larger American regions of which it is 
a part : the agricultural riches of the Midwest, the 
dynamism of eastern industrialization, and the abun-
dance of the mineral resources of Appalachia. As a 
transitional zone related to all these regions, the state 
itself becomes an entity : Ohio forms a heartland of 
the nation. 



Chapter 2 
SETTLEMENT OF OHIO 

Albert J. Korsok 

THE EARLIEST MEN IN OHIO 

Age upon age, man advanced upon the earth's 
lands, occupying those areas most readily accessible 
to the various cradles of civilization and spreading 
beyond them. The North American continent received 
its first men in the not too distant past, but those who 
first tread on the continent were not the precursors of 
important and influential civilizations. What was to be-
come Ohio 's small share of North America was simply 
an uninhabited forest-covered tract of lowlands and 
minor hills. Landforms were hardly discernible for the 
dense growth of deciduous forest which clothed the 
slopes and plains. This was essentially a dark land 
cut only by streams and spotted with small lakes and 
ponds and scattered prairie grass openings. Into this 
humid land of winter snows and summer rains, tangled 
forest and gentle topography, man eventually entered, 
traversing the lands and leaving some evidence of 
migration and settlement, as in so much of North Amer-
ica. 

Certainly the earliest migrants were not considered 
an advanced people compared to those who came later 
and secured the continent with some semblance of ad-
vanced civilization. The ancestors of America's Indian 
reputedly entered North America from Asia in the vicin-
ity of the Bering Straits and proceeded southward, 
fanning out over the continent. The migrations , oc-
curring in several stages, proceeded slowly, hindered 
partially by the conditions associated with the last 
stages of most recent glaciation. 

Archeological records indicate that three ancient 
Indian cultures preceded the so-called "modern" Indi-
ans in the Ohio region. The first of these, following 
those earliest men who left very little evidence of their 
presence, was a relatively advanced people who have 
been given the name Adena, after the name of Thomas 
Worthington's estate near Chillicothe. Archeological 
diggings have revealed that artistic skills were char-
acteristic of Adena men, for they left behind them 
varied artifacts of clay (fig. 8), hammered copper, and 
many other materials. Conspicuous on the Ohio land-
scape are many burial mounds (fig. 9) which are tangi-
ble remnants of Adena man's occupation of the land. 
In Montgomery County huge Miamisburg Mound is the 
largest monument of this culture; outside the Miami 
River valleys, Adena Indians have left behind mounds 
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in the Ohio and Scioto River valleys in particular. 
The great Serpent Mound (fig. 10) in Adams County is 
probably the best known of the Indian mounds. 

The Adena culture was succeeded by that of the 
Hopewell people, the most advanced of the groups pre-
ceding the better known modern Indians. Many Hope-
well earthworks and settlement sites are found in the 
Ohio River valley and its tributaries, as at Fort An-
cient on the Little Miami River. On this site remnants 
of an earth and stone wall enclosure, burial mounds, 
and stone pavements display a relatively permanent 
and organized settlement. Evidence indicates Hopewell 
Indians were hunters, fishermen, gatherers, and culti-
vators. Artifacts of copper, mica, obsidian, and sea 
shells reveal trade with distant places. As with Adena 
men, the Hopewell left their evidence on the present 
landscape with burial mounds and geometric earthworks 
in Ross, Hamilton, and Licking Counties, among others. 

The last of these culture groups, confusingly 
named Fort Ancient man, likewise left various kinds 
of earthen burial mounds as evidence of its presence. 
It is interesting to note that of all states, Ohio has 
more earthen-mound structures than any other. People 
of Fort Ancient culture left behind many village sites 
distributed along the Scioto River and the two Miami 
River valleys, as well as in Indiana and Kentucky. 
These people were not prolific builders of mounds, as 
were the people of cultures which preceded, nor did 
they have as much artistic skill. However, they were 
successful potters; from bone and stone they fashioned 
numerous practical objects, such as awls, scrapers, 
and fish hooks, and for ornament such items as beads 
and pendants. 

INDIAN TRAILS 

The earthworks and mounds of prehistoric Indians 
remain as monuments to past habitation of the Ohio 
region, but such works have not otherwise affected 
modern land use. The historic Indians who eventually 
succeeded Adena, Hopewell, and Fort Ancient men 
left, with one important exception, no such concrete 
evidence on the landscape to reveal their past pres-
ence. The early trails along which so much Indian 
movement took place, decades upon decades, and which 
have since disappeared as trails, were the antecedents 
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FIGURE 8.-The Adena pipe is perhaps the best 
known artifact dating from the Adena culture . This 
pipe head is displayed in the Ohio Historic al Cen-
ter, Columbus. (Photo courtesy of Ohio Historical 
Society Library.) 

of many modern transport routes. The Indians of his-
toric times may well have followed trails already es-
tablished by prehistoric men, in the same way the 
frontier settler eventually pursued the modern Indian 
paths. 

Ohio's landforms-plains and dissected low pla-
teaus-were not formidable obstacles to movement. As 
already noted, Ohio has always been a corridor for 
journeys eastward and westward because of its stra-
tegic location between the lake plains and the Ohio 
River valley. Within Ohio itself, connections were made 
relatively easily on the predominantly rolling glacial 
topography. The exception was in the more rugged 
unglaciated southeastern hill region, which has re-
mained somewhat isolated and backward. Routes on 
waterways and along valleys generally proved least 
difficult. Connections between stream drainage basins 
were short and fairly low. Ohio is not thought of as an 

area crossed by a continental divide, yet extending 
east-west across the northern half of the state is a 
watershed divide which separates those streams which 
flow into Lake Erie to the north from those streams 
which are tributary to the Ohio River on the south. The 
divide is that between the Great Lakes-St. Lawrence 
River drainage system and the Mississippi River drain-
age system. 

The north-south-trending valleys and the short 
portages between were used from ancient times by 
roaming and migrating Indians. Especially noteworthy 
were the Grand-Mahoning, Cuyahoga-Tuscarawas-Mus-
kingum, Sandusky-Scioto, and Miami-Maumee routewr.ys. 
These same passageways later became the routes se-
lected for Ohio 's canals (fig. 11). 

Interestingly, one can trace present-day routes not 
only to Indian trails but also to animal trails. On their 
way to salt licks buffalo created trails through the 
forests , commonly on interfluves, to avoid the floods 
and dense vegetation of stream valleys. These buffalo 
trails were used also by Indians and eventually by 
French and English explorers and fur traders. With use , 
the trails grew wider and later were intentionally 
widened and cleared. Among the more important of 
these trails was the Great Trail from Fort Pitt (the 
site of Pittsburgh) to Detroit by way of Wooster and 
Fort Sandusky. The Mahoning Trail went somewhat 
north of the Great Trail and joined it close to the 
mouth of the Sandusky River. The Scioto Trail and 
the Miami Trail were both essentially north-to-south 

FIGURE 9.-Locations of prominent Indian mounds 
in Ohio (Randall, 1912). 
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FIGURE 10. -Aerial view of Se rpent_ Mound. This large unusual effigy mound is one of the best preserved 
in the Unite d States. (Pho to courtesy of National Geographic Society.) 

FIGURE 11.-Major Indian trails in Ohio 
(C. S. Van Tassel, 1901). 

routes. One of the newer trails, which came into use 
shortly before the close of the 18th century, was the 
Lake Trail, trending along the south shore of Lake 
Erie. Much later, railroad lines followed some of these 
major Indian trails. The main line of the Baltimore and 
Ohio Railroad follows the Great Trail; the Pennsyl-
vania Railroad, the Mahoning Trail ; the New York Cen-
tral Railroad, the newer Lake Trail; and the Norfolk 
and Western Railroad, the Scioto Trail to Columbus. 
Some of the chief through highways have also used 
the general routes of former Indian trails. Such a se-
quence of movement and transport-buffalo path, Indian 
trail, fur-trader route, settler's trail, and eventually 
canal, railroad, or highway route-to a degree records 
the periods of development in Ohio. 

INDIANS AT THE BEGINNING OF OHIO HISTORY 

When Europeans gingerly began their penetration 
of Ohio territory, the Erie Indians, of Iroquoian linguis-
tic stock, were the sole natives residing in Ohio coun-
try. Apparently the Eries were fairly numerous, living 
along the lower courses of streams flowing north to 
Lake Erie (fig. 12). French Jesuit explorers recorded 
much of what is known of the Eries, who were eventu-
ally conquered by the Iroquois. For about a century 
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FIGURE 12. -Indian territories at the beginning of 
European settlement (Clagg, 1959). 

after this conquest in 1655 the Ohio country was a land 
with no significant Indian settlement. 

Although fear of Iroquois power kept Indian settle-
ment to a minimum, Ohio's lands nevertheless became 
an attraction to eastern Indians. A plentiful supply of 
furs, which could be traded for guns, metal goods, and 
trinkets, and more importantly the pressures emanating 
from Europeans' occupancy of the East, enticed or 
forced Indian movement westward. Disputes and wars 
among the Indian tribes themselves and the ascendancy 
of European settlement on the east coast forced Indians 
to find homes to the west of the Appalachians. Miami 
Indians migrated into Ohio, settling largely in the 
Miami River valleys. One of the major Indian towns 
was Pickawillany, near present-day Piqua. Not later 
than 1730 the Shawnees, a highly migratory group, 
came into southern Ohio, largely to the Scioto River 
valley, from Tennessee and South Carolina. About 
1750, Delaware Indians, originally from the Delaware 
Bay region, established themselves in the upper Mus-
kingum River valley and also for a time on the Sandus-
ky River. 

As a result of Iroquoian offensives and conquests 
in Canada the Wyandots, at one time part of the Huron 
Indians, came to the south shore of Lake Erie and 
settled in the region of Sandusky Bay and the lower 
Maumee River valley. By extending their territory and 
influence, the Wyandots became the dominant people 
between Lake Erie and the Ohio River as far south as 

the valleys of the Scioto and Hocking Rivers. Other 
Indian groups also established settlements. The Min-
goes, who for a time lived near present-day Steuben-
ville, and the Ottawas, who settled on the Auglaize 
River, were among such groups. By the middle of the 
18th century Indian migrations into Ohio largely ceased. 
At this time there were probably about 15,000 Indians 
in the area that was to become Ohio. 

Because the Iroquois, the major adversaries of 
many Ohio Indians, were allied with the English, Indi-
ans resident in Ohio tended to ally themselves with 
the French. The French, wishing to confine English 
aggression and wishing to reap the profits of the fur 
trade, took advantage of the situation. The Indians 
thus were destined to become pawns between these 
two European powers, whose interests were mainly in 
the lucrative fur business. Indian interests, on the 
other hand, centered on the retention of their lands. 
Without any true leadership or organization, but with 
raids and resistance, they did effectively delay the 
advance of settlement into the continental interior. Such 
was the Indians' last legacy . 

FRENCH AND ENGLISH INFLUENCE IN THE 
NORTHWEST TERRITORY 

Initially Europeans left little evidence on the land-
scape to record their penetration of North America's 
interior. Eventually, upon contacts with Indians, trad-
ing posts and, later, fortified sites were established. 
Certain strategic positions became the sites of future 
cities. Essentially, the early contact of European 
and Indian simply led to conflict and the resultant res-
olution of territory which thereafter could be open to 
unobstructed settlement. 

During the early part of the 17th century European 
settlements were made precariously along the Atlantic 
seaboard. Interior North America was a void-Lake Erie 
and the land to its south were unknown to the Euro-
peans until well beyond midcentury. It is not unlikely 
that venturesome French fur traders had been in the 
Ohio region, but they left no reliable record or evi-
dence. Actually, the first record of Europeans in the 
area was that of La Salle, who had come via Lake Erie 
and crossed Ohio to the Ohio River in 1669. 

Because of competition with the French for the 
trade in furs, the English began to move into Ohio 
country by sending traders into the region; however, 
there were no immediate effects of European influence 
during this period. Even into the first half of the 18th 
century relatively little is known of the history of Ohio 
lands. However, as the fur trade became more profit-
able more men moved into Ohio country. The eastern 
seaboard colonials began to gain interest in the inte-
rior of America. Some of the colonies, such as Vir-
ginia, made land claims in the Ohio country. Penn-
sylvania's charter also made land claims westward, 
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some of them overlapping some of Virginia's claims. 
New York had no interest in land acquisition, but 
wanted to protect the rule of the Iroquois, who claimed 
land as far west as the Mississippi River. 

At this time colonial claims to the west had little 
significance for the Ohio country and other parts of 
the future Northwest Territory, which were still rela-
tively empty and had no immediate potential. To France 
and Great Britain (the colonies were British, but Brit-
ain had interests beyond its seaboard colonies) the 
interior had greater significance for economic reasons: 
both countries wanted to control the fur trade. Because 
clashes among fur traders occurred, the home govern-
ments felt compelled to act to enforce their individual 
interests. The number of struggles, actually small-
scale wars, which ensued between the French and 
English did begin to involve American colonial posses-
sions. English influence in the Indian lands was in the 
ascendance. Control of the upper Ohio River valley 
was strategic to the control of interior North America, 
at least the Mississippi River basin. 

Both French and English sent various expeditions, 
primarily military, to establish forts and to predominate 
over or to gain the aid of the Indians. After a series 
of struggles, control of the Ohio River valley passed 
to the French in 1754. British attempts to gain domi-
nance in the region had been unsuccessful. Braddock's 
major expedition in 1755 to drive the French from the 
Ohio River valley resulted in disastrous failure. Formal 
acknowledgment of the battles to attain power in inte-
rior North America led to a declaration of war between 
France and Great Britain in 1756, leading to the French 
and Indian Wars, also known as the Seven Years' War, 
of American history. Sporadic fighting with attempts 
to influence the Indians was characteristic of this 
power struggle. Of consequence for an understanding 
of Ohio's development was the capture in 1758 of 
Fort Duquesne (renamed Fort Pitt), given up by the 
French without a battle. The forfeiture of this strategic 
position signaled the loss of control of the upper Ohio 
River valley and essentially ended the war in North 
America. The 1763 Treaty of Paris made Canada and 
most of the eastern half of the Mississippi River valley 
English territory, thus ending another phase in the 
development of Ohio. 

OHIO'S FOUNDATION FOR SETTLEMENT 

Even with defeat of the French and the cession of 
land to Great Britain, the Ohio country was not yet 
open for settlement. The Treaty of Paris largely elimi-
nated the French, but not the Indian or white trader 
problems, which in essence were related. Indian out-
breaks continued, largely on a small scale, but in 
some cases as a major battle such as Pontiac's up-
rising in 1763. One must bear in mind that the English 
now controlled most of the fur trade and had every 

intention of maintaining it. The Indians had serious 
reasons for objecting to the conditions which devel-
oped after the French and Indian Wars. Many of the 
white fur traders were unlicensed and many more were 
less than honest in their dealings with the Indians. 
The English restricted fur sales and donation of gifts 
to Indians, in contrast to the French, who had been 
more generous. The French also provided considerable 
agitation, for they had no desire that the English be-
come successful colonizers. Perhaps most important, 
Indian lands farther east were already in the hands of 
colonists, and the Indians rightly feared seizure of 
their Ohio lands as well as those elsewhere. Instabili-
ty was compounded by land squatters and law less set-
tlers moving into and setting up homes on Indian lands. 
Also, the colonies had overlapping claims on part of 
the Northwest Territory, so settlement by frontiersmen 
did not necessarily secure property rights. 

Before settlement could proceed, decisions had to 
be made concerning control of interior lands. Should 
settlement even be permitted? Land speculators were 
infiltrating the Ohio country. Men eager for quick prof-
its organized companies to obtain tracts of land from 
the Crown, these lands then to be sold to settlers. 
Especially, a distinction had to be made between Indian 
lands and those which belonged to the colonies and 
could be used for settlement. The need for establish-
ment of a permanent boundary between Indian lands 
and the colonies was imperative. A group of Philadel-
phia merchants, it is said with some aid from Benjamin 
Franklin, requested that such a permanent boundary be 
delimited. After some negotiation a conference was 
held with Indians at Fort Stanwix in the Mohawk River 
valley. The conference attracted 3,400 representatives 
from Indian tribes, some appearing for other tribes, 
including those in Ohio. 

The outcome of the conference was the 1768 Treaty 
of Fort Stanwix, which fixed the eastern boundary of 
Indian lands. From the eastern end of Lake Ontario the 
boundary line extended south to the Delaware River 
headwaters, then west to Kittanning (Pennsylvania), 
thence down the Allegheny River, and then downstream 
along the Ohio River to the Tennessee River. All lands 
east and south of the line were ceded by the Indian 
tribes. However, the delimitation of a boundary line 
did not solve any problems, because insufficient atten-
tion was paid to the boundary demarcated. Certain 
tracts in non-Indian lands were claimed by two eastern 
colonies, as in the case of a large area between the 
Kanawha and Monongahela Rivers; this area was grant-
ed to a group of Philadelphia merchants, although 
claimed by both Pennsylvania and Virginia. The two 
colonies each disputed the other's claim. 

In some instances general proposals were made to 
found new colonies in the area between the Appala-
chians and the Ohio River. Many petitions, not a few 
made by grasping individuals, simply asked for land 
in the Ohio country. Despite the difficulties of politi-
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cal control (or lack of it) and inadequate land-title 
guarantees, settlers did appear in relatively sizeable 
numbers. At the outbreak of the American Revolution, 
an estimated 25,000 to 30,000 persons were living in 
the upper Ohio and Monongahela River valleys. The 
advance of Virginians on the upper Ohio River valley 
resulted in Indian warfare. Dunmore's War of 1774 was 
the name applied to the skirmishes and battles of this 
period of Indian outbreaks. With their defeat in a battle 
at Point Pleasant, Ohio, the Indians were subdued 
once again. For two years Ohio remained relatively 
peaceful. 

A further attempt was made by the English govern-
ment, not the colonial government, to solve the problem 
of colonial encroachment on Indian lands. The Quebec 
Act of 1774 added the lands north and west of the Ohio 
River to the province of Quebec. This act to pacify the 
Indians was greatly objected to by eastern colonists, 
for in effect the act disallowed claims of colonies to 
interior lands. The problem of western lands outside 
the colonies ubmately was not settled by the English. 
Shortly, the American Revolution intervened, and even-
tually the new American nation inherited the problem. 

OHIO IN THE REVOLUTION 

During the American Revolution, Ohio was an un-
settled region in two respects. There was no permanent 
white settlement, and the area was one across which 
the Indians moved toward the European settlement out-
posts in Kentucky and western Virginia. In this west-
ern region the areas of American white settlement 
were confined largely to the lands along the left 
bank of the Allegheny River, along the Monongahela 
River, and south of the Ohio River, as at Fort Henry 
(present-day Wheeling), along the Kanawha River 
valley, and as far as Fort Nelson (south of Indiana 
on the Ohio). In the course of the Revolution, the 
struggle between frontiersmen and Indians continued, 
as it probably would have without the revolt, because 
the colonists had every intention of continuing move-
ment westward. 

Alliances changed-the British, who had fought the 
French and Indians, now wanted the support of the 
Indians against the colonies, but the Indians, in view 
of some of their previous defeats, were reluctant to 
fight. Americans also wanted Indian friendship, but 
could not afford to offer the financial support the Brit-
ish could. Furthermore, Indians were hostile toward 
Americans because of past and existing relationships, 
a case in point being the cold-blooded murder of Corn-
stalk when he came to Point Pleasant to warn about 
the Shawnees' impending war. 

Americans made various efforts to gain control of 
interior lands in order to secure them for settlement. 
In 1778 Kaskaskia, Cahokia, and Vincennes in Illinois 
country were captured by George Rogers Clark, but this 

had little effect in the Ohio region. In Ohio country, 
Americans made incursions with attempts to capture 
Sandusky and Detroit. The first American fort on Ohio 
land was Fort Laurens (fig. 13) on the Tuscarawas 
River in present northern Tuscarawas County; this fort 
was built in 1779 and evacuated in the same year. 
Raids into Ohio occurred at present-day Xenia, where 
the battle of Piqua took place, and at Coshocton, then 
known as Goschochgung. Other attempts were made to 
get across Ohio lands to capture Detroit. The distances 
across unfriendly unknown forest lands and the handi-
cap of lack of manpower proved too difficult to sur-
mount, and the attempts were abandoned. 
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FIGURE 13.-Locations of forts and sites of battles during 
the Revolution (Roseboom and Weisenburger, 1953). 

Although the Revolution came to an end in the East 
with the surrender of Cornwallis at Yorktown in 1781, 
the outbreaks of raiding and fighting continued in the 
Northwest Territory. Among the more despicable events 
was the unprovoked attack and massacre by Americans 
of Christianized Indians at Gnadenhutten and Salem. 
Not surprisingly, this incident was followed by a bloody 
year of fighting between Indians and various white 
militia groups. The initiative for battle shifted from 
one side to the other. Britain's last raid and the termi-
nation of British offensive activities was made at Fort 
Henry on the Ohio River. Struggles with Indians ceased 
for the time being, after particularly successful Ameri-
can raids against Shawnee towns in the Miami River 
valleys. 
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AMERICAN AND INDIAN CONFLICT FOR LAND 

With the signing of the Treaty of 1783 after the 
Revolution, the Ohio country came under the domain 
of the original eastern colonies, now the new nation. 
The Americans obtained much of the land west of the 
Appalachians. With some minor exceptions along cer-
tain borders, the Great Lakes formed the northern 
boundary and the Mississippi River the western bound-
ary of the United States. Although the nation's terri-
tory was established, negotiation and diplomacy were 
to be the means of obtaining actual control of the North-
west. In the Ohio country the Indians were, in effect, 
in control, for they outnumbered all others and main-
tained free movement across the region. Influenced by 
the British, who still wanted to retain their fur trade, 
the Indians were urged to keep their lands. Indians 
were well aware that settlers had taken Indian lands 
in the East and would in all probability continue to do 
so in the West. The British still occupied border posts 
in the northwest, at Detroit and elsewhere. Posts were 
retained because certain terms set forth in the Treaty 
of 1783 and relating to debt confiscation were broken 
by some of the states. Interior instability was further 
aggravated by continued movement of settlers into the 
territory; in many cases these people were squatters 
or land speculators. In addition, France and Spain, the 
powers which held lands on western and southwestern 
United States borders, wanted the new nation confined 
to the eastern portion of North America. Now that Ohio 
lands were part of the United States, the problem of 
settlement could be resolved only when it was decided 
whether Congress or the eastern states with claims on 
interior lands had authority over this territory. 

The United States government wanted to establish 
controls on settlement and to develop peaceful rela-
tionships with Indians. Commissioners were appointed 
by Congress in 1784 to negotiate with Indians about 
Indian boundary lines within the Ohio region. In 1785, 
a treaty with Wyandot, Delaware, Chippewa, and Ottawa 
Indians allotted an area in northwestern Ohio as an 
Indian reservation (on the east the boundary extended 
along the Cuyahoga and Tuscarawas Rivers to Fort 
Laurens; on the south along a line from Fort Laurens 
to a portage between the Great Miami and Maumee 
Rivers; on the west on a line along the Maumee River 
to Lake Erie). Certain lands were assigned to various 
tribes, and negotiations had to be extended to other 
tribes. Indians wanted consent to land cessions to 
come from all Indians collectively, rather than tribe by 
tribe. Setting up reservations did not prove satisfactory. 
Raids ensued from time to time, and killing and steal-
ing continued. 

The states which had assigned themselves western 
lands were reluctant to release their hold, but some 
did make concessions. Massachusetts and New York, 
with agreements between them, settled their land prob-
lem. Virginia gave up most claims to land north of the 

Ohio River, but retained the Virginia Military District, 
between the Scioto River and the Little Miami River, to 
provide land for Virginia revolutionary veterans (fig. 
14). Connecticut secured an area 120 miles westward 
from the Pennsylvania border and north of 41° latitude; 
this was to become the Western Reserve. Eventually, 
the Ordinance of 1787 essentially provided the stipula-
tions for setting up independent states in the North-
west Territory, and thus the western areas did not be-
come colonial extensions of eastern states. 

ORIGINAL LAND SURVEY SYSTEMS 

Prior to the Ordinance of 1787, the Land Ordinance 
of 1785 had some influence on the development of the 
interior. The purpose of the Land Ordinance was to 
dispose of the public domain for the benefit of all 
states. Lands ceded by states and purchased from 
Indians were to be surveyed into 6-mile-square town-
ships according to a township and range system. This 
system of land survey was to begin at the intersection 
of the Pennsylvania boundary and the Ohio River. Cer-
tain sections were to be reserved for schools, special 
reservations, as for Moravian Indians, and for other 
purposes. Thus was initiated the township and range 
survey system in the United States, although the order 
in which sections were numbered was later changed. 

Regrettably, the 6-mile-square system was not 

o~~--~miles 
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FIGURE 14.-0riginal land subdivisions and early settle-
ments in Ohio (C. E. Sherman, 1925; Roseboom and Weisen-
burger, 1953). 
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FIGURE 15.-Engraving of Campus Martius (Marietta) in 1791. This was the first permanent settlement and seat of govern-
ment in the Northwest Territory. Families of the pioneers floated down the Ohio River in flatboats to settle in log houses 
prepared for them at the fort. (Photo courtesy of Ohio Historical Society Library.) 

followed consistently throughout Ohio. Other early sur-
veys used a 5-mile-square system, as well as a wide 
variety of lot and tract subdivisions. These were, how-
ever, all basically rectangular systems, in contrast to 
the highly irregular system utilized in the Virginia 
Military District, that section reserved for Virginia's 
veterans of the Revolution. For decades this district 
suffered the difficulties encountered in a badly organ-
ized survey system, with resultant common multiple 
claims to land. For a detailed discussion of Ohio land 
surveys and subdivisions, see C. E. Sherman (1925). 

Not only was the rectangular survey system a pre-
cise means of land survey and division, it also was to 
have a fundamental effect on settlement in most of the 
United States. Eventually the patterns of settlement, 
outlines of farms and farm fields, the road pattern, and 
the distribution of farmsteads were to maintain angular 
geometric forms. The checkerboard pattern of midwest-
ern farmlands, as well as most of those elsewhere in 
the United States, is not happenstance, but the result 
of the survey system introduced in Ohio with the incep-
tion of the nation. 

The state's first land survey was begun in the 
Seven Ranges (fig. 14) in southeastern Ohio in 1785. 
By the end of October 1787 the survey was only partly 
completed, and a relatively small area was sold at 
$117 ,108 (Roseboom and Weisenburger, 1953, p. 50). 
Sales were disappointingly small. Apparently it would 
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FIGURE 16. -Locations of forts and sites of battles during 
the Indian Wars (Bond, 1941). 
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take a long time to dispose of lands at this rate of 
sale. In order to increase and to speed sales, Congress 
turned to land companies or groups of speculators. 
Thus the first settlement in Ohio was made by repre-
sentatives of the Ohio Company, in the survey district 
known as Ohio Company Purchase, before any permanent 
settlement was made in the Seven Ranges. 

The first permanent settlement in Ohio was Campus 
Martius (fig. 15), founded in 1788, many decades after 
Europeans first traversed Ohio's forests; Campus 
Martius is the site of present-day Marietta, in Washing-
ton County. First, with the end of the French and Indi-
an Wars, then with the victory of the Revolution, and 
finally with the stipulations of the Ordinances of 1785 
and 1787, the foundation for Ohio settlement was laid 
despite sporadic Indian harassment. The instability of 
the interior changed gradually to a climate better suited 
for settlement. Nevertheless, a few more years were 
required before the Treaty of Greenville in 1795 made 
Ohio and the Northwest Territory at last a safe and 
stable region for settlement. 

Meanwhile, small steps toward permanent habita-
tion continued after the initial settlement at Marietta 
early in 1788. Later in the same year Cincinnati was 
founded as the first settlement in the tract of land called 
the Symmes Purchase; the settlement was first called 
Losantiville. In 1790 Gallipolis came into existence, 
with Manchester, also on the Ohio River, founded in 
the following year. The first permanent interior settle-
ments in Ohio came a few years later with the first 
settlers at Chillicothe and Dayton in 1796, and at 
Columbus (originally called Franklinton) in 1797. North-
ern Ohio's first settlement was Cleveland in 1796, 
followed closely by Youngstown in 1797, Warren in 
1798, and Ravenna in 1799. 

THE INDIAN WARS 

As the first settlements, limited though they were, 
were .made, the Indians were further frightened that 
they would lose their lands entirely. Despite the trea-
ties already agreed upon, Indians did plunder and at-
tack in a frantic attempt to stop settlement. As a result 
of the failure to maintain conditions as stated in pre-
vious treaties and because of continued guerilla-type 
warfare, an American army under the command of Gen-
eral Josiah Harmar was formed to break down Indian 
resistance. The period of 1790 to 1794 became known 
as the Indian Wars. American troops were successful 
in burning Indian villages and destroying crops, but 
often they were repulsed by the Indians. Minor Indian 
victories provided an impetus for increased attacks. 
Therefore a better equipped and larger army was re-
cruited. To provide a series of bases as a means of 
either defense or offense, Arthur St. Clair, the first 
governor of the Northwest Territory, planned a number 
of forts in western Ohio and eastern Indiana. Some 
forts, such as Fort Hamilton and Fort Jefferson, actu-

ally were erected, but unfortunately for the settlers, 
St. Clair and his army were not successful. Figure 16 
shows the sites of these forts and the decisive battles 
which followed their construction. 

In these attempts to drive back the Indians St. 
Clair's undisciplined and ill-prepared troops engaged 
in a series of skirmishes and battles. As a climax to 
this expedition St. Clair's forces were attacked by 
surprise at their encampment on a small tributary of 
the Wabash and were defeated and dispersed. Now it 
was up to General Anthony Wayne to set up another 
army to subdue the Indians. After careful preparations, 
including drill in methods of frontier fighting, Wayne's 
army advanced northward from Cincinnati. The British, 
meanwhile, had reconstructed Fort Miami (near Maumee, 
southwest of Toledo). Fort Defiance was built by the 
advancing Americans at the junction of the Maumee 
and Auglaize Rivers. In 1794 Wayne's troops engaged 
an Indian army of about 2,000 men in the Black Swamp 
at Fallen Timbers, near present Maumee, where appar-
ently many trees had been uprooted ·by a tornado. In a 
brief battle the Indians were defeated and put to flight. 
This short but decisive battle, followed by destruction 
of Indian lands and settlements, ended a long period 
of struggle between Indians and white men on the 
frontier. 

The outcome of these early Indian Wars was the 
Treaty of Greenville, signed in August 1795, after a 
council held with Indians in June. The treaty called 
for a cessation of all hostilities, an exchange of pris-
oners, and donation of gifts as well as certain appropri-
ations to the Indians. A boundary line (fig. 16) was 
delimited by the terms of the Greenville Treaty: this 
line extended from Lake Erie via the Cuyahoga and 
Tuscarawas Rivers to a point above Fort Laurens, then 
west via a point near Loramie's Station to Fort Re-
covery, and thence southward to the Ohio River oppo-
site the mouth of the Kentucky River. All the lands 
east and south of the boundary were to be incorporated 
in the United States; the remainder was to belong to 
the Indians. However, some posts and reserves within 
Indian lands were retained by the United States. 

SUMMARY 

Prior to the Treaty of Greenville (1795), settle-
ments in Ohio had been almost continuously in a pre-
carious position. Indian attacks occurred more or less 
regularly and fear of attack was constantly present. 
With the surrender of land by Indians, settlement now 
could proceed without hindrance. As territorial settle-
ment was established, population increased, and organ-
ization of government advanced. Shortly, many moves 
were made toward achieving statehood, which came 
quickly. In 1803, just 20 years after the close of the 
Revolutionary War, Ohio was admitted by Congress as 
the 17th state of the Union. 



Chapter 3 
THE POPULATION OF OHIO: 

PAST, PRESENT, AND FUTURE DISTRIBUTION 

Gerald Pyle 

INTRODUCTION 

During the past century, Ohio's population has 
grown from 2,665,460 to 10,652,017. Such growth is by 
no means unique. Similar rates of increase are common 
elsewhere in the United States as well as in many 
other parts of the world. This analysis of Ohio's popu-
lation growth from 1870 to 1970 addresses the various 
processes which have contributed to growth trends in 
the state and in so doing enables the construction of 
several forecasting models which project county popu-
lations to the year 2000. 

The study methodology consists of identification 
of growth trends by county, spatial interpretation of 
these trends for census years which reflected the 
greatest change, grouping of counties with similar 
patterns of change, and spatial forecasting by means 
of models replicating common patterns of change. In 
addition, county population figures for years reflecting 
the greatest change have been mapped. These maps 
form the basis for interpretation of past and possible 
future changes in the spatial distribution of Ohio's 
population. 2 

The county was selected as the smallest unit of 
observation in order to fully reveal spatial variations 
of population change within the state for the entire 
time span. Although county units are less appropriate 
in the earlier periods of this analysis, they prove to 
be particularly effective in lending understanding to 
the complex factors contributing to differing growth 
rates during the 20th century (for use of the county as 
a basic building block, see Berry and others, 1971). 
Many of these contributing factors have been isolated 
by scholars formulating parallel studies identifying 
the linkage among systems of cities, economic devel-
opment, and population expansion. Berry (1970), for 
example, has explained how regions in many cases 
possess urban centers which are organized functional-
ly into hierarchies; the hierarchies in turn serve to 
integrate the economies of regions. Sizes of cities 
within hierarchies ultimately determine areas of eco-

2The cartographic method employed constructs population "con-
tours" from actual county population figures by interpolation from 
the center of population of each county. The maps should thus be 
read as general statistical surfaces from which the population of 
a particular area can be estimated. In this sense, the maps can 
be taken as probability surfaces, particularly for the forecast years. 
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nomic dependence, and population growth is directly 
related to regional economic growth. 

Viewed over long periods of time, as in this analy-
sis of Ohio, sustained economic growth results in the 
progressive integration of regional economies (Berry, 
1961, p. 573-688). In some regions urban-rural distinc-
tions eventually become more difficult to make as pop-
ulation centers generate outward growth (for an ex-
panded discussion on these points, see Ward, 1971). 
Conversely, migrations from agricultural areas to met-
ropolitan labor markets can give rise to economic back-
wardness in interrnetropolitan peripheral areas. How-
ever, continued economic development within popula-
tion centers can revitalize certain peripheral locations. 
Concurrent with population expansion, rural economic 
change occurs. Agricultural areas previously arranged 
around metropolitan centers in concentric zones of 
differentiated activity give way to areas of increased 
specialization largely without concentric structure. 

SETTLEMENT THEORIES AND 
POPULATION GROWTH 

Many of the theories utilized by the geographer in 
explaining rural and urban settlement, and which can 
be seen operating in this analysis of Ohio population 
growth, have recently been synthesized by Eric Lam-
pard (1968, p. 81-139). Lampard explains how the 
works of an 18th century German economist, Johann 
Heinrich von Thiinen, who formulated a law governing 
optimum agricultural land use, have served as the 
springboard for subsequent spatial theorizing (for a 
recent re-evaluation of von Thiinen's concepts, see 
Found, 1971, p. 12-82). Von Thiinen's model postu-
lated a town located in the middle of a uniform plain 
and operating as a node for demand for agricultural 
products. The most important factors governing the 
intensity of land utilization in the surrounding rural 
countryside were volume of agricultural products and 
differing transport costs. The resultant von Thiinen 
formulation consists of concentric circles in which 
agricultural land use becomes steadily less intense 
with distance from the town (fig. 17). Since von Thiinen 's 
initial formulation, scholars have identified various 
modified empirical adaptations of the theory. 
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During the latter part of the 19th century, Ohio was 
still basically preindustrial, and agricultural land-use 
patterns in many parts of the state resembled von 
Thiinen's general postulation, given variations in abun-
dance of local resources. However, industrialization 
had already started in Ohio's larger cities before the 
turn of the century, and these trends were to continue. 
For an explanation of population patterns around urban 
places during these early decades, much can be found 
in the contributions of Alfred Weber (see Hoover, 1963, 
p. 27-46). 

As did von Thiinen, Weber theorized zones of de-
creasing industrial activity with increasing distance 
from urban centers, the major distinction between the 
two theories being that Weber was concerned with in-
dustrial location rather than with optimum use of a 
particular plot of land. Once again, transport costs 
played a leading role, but locations in relation to re-
source materials were also important. Hoover, in ex-
panding Weber's contribution, explained how urban 
growth is linked to industrial development. As Ohio's 
population grew in numbers and expanded spatially, 
industrial development in Cincinnati, Cleveland, 
Youngstown, Toledo, and elsewhere was largely in 
response to a combination of resources and developing 
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FIGURE 17.-Von Thunen's (1826) system of land use. 

transportation facilities. 
Metropolitan growth and development in Ohio was 

thus closely related to transportation (see chapter 8 
for a discussion of transportation patterns in Ohio). 
But, owing to the diffusion of innovations, transporta-
tion facilities, as well as many other determinants of 
urban growth, did not remain static. Borchert (1967) 
has explained metropolitan evolution in the United 
States as a development which not only gained natural 
momentum over time, but also received a periodically 
accelerated impetus as a result of technical innova-
tions. The completion of a railroad network, of course, 
is the outstanding example. This type of metropolitan 
evolution will show up strongly as Ohio's population 
growth is examined in the balance of this chapter. All 
parts of the state did not grow at an even rate, and in 
many instances growth in late-developing urban centers 
eventually outdistanced that of some places with earlier 
histories of faster growth. Also, the transition from a 
traditional agricultural economy to an urban industrial 
one demonstrated varying speeds and conditions from 
one time and place to another. This aspect of regional 
economic growth has been pointed out by Hirschmann 
(1958, p. 39-55) as not uncommon. Some urban places 
became distinct poles of growth, with the largest of 
these considered primary growth centers in this analy-
sis. Secondary and tertiary growth centers are also 
identified. 

OHIO IN 1870: AN AGRICULTURAL EMPIRE 

Ohio had become an agricultural area of the first 
magnitude by 1870, and yet the patterns of population 
concentration, and hence urbanization, as we know 
them now had also begun (fig. 18A). 3 Although most of 
the state's better endowed agricultural areas had been 
occupied as early as the 1850's, there were in 1864 
some 630,000 acres of public lands still available to 
Ohio farmers (Roseboom and Weisenburger, 1953, chap. 
XIV). By the time the census of 1870 was taken, Ohio 
had risen to a position near national supremacy in agri-
cultural production. This increased farm production 
was being aided by the statewide diffusion of innova-
tions in agricultural implements. Furthermore, different 
regions of the state developed particular specialties. 
In the central and southwestern parts of Ohio a sub-
stantial corn-cattle-hog complex had evolved. Although 
wheat was the major product of the north, in the old 
Western Reserve (northeastern Ohio) dairy farming and 
the production of cheese had developed to a substan-
tial degree. In the northwest, farming was more diversi-
fied. In the Appalachian hills of southeastern Ohio, 
the pattern of subsistence farming was clearly emerg-
ing, and already the bituminous coal reserves, which 
were to become so important later in Ohio's industrial 

3 Parts of this discussion of the history of Ohio's growth are 
adapted from Tesniarz (1970). 
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growth, were being tapped. 
Although the population of the state, which at this 

time had an extractive economy, was concentrated 
mostly in rural areas and small towns not far removed 
from farms, the hinterlands were nonetheless contrib-
uting to the commercial and manufactural growth of 
the urban centers. The transportation revolution of the 
1860's combined with changing modes of transportation 
to further ~ccelerate industrialization and urban growth. 
In some parts of the state, population growth continued 
in existing centers; in other areas the advent of the 
railroad aided growth in new places. 

Riverine traffic has long been important in the Ohio 
Valley from East Liverpool, with its production of 
bulky pottery, to Cincinnati, which early earned the 
name "Porkopolis" because of its meat packing. Other 
important river-related population centers showing up 
on the 1870 population map include the Steubenville-
Wheeling, West Virginia, area, the Marietta-Parkers-
burg, West Virginia, area, and the Huntington, West 
Virginia-Ashland, Kentucky-Portsmouth area. Cin-
cinnati was, of course, the largest of these river set-
tlement areas, owing to a rich agricultural hinterland 
as well as to a favorable location. Many agricultural 
products were processed in Cincinnati, and the city in 
turn supplied the rural areas with manufactured goods, 
including agricultural implements, carriages, and 
wagons. 

Other centers connected with waterborne transpor-
tation also appear on figure 18A. Toledo, for example, 
stands out as a Lake Erie port at the head of a canal. 
The same is true for Cleveland, but, as with many 
other centers north of Cincinnati, rail transportation 
was becoming more important than transit by water. 
However, lake barges had already started to supply 
Lake Superior ores to Cleveland's budding iron and 
steel industries. Smaller centers to the south and south-
east of Cleveland had also started to develop manu-
facturing industries by 1870; centers contributing to 
the population surface shown included Akron, Canton, 
and Youngstown. 

By 1870, interior growth centers had benefited 
greatly from the combination of productive agricultural 
lands and the advent of the railroad network. Columbus, 
already the state capital and an important marketing 
center, attracted many manufacturing industries as a 
result of its central location in the state and easy rail 
access to southeastern Ohio coal deposits. The Dayton 
area, with a tradition of agricultural growth, had by 
1870 also become a center for manufactural growth. 

PATTERNS IN 1910: THE IMPACT 
OF INDUSTRIALIZATION 

By 1910, Ohio had experienced the full impact of 
the Industrial Revolution. Changes in the spatial ar-
rangement of Ohio's population are evident on figure 
18B. The distribution of the state's population in 1910 

was determined to a great degree by several primary 
growth centers which still dominated in 1972: Cleveland, 
Cincinnati, Columbus, and Toledo. Cleveland, with 
over a half million inhabitants, had become larger than 
Cincinnati, although Cincinnati continued to grow as 
its industrial base continued to diversify. Cleveland 
had assumed the role of Ohio's leading industrial cen-
ter, with particular emphasis on iron and steel. In ad-
dition, an entire industrial complex had formed in north-
eastern Ohio, with modern transportation facilities 
linking Cleveland to Akron, Canton, and Youngstown. 
Elsewhere, Columbus, Toledo, and Dayton were be-
coming clearly identifiable separate centers, and mi-
gration from the rural countryside to these nuclei had 
already begun. 

This was also a period of economic well-being for 
Ohio's farmers. Acreage in farms had risen greatly 
since 1870, and the rural population had continued to 
grow. The productive fruit-growing areas along Lake 
Erie had filled in considerably. Wheat-producing areas 
in north-central Ohio, as well as in many other well-
endowed rural parts of the state, showed considerable 
population increases during this early part of the 20th 
century. The economic boom brought on by World War I 
was just over the horizon, and the spatial configuration 
of Ohio's population distribution was to change in sev-
eral additional ways over the next decade. 

OHIO AT THE END OF WORLD WAR I: 1920 

During the period from 1911 to 1920 the prosperity 
brought on by added agricultural and industrial produc-
tion caused by World War I contributed to an increase 
of more than one million persons within the state. As 
indicated by figure 18C both rural and urban counties 
continued to grow. Most of the growth in rural areas 
took place in counties which had demonstrated accel-
erated growth during the previous several decades; 
little growth occurred in the southeast and the extreme 
northwest. However, by 1920 many rural counties had 
reached population levels not to be attained again in 
the following half century. Growth in most rural areas 
was brought to a near standstill by 1921 as the demand 
for agricultural products adjusted to a peacetime econ-
omy. 

World War I growth was also experienced by the 
state's four primary centers, Cleveland, Columbus, 
Cincinnati, and Toledo. All of these cities had wit-
nessed increased industrial expansion and diversifica-
tion during the war, as is manifested by the increased 
nucleation and spatial expansion over 1910. Part of 
the growth of these centers could be attributed to mi-
grations from overseas. Such migration was particular-
ly true for Cleveland. Ethnic neighborhoods, which had 
their beginnings during the Industrial Revolution, grew 
and became more clearly identifiable within the major 
cities. In addition, movements to particular suburbs 
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FIGURE 18.-Population distribution, 1870, 1910, 1920, 1950. 
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FIGURE 19.-Population distribution, 1970, 1980, 1990, 2000. 
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became quite noticeable. 
The gains of secondary growth centers can be seen 

also when Ohio's population pattern of 1920 is ana-
lyzed. Dayton's growth from 1911 to 1920 was quite 
pronounced. That city had developed a diversified in-
dustrial base centered around the production of refrig-
erators, cash registers, and business machines. Akron 
had evolved by 1920 as the "Rubber Capital of the 
World,'' and the spatial nature of that center as an 
extension of the Cleveland growth area shows up for 
the first time on figure 18C. Some growth from 1911 to 
1920 is reflected also for the areas adjacent to Youngs-
town and Wheeling, West Virginia. 

By 1920, the basic spatial patterns of the subsequent 
50 years were fairly well established. The primary and 
secondary urban growth centers identified above were 
to serve as the major labor markets of the state, thus 
operating as poles for the future development of sur-
rounding areas. However, events during the next 30 
years effected some changes in the population dis-
tributions within and between these growth centers. 

OHIO AFTER WORLD WAR II: 1950 

In spite of the fact that the major labor markets of 
the state were established during the first two decades 
of the 20th century, events and conditions of the 1920's, 
1930's, and 1940's were important factors contributing 
to fluctuations in the distribution of Ohio's population. 
By 1950, the state's population had risen to almost 
8 million, an increase of 37 percent over the 1920 
figure. However, this growth was concentrated heavily 
in certain parts of the state. Northwestern Ohio, in-
cluding the area around Toledo, grew relatively little 
during the interwar period. Furthermore, the economic 
collapse of the agricultural economy during the 1920's 
and the depression of the 1930's combined as major 
factors forcing migrations from rural counties of the 
state and from some neighboring states to urban labor 
markets of Ohio (Thompson, 1951). The most striking 
result of these migrations was a general loss of popu-
lation for many counties. Most, but not all, of these 
counties are located in southeastern Ohio (fig. 18D). 
Prosperity resulting from World War II and the period 
immediately after the war helped some of Ohio's tradi-
tionally rural counties recoup some population losses 
(these counties are classified as Group IV in appendix 
B). However, increased demands by industrial areas 
for strip-mined coal required large additional amounts 
of land for mining, resulting in an adverse effect on 
population growth in many other counties. 

By 1950, indications of changes in spatial configu-
ration could be seen also for the more urbanized parts 
of the state. Two metropolitan regions, the largest of 
which was northeastern Ohio, had developed by then. 
The Cleveland-Akron-Canton district was the largest 
single population complex in Ohio during the 1940's 

and early 1950's. That complex subsequently merged 
with the expanding Youngstown area to form the most 
heavily populated region within the state (Ohio De-
partment of Health, 1959). The second largest region 
of metropolitan growth consists of the Cincinnati-
Dayton area, which includes the industrial cities of 
Middletown and Hamilton, located between the larger 
growth centers. 

Although the counties around Columbus did not 
gain as many people from 1921 to 1950 as did the two 
larger metropolitan regions, growth within the state 
capital area was steady. In fact, Columbus had a more 
rapid rate of increase during this time than did Toledo, 
one of the cities identified previously as a primary 
growth center. By 1950, however, counties south of 
Toledo showed strong signs of increasing suburbaniza-
tion. 

A very important aspect of Ohio's population dis-
tribution in 1950 is the appearance of several smaller 
areas of growing population which affect, for the first 
time, the population surface (fig. 18D). These more 
recent growth areas, considered tertiary growth centers 
within the context of this study, include population 
concentrations centered around Mansfield, Portsmouth, 
and Newark. Such tertiary growth centers serve, in 
part, as evidence of the beginnings of the decentrali-
zation that was brought about by increased use of 
Ohio's highways and motor transportation. Although 
in evidence in 1950, the impact of postindustrial growth 
trends was much more pronounced in 1960. 

THE POSTINDUSTRIAL PERIOD: 1951 TO 1970 

The results of declining use of railroads and vastly 
increased highway mobility, linked with expansions in 
the interstate highway system, stand out clearly on 
figure 19A, the map of Ohio's population distribution 
in 1970. Many counties containing smaller cities ex-
perienced renewed growth during the period as the 
state's expanding population became oriented to ever-
increasing decentralization. Conversely, many of the 
central cities of metropolitan areas demonstrated no 
population growth at all; still other larger cities actual-
ly lost population. Central-city losses, however, were 
more than compensated for by growth in suburban fringe 
communities. 

In northwestern Ohio, while suburban expansion 
was occurring in Toledo, a pattern of dispersed growth 
in cities such as Defiance, Fostoria, Findlay, and 
especially Lima, was developing. But once again the 
major growth area in the state was northeastern Ohio. 
Both the Cleveland and Akron metropolitan areas 
showed marked increases, but population growth was 
much more rapid in suburban areas than in the older 
metropolitan cores. The Youngstown area also mani-
fested tremendous growth, combining with the other 
centers in northeastern Ohio to produce yet another 
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example of the modern "megalopolis," first identified 
and described by the French urban geographer Jean 
Gottmann (1961). 

The southwestern part of the state experienced a 
fair amount of growth during this period, but much of 
that growth was in areas fringing the central cities of 
Dayton and Cincinnati. Dayton did experience a mod-
erate amount of growth within the central city during 
the earlier part of the period. 

As indicated by a comparison of figures 18D and 
19A, growth in the Columbus area was rapid during 
the two decades. In 1970, the population of Columbus 
reached more than half a million, and that city had 
surpassed Cincinnati to become the second largest 
growth center in the state. Part of this great increase 
was the result of annexations of more than 100 square 
miles of land surrounding the city. But counties not 
within these expanded city limits also experienced 
growth. Newark had become, in effect, a part of the 
new Columbus metropolitan region. In addition, the 
Zanesville area had emerged as a tertiary growth area 
quite close to the expanding Columbus region. 

An area centered on Richland County showed ex-
ponential growth during this two-decade period as 
industrial activities in Ashland and Mansfield in-
creased. This area, which enjoys a very favorable 
location on an interstate highway connecting the 
Columbus and Cleveland areas, can attribute much of 
its recent growth to continued decentralization of 
manufacturing industries. 

Southeastern Ohio continued to lag behind other 
areas of the state in population growth between 1951 
and 1970. Areas to the north of Portsmouth demon-
strated mild growth, as did Athens and Washington 
Counties, but other counties in southeastern Ohio con-
tinued to lose population. For example, Harrison Coun-
ty, located in the heart of the strip-mining area, lost 
nearly 10 percent of its population from 1961 to 1970. 

During the entire span from 1870 to 1970, the nature 
of Ohio changed from that of an agrarian heartland to 
that of a heavily metropolitan transition zone with a 
solid agricultural base. Several temporal population 
trends can be identified for various counties during 
the century. 

PAST POPULATION GROWTH AS THE KEY TO 
FUTURE POPULATION PATTERNS 

By examining past population growth in each of 
Ohio's 88 counties from 1870 to 1970, it is possible 
to identify five basic county types, each of which 
shows different growth characteristics or responses. 
The county population figures are given in appendix A 
and the analysis is explained in detail in appendix B. 

The past trends of population growth provide the 
key to forecasting future population patterns. Each of 
the five types of counties will respond differently in 

terms of population growth, but the forecasting tech-
nique assumes that the growth parameters will remain 
fairly constant. Eliminating such things as nuclear 
holocaust, a major world conflict, a severe economic 
collapse, or any other unforeseen major catastrophe, 
it is assumed in this study that past growth trends will 
continue for at least the next three decades. The func-
tional relationships developed as equations in ap-
pendix B have been extended to the year 2000 in order 
to extrapolate population figures for the counties with-
in each of the five major trend groups. The population 
estimates thus derived are given in appendix A for the 
years 1980, 1990, and 2000. Maps have been con-
structed also for these years. 

THE DISTRIBUTION OF OHIO POPULATION 
IN 1980 AND 1990 

Figure 19B is the spatial expression of the 1980 
forecasts. The Cincinnati-Dayton metropolitan region 
is expected to maintain a shape similar to previous 
periods; there will be some outward expansion, and 
additional growth will take place inside Hamilton 
County. Moderate growth can be expected also in the 
Toledo area. By 1980, Lima and Findlay should be 
significant tertiary growth centers. Changes forecast 
for northeastern Ohio include: first, additional filling-

e Primary growth center _...., Historic growth movement 

e Secondary growth center ------; Forecast d1rect1on of movement 

• Tertiary growth center = Maiorgrowthax1s 

Uni,,. of .4.kro<i. Depl of Geog, 1972 M Geob 

FIGURE 20"-The dynamics of Ohio population growth. 
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in between Akron and Cleveland and, second, the 
linkage of the previously independent Richland County 
growth area to the sprawling megalopolis to the east. 
Significant growth is anticipated for the Columbus 
metropolitan region, which should spread consider-
ably in most directions, absorbing the Zanesville 
growth pole in the process. Limited growth will occur 
in southeastern Ohio, and the area surrounding Ports-
mouth should show some population increase. 

The population surface for the 1990 forecasts (fig. 
19C) indicates several new developments and at least 
one change with important implications. By 1990 the 
entire Ohio shore of Lake Erie will be occupied by 
substantially more people than in 1970. The megalop-
olis of the northeast should link up with the Toledo 
area to form an area of more or less continuous settle-
ment, which could be termed the "Lake Erie Metropoli-
tan Region." In addition, the Lima and Findlay areas 
are expected to merge with this area. Growth in the 
"Southwestern Metropolitan Region" will continue to 
be moderate, as in the two previous decades. The 
Columbus growth area, having developed into a large 
"Central Metropolitan Region," is expected to expand 
considerably both north and south by 1990. Some popu-
lation growth is also expected in and around Athens 
and Marietta, and the Portsmouth area also should 
demonstrate an increase over 1980. 

OHIO'S POPULATION DISTRIBUTION 
IN THE YEAR 2000 

The map depicting Ohio's population surface in the 
year 2000 is impressive (fig. 190). It is assumed that 
the three large metropolitan regions will become inter-
locked as forces continue to disperse a growing state 
population. Cleveland, Columbus, and Cincinnati 

should continue to operate as primary growth centers 
for their surrounding areas, but growth impelled from 
these centers will spill over into the areas between 
the nuclei. Clearly this large but dispersed area of 
dense settlement will not constitute a single large 
labor market. Conversely, this massive region will be 
considered metropolitan in terms of growth generated 
along major highways. 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

Ohio's population growth can be viewed historical-
ly as being influenced largely by the differential ex-
pansion rates of three types of growth center: primary, 
secondary, and tertiary. At times various of these 
centers have acted as poles for the economic growth 
of surrounding areas. It is possible to identify five 
major growth trends for groups of Ohio's 88 counties, 
and these trends can be extrapolated into 30-year fore-
casts for the entire state. As the state's population 
grows and expands spatially three large metropolitan 
regions are taking shape. By the year 2000 these re-
gions will become intertwined. 

The assumption of three interlocked metropolitan 
regions further suggests that certain major axes of 
growth can be anticipated for Ohio. These axes are 
shown on figure 20 along with the growth centers and 
historic and postulated directions of growth. Three 
major axes can be identified. One has developed along 
the Lake Erie shore from Toledo in the west to the 
Pennsylvania border and obviously beyond. Another 
axis extends from Cleveland through Columbus to Cin-
cinnati. Yet a third axis shows up from Cincinnati 
through Dayton to Toledo. It is anticipated that by 
the year 2000 the three metropolitan regions of the 
state will be linked along these axes of growth. 



Chapter 4 
OHIO'S PHYSICAL LANDSCAPE 

Allen G. Noble 

INTRODUCTION 

The state has been fortunate in that within its 
boundaries the physical environment has generally 
been advantageous for human settlement. We have al-
ready noted Ohio's position between the early core 
area of the East Coast and the later burgeoning great-
ness of the Midwest. Likewise, Ohio's position within 
the westerly wind belt is such that it experiences con-
siderable variety in weather conditions. Nearby Lake 
Erie, by its retention of heat or cold, affects tempera-
tures and length of growing seasons in adjacent shore 
areas. Ohio's location and topography are such that 
the region is open to the indraft of warm and humid air; 
this accounts partially for the state's adequate rainfall 
for middle-latitude crops and its sometimes tropical 
summers. Conversely, in winter Ohio is affected by 
blasts of cold Arctic air and occasional heavy snow-
falls. 

The low relief of the plains has placed little hin-
drance on the movement and settlement of people. Rail-
road, highway, and canal transport have experienced 
few landform barriers. Even Ohio's moderately hilly 
southeastern section has been easily traversed by 
transport routes. The settlement of this area before 
the rest of the state was in large part the direct result 
of favorable water access. These hill lands, however, 
proved to be far less suited for cultivation than the 
plains topography of the rest of the state. As settle-
ment advanced in Ohio, the various qualities of the 
landscape throughout the state offered a series of dif-
ferent environments which evoked in part different 
settlement responses. 

LANDFORMS 

Ohio lacks spectacular mountains, but it does 
possess a wide variety of landscapes. Basically, the 
state falls into two of the physiographic provinces of 
North America : the Central Lowland and the Appala-
chian Plateaus Provinces, the extent of which are 
shown on figure 21. The Central Lowland Province, 
of low relief and low elevation, occupies roughly the 
northwestern half of the state. Here the bedrock is of 
Paleozoic age, principally Ordovician through Devoni-
an, although the extreme northwestern corner of the 
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state is underlain by rocks of Mississippian age. All 
rocks are sedimentary, with limestone predominating. 
Rock strata lie more or less horizontally, with the 
general regional slope downward to the north, north-
east, and east. Yet, as we will shortly note, there is 
variety within these plains. 

The Appalachian Plateaus Province extends through-
out most of the southeastern half of Ohio. Bedrock is 
of later Paleozoic age, uplifted but more or less un-
contorted and sloping generally down to the east. 
Shales and sandstones predominate over limestones. 
Of particular importance to Ohio 's economic develop-
ment are the coal measures associated with the Penn-
sylvanian-age rocks. The northern portion of the Pla-
teaus, because of glaciation, rather resembles the 
Central Lowland, but the southern portion is much more 
rugged. The contrast between northwestern and south-
eastern Ohio is essentially the difference between a 
youthful plain only slightly scarred by streams and a 
mature hill country deeply dissected by a well-devel-
oped network of rivers tributary to the Ohio River. The 
river itself is bordered by a flat floodplain along much 
of its length (fig. 22). 

Perhaps the single most important factor in the 
development of the land surface of Ohio has been 
continental glaciation. Extensive sheets of ice covered 
Ohio during several widely spaced intervals of glaci-
ation; the latest one, the Wisconsinan, had the great-
est effect on Ohio's present landscape : 

There are many visible landscape features indicating glacial 
action: glacial scouring is visible in many quarries but with 
a spectacular example on Kelley ' s Island; the moraines 
which festoon much of the state, particularly between Co-
lumbus and Hamilton; the beds of former glacial lakes com-
mon in northern Ohio; outwash plains such as the one upon 
which Wright Field is located; and the millions of boulders 
which are fragments of rocks not found in the state. Most 
common, of course, is the glacial drift which has renewed 
the base for soils-making materials. 

Thus did Alfred Wright (1957, p. 3-4) note the wide 
distribution of glacial features in Ohio. 

Each of the two physiographic areas of the state 
is divided into a glaciated and a nonglaciated section. 
In addition , extensive in northwestern Ohio and ex-
tending as a narrow band eastward along the shore of 
Lake Erie, is an area within which the land surface, 
although glaciated, is primarily the result of deposi-
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tion from the ancestors of Lake Erie. 
Thus five different landform regions are present 

in Ohio: (1) the unglaciated Appalachian Plateaus; (2) 
the glaciated Appalachian Plateaus; (3) the Central 
Lowland, covered largely by unsorted and unstratified 
glacial deposits and commonly called the Till Plains; 
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( 4) the glaciolacustrine area carrying the designation 
of Lake Plains; and (5) the very limited portion of the 
Central Lowland which was never glaciated and which 
is usually referred to as the Lexington Plain. These 
areas are shown on the physiographic map, figure 
23 . 
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FIGURE 21.-Landforms of Ohio. 
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Unglaciated Appalachian Plateaus 

The southeastern quarter of the state, sometimes 
referred to as the Kanawha Plateau, is the truly hilly 
part of Ohio. Here a plateau of moderate elevation has 

been dissected by streams until it consists of narrow 
ridges and rounded hillocks separated by steep-sided 
valleys up to 300 feet in depth, with the larger valleys 
developing narrow floodplains. 

Figure 24 is a reproduction of a portion of the 
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1 mil e 

Contour interval 20 feet 

FIGURE 24. -Unglaciated Appalachian Plateaus surface, 
Noble and Washington Counties (portion of U.S. Geological 
Survey 712-minute Dalzell quadrangle). 

Dalzell topographic quadrangle in Noble and Washing-
ton Counties. In many respects this area is typical of 
the unglaciated Appalachian Plateaus. In this partic-
ular area the larger valleys are approximately 200 
feet deep. Only the largest of the streams, Coon Run 
and Pawpaw Creek, have narrow alluvial plains; the 
other streams, most of which are seasonal in character, 
are still actively engaged in downcutting. The inter-
fluves, which tend to be elongated, are mostly in slope, 
although some suggestion of an earlier level surface 
is present. A high proportion of the natural forest 
covering has been removed, some because of mining 
and the rest as the result of the extension of cultiva-
tion; in some parts of the region a more extensive 
forest cover remains. 

Oil and gas wells are a common feature of the land-
scape, although an increasingly high proportion of them 
are abandoned. In the northern portion of the map area 
there are indications of strip-mine activities, including 
the elongated ponds associated with highwalls. Roads 
are poorly developed in general, and are located almost 
exclusively along the bottoms of valleys. However, in 
portions of the area, roads have been built along the 
crests of interfluves to avoid the curves and flood 

dangers of narrow winding valleys. In the almost 7-
square-mile area of figure 24 there is no paved road. 
Settlement is concentrated primarily in valley bottoms, 
although a few farmhouses are found on hill summits . 

Glaciated Appalachian Plateaus 

Toward the west and especially toward the north, 
the Appalachian Plateaus surface has been modified 
by glaciation (fig. 21). Valleys are less deep than in 
the unglaciated portion as a result of glacial erosion, 
which has rounded and smoothed the hills, and glacial 
deposition, which has broadened and flattened the 
valleys. The original drainage has been displaced 
somewhat; small lakes and poorly drained swales have 
been added to the landscape. 

Figure 25 is a portion of the Fredericktown topo-
graphic quadrangle in Knox County. Many of the fea-
tures shown on figure 25 are common throughout the 
glaciated plateau. The total local relief is about 220 
feet. Interfluves are broader and less dissected than 
areas of the type shown on figure 24; streams are more 
widely spaced and less deeply incised. The contour 
interval on figure 25 is half that of figure 24, demon-

~ 1 mil e 
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Quadrangle location 

FIGURE 25.-Glaciated Appalachian Plateaus surface, 
Knox County (portion of U.S. Geological Survey 712-minute 
Fredericktown quadrangle). 
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FIGURE 26.-Glacial deposits of Ohio (Ohio Division of Geological Survey). 
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strating the smoother nature of the glaciated surface. 
The contrast between sloping interfluves and flat-lying 
valley bottoms is quite distinct. 

Presence of a loose glacial rock covering is be-
trayed by the abundance of gravel pits in kame de-
posits along the larger valley bottoms and slopes. 
Karnes are waterlaid sand and gravel features of glacial 
origin, generally forming irregular terraces along the 
sides of valleys. An undisturbed kame terrace is evi-
dent in the southwestern portion of figure 25 between 
the railroad and Ohio Route 13. The recovery of sand 
and gravel is one of the more significant mineral ac-
tivities of the glaciated plateau. Although not shown 
on figure 25, coal mining and oil and gas drilling are 
also important in this area. 

The greater ease of movement over the glaciated 
plateau surface is readily apparent. Roads are general-
ly quite straight for long distances and largely are 
little influenced by topography. The effect of the Gen-
eral Land Office survey can be seen not only in the 
north-south east-west orientation of the roads, but also 
in the regular pattern of fence lines (shown by the 
dashed lines) and woodlot boundaries. Settlement is 
much more extensive on the glaciated than on the un-
glaciated plateau, with much more settlement on the 
uplands, the result of better access and lesser slope. 
Towns still tend to be located in the valleys, however. 

The Till Plains 

Over one-third of Ohio is covered by glacial de-
posits of low relief. Here in these Till Plains, upon 
a rock surface which had been well eroded and largely 
leveled by streams, great ice sheets spread out de-
posits of loose glacial materials to depths of more than 
100 feet in many places. The retreat of the ice was 
erratic and halting, and where its edge remained for 
some time a ridge of material collected. These mo-
raines, as the ridges are termed, can be seen on figure 
26. 

The surface of the Till Plains is either gently un-
dulating where morainic belts occur or where the under-
lying bedrock variations produce modest irregularities, 
or it is level. Relief is generally under 200 feet and 
over large areas well under 100 feet. However, in 
southwestern Ohio and in a narrow band diagonally 
across the state from Highland County to Richland 
County the glacial covering is thin and the effect of 
underlying bedrock is greater. In this area, which was 
covered only by early ice sheets, local relief is over 
300 feet in many places. 

Over the surface of most of the Till Plains glacia-
tion has produced two results which are of especial 
significance. First, topography has been smoothed, 
thus aiding accessibility and settlement. Second, the 
loose materials deposited over the plains have devel-
oped into excellent soils. 

A more or less typical portion of Till Plains sur-

face is shown on figure 27, which is a part of the 
Sidney quadrangle in Shelby County. The contour in-
terval is only 10 feet and the total local relief is just 
over 60 feet. Most of the surface is uniform, more or 
less level. 

Across the map area from northeast to southwest is 
a recessional moraine with a series of kames and ket-
tles. A kettle is a rounded depression resulting from 
the melting of a block of glacial ice embedded in or 
surrounded by glacial drift. A particularly well-devel-
oped kettle lake (a water-filled kettle) occurs just to 
the west of McClure Cemetery. The presence of the 
burial ground on the moraine is typical, such features 
in most places being associated with better than aver-
age drainage, which is characteristic of most moraines. 
The rather poor drainage of the lower lying areas is 
suggested in the use of the term ''ditch'' for many of 
the smaller drainage ways; such use denotes artificial 
deepening of natural features. The proportion of the 
surface remaining in natural vegetative covering is 
somewhat lower than in the glaciated plateau and much 
lower than in the unglaciated plateau; much of the Till 
Plains is suited for cultivation. 

The settlement pattern appears to be related more 
to roads and access than to topography and streams, 

1 mile l:=========t=========1 
Contour interval 10 feet 

FIGURE 27 .-Till Plains surface, Shelby County (portion of 
U.S. Geological Survey 7%-minute Sidney quadrangle). 
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although the greatest numbers of houses along the 
roads are found on the well-drained moraine. No point 
in the area is more than one-half mile from a road and, 
although the basic rectangular pattern of roads is 
oriented to compass points, the most important road, 
Ohio Route 29, ignores both topography and the lines 
of the General Land Office survey and drives straight 
across the map from the northwest , aiming for the town 
of Sidney to the southeast. 

The Lake Plains 

In northwestern Ohio generally, and with a narrow 
extension along the shore of Lake Erie into northeast-
ern Ohio, lie the Lake Plains. This essentially flat 
surface was created by the retreat of glacial ice north-
ward; the released waters were trapped between the 
ice mass on the north, the glacial deposits left to the 
south, and the eastern continental divide. Sediments 
were deposited on the bottoms of these temporary gla-
cial lakes. The ice retreat took place in several stages, 
resulting in various lake levels and surface extents, 
with a different outlet of the lake water in each in-
stance. The first outlets were to the west; subsequent 
ones were to the east and included the present Niagara 
River channel. Once the waters were drained away the 
smooth lake bottoms were revealed. 

A series of sandy beach ridges, each marking the 
edge of one of the early lakes, cross northern Ohio. 
On the flat Lake Plains the beach ridges, although 
only a few feet high, stand out as relatively prominent 
topographic features. Better drained than the lower 
lying areas, the beach ridges were the earliest settle-
ment sites and the determinants for road locations. 
Some of the clearest examples are given in table 1, 

TABLE 1.-Glacial beach ridges along Ohio highways 1 

Highway 

Ohio 283, west of Grand River 
U.S. 20, Pennsylvania border to Cleveland 
Ohio 254, Lakewood to Vincent 
Ohio 101, Castalia to Clyde 
U.S. 6, west of Bowling Green 

Ohio 84, Kingsville to Wickliffe 
U.S. 20, Lakewood to Elyria 
U.S. 20, Norwalk to Monroeville 
Ohio 18, Bairdstown to North Baltimore 
Ohio 10, Fairview Park to Laporte 

Ohio 101, northwest of Tiffin 
Ohio 18, Tiffin to west of Fostoria 
Ohio 113, Van Buren to West Leipsic 
U.S. 224, west of Findlay 
Ohio 12, Findlay to Vaughnsville 

U.S. 30, Indiana border to Delphos 
Ohio 2, Indiana border to Bryan 
U.S. 127, Pulaski to West Unity 

1 From Forsyth (1959). 

Ancient glacial 
lake level 

Lake Lundy 
Lake Warren 
Lake Warren 
Lake Warren 
Lake Warren 

Lake Whittlesey 
Lake Whittlesey 
Lake Whittlesey 
Lake Whittlesey 
Lake Maumee 

Lake Maumee 
Lake Maumee 
Lake Maumee 
Lake Maumee 
Lake Maumee 

Lake Maumee 
Lake Maumee 
Lake Maumee 

together with the lake level to which each ridge be-
longs. A more complete discussion of Ohio glacial 
beach ridges can be found in an Information Circular 
(Forsyth, 1959) published by the Ohio Division of 
Geological Survey. Although beach ridges are present 
throughout the Lake Plains, the typical Lake Plains 
surface is essentially featureless, as depicted by 
figure 28, which shows a portion of the Oak Harbor 
quadrangle in Ottawa County. Because of the monotony 
of the plain the contour interval used is only 5 feet, 
and the total relief is only about 15 feet. Roads and 
railways are more often than not on embankments, and 
the regular pattern of some streams reflects artificial 
deepening. Both these phenomena indicate the poor 
quality of original drainage on the Lake Plains surface. 
The village of Oak Harbor, in the extreme southeastern 
corner of the map, occupies the highest ground in the 
area and surely benefits from somewhat-above-average 
drainage. In general the amount of natural vegetation 
which remains is smaller than in any of the other phys-
iographic regions of the state, a tribute to the excel-
lence of the glaciolacustrine soils when drained. 

Settlement is relatively heavy on the Lake Plains. 
The average distance between houses in the rural 
areas is only slightly more than one-tenth of a mile, 
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FIGURE 28.-Lake Plains surface, Ottawa County (por-
tion of U.S. Geological Survey 7'/2-minute Oak Harbor quad-
rangle). 
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with villages and cities normally situated every 6 to 
10 miles. The road pattern is rectangular, betraying 
its essentially local function. Railways and electric 
power lines, however, lie parallel to the Lake Erie 
shore, indicating that they serve primarily nonlocal 
needs; their locations are influenced in part by the 
necessity to avoid the barrier of the lake. Another 
aspect of Lake Erie influence, in this case related to 
temperatures, can be seen in the widespread fruit or-
chards. 

The Lexington Plain 

Much of Adams County and small portions of ad-
jacent Highland and Brown Counties lie within the 
Lexington Plain. The present character of the surface 
in this unglaciated area is due largely to stream ero-
sion of limestone bedrock, producing a topography 
quite unlike that of the rest of the state. 

Figure 29, taken from the Seaman quadrangle, is a 
typical example of the landscape of this region. Each 
contour line represents a vertical height change of 
20 feet; the total relief shown on the map is about 200 

y, 1 mile t::::::::========:t::=========:j 
Contour interval 20 feet 

FIGURE 29.-Lexington Plain surface, Adams County 
(portion of U.S. Geological Survey 7Y:i-minute Seaman quad-
rangle). 

feet, although other parts of the region are more rugged. 
Evidence of the underlying limestone bedrock is 
betrayed by the irregularity of the contour lines and 
by the large number of sinkhole depressions, especial-
ly in the southeastern corner of the map. Much forest 
cover remains on the numerous slopes and even along 
the valley bottoms. The flat-topped interfluves are 
cleared, however, and utilized for agriculture. Settle-
ment has been primarily on the interfluves rather than 
along the valley bottoms. The road pattern is not as 
closely controlled by topography as in the unglaciated 
plateau, but some adjustment to landforms is notice-
able. The unusual orientation of property lines, a 
heritage of the Virginia Military District survey, is 
still highly visible. 

The rugged, hilly southeastern portion of the state 
shows evidence of somewhat more sparse settlement 
than do the gently undulating plains. Patterns of trans-
port routes show greater adjustment to landform fea-
tures in the more rugged topography. Woodland vegeta-
tion cover has been more commonly retained on the 
more numerous slopes of the dissected plateaus and 
plains. Some of these adjustments to physical environ-
ment are related also to the minor variations in weather 
and climate within Ohio's borders. 

OHIO'S VARIABLE WEATHER AND CLIMATE 

The climate of Ohio is classified as humid-conti-
nental warm-summer type, according to the most widely 
used system of climate classification in the United 
States. 4 The general characteristics of Ohio climate 
are: (1) pronounced seasonal shifts of temperature; 
(2) alternation of high- and low-pressure air masses 
that produce irregularly spaced changes of weather; 
(3) a winter season which is dominated by polar conti-
nental air masses that produce dry cold weather, but 
which is broken intermittently by brief interjections 
of tropical maritime air bringing wet warmer weather; 
(4) a summer season dominated alternately by tropical 
maritime and continental tropical air masses producing 
high temperatures and frequently high humidity; (5) 
somewhat higher rainfall in the summer half of the year 
than in the winter; (6) considerable annual range of 
temperature; (7) small diurnal range of temperature, 
especially in summer; (8) prevailing winds from the 
west, northwest, or southwest; (9) moderate cloud 
cover in summer and a much higher percentage of 
cloudiness in winter; (10) occasional tornadoes, espe-
cially in the early spring. 

Probably the best known feature of winter weather in 
the humid continental climates is its changeability. Tern-

4 G. T. Trewartha 's (1954) adaptation of Koeppen's system of 
climate classification places Ohio within the region of humid-
continental warm- (or long-) summer climate. Adhering more strict-
ly to Koeppen ' s classification, l.·~·· average temperature of the 
coldest month above 26 .6°F, one would place much of Ohio in the 
humid-subtropical climate. 
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TABLE 2.-Profile of Ohio climate 

Daily maximum Daily minimum Mean precipitation 
"O rJ) rJ) 

temperature (°F) temperature (°F) (in) i:: "O 
~ e i:: -~ "O .s § 

-~ ~ :;:J "O .E 
Station1 ..., ,...... >, .... >, .... ..... c .... Cl) Cl) • rJ) 

C1l..., .... ..... Cl) .... Cl) C1l ...... ...... Cl) bD Cl) ...... u 0 .... > ..... ...... C1l Cl) C1l .... >, .D C1l .... >, .D ::s C1l C1l . ... >, .D C1l 0. i:: Cl) 
Cl)'-' ::s 0. -; 0 ::s .... -; .E i::..., ::s .... -; .E .... rJ) e .!:: i:: "O 
~ i:: u i:: 0. i:: 0 i:: 0. Cl) :3 "O C1l i:: 

C1l < ....., 
C1l < ....., u <...., C1l < ....., u > Cl) ::s ....., 0 ....., 0 ....., 0 < z :s ~ 

Toledo 669 34.1 58.4 85.1 63.8 18.4 35.4 60.2 40.3 30.5 2.3 2.8 2.6 2.4 9.5 WSW 40 
Akron 1208 35.6 59.6 83.2 63.3 20.9 37.8 61.9 42.5 36.3 2.9 3.3 3.8 2.5 9.9 s 40 
Cleveland 777 35.4 57.3 82.4 63.4 21.3 36.7 61.3 43.4 35.4 2.8 3.4 3.3 2.4 10.9 s 36 
Youngstown 1178 34.4 57.6 81.7 61.4 20.2 36.3 59.3 42.3 40.0 3.2 3.7 4.3 2.7 10.1 SW 36 
Columbus 812 37.8 62.2 86.6 65.8 22.0 39.4 62.9 42.5 36.7 3.7 3.5 3.9 2.1 8.5 S·SW 42 

Mansfield 1295 34.8 56.9 82.6 62.7 19.8 36.8 60.8 42.0 38.7 3.2 3.3 3.5 2.3 10.8 SW 38 
Cincinnati 761 41.3 64.4 87.5 68.9 26.1 43.9 66.3 46.8 39.5 3.8 3.6 3.6 2.2 7.1 SW so 
Dayton 1002 36.9 60. 5 85.3 66.0 22.2 40.8 65.1 45.2 36.0 3.9 3.3 3.5 2.2 10.4 SSW 41 
Fort Wayne, Ind. 791 34.4 59.0 85.1 64.0 19.6 39.6 63.2 42.0 35.3 2.7 3.1 3.4 2.9 10.2 SW 42 
Huntington, W. Va. 827 45.3 67.5 86.0 69.7 27.9 43.9 64.3 44.9 39.5 3.7 3.7 4.5 1.9 6.3 NW 41 
State average 37.0 60.3 84.6 64.9 21.8 39.1 62.5 43.2 36.8 3.2 3.4 3.6 2.4 9.4 41 

1 0hio station data from M. E. Mi ller (no date); Indiana and West Virginia data from U.S. Department of Commerce, 1969. 

peratures may drop from above 60° in the warm sector of a 
cyclone to below zero behind the cold front in a period of 
a day or two, and, although extremes of such magnitude are 
not the rule in winter cyclones, sudden changes typify most 
storms. The passage of cyclones becomes more frequent in 
autumn, but there may be warm, sunny weather between the 
first two or three cyclones. In the United States the weather 
associated with stable air in October and November is often 
called "Indian summer", and since it often follows frosts, 
the fall colors of deciduous trees add a great deal to the 
pleasantness of these periods . Just as summer retreats with 
rear-guard delaying actions, so in spring there are late frosts 
and snowstorms which punctuate the erratic poleward retreat 
of cyclonic storms. Custom decrees that these late spring 
storms be termed "unseasonal"; they are in fact a charac-
teristic of the climate (Critchfield , 1966, p . 202). 

Ohio 's latitudinal and continental location has made 
it experience the frigidity of the Arctic and the torrid-
ness of the humid tropics. 

Profile of Ohio climate 

Extensive climatological data are kept for only 
eight stations in Ohio. Both northwestern and south-
eastern Ohio are not adequately represented. However, 
this deficiency is remedied in large part by including 
two stations which lie just outside the borders of 
Ohio: Fort Wayne, Indiana, and Huntington, West Vir-
ginia. Climatic information for these ten stations is 
given in table 2. Using these data, a summary or pro-
file of Ohio climate can be compiled. 

Temperature 

Temperatures in Ohio are generally moderate. The 
overall pattern of temperature is given in figure 30. 
The more or less regular progression of isotherms de-
termined by latitudinal position is broken in the north-
central and northeastern portions of the state. This 
interruption results from topographical irregularities 

and especially from the influence of Lake Erie. Daily 
maximum temperatures average about 37°F in January 
and almost 8S°F in July. Daily minimum temperatures 
for the same months are around 22° and 62°, respec-
tively. In general, spring temperatures, both maximum 
and minimum, are somewhat lower than autumn temper-
atures, although both seasons are characterized by 
moderate temperatures. 

51 
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FIGURE 30.-Generalized mean annual temperature (°F), 
1931-1960 (modified from Ohio Division of Water, 1962). 
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FIGURE 31.-Mean number of days per year having minimum 
temperature 0°F or below (M. E. Miller, no date). 

One ought not to be under the impression that Ohio 
temperatures are always moderate, however. In point 
of fact the extremes of temperature are often far more 
significant than the means. 

Extremely cold temperatures are not common in 
Ohio. Only a narrow zone in the northeastern portion 
of the state regularly has temperatures of zero or below 
on more than six days each year (see fig. 31). How-
ever, the lowest officially recorded temperature in 
Ohio was in Perry County on February 10, 1899, when 
the mercury plunged to -39° (Mindling, 1944, p. 3). 
The coldest winter in Ohio history was probably that 
of 1917-1918: 

In December [1917] most places in Ohio had zero or lower 
daily from the 9th to the 17th; in Columbus the average for 
this 9-day period was only 8, or 24 degrees below normal. 
At Bellefontaine the average daily minimum temperature 
for all December was 9.8 degrees, and at McArthur only 9.2. 
The state average temperature for January, 14.9, was almost 
2 degrees lower than the average for January, 1940 the next 
coldest January on record (Mindling, 1944, p. 5). 

Unusually cold temperatures have also occurred 
in the summer season. On June 23, 1902, snow fell at 
several recording stations in northern Ohio; in 1930 
field corn in central Ohio was killed by frost on July 
15; and in August 1942 considerable agricultural dam-
age was experienced in northeastern Ohio from freez-
ing temperatures (Mindling, 1944, p. 8, 68). The effect 

of temperature on agriculture is discussed in Chapter 
5. 

The most unusual weather in Ohio history, how-
ever, was undoubtedly that of 1816, sometimes char-
acterized throughout northeastern United States as 
"the year without a summer." Snow fell during every 
month and despite the fact that winters were unusually 
mild, freezing temperatures occurred throughout the 
summer, virtually destroying all crops and causing 
great hardship for the settlers, fortunately few in 
numbers at that time. 

Unusually warm temperatures are not as well docu-
mented as cold temperatures, perhaps because the 
warmer temperatures have less economic significance. 
The warmest summer in Ohio history was that of 1934. 
In Cincinnati the mercury rose to 109° on July 24, and 
temperatures of 90° or above were recorded on 53 days 
that summer (M. E. Miller, no date). 

The highest temperature ever recorded in Ohio is 
lll°F, which was reached at Paulding on July 14, 1936, 
and equalled at Napoleon on August 6, 1947 (M. E. 
Miller, no date). It is interesting that Ohio's high-
est temperatures have not been experienced in its most 
southerly locations, but rather on the prairies of the 
northwest. However, as figure 32 demonstrates, hot 
weather in southern Ohio, especially along the Ohio 
River, is much more common than in northern Ohio. 
Again, the moderating influence of Lake Erie is evi-
dent. 
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FIGURE 32.-Mean number of days per year having maximum 
temperature 90 °F or above (M. E. Miller, no date). 
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The mildest winter was that of 1931-32, during 
which no below-zero temperatures were recorded until 
March 9, when three stations registered -l°F, the low-
est temperature of the season (Mindling, 1944, p. 112). 
Another exceptionally mild winter was that of 1949-
50, which produced the mildest January on record, 
with the highest January temperature of all time reg-
istered at Ironton on January 25, when the mercury 
reached 81°. 

Although very rapid changes of temperature are not 
common in Ohio, they do occur on occasion. The best 
documented rapid temperature fall took place on Janu-
ary 11-12, 1918: 

In Columbus the temperature fell from 35° at 9 p . m. to -13° 
at 8 a.m. with wind of gale force (Mindling, 1944, p. 7). 

An extraordinary rise in temperature was recorded Jan. 
29-30, 1926. The lowest temperature of the month throughout 
the state occurred on the 29th and the highest for the entire 
month came at many stations on the very next day. Follow-
ing, are the extremes for these two days at selected stations 
together with the amount of change (Mindling, 1944, p. 115): 

Stations Low High Change 

Ashland -10 54 64 
Bellefontaine -17 49 66 
Millersburg -17 53 70 
Jackson -13 57 70 
Lancaster -21 58 79 
McArthur -22 57 79 

Precipitation 

As with temperature, precipitation totals in Ohio 
are moderate. The average annual precipitation is 
roughly between 30 and 40 inches. The wettest season 
is summer, when normal passage of cyclonic depres-
sions is supplemented by convectional rainfall. On 
the average, thunderstorms occur on 41 days annually, 
predominantly in the summer half of the year. Thunder-
storms tend to be slightly more common in southern 
and western Ohio than in northern and eastern Ohio 
(see table 2). The autumn season is normally the driest 
period of the year except in northeastern Ohio, where 
winter is slightly drier. However, no months are truly 
dry anywhere in the state. 

The pattern of precipitation in Ohio is shown on 
figure 33. This analysis was compiled by students of 
Professor Thomas Nash at the University of Akron. 
In general, the northwestern half of the state receives 
less precipitation than the southeastern half. 

The least amounts are received along the western 
end of Lake Erie from Toledo to Sandusky Bay. Here 
the cooling effect of Lake Erie serves to stabilize the 
atmosphere, thereby reducing the amount of convec-
tional precipitation. Put-in-Bay, which is the driest 
station in Ohio with only about 29 inches of precipita-
tion per year, records only about 30 days each year on 
which thunderstorms occur, in contrast to the state 
average of 41. In addition, the general configuration 
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FIGURE 33.-Generalized mean annual precipitation 
(inches) (unpublished data compiled by Thomas Nash, Uni-
versity of Akron). 

of the lake shore is essentially parallel to the direc-
tion of prevailing winds, so that convectional tenden-
cies produced by temperature changes between land 
and water surfaces are normally absent. Further, no 
bluffs, such as characterize the area between Cleve-
land and the Pennsylvania border, are present to cause 
orographic precipitation. The lower incidence of con-
vectional downpours assists in preventing flooding in 
an area where slopes are slight and drainage conse-
quently slow. 

The wettest station in Ohio is Wilmington in Clin-
ton County; this area receives almost 44 inches annual-
ly. Another area of unusually high precipitation is in 
Geauga County, where orographic precipitation, re-
sulting from winds sweeping off Lake Erie up the 
escarpment of the Appalachian Plateaus, is at a maxi-
mum. 

Annual precipitation in Ohio can vary about 14 or 
15 inches from the average. The annual total, however, 
is normally sufficient to support plant growth. Oc-
casional periods of exceptionally high rainfall are 
experienced; 

Probably the most intense rainfall of which any record ex-
ists in Ohio was on June 24 [ 1884] in the southwest corner 
of Canton Township, where within 1 hour and 20 minutes 
there fell about 12 inches of rain (Mindling, 1944, p. 27). 

At the other extreme, Ohio's driest year was experi-
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enced in 1934. The drought actually began in late 
September 1933 and lasted until December 1934 . . Dur-
ing this period only two months had above-average 
precipitation, and the total rainfall deficiency reached 
almost 15 inches. 

Much of the winter precipitation in Ohio is received 
in the form of snow. Over most of the state snowfall 
is relatively light (fig. 34), with only the counties of 
the extreme northeast, which lie to the leeward of Lake 
Erie, and a limited area in Richland and Ashland Coun-
ties receiving over 40 inches annually. The very im-
portant transportation corridor that lies along the Lake 
Erie shore northeast of Cleveland and that contains 
Interstate 90, U.S. 20, and the main line of the Penn 
Central railroad, among other routes, is subject to 
frequent blockage by heavy snow accumulations in the 
winter season. Interruption of movement, however, 
seldom lasts for more than a few hours. The concentra-
tion of snowfall in this area is due to two factors. 
First the "lake effect," by which is meant that winds 
blow onshore after having travelled across the Lake 
Erie surface, absorbing moisture in the process. Second 
is the effect produced by saturated air masses ascend-
ing the slope of the Appalachian Plateaus escarpment, 
which stretches from Cleveland to the Pennsylvania 
border and eastward. 

West of Cleveland the unity of the slope disappears 
and hence its ability to enhance precipitation. Thus 
snowfall in the western portions of the Cleveland 

FIGURE 34.-Generalized mean annual snowfall (inches) 
(M. E. Miller, no date). 

1<:. 

FIGURE 35.-Percent sunshine, July and December 
(M. E. Miller, no date). 

metropolitan area is significantly lower than in the 
eastern portions. "Traces in western suburbs with 
accumulations of 2-4 inches in eastern suburbs'' is a 
frequently heard snow forecast on Cleveland television 
and radio stations in winter. 

Sunshine 

Located as Ohio is, roughly halfway between equa-
tor and pole in the northern hemisphere, the amount of 
daylight varies greatly from season to season. In 
Columbus, which because of its central location may 
be taken as representative of the entire state, the 
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longest day of the year is 15 hours and 1 minute, while 
the shortest day is only 9 hours and 19 minutes. How-
ever, because of varying combinations of cloud cover, 
rain or snow, fog, haze , and air pollution the sun is 
always partially obscured so that on the average no 
part of the state receives total sunshine from sunrise 
to sunset. Figure 35 indicates the percent of sunshine 
which is normally received both in July and in Decem-
ber. In July the southwestern corner of the state has 
the clearest skies and the Ohio Valley from Lawrence 
to Jefferson Counties the most overcast. Over most of 
the state conditions are remarkably homogeneous, al-
though local air pollution is not accurately shown on 
the map. In December the pattern is somewhat more 
varied, although Hamilton County is still clearer and 
the upper Ohio Valley more cloudy than the rest of 
the state in general. In addition, extreme northwest-
ern Ohio is clear and the Lake Erie shore is over-
cast. 

Recordings taken on several representative dates 
in 1971 by a solar radiation gauge located at the Uni-
versity of Akron are shown on figure 36. The curves 
for January 6, April 19, July 2, and October 25 have 
been smoothed out to illustrate the curve of incoming 
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FIGURE 36.-Incoming solar radiation at Akron (unpublished 
data, Department of Geography, University of Akron). 
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FIGURE 37.-Weather on October 31, 1970, at Akron, 
Ohio (National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, 
1970; unpublished da ta, University of Akron). 

solar radiation on normally clear days. As would be 
expected, the intensity varies seasonally and with 
length of day. 

Note that on the clear April day Akron received 
almost as much solar insolation as on the July day, 
and that atmospheric haze in October reduces incom-
ing solar radiation. In Akron "clear" spring days tend 
to be sunny and bright, while so-called "clear" autumn 
days are decidedly hazy. 

The curves for March 23 and October 31 depict the 
normal fluctuations in sunlight on days with intermit-
tent cloudiness. The graph for October demonstrates 
also the significant change in insolation which oc-
curred with a change of air masses at about 12:45 p.m. 
The change in cloud conditions on October 31 was 
accompanied also by changes in temperature, rainfall, 
and air pressure. These conditions are shown on figure 
37. As noted from the temperature line, the changes in 
temperature occurred more gradually than those of 
cloudiness. Intermittent precipitation characterized 
the day up until noon, but the afternoon hours were 
dry. The large area of northeastern United States (in-
cluding areas of Ohio) in which precipitation generally 
was falling at 1:30 p.m. on October 31 is shown also 
on figure 37, together with the isobars marking chang-
ing pressure conditions. 
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Weather hazards 

Two aspects of Ohio climate-flooding and torna-
does-deserve mention because of the hazards which 
they present. A considerable amount of statistical data 
has been collected about Ohio floods. Unfortunately 
most flood data have been compiled by engineers whose 
legitimate preoccupation has been the design require-
ments of dams, culverts, bridges, roadways, and other 
such structures. Thus most data are concerned with 
stream flow and flood discharge; relatively little has 
been done in the analysis of flood stage or level. As 
the river valleys and floodplains of Ohio become ever 
more densely settled and intensively utilized, there is 
need for more knowledge of the extent of inundation 
and the frequency of flood-stage levels. Such informa-
tion could lead to more effective land-use planning in 
Ohio and more economical and beneficial land utili-

zation in the long run. 
Although floods occur every year in some part of 

Ohio (see fig . 38, for example), only two years in the 
20th century have seen widespread major flooding-
1913 and 1959. In both years two major floods oc-
curred. 

In January 1913 an extensive cyclonic depression 
brought unseasonally warm temperatures, which caused 
rapid melting of the accumulated snow cover. The 
water thus released, combined with moderately heavy 
precipitation, produced extensive flooding throughout 
the state. The Ohio River crested at Wheeling almost 
9 feet above flood stage and six days later at Cincin-
nati over 12 feet above (Peattie, 1923, p. 26). The 
January floods were only a prelude, however, to the 
devastation experienced from March 23 to March 27, 
1913, a period which brought the worst floods in Ohio 
history. Two extensive and deeply formed cyclonic 

FIGURE 38.-Flooding along the Hocking River at Chauncey, Athens County, May 28, 1968. The dangers of 
floodplain use are easily seen. (Photo courtesy of U.S. Army Corps of Engineers.) 
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storms followed in quick succession. From 6 to 11 
inches of rain fell on ground already largely saturated 
from a two-day drizzle: 

An estimate has been made that from the 22nd to the 27th 
inclusive, 56 billion cubic feet fell into Ohio stream basins 
on ground already sodden. This is equal to one-thirty-sixth 
of the average annual discharge of the Mississippi into the 
Gulf and would require a reservoir eight times as large as 
Great Salt Lake to contain the water (Peattie, 1923, p. 26). 

Some idea of the magnitude of the floods can be gleaned 
from the following quote from Peattie (1923, p. 27): 

... in Licking County SO bridges went out and the water rose 
so rapidly that a train was stalled and submerged to the 
depth of 3 feet, the passengers being taken off in boats. 
Cincinnati has had 3, 000 families turned from their homes 
precipitously and $2,000,000 of damage done with a single 
rise of the waters. In 1913, Columbus had 9 square miles of 
densely populated flood plain submerged with a loss of many 
lives. Dayton had a large portion of her city flooded; the 
flood plain was submerged to the depth of 10 to 20 feet and 
nearly all highway and railway bridges were out of service. 
In the entire valley 400 people lost their lives and property 
damage exceeded $60,000,000, not including deprecia-
tion of property values. This last has been estimated at 
$150, 000,000. 

Not until January 1959 did floods approach the 
levels of 1913. Every stream in the state reached flood 
level or exceeded it from January 21 to 24, 1959. Be-
fore the storm which produced the flooding broke, snow 
covered the ground generally over Ohio and the sub-
surface was frozen to a considerable depth. Thus the 
stage was set for rapid runoff of large amounts of 
water. The cyclonic storm brought between 1 and 6 
additional inches of water and temperatures high enough 
to produce rapid melting of snow cover: 

Damages to both public and private property resulting 
from the January flood were second only to the 1913 flood, 
both in dollar value and number of communities affected. 
The Ohio Di vision of Water ... sets the cost of damage at 
morethan$100,000,000. Of this amount more than$27,000,000 
was in damage to publicly owned property, principally roads 
and bridges. The impact of the flood upon private citizens 
was severe and widespread. Almost 49,000 persons were 
evacuated from their homes and 16 lives were lost. One 
hundred homes were destroyed and 16,950 were damaged 
in some degree. Privately owned public utility facilities 
in 33 communities suffered damage amounting to well over 
a million dollars . .. 

The northwestern quarter of the State experienced a 
second flood on February 10~11, 1959, almost before re-
covery from the January flood was complete. This second 
flood, while generally of less magnitude and extent did 
produce higher water in a few localities because of ice 
jams in some streams tributary to Lake Erie. Total damages 
are estimated to have been between 2 and 3 million dollars 
(Kaser, 1959, p. 1). 

Tornadoes may occur anytime, but are most fre-
quent in spring. These very destructive wind storms, 
which are associated with the passage of cold fronts, 

are normally of rather small extent, and fortunately af-
fect only small areas. However, within the area in 
which the storm cell touches the 1 ground, destruction 
may be almost complete. 

According to M. E. Miller (1969), Ohio experiences 
about 11 tornadoes per year. In general, Appalachian 
counties are tornado free: in the 20th century the coun-
ties of southeastern Ohio have reported a total of only 
1 to 3 tornadoes. The area close to the Lake Erie shore 
in northern Ohio appears also to be largely free of these 
storms. Elsewhere, Ohio counties have had a total of 
between 3 and 10 tornadoes since 1900. Probably the 
most destructive single tornado in Ohio history is that 
widely known as "the Lorain tornado,'' which struck 
on June 28, 1924 (fig. 39). The storm swept across 
Sandusky, out over the bay, and then, veering, smashed 
directly across the city of Lorain, leaving 85 persons 
dead in its wake. 

Of more recent memory, and perhaps even more 
terrifying because of their scope, were "the Palm 
Sunday tornadoes." On April 11, 1965, no fewer than 
37 funnel clouds were sighted in the Midwest. Twelve 
of these were seen in Ohio; this was probably the 
highest occurrence of tornadoes in the state on a 
single day. 

NATURAL VEGETATION 

The original landscape of Ohio was in large meas-
ure the result of various combinations of natural vege-
tation which developed in the different parts of the 
~tate. This original vegetation, however, has been 
almost completely altered by removal and disruption of 
natural balance. In 1800, primeval forests covered more 
than 25 million acres in Ohio; by 1940 the area of 
forest had been reduced to 3. 7 million acres (Gordon, 
1969, p. 10), and today the area is even smaller as 
urban land uses take over the countryside. The process 
of removal of forest vegetation has also produced modi-

FIGURE 39.-The Church of Christ in Lorain, Ohio, was 
heavily damaged in the well-known Lorain tornado, June 
1924. (Photo courtesy of Greater Lorain Chamber of Com-
merce.) 
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fication in those areas which remain in natural vegeta-
tion. 

The Black Swamp 

Perhaps the most striking example of vegetation 
change has been in northwestern Ohio, where today 
there is little remaining evidence of the tangle of 
swamp forest, the Black Swamp, which originally 
stretched from Paulding and Van Wert Counties to the 
marshy Lake Erie shore in Lucas and Ottawa Counties. 
This great barrier to early east-west movement was 
slowly drained, cleared, settled, and turned to culti-
vation between 1860 and 1885. The extent of the Black 
Swamp (see fig. 40) approximates quite closely that of 
glacial Lake Maumee and occupies an area almost the 
size of Connecticut. Within this virtually level and 
naturally poorly drained area grew a dense forest domi-
nated by elm and ash, but containing also oak, birch, 
cottonwood, and poplar. Elsewhere in the state, espe-
cially within the areas of glaciation, other patches of 
swamp forest developed, but were nowhere of large 
extent. 

The Black Swamp, "a region of either standing 
water or so wet as to ooze water when walked upon'' 
(Kaatz, 1955, p. 1), covered by a thick forest vegeta-
tion made more impenetrable by windfalls and scattered 

[IT] Black Swamp 

IIIIIIIill Prairie grasses 

lffim Freshwater marshes and fens 

C5J Forest dominated by oak 

~ Forest dominated by beech 

m, Mi xed mesophytic forest 

Univ. of Akron, Dept . of Geog., 1972. M. Geib 

FIGURE 40.-0riginal vegetation in Ohio (Gordon, 1969). 

tangles of trees blown down during tornadoes or other 
violent windstorms, was a most formidable barrier to 
early movement. Accounts of the Battle of Fallen 
Timbers (1794) give vivid descriptions of one area 
obstructed by windfallen trees. The early missionary 
Zeisberger (see Bllss, 1885, p. 30) conveys some idea 
of the difficulty of travel by noting that a journey from 
Sandusky to the Maumee River, a distance of between 
30 and 35 miles, in the dry season (October 1791) took 
two and a half days by horseback. As a result of the 
Black Swamp barrier, westward movement was diverted 
northward via Lake Erie or by land across southern 
Ontario from New York to Michigan or south of the 
swamps along the Ohio River. The significance of this 
diversion is shown by the fact that between 1830 and 
1890 the population of the six southeasternmost coun-
ties of Michigan exceeded that of the nine northwest-
ernmost counties of Ohio (Kaatz, 1955, p. 13). During 
this period, settlement within the Black Swamp was 
limited at first to the better drained river levees. Only 
after the completion of drainage operations around 
1885 was the potential for settlement in northwestern 
Ohio realized. 

Nonforest vegetation 

Another type of vegetation which is widely dis-
tributed within those portions of the state subjected 
to glaciation is the sphagnum peat bog. The largest 
bogs are found in Crawford, Portage, and Fairfield 
Counties, although even in these counties areas are 
too small to appear on figure 40. 

Sphagnum peat bogs occupy the bottoms of kettle 
depressions and lakes formed by blockage of glacial 
meltwaters. Such areas, which have remained largely 
undrained since glacial time, provided a suitable en-
vironment for postglacial boreal forests. A thick ac-
cumulation of acidic organic matter, decomposing very 
slowly, produces a distinctive dark-colored soil. In 
addition to sphagnum moss, the vegetation includes 
tamarack, poison sumac, leatherleaf, sedges, and 
grasses. 

Two other types of vegetation-freshwater marshes 
and fens and prairie grasslands-are associated in Ohio 
with high water tables and poor drainage. From a 
botanical point of view, the essential difference be-
tween the prairies of Ohio and the fens and marshes 
is the proportion of grasses to total vegetation cover; 
the grasses are less common in the case of marshes 
and fens and more common in the pra,iries. Marsh vege-
tation of bulrushes, cattails, giant reed grass, reeds, 
wild rice, and other aquatic plants is generously mixed 
with sedges and some woody shrubs. Fens are more 
restricted, have weakly alkaline waters in contrast to 
the neutral water of marshes, and have a vegetation of 
woody plants such as birch and willow. 

Marshes and fens are widely distributed throughout 
northern and western Ohio, although most areas of oc-
currence are small. The major exception is the marsh 
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which stretches from Sandusky Bay to Maumee Bay. 
The areas shown as marsh and fen on figure 40 in 
Hardin County and adjoining areas and in the tricounty 
area of Huron, Crawford, and Richland represent scat-
tered smaller marsh areas. 

The development of natural prairies is only partial-
ly related to high water levels and poor drainage con-
ditions. 

An examination of the natural vegetation map of Ohio [ fig. 
40] ... shows rather clearly that prairie grassland species 
survived in well-watered fens and marshes and [ also J in 
dry prairie habitats where limestones and limy shales were 
close to the surface. They are islands of prairie in the 
sense that the grasslands in Ohio represent a dispersed 
phase of vegetation in a continuous phase of otherwise un-
broken deciduous forest. The conditions under which they 
occur are those which have been unfavorable to forest de-
velopment (Gordon, 1969, p. 65). 

Within the state of Ohio natural prairies have come 
close to extinction. The areas represented on figure 
40 as prairie were in fact only concentrations of small 
prairies, each separated from the others by stretches 
of forest. By the same token, in other parts of western 
Ohio, small prairies are not shown because their dimi.n-
utive size cannot be successfully shown on the scale 
of figure 40. 

Although pioneer settlers considered the absence 
of trees in prairies to be a clear indication of soil 
infertility, subsequently most prairies were plowed and 
converted to fertile farmland. Almost from the beginning 
of settlement prairies were overgrazed, with the result 
that the less palatable sedges began slowly to crowd 
out the prairie grasses. Sedge meadows, all too small 
to be shown on the vegetation map, are common today 

FIGURE 41.-Winter scene in the deciduous forest of 
northern Ohio. Deciduous species such as beech and maple 
predominate, but conifers, especially hemlock, appear on 
cooler north-facing slopes. (Photo by A. ]. Korsok.) 

N 

s 
FIGURE 42.-Diagrammatic scheme of vegetation zones in 

the mixed mesophytic forest (Gordon, 1969). 

in northern and western Ohio. 

Forest vegetation 

The forests of Ohio fall into three major categor-
ies-those dominated by beech, those in which various 
oaks are the most conspicuous and common trees, and 
a mixed-mesophytic forest in which no particular 
species dominates (fig. 41). 

Within glaciated areas, roughly the northwestern 
two-thirds of the state, beech forests are the charac-
teristic vegetation. Here beech normally accounts for 
40 percent of the tree growth and may make up over 
75 percent, although this latter situation is rare. After 
beech, the most common species is sugar maple, which 
because of its ability to tolerate shade conditions sur-
vives better than other species in mature beech for-
ests. The desirability of protecting mature sugar-maple 
trees for sap production perhaps has been a factor also 
in the successful perpetuation of this tree. Other trees 
in the beech-forest association are white ash, red oak, 
basswood, black cherry, and shagbark hickory. 

Oak forests cover much of Appalachian Ohio and 
are found in a few places elsewhere, especially in 
northern Ohio. The combination of white oak, black 
oak, and shagbark hickory is the most commonly found 
vegetation, distributed from the slopes of Appalachia 
to the so-called oak savannas or oak openings of north-
western Ohio. Particularly well adapted to survive 
on soils subject to late summer drought, these species 
are commonly found on the well-drained limy soils of 
glacial moraines. The oak forest of Logan County 
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(fig. 40) is an excellent example of this association. 
Oak savannas or oak openings were defined by 

Sears (1926, p. 130) as areas with 

••• the oak forming open thin groves, or being present as 
scattered clumps or individuals, with the (generally lower) 
ground between occupied by grasses and other herbaceous 
vegetation. 

Oak savannas are found to occur on especially well-
drained moraines, on glacial sand dune areas, and on 
slopes of gravel-filled valleys. In many places the oak 
trees are dwarfed, twisted, and stunted, and commonly 
may be accompanied by a more or less open scrub 

undergrowth. The best remaining examples of oak 
savannas are found in Fulton and Lucas Counties. 

Originally, in eastern Ohio a combination of white 
oak, black oak, and chestnut predominated, especially 
on ridge tops and higher hill slopes, where soils are 
well drained, acidic, and commonly sandy. Serious bark 
disease completely eliminated the chestnut trees in 
the late 1920's. Less significant trees and shrubs in 
this forest include mountain laurel, sour gum, blueberry, 
huckleberry, sourwood, flowering dogwood, sassafras, 
and yellow pine, the last restricted to small areas of 
severely eroded sandstone. 

Mixed mesophytic forests originally covered widely 
scattered areas roughly south and east of a line be-
tween Cincinnati and Cleveland. No single species 
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pect in central Ohio (Gordon, 1969). 
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predominates, although most trees are broadleaved and 
deciduous. Within this forest several associations or 
subtypes can be distinguished, on both a geographical 
and a botanical basis. For example, in northeastern 
Ohio, the north-facing escarpment of the plateau carries 
an original vegetation composed of hemlock, beech, 
chestnut, and red oak. Elsewhere in northeastern Ohio, 
the predominant species are beech, maple, tulip tree, 
magnolia, oak, and ash. In portions of southwestern 
Ohio, beech, white basswood, and tulip tree are promi-
nent; elsewhere, a combination of oak, black walnut, 
maple, ash, elm, basswood, black cherry, and hickory 
characterize the forest. 

In central and southwestern Ohio many upper slopes 
are covered with a mixed mesophytic forest composed 
of oak, Kentucky coffee tree, white ash, and hickory. 
In contrast, lower slopes, especially below the spring 
line and where soil moisture is high, support a forest 
of beech, red maple, and tulip tree. 

The general complexity of mixed mesophytic for-
est vegetation and its close adjustment to variation in 
situation, slope, and microclimatic environment can 
be seen from figure 42, which shows in diagrammatic 
form the more or less well-marked zones of forest in 
each quadrant, from the hill or ridge top to the adja-
cent stream valley bottoms (Gordon, 1969, p. 49). Even 
the most cursory glance at the diagram reveals the 
large part which slope exposure plays in determining 
the composition of mixed mesophytic forests. Some of 
these influences are shown on figure 43. On north- and 
northeast-facing slopes insolation is relatively low, 
so that moisture is retained for longer periods. On 
south- and southwest-facing slopes insolation and 
evapotranspiration are high, with drouthy conditions 
and more rapid plant wilting. 

Within Appalachian Ohio almost half of the total 
surface area is covered by some type of forest, al-
though much is second growth of inferior composition. 
At least 35 years are required to produce timber of 
marketable size and quality. For this reason, at pres-
ent timber and land prices and with optimum yields, 
production of saw timber in Appalachian Ohio holds 
doubtful promise for profit (R. W. Sherman, 1967, p. 9). 

By 1960-1961 less than one-fifth of the original 
vegetation of Ohio was still in more or less undisturbed 
condition. As settlement pressures continue, as popu-
lation expands, and as demand for timber increases, 
even this small reserve stands in ever-increased peril. 
In fact, despite a relative abundance of hardwood 
timber in Ohio, the Ohio furniture industry purchases 
most of its wood supply from outside the state. 

SOILS 

The soils of Ohio are the result of the weathering 
of the rock surface and its transportation by glacial 
ice, wind, and running water. At any place the particu-
lar soil characteristics are the result of an interaction 
of several factors: type of rock or parent material; 

topography or slope of the surface, which influences 
the water-holding character of the soil; vegetational 
covering, which contributes organic matter; and various 
aspects of climate such as amount and distribution of 
precipitation, temperature norms and variations, sun-
light exposure, and depth of snowfall (see Morse and 
Bone, 1962, for a good basic discussion of the forma-
tion of Ohio soils). 

Ohio's soils are grouped into eight categories, six 
of which have large areal extent (fig. 44). The other 
two types, although they occupy small and wi!iely 
scattered areas, are soils of such high agricultural 
productivity that they deserve special consideration. 
They are the peat and muck and the alluvial soils. 

The principal areas of occurrence of peat and muck 
soils, as shown on the map of soil regions, are the 
glaciated portions of the state in a band stretching 
obliquely across the state from Darke County to Ash-
tabula County. Within this region are deep accumula-
tions of black or dark-reddish-brown soils of excep-
tionally high organic content. Artificial drainage gener-
ally must be provided and some application of fertilizer 
made before these soils can be used agriculturally; 
when these changes are made, such soils are among 
the most productive in Ohio. Well-known vegetable-
raising areas around Celeryville and Hartville are 
based upon muck and peat soils. However, there are 
some disadvantages associated with these soils. When 

1 Glacial limestone soils 4 laciJstrme sandSlone and shale soils 

2 Glacial and lacustnne sotls 0\181' limestooe 5 Residual sandstone and shale soils 

3 Glacial sandstone and shale soils 6 Residual limestone sods 

, Boncrn, 1en-ace, and outwash soi ls • Peat and rruck SOI Is 

Un•v.of~.Dilpt.ofGeog..19n.•.Ge1b 

FIGURE 44.-Soil regions (Ohio Division of Lands 
and Soil, 1962). 
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artificially drained, the soils have a tendency to dry 
out and become powdery, and wind erosion is a serious 
problem. This can be combatted by the planting of 
poplar and other trees between the fields in rows per-
pendicular to the prevailing wind direction. Fire, which 
feeds upon the high organic content of the soil, is 
also a hazard. 

Along major streams, especially in the well-devel-
oped valleys of eastern Ohio, ribbons of fertile alluvial 
soil have been laid down in the bottoms of the valleys 
or along the terraces which flank the bottoms. Although 
such soils are found along almost every stream and 

Southeastern Ohio 

Western Ohio 

Northwestern Ohio 

Northeastern Ohio 

river, only the largest occurrences (i.e., along the 
Ohio, Miami, Scioto, and Cuyahoga Rivers) have been 
shown on figure 44. The relationship of these soil 
areas to topography and parent materials is presented 
on figure 45. Drainage tends to be somewhat poor on 
these soils, and flooding is always a potential hazard 
to their optimum utilization. Agricultural productivity 
varies from place to place, but is normally high. De-
tails on seven different bottom and terrace soil areas 
are given in table 3. 

The six most common soils fall naturally into three 
groups-residual soils, glacially transported soils, and 

FIGURE 45.-Relationship of Ohio 
soils to parent material and relief 
(Cross and Webber, 1959). 
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TABLE 3.-0hio soil area descriptions1 

Ohio's soils have developed under deciduous forest vegetation in a humid temperate climate. Therefore they are 
predominantly light colored and have lost some of the soluble minerals through the process of leaching. As a result 
of differences in topography, natural drainage, color and texture of topsoil, color and character of the subsoil, char-
acter of and depth to parent material, and reaction of the subsoil, about 400 soil types have been recognized. The 
soils have been grouped into seven regions corresponding to the location of the different types of material from 
which they were derived. Each broad soil region has, in tum, been divided into smaller areas indicating the gener-
al location and extent of the associated soil types. 

Detailed descriptions of individual soil types are not included here, but the major soil series recognized in 
Ohio are described in T. R. Smith (1964). 

GLACIAL LIMESTONE SOILS 

This region includes a large portion of western Ohio 
that is characterized by general grain and livestock fanning. 

Soils developed from medium-textured hiah-lime 
Wisconsinan aiacial tills 

THE MIAMI-CELINA AREA consists of predominantly 
well-drained soils on rolling to steep topography. The area 
is moderately productive. Control of erosion and water run-
off is needed by the use of conservation practices such as 
terracing, use of sod waterways, and contour strip-cropping. 
Some of the associated soils are Crosby, Brookston, Milton, 
Kendallville, Hennepin, and Fox. 

THE CROSBY-BROOKSTON AREA consists of soils 
which are deep, poorly drained, and productive and that oc-
cur as intermingled light- and dark-colored soils on nearly 
level topography. Artificial drainage is the chief require-
ment of these soils. The light-colored Crosby soils are 
moderately low in lime, fertility, and organic matter. The 
Brookston (dark-colored) soils are high in fertility, lime, and 
organic matter. Kokomo, Celina, Miami, Milton, and Randolph 
soils are found here also. 

THE MIAMI-FOX-KENDALLVILLE AREA consists of 
well-drained or drouthy soils found on rolling topography. 
The soils in these areas are formed on medium-textured 
high-lime till and gravel. A system of management that will 
conserve moisture and control erosion is the chief require-
ment. Some Celina, Crosby, Brookston, and Milton soils are 
found here. 

THE MILTON-RANDOLPH-CATAWBA AREA consists 
chiefly of shallow glacial soils over limestone at a depth 
of 42 inches or less. Millsdale, a dark-colored poorly drained 
soil, occurs here. The chief problem of this area is the low 
moisture-holding capacity resulting from the shallow soils. 
Randolph and Millsdale soils also need drainage, but they 
are in many places too shallow for satisfactory placement 
of tile. The soils are used for all crops adapted to the region. 
In the areas adjacent to Lake Erie, use for fruit production 
is common for these soils, especially the deeper Catawba. 

THE RUSSELL-XENIA AREA consists of well-drained 
soils on long gentle to steep slopes. The surface and upper 

1From Cross and Webber, 1959. Acid soil, a soil giving an acid 
reaction; calcareous, soil containing sufficient calcium carbonate 
or lime (often with magnesium carbonate) to effervesce visibly 
when treated with hydrochloric acid; glacial till, a deposit of earth, 
sand, gravel, and boulders transported by glaciers; lacustrine de-
posit, material deposited by lake waters; parent material, the un-
consolidated mass from which the soil profile develops; permeable, 
quality which allows water or air to penetrate; soil type, a group 
of soils having horizons similar as to differentiating characteris-
tics, including texture and arrangement in the soil profile, and 
develqped from a particular type of parent material; subsoil, roughly, 
that part of the soil profile below plow depth; surface soil, that 
part of the upper soil of arable soils commonly stirred by tillage 
implements or an equivalent depth (5 to 8 inches) in nonarable 
soils; texture, soil, the relative proportion of the various size 
groups of individual soil grains Q.!_., sand, silt, clay). 

subsoils are very silty, and the soils are leached to a some-
what greater depth than the Miami-Celina soils. These soils 
are moderately productive. Erosion control practices such 
as terracing and contour strip-cropping and good crop rota-
tion are needed in this area. Some Wynn, Millsdale, Miami, 
Fincastle, Brookston, Fox, and Fairmount soils are found in 
this area. 

THE FINCASTLE-BROOKSTON AREA is an almost level 
area of naturally poorly drained soils which are similar to 
the Crosby-Brookston soils in productivity and management 
needs. The surface and upper subsoils are very silty, and 
the depth of leaching is about 1 foot greater than in the 
Crosby-Brookston area. The soils range from neutral to 
medium acid in reaction and medium to moderately high in 
natural fertility. Artificial drainage is the chief requirement. 
Crosby, Xenia, Celina, Miami, Russell, Randolph, and Mills-
dale soils also occur in this area. 

THE REESVILLE-LUMBERTON AREA is a moderately 
highly productive nearly level area of naturally poorly drained 
soils. The area is similar to the Fincastle-Brookston area, 
but the soils are developed in very silty material which 
ranges in depth from 3 to 10 feet. The calcareous silty 
material is underlain by a loam, or medium-textured, glacial 
till. Artificial drainage is the chief requirement. Wilmington, 
Crosby, Fincastle, Xenia, Celina, and Russell soils also 
occur in the area. 

Soils developed from moderately fine (clay loam) 
high-lime Wisconsinan glacial till 

The light-colored soils are generally medium acid and 
medium in natural fertility. Dark-colored soils are generally 
high in fertility and not acid. The soils are similar to Miami, 
Celina, Crosby, and Brookston, but they have more shallow 
surface soils and somewhat heavier subsoils; thus they are 
less permeable and more difficult to cultivate when eroded. 

THE MORLEY -BLOUNT AREA has soils which are 
moderately well-drained on gently rolling to strongly sloping 
topography. Erosion control by use of terraces, contour 
strips, sod waterways, and good crop rotation is important. 
Some other soils found in the area are Pewamo, Miami, 
Milton, Fox, and Kendallville. 

THE BLOUNT-PEWAMO AREA is made up of intricately 
mixed light- and dark-colored deep naturally poorly drained 
soils on nearly level topography. The dark-colored soils are 
high in fertility and seldom need lime, and the light-colored 
soils are medium in fertility and generally need liming. 
Artificial drainage is the chief requirement. Medium to mod-
erately high yields of the common crops-com, wheat, oats, 
soybeans, and grass-legume mixtures-are produced. Morley, 
Milton, and Fox ·soils are also found in the area. 

Soils developed on Illinoian high-lime glacial till 

The upper 2 or 3 feet of these soils are developed in 
loess and are very silty. The soils are old and leached to a 
depth of 6 to 10 feet; thus they are generally strongly acid, 
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moderately low in natural fertility, and subject to rapid ero-
sion when cultivated on slopes. 

THE CLERMONT-AVONBURG AREA contains cold 
naturally poorly drained strongly acid light-gray soils on 
level topography. Organic matter, fertilizer, lime, and arti-
ficial drainage are the chief requirements of this area. Sur-
face drainage is used to remove excess water because of the 
very slow permeability of the subsoils. The natural produc-
tivity of the area is moderately low. Rossmoyne, Blanchester, 
and Edenton soils are found here also. 

THE ROSSMOYNE-CINCINNATI AREA contains silty 
highly leached well-drained acid soils on rolling to steep 
topography. The soils are moderately low in fertility, and 
generally need liming. They are medium in productivity 
and are subject to rapid erosion when cultivated on slopes 
unless conservation practices such as terracing or contour 
strip-cropping are used. Edenton, Fairmount, and Avonburg 
soils are found here. 

THE FAIRMOUNT-EDENTON AREA is comprised of 
soils which are shallow over limestone and shale on very 
steep slopes. These soils are moderately fertile and general-
ly do not need liming, but the shallowness and steepness of 
the land causes much of it to be unsuited for row crops. Pas-
ture or forestry is the best use for much of the land. Ross-
moyne and Cincinnati soils occupy the ridgetops. 

THE JESSUP-LOUDON-GRA YFORD AREA is composed 
chiefly of well-drained shallow soils on rolling to steep 
topography. The soils are similar to those in the Cincinnati-
Rossmoyne area, but are underlain with limestone and shale 
at a depth of 24 to 60 inches. The soils are medium to strong-
ly acid and moderately low in fertility. Erosion control 
practices such as terracing, contour strip-cropping, and use 
of sod waterways are needed. Cincinnati, Rossmoyne, Avon-
burg, Edenton, and Otway soils are associated within the 
area. 

THE CINCINNATI-COLYER-JENNINGS AREA is a steep 
hilly area in which soils are developed from a thin deposit 
of calcareous Illinoian till over acid shale and sandstone. 
The land is acid, low in fertility, and much of it is too steep 
for cultivation. Muskingum soils are also found in the area. 

GLACIAL AND LACUSTRJNE SOILS OVER LIMESTONE 
Soils of the Lake Plains 

The soils in this area are predominantly heavy or fine 
textured, having developed from lake bed sediments and 
fine-textured calcareous glacial till. The soils are among 
the most fertile in the country, but the surface and subsoils 
generally have over 40 percent clay content; therefore per-
meability and natural drainage are very slow. A cash-grain 
system of farming has resulted in gradual deterioration of 
soil tilth and further slowing of permeability and drainage. 
According to the best authority, the largest and most con-
centrated farm drainage program in the nation exists in this 
region. 

Soils developed from calcareous clay glacial till 

THE HOYTVILLE-NAPPANEE AREA is level, very 
productive, and poorly drained, consisting chiefly of the 
very fertile poorly drained dark-gray Hoytville clay soils. 
A small proportion of the area is made up of the somewhat 
poorly drained medium-acid Nappanee silt loam. Tile drain-

age is the chief need of the soils in this area. St. Clair, 
Rimer, Wauseon, Haskins, Mermill, Digby, and Milgrove 
soils are found here. 

THE NAPPANEE-HOYTVILLE-ST. CLAIR AREA is 
similar to the preceding area except for a higher proportion 
of the light-colored soils (Nappanee and St. Clair) and less 
of the more productive Hoytville soils. The area is slightly 
less productive than the preceding one. 

THE LATTY-NAPPANEE AREA consists of soils de-
veloped on a mixture of silt and clay lake sediments and a 
silty clay glacial till on level topography. The soils differ 
from Hoytville soils by having a higher clay content and 
being more difficult to drain. Poor tilth and poor drainage 
are the most common problems of this very productive area. 

Soils developed from calcareous lacustrine silt and clay 

THE PAULDING-ROSELMS AREA consists of dark-gray 
soils that are predominantly very heavy (60-75 percent clay 
in the subsoils) and very poorly drained, having developed 
from clay and silt lake sediments. Though water and air 
circulate very slowly in these soils, tile drainage can be 
used successfully if good soil tilth is maintained. A surface 
drainage system is needed in many places to remove ex-
cess water. The productivity of these soils varies greatly 
with the type of management used. Paulding soil is moder-
ately high in productivity where good tilth and drainage are 
maintained. The productivity of Roselms soil is low. 

THE TOLEDO-FULTON AREA is made up primarily of 
very poorly drained very dark-gray soils which are developed 
in lake sediments of silt and clay. The soils are high in 
natural fertility, lime, and organic matter. Drainage is the 
chief requirement of this area. These soils are similar to 
Paulding soils in clay content, but resemble the Hoytville 
soils in productivity and drainability. Lucas, Bono, Rimer, 
Wauseon, Colwood, and small areas of many other soils may 
be found in association with Toledo soils. 

Soils developed on neutral or calcareous sandy material 

THE OTTOKEE-RIMER-WAUSEON AREA is made up of 
sandy deposits on top of clay. The depth of sand varies from 
0 to more than 5 feet, and the soils range from those which 
require drainage to those which are drouthy. The more shal-
low sandy soils are productive when drained. Generally they 
are farmed in a cash-grain system. Some of the deeper more 
drouthy soils are not well adapted to producing grain, but 
can be used for vegetables, especially if irrigation is used. 
Among the soils found in the area are Oakville, Ottokee, 
Tedrow, Granby, Maumee, Belmore, Haney, Digby, Milgrove, 
Seward, Rimer, Wauseon, Neopolis, Haskins, Mermill, Hoyt-
ville, and Toledo. 

THE OAK OPENINGS AREA contains deeper sands and 
more drouthy soils than are found in the preceding area. 
Productivity is low. 

GLACIAL SANDSTONE AND SHALE SOILS 

Soils in this northeast Ohio region have developed from 
glacial drift containing a high proportion of the underlying 
sandstone and shale. These soils are generally lower in 
organic matter, lime, and fertility than western Ohio soils. 
More dairy farms and fewer cash-grain or com-hog farms are 
found here than in western Ohio. 
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TABLE 3. -Ohio soil area descriptions-Continued 

Soils developed from medium-textured Wisconsinan 
glacial tiII containing a mixture of sandstone, 

limestone, and shale (the soils are similar 
to those in the Miami-Celina, Crosby-

Brookston, and Miami-Fox-KendaII-
vi Ile areas, but are slightly more 

acid and less fertile) 

THE ALEXANDRIA-CARDINGTON AREA is an area of 
deep moderately productive well-drained soils on rolling 
topography. Good soil and water conservation practices 
such as terracing, contour strip-cropping, and use of sod 
waterways are needed to control erosion and runoff. Benning-
ton and Marengo soils are found here also. Included with 
these soils are some Cardington (heavy phase) and Alexan-
dria (heavy phase) soils, which have somewhat heavier sub-
soils and are slightly less productive than the normal soils. 

THE BENNINGTON-MARENGO AREA is an area of 
naturally poorly drained soils on nearly level topography. 
The area in general is medium high to moderately high in 
productivity. The Bennington soils are medium low to mod-
erately low in fertility, organic matter, and lime. Marengo 
soils are high in fertility, organic matter, and lime. Drainage 
is the chief requirement of the soils. Other soils which occur 
commonly in the area are Cardington and Condit. 

Soils developed from Wisconsinan loam to sandy 
loam tiII containing sandstone fragments 

THE WOOSTER-CANFIELD AREA is an area of well-
drained, permeable, and medium-textured soils. The area is 
rolling. The soils respond well to applications of lime and 
fertilizer and are moderately high in productivity. Erosion 
is the chief hazard to cultivation, so terracing or strip-crop-
ping and other erosion control measures are important prac-
tices. Ravenna, Loudonville, and Trumbull soils also occur 
here. 

THE WOOSTER-MASSILLON AREA is similar to the 
Wooster-Canfield area, but is somewhat more rolling and 
contains more sand and gravel in the soils. Erosion is the 
chief hazard to cultivation, and some of the soils are drouthy 
or have low moisture-holding capacity. The area is adapted 
to early crops and to irrigation. 

THE RAVENNA-TRUMBULL AREA is composed of 
almost level poorly drained acid soils. The soils are low in 
organic matter, nitrogen, lime, and natural fertility, but they 
do respond well to fertilizer, lime, and good management. 
Artificial drainage is needed, and tile can be used success-
fully. Canfield and Wooster soils are found here also. 

Soils developed from Illinoian glacial tiII 
containing sandstone and shale 

THE HANOVER-FALLSBURG AREA is made up of silty 
well-drained deeply leached soils on rolling topography. The 
soils are moderately high in productivity when well managed. 
Erosion is the chief problem of the area. Lime, fertilizer, 
strip-cropping or terracing, and good rotation are needed. 
The area is similar to the Wooster-Canfield area, but the 
soils are more silty and more highly weathered. 

Shallow sandstone tiII soils over sandstone bedrock 

THE LOUDONVILLE-MILLWOOD AREA is composed of 
shallow drouthy soils on steep hilly topography. Much of the 
area is too shallow and steep to be cultivated; the primary 
uses of the land are for pasture and forestry. 

Moderately fine-textured soil developed from 
Wisconsinan glacial tiII containing a 

high proportion of acid shale and 
sandstone but little lime 

THE RITTMAN-WADSWORTH AREA consists of moder-
ately well-drained soils on rolling topography. The soils are 
medium to low in organic matter, natural fertility, and lime. 
The productivity of these soils is medium to moderately low. 
Erosion control practices such as contour strip-cropping or 
terracing, drainage installation, application of lime and 
fertilizer, and good rotation are necessary to maintain pro-
ductivity. 

THE WADSWORTH-TRUMBULL AREA is comprised of 
cold poorly drained acid gray soils on nearly level topog-
raphy. Productivity of the area is medium to moderately low. 
The soils are low in natural fertility, lime, organic matter, 
and nitrogen. Artificial drainage is necessary for good 
yields. 

Soils developed from Wisconsinan glacial tiII of 
medium and moderately fine texture and low 

lime content; soils strongly acid 

THE MAHONING-ELLSWORTH AREA is composed of 
slowly permeable strongly acid light-gray soils on rolling 
topography. The soils, developed on clay or clay loam glacial 
till and with a clay subsoil, are low in organic matter, 
nitrogen, lime, natural fertility, and general productivity. 
Small grain, hay, and pasture are the main crops, and dairy-
ing is the major agricultural enterprise. Erosion control and 
drainage are needed. Other soils found in the area include 
Loudonville and Trumbull. 

THE MAHONING-TRUMBULL AREA is an area of cold 
poorly drained acid gray soils on nearly level topography. 
The soils have heavy clay subsoils over clay or clay loam 
glacial till and are low in natural fertility, organic matter, 
and lime. Artificial drainage is needed, but the permeability 
or internal drainage is so slow that surface ditches are 
generally needed to supplement tile. The natural productivity 
is low. 

THE MAHONING-VENANGO AREA consists of cold poor-
ly drained very strongly acid gray soils on nearly level 
topography. The soils range in texture from medium to heavy 
in the subsoil and till and are very low in natural fertility, 
lime, and organic matter. To be made productive such soils 
need artificial drainage, frequent liberal lime and fertilizer 
applications, and organic matter. Drainage is made difficult 
in some places by the presence of a dense layer or pan at 
depths of about 18 to 24 inches. 

THE CAMBRIDGE-VENANGO AREA is rolling topog-
raphy with soils ranging from well drained to poorly drained. 
The soils have medium-textured subsoils, and the underlying 
glacial till is medium textured and low in lime. Very low 
natural fertility, very high lime requirement, erosion on 
slopes, and poor drainage on level areas are the principal 
problems of the area. The presence of a dense layer or pan 
in many places impedes drainage. The soils are deep. If 
the soils are well drained and adequately fertilized and 
limed moderately high yields of most crops can be produced. 

LACUSTRINE SANDSTONE AND SHALE SOILS 

This region of northeastern Ohio includes lake-plain 
soils developed from lake-deposited materials derived princi-
pally from the underlying sandstone and shale on nearly 
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TABLE 3.-0hio soil area descriptions-Continued 

level topography. Much of the area is made up of semiurban 
communities and small farms. 

Soils from silts and clays 

THE CANADEA-CANADICE AREA contains cold poorly 
drained gray soils developed from clay and silt deposited 
by the lake. These soils occur on nearly level topography. 
Low fertility, strong acidity, and poor drainage are the chief 
problems. 

THE LORAIN-MONROEVILLE-FRIES AREA is com-
posed chiefly of very poorly drained very dark-colored soils 
on the level topography of the old lake plains. The soils, 
high in organic matter, nitrogen, and natural fertility, are 
medium in lime content and commonly need lime applications 
for alfalfa production. Artificial drainage is required for 
crop production. Lorain and Monroeville soils are underlain 
with acid shale at a depth of 5 feet or more. Fries soil is 
underlain with acid shale at a depth of 3 to 5 feet and is much 
more strongly acid, less fertile, and more difficult to tile 
than Lorain or Monroeville soil. The soils are highly produc-
tive when well managed, and they are used chiefly for com, 
small grain, and hay production. Painesville, Chili, Canadea, 
Canadice, and Reynolds soils are common in the area. 

Soils from sand, silt, and clay 

THE PAINESVILLE-WILMER-OLMSTEAD AREA con-
sists of soils formed on a mixture of sand and silt underlain 
by silt and clay on the nearly level lake plain. The dark-
colored Olmstead soils are high in organic matter, nitrogen, 
and fertility. The light-colored Painesville, Ruggles, and 
Wilmer soils are acid and low in organic matter, nitrogen, 
and fertility. The more sandy soils are somewhat low in 
moisture-holding capacity, but are well adapted to special 
crops such as nursery products or vegetables. Other soils 
associated with this area include Reynolds, Fries, Canadea, 
Canadice, Lorain, and Monroeville. 

Soils from acid sands 

THE PLAINFIELD-COLOMA AREA contains deep acid 
sands or sandy loam soils primarily formed on old beach 
ridges of northeastern Ohio. The soils are low in organic 
matter, fertility, and moisture-holding capacity. To be highly 
productive they require irrigation, lime, and fertilizer. Other 
soils in the area include Nekoosa, Morocco, and Newton. 

RESIDUAL LIMESTONE SOILS 

This region is unglaciated, and most of the soils are 
shallow over limestone and shale on steep hilly topography. 
The ridgetops and valleys are narrow. Many of the soils are 
naturally fertile but cultivation is limited by steep slopes, 
shallowness, and erosion. Severe erosion is common. 

THE FAIRMOUNT-HEITT-MADDOX AREA is composed 
of very steep hills with shallow soils underlain with lime-
stone and shale. The Fairmount and Heitt soils occur on 
the hillsides and Maddox occurs on the ridgetops. These 
soils are high in fertility, but they are very erosive. They 
are well adapted to alfalfa, tobacco, and bluegrass. Otway 
soils, which are associated with Heitt soils, occur primarily 
on steep slopes, are shallow on calcareous clay shale, and 
are very erosive and low in productivity. 

THE BRATTON-HAGERSTOWN-CEDARVILLE AREA 

consists of well-drained brown soils on gently rolling topog-
raphy. These areas have silty surface soils and upper sub-
soils, but the lower subsoils, developed from dolomitic lime-
stone, are heavier. The soils are moderately high in fertility, 
lime, and water-holding capacity. Erosion is the chief hazard 
to cultivation of this land on slopes. The soils are moder-
ately high in productivity and can be used to produce all 
crops adapted to the area. Tobacco is grown extensively on 
these soils. Bentonville and Jacksonville soils are found 
on the more level parts of the area. 

RESIDUAL SANDSTONE AND SHALE SOILS 

This region comprises the steep, hilly portion of the Ap-
palachian Plateaus province. The steep slopes and narrow 
ridgetops cause rapid runoff and erosion during intense rains 
despite the moderately rapid permeability of many of the 
soils. Much of the land is too steep or shallow for cultiva-
tion, so a relatively high proportion of it is devoted to 
forestry or pasture. Good yields of grain and hay may be 
produced on the more gentle slopes if good conservation 
practices such as contour strip-cropping or terracing are 
used. Strip mining, which is quite common in some areas, 
creates a problem because of the sediment and toxic acid 
contributed to the streams. 

THE MUSKINGUM-KEENE-WELLSTON AREA includes 
soils developed on sandstone and shale on rolling to steep 
relief. The Muskingum and Wellston soils are underlain with 
sandstone and are loose, permeable, and moderately produc-
tive when well managed. Rarden, Coolville, Zanesville, and 
Tilsit soils are found here also. Keene, Rarden, and Cool-
ville soils are underlain by acid shale, thus reducing their 
permeability and responsiveness to good management. These 
soils are moderate to low in fertility, organic matter, and 
lime. They are well adapted for hay and pasture crops. 

THE MEIGS-MUSKINGUM AREA consists of soils formed 
from a mixture of acid red shale and sandstone. The soils 
are relatively low in natural fertility, organic matter, and 
lime. Many of them are slowly permeable and erosive. Ero-
sion control, lime, and fertilizer are necessary before this 
land will yield well. Upshur and Brooke soils also occur 
here. 

THE WESTMORELAND-MUSKINGUM AREA includes 
soils developed from sandstone, limestone, and shale on 
rolling to steep topography. The soils are moderately high 
in natural fertility, lime, and organic matter. They are well 
adapted to the production of legumes and grasses. Erosion 
control practices such as contour strip-cropping or terracing 
are needed when the sloping land is cultivated. 

THE UPSHUR AREA consists of Upshur clay, which is 
a shallow reddish-brown to red soil found on rolling to steep 
relief. The soil is fertile and high in lime. Much of the area 
is too steep for regular cultivation, but it will produce good 
yields of hay and pasture. The soil is heavy, and tillage is 
difficult. 

THE MUSKINGUM-WESTMORELAND-MEIGS (STEEP 
PHASE) AREA consists chiefly of shallow stony soils on 
very steep hilly topography. Much of the area is not adapted 
to cultivation, and the best use of the land is for forestry. 

BOTTOM AND TERRACE, OR OUTWASH, SOILS 

THE GENESEE-FOX AREA includes floodplains and 
second bottoms along the major streams in western Ohio. 
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The first bottoms are yellowish brown to black and generally 
well drained, but some poorly drained soils are included. 
Flooding is the chief problem. The second bottoms are gen-
erally underlain with sand and gravel, and the water-holding 
capacity of the more shallow soils is moderately low. These 
soils in general are high in fertility, lime, and productivity. 
Other soils included are Eel, Shoals, Ross, Sloan, Ockley, 
Warsaw, and Wea. 

THE CHAGRIN-CHILI-MENTOR AREA is composed of 
first bottom and terrace soils which are very similar to the 
soils of the Genesee-Fox area, but are slightly lower in lime 
and tend to be slightly lower in fertility. Such soils occur 
in central Ohio where the glacial till contains a mixture of 
sandstone and limestone. The soils are very productive 
when flooding is controlled. Lobdell, Orrville, Wayland, 
Papakating, and Killbuck are other bottom soils in the area. 
Some Mentor, Luray, and Fitchville soils are found where 
the terraces are underlain with silt and clay. 

THE HUNTINGTON-WHEELING AREA consists of first 
bottom and terrace soils which are developed on materials 
from limestone, sandstone, and shale uplands and are almost 
equal to the Genesee-Fox soils in productivity. Flooding is 
the chief hazard on the bottom soils. Linside, Newark, 
Melvin, and Dunning soils are also found in the bottom. 
Sciotoville, Weinbach, Ginat, and Philo soils occur on the 
terraces. These soils occur most extensively along the Ohio 
River. 

THE HOLSTON-MONONGAHELA-TYLER AREA is com-
posed of second bottoms or terraces. These soils, formed on 
a mixture of silt, clay, and fine sand, are acid and low 
in lime, organic matter, and natural fertility. The land is 
medium in productivity and can grow all common crops when 
well drained, limed, and fertilized. 

THE PIKE-PARKE AREA consists of deep silty soils 
on high terraces. The soils are underlain with gravel, so 
they are chiefly well drained, but some poorly drained areas 

lacustrine soils, each of which in turn can be sub-
divided into a limestone or a sandstone and shale sub-
group on the basis of the parent material. Because 
limestone soils, which occupy the western half of the 
state, where topography is most subdued, are fertile, 
it is that portion of Ohio which is most productive 
agriculturally. Sandstone and shale soils of eastern 
Ohio, where topography is generally rough, are not 
noted for their fertility. The lacustrine sandstone and 
shale soils are something of an exception, however; 
agricultural productivity here is relatively high. A 
more detailed discussion of the productive potential 
of Ohio soils will be found in the discussion of agri-
culture in Chapter 5. 

The properties and characteristics of soils within 
each soil region vary widely because of the different 
conditions under which the soils were formed (see fig. 
45, for example). Some details on each of the soil areas 
are given in table 3; those readers who wish more spe-
cific information on each of the soil series which make 
up the soil areas are urged to consult T. R. Smith (1964). 

Because of their complexity it is difficult to make 
generalizations about Ohio soils except under three 
headings-drainage character, organic-matter content, 
and soil pH factor (the pH factor is concerned with 
acidity and alkalinity characteristics of soils; acid 
soils require addition of lime to make them productive). 

are included. The land is medium low to moderately low in 
natural fertility, lime, and organic matter, but it has good 
physical properties and can be expected to return moderately 
high yields of most crops if adequate fertilizer, lime, and 
organic matter are added to the soil. 

THE POPE-CHILI AREA includes first bottom soils, 
which developed on stream sediments from sandstone and 
shale uplands, and second bottoms or terraces, which are 
underlain with acid gravel and sand. The soils are moderate-
ly high in fertility, but they are strongly acid. They are well 
adapted to the production of most general crops if limed. 
Philo, Stendal!, and Atkins soils are also found here. 

THE SLOAN-WESTLAND-MONTGOMERY AREA includes 
poorly drained dark-colored soils on level bottoms or ter-
races. Drainage is required, but the areas are highly produc-
tive when drained. The soils are high in organic matter, 
natural fertility, and lime. Some Eel, Shoals, Genesee, Fox, 
Thackery, Sleeth, and McGary soils occur here. 

ORGANIC SOILS 

PEAT AND MUCK AREAS occur in most of the soil 
regions. Such areas include black muck and dark-brown or 
reddish-brown peat. The organic layer ranges from 1 foot to 
many feet in depth and is underlain by mineral material 
which ranges in texture from sand to clay. Wind erosion and 
fire are hazards of these soils. Drainage and fertilizer are 
needed for successful crop production. In many places these 
soils are used for growing truck crops such as onions and 
celery. They are also used for general crops, hay, and pas-
ture. The productivity varies greatly, but most of the muck 
and peat soils are high in productivity if well managed. 
Carlisle, Willette, Kerston, Edwards, Warners, and Tawas 
Muck, and Rifle Peat soils are found in the area. 

As expected, general soil drainage characteristics 
correspond to topographic variations. Three general 
areas can be recognized (fig. 46). Those soils which 
are in general well drained coincide with unglaciated 
portions of the state. Moderately well-drained soils 
occupy roughly the glaciated plateau and that part of 
the Central Lowland covered only by earlier glacia-
tions. Finally, the soils of western Ohio are charac-
terized by generally poor drainage. Of course, within 
each of these regions there are wide variations of 
drainage conditions. 

The pattern of organic-matter content is quite 
simple (fig. 47). Except for muck and peat soils, the 
amount of humus ranges only between 1.5 and 3.0 per-
cent. In general, above-average concentrations of 
organic matter are found in those soils of the old Black 
Swamp region of northwestern Ohio (fig. 47); below-
average amounts are most common in Appalachian 
counties. These differences illustrate the influence 
which topography and vegetation have had upon the 
development of Ohio soils. The soils of the northwest, 
developed in a humid region with dense vegetation 
growth, but on a level surface from which removal of 
decayed vegetation was extremely slow, still retain 
large accumulations of humus. Soils of the Appalachian 
counties, subjected to continual leaching as ground 
water percolates rapidly downward and as surface run-
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MfilZJ Geoera lly welt <hined 

~ Moderately well drained 

c=i Genera ll y poorly drained Univ. of Akron. Dept. ol Geog .• 1972. M. Geib 

FIGURE 46.-Soil drainage characte ristic s 
(T. R. Smith, 1964). 

EiEll "" [==:J Between 1.5% and 1.75% 

~ Between 2" and 2.5% N.D. No data 
Univ. of Ak<on. Dept. of G.og .• 1972. M. Glib 

FIGURE 47 .-Soil organic matter content 
(Jones and Musgrave, 1963). 
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N.D. No data 

E.fil]] Very strollg ly acid 
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~ Moderately acid Univ. of Akron. Oep1. of Geog .• 1972. M. Glib 

FIGURE 48.-Soil pH (Jones and Musgrave, 1963). 

off drops quickly downslope, retain a lower proportion 
of original humic material. 

Except for some minor and highly restricted occur-
rences, Ohio soils are acid in reaction, ranging in pH 
from an average of 4.8 in Vinton County to an avera ge 
of 6. 7 in Ross County. It is interesting that the high-
est and lowest average values occur in ad jacent coun-
ties. Three factors help explain this. First, the parent 
materials in Ross County are mostly limestone and in 
Vinton County mostly sandstone and shale. Second, 
most of Ross County was glaciated, whereas Vinton 
was not. Third, and perhaps most significant, large 
areas along the Scioto River are covered by alluvial 
soils high in lime. 

The statewide pattern of variation is depicted on 
figure 48. 

SUMMARY 

The surface landforms , the underlying geological 
formations , the climate and its daily weather varia-
tions, the vegetational covering, and the various types 
of soil are together the physical framework within 
which people carry on their vocational and recreational 
activities. Each of these physical features has, to a 
greater or lesser degree, an impact on the daily lives 
of Ohioans. 



Chapter 5 
THE AGRICULTURE OF OHIO 

Allen G. Noble 

INTRODUCTION 

Only eight states had more farmers than Ohio in 
1969, and agriculture contributed $1,357,246,0005 to 
the Ohio economy in that year. But Ohio is not pri-
marily an agricultural state; agriculture ranks below 
both manufacturing and services in importance. Only 
about 20 percent of Ohio's annual income accrues from 
farming operations, and less than 3 percent of the 
state's employment is in agriculture. Nevertheless, 
Ohio contributes a sizeable quantity of crop and live-
stock products to the national economy. 

Orientation to commercial markets is the chief as-
pect of Ohio agriculture. In 1969 almost two-thirds of 
Ohio farms were classified as commercial by the U.S. 
Census of Agriculture. Dairying is the leading agri-
cultural activity in the state, although seven other 
states exceed Ohio in dairy product sales. The dom-
inant field crops in Ohio are com (233,709,541 bushels 
in 1969) and soybeans (69,940,637 bushels in 1969). 
In the case of each crop, Ohio's production is exceeded 
in only five other states (U.S. Bureau of the Census, 
1972a). 

The agriculture of Ohio illustrates quite clearly 
the transitional situation of the state. In northeastern 
Ohio dairying dominates and income levels are moder-
ate, reminding one (fig. 49) of the rural areas of much 
of the northeastern United States. In southeastern Ohio 
cattle raising is the major farming activity; some corn 
is grown on narrow valley bottoms and sloping hill-
sides. In general, farm income is low. Such conditions 
predominate throughout much of Appalachia. In Brown 
and Adams Counties there is an extension of the to-
bacco-growing region of Kentucky. The prosperous hog-
and cattle-raising counties of southwestern Ohio re-
flect the feeder-farming operations of much of the 
southern Midwest. In the northwestern quarter of Ohio, 
the field crops of corn and soybeans become especially 
important and farm incomes are quite high. In Paulding 
and Van Wert Counties, a portion of the Com Belt of the 
Midwest, Ohio has a true cash-grain agriculture. Along 
the fringe of Lake Erie from Lucas County to Ashta-
bula County the emphasis is on vegetable and fruit 
growing, the type of agricultural operation characteris-

5 Production figures in this chapter are from U .s. Bureau of the 
Census (1972a); farm income figures are from Ohio Agricultural 
Research and Development Center (1971). 
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tic of the lee shores of the lower Great Lakes. Finally, 
around the principal urban centers the raising of vege-
tables for fresh sale and the growing of greenhouse 
and nursery products predominates, as it does for 
virtually every major urban center in this country. Ohio 
agriculture is therefore representative of neighboring 
types, but taken in sum it does, in fact, have its own 
unique characteristics and patterns. 

PROFILE OF OHIO AGRICULTURE 

Several major changes have occurred in Ohio agri-
culture since World War II (table 4). The number of 
farms (and, of course, farmers) has been steadily drop-
ping and, at the same time, those farms which remain 
have become larger and larger until today average farm 
size is about 150 acres. In the quarter century since 
World War II the number of Ohio farms has declined 
roughly by one-half; the average size of the farm has 
increased by one-half. In the same period over two 
million acres of cropland have been taken out of culti-
vation. 

In contrast, cash income received by Ohio farmers 
has been climbing steadily since World War II. By 1970 
total income was $1,413,106,000, almost twice the 
receipts of 1945 (Ohio Agricultural Research and De-
velopment Center, 1971, p. 6). The gain is more ap-
parent than real, however. If one compared 1950 income 
($902,271,000) with 1970 income ($1,413,106,000) on 
a basis of constant dollars, which would take into 
account the decreased purchasing power of the dollar, 
and used the U.S. Department of Labor Consumer Price 
Index (1967=100) as the yardstick, Ohio farm income 
was $1,251,000,000 in constant dollars in 1950 and 
only $1,215,000,000 in constant dollars in 1970. Ohio 
farmers, then, in terms of income have actually lost 
ground since World War II. 

Lines 6 and 7 of table 4 reveal that the structure 
of Ohio agriculture has changed since World War II. In 
1945 livestock and livestock products accounted for 
66 percent of Ohio farm income, crops accounted for 
just under 30 percent, and government payments made 
up the balance of almost 4 percent. In 1969 crop in-
come had become more significant, accounting for more 
than 37 percent of total receipts, and livestock and 
livestock products income had dropped to about 55 per-
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cent. Table 4 shows both these trends to have been 
steady and constant, at least through 1964. During the 
quarter of a century represented in table 4 government 
payments declined through 19S4 and then began to 
climb again until they greatly exceeded the levels of 
194S. In 1970 government payments to agriculture, al-
though down from the previous year, continued at high 
levels, contributing over 6.8 percent of all Ohio cash 
receipts in agriculture (Ohio Agricultural Research and 
Development Center, 1971, p. 6). 

FIGURE 49. -A representative 
Ohio farm near Wellington in Lorain 
County. The silo top has been re-
moved to facilitate loading of si-
lage. The average Ohio farm has 
good road access, electric power, 
and telephone service. (Photo by 
A. J . Kors ok.) 

Another aspect of Ohio farming which has changed 
since World War II is that of ownership. Although the 
proportion of full owners has remained more or less 
constant at between three-fifths and two-thirds of all 
farm operators, the proportion of tenants and part 
owners has changed substantially. The rate of tenancy 
dropped steadily from 21.8 percent in 194S to 11.9 per-
cent in 1969. During the same period part ownership 
of farms almost doubled. 

TABLE 4.-Profile of Ohio agric ulture 

Line Item 1945 1950 1954 1959 1964 1969 no. 

1 Number of farms (thousand)1 221 199 177 140 120 111 

2 Average size of farms (acres)1 99.4 105. 2 112.9 131.9 146.4 153.6 

3 Ohio total land area in farms (%) 1 83. 3 79. 9 76. 2 70.6 67.2 65.2 

4 Cropland harvested (thousand acres)1 10,837 10,296 10,340 9,743 9,276 8 , 515 

5 Total farm cash receipts (thousand 764,436 902,271 1,032,647 955, 982 1,163 ,596 1,399,467 dollars)2 

6 Total cash receipts from crops (%)2 29.1 31.9 37.2 37.6 40.5 37.2 

7 Total cash receipts from livestock and 66.9 67 . 3 62.2 60.8 54. 7 55.4 livestock products (%)2 

8 Estimated cash receipts from government 29,966 7,311 6,504 16,000 55,906 103,424 payments (thousand dollars)2 

9 Estimated cash receipts from government 3.9 .8 .6 1. 7 4.8 7. 4 payments (percent of total cash receipts)2 

10 Fann operators who were full owners (%)1 66.3 67. 7 65.9 62.8 63.0 66 . 5 

11 Farm operators who were part owners (%)1 11.3 14.1 17.1 20.6 22.6 22.5 

12 Fann operators who were te~ants (%)1 21.8 17.9 16.6 16.1 14. 0 11.9 
l U .S. Bureau o f the Census , 1972a. 20hio Agricultural Research and Development Center, 1971 . 
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THE PHYSICAL ENVIRONMENT 

The physical environment-landforms, climate, 
soils-is the stage upon which the drama of agriculture 
is played. And within this setting in Ohio, soils play 
the leading role because, although some variety exists 
in climate and even more diversity is found in land-
forms, soil variations are most distinctive in affecting 
agriculture. 

Ohio soils range from the weathered thin residual 
soils of the southeastern Appalachian hills to the 
strongly acidic and highly leached light-colored soils 
of the southwest to the deep inadequately drained dark 
soils of the northwest, with many intermediate types 
elsewhere. 

The general productivity of Ohio soils, shown on 
figure 50, varies widely. Roughly the southeastern half 
of Ohio is underlain by soils of lower than average 
productivity. This great semicircular sweep of poorer 
soils is broken in two places. 

In Adams County and in small areas of adjacent 
counties a tongue of average-quality soils projects 
northward from the Ohio River. Commonly the soils of 
this area are quite thin, having developed in place from 
limestone and shale bedrock. Because this part of the 
state is typically rather steep-sided hill country, agri-

High product1v1ty 

Moderate produc11vity 

low productivity 

Univ. ol Akron. Dept. of G«>g., 1972. M. Geob 

FIGURE 50.-Soil productivity for agriculture 
(Morse and Bone, 1962). 

cultural activity is restricted. 
The other area of higher quality soils is found from 

Columbiana County to Richland County in a band coin-
cident with terminal and recessional moraines of Wis-
consinan-age glaciation. This band extends northward 
mainly through Summit, Portage, and Geauga Counties. 
The soils of this area are light in color and texture, 
being derived mostly from glacially modified sandstone 
materials. "Generally, these soils require additional 
drainage, lime, fertilizer, and erosion control measures 
for efficient production" (Morse and Bone, 1962, p. 18). 
In spite of this, however, these soils are of above-
average productivity. 

The two areas just described effectively divide 
the area of Ohio's poorer soils into three parts, each 
of which differs significantly from the others. The 
soils of relatively low productivity in northeastern 
Ohio are all products of Wisconsinan-age glacial de-
posits subsequently modified and eroded; soils on the 
Lake Erie plain and terraces are glaciolacustrine in 
origin, derived from clayey materials; soils on the 
Appalachian Plateaus are commonly developed from 
weathered drift of sandstone or shale. Throughout this 
area considerable attention must be given to provision 
of artificial drainage and application of considerable 
lime and fertilizer before these soils can be made pro-
ductive. 

In southwestern Ohio the soils are also of glacial 
origin, but of Illinoian age and thus subject to modifi-
cation and erosion for a longer period of time. The con-
sequences are especially noticeable in the amount of 
lime leaching: a surface zone of between 8 and 10 feet 
has been affected. Such soils are characterized espe-
cially by loamy texture, light color, and strongly acid 
reaction. The rolling nature of the topography is an-
other factor which reduces the suitability of these soils 
for cultivation. 

The largest area of below-average-quality soils is 
in the unglaciated hill country of southeastern Ohio. 
Soils of this area are derived primarily from sandstone 
and shale, although some are derived from limestone, 
especially in the larger valleys. Soils are particularly 
thin, except in the generally narrow valley bottoms, 
and rapid erosion is and always has been a threat, 
especially for soils under cultivation. The principal 
deterrent to agriculture is slope. 

In west-central and northwestern Ohio, soil pro-
ductivity ranges from average to well above average. 
As seen from figure 50, there are three areas in which 
productivity is high (exclusive of the northeast area 
already discussed). 

The area of potentially high productivity which 
stretches from Butler through Greene to Highland Coun-
ty is similar in its situation and origin to the area of 
high productivity in the northeast; both lie just within 
the boundary of Wisconsinan-age glaciation. The par-
ent material is largely glacial till derived from lime-
stone. Highly significant is the surface mantle of silt 
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c::J Highest quartile 

flJlllJ. Lowest quartile 
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FIGURE 51.-Counties falling in the highest and lowest 
quartiles in per a c re cash receipts from farming, 1970 (Ohio 
Agricultural Research and Development Center, 1971 ). 

resulting from glacial outwash. This mantle improves 
the texture of the soil, making it relatively easy to 
work. At the same time, however, poor drainage is 
normally a problem which must be corrected before 
successful cultivation is possible. 

Northwestern Ohio, except for Williams County and 
small areas of adjacent counties, has excellent soils 
of glaciolacustrine origin. Most of these soils origi-
nated in the large bed of a glacial-age ancestor of 
present-day Lake Erie. These soils generally are dark 
colored, thick and loamy in texture, and require only 
modest applications of lime, but in many places are 
associated with conditions of very poor drainage, neces-
sitating extensive artificial drainage by tiles. The ne-
cessity for additional drainage is the major difficulty 
in working the soils of this essentially level region. 
The small area of potentially productive soil located 
primarily in Logan and Union Counties is similar in 
origin, utility, and potential to the larger area farther 
north. 

The remaining areas of northwestern Ohio are areas 
of average soil productivity. The parent material is 
glacial till with a high percentage of limestone. A clay 
pan below the top soil layers is found in many places, 
and on severely eroded soils the exposure of this pan 
greatly reduces fertility. Poor drainage and rapid ero-

sion are problems commonly encountered within this 
area. 

The influence of soil qualit y on agricultural pro-
ductivity can be gauged by reference to figure 51. Al-
though counties with a high degree of urbanization 
tend to have high agricultural incomes and hence mask 
the pattern which would otherwise result, one still 
notes a heavy concentration of prosperous agricultural 
counties in areas with potentially productive soils. 
All low-agricultural-income counties, with the excep-
tion of Adams, are in areas shown on figure 50 to be 
of low soil fertility. Furthermore , all of these counties 
except northwestern Adams County lie within the un-
glaciated hill lands of the southeast. 

That the correlation of high agricultural income 
and high soil fertility is lower than the correlation be-
tween low agricultural income and low soil fertility 
suggests that other factors influence agricultural in-
come. The concentration of high-income counties ad-
jacent to the Lake Erie shore , for example, is largely 
a result of advantageous climate. 

Altitude 
(feet above sea level) 

700 

1200 

Frost-free period 
(days) 

soo~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

Station Station Altitude Frost-free 
(feet above period 
sea level) (days) 

1 Charles Mi 11 Dam 1028 140 
2 Mi l lersburg 930 148 
3 Mi l lpor! 1145 130 
4 Coshocton 760 158 
5 Dennison 860 144 
6 Cadiz 1270 165 
7 Steubenvi l le 992 172 
8 Newark 835 153 
9 Zanesvil le 881 146 

10 Phi lo 1020 158 
11 Cambridge 800 152 
12 Senecaville Dam 875 146 
13 Barnesvi l le 1128 144 
14 Lancaster 860 155 

40 miles 
'-----~ 

Univ. ol Akron, Dept. ol Geoog., 1972. M. Geib 

Station Station Al111ude Frost-free 
(feet above pe<0od "°· sea level) {days) 

15 New Lexington '"' 150 
16 McConnelsville 710 163 
17 Caldwell 980 162 
18 Tom Jenkins Dam 760 128 
19 Chillicothe 620 176 
20 Athens 685 150 
21 Marietta 680 169 
22 Waverly 600 159 
23 Jackson 700 154 
24 Carpenter 710 151 
28 Peebles 810 161 
26 Portsmouth 540 193 
71 Gallipolis 673 166 
28 Ironton 555 177 

FIGURE 52.-Relationship between altitude and frost-
free period at 28 weather-reporting stations (M. E. Miller, 
no date). 
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FIGURE 53 .-Frost-free period (M. E. Miller, no date). 

Agriculture is affected by climate principally through 
two elements-precipitation and temperature. In Ohio 
precipitation is everywhere adequate and thus does 
not function as a restrictive element; less than one 
percent of Ohio farms utilize irrigation. The general 
pattern of precipitation was given in the preceding 
chapter on figure 33. Although the 37-inch isohyet gen-
erally separates areas of high agricultural income from 
those of low income, the relationship appears to be 
coincidental rather than causative. 

The relationship of temperature to agricultural 
production in Ohio is more direct than that of precipi-
tation. The average annual temperature varies geo-
graphically only about 7° or 8° (fig. 30) and has little 
effect upon agriculture. However, the length of the 
growing season (i. e., frost-free period) does vary sig-
nificantly over the state. 

It is difficult to generalize about the growing sea-
son in Ohio. Part of the difficulty stems from special 
microclimatic influences at individual weather-reporting 
stations, part from differences between conditions at 
urban stations and at stations in rural areas, and part 
from variations in the elevations of stations. The sig-
nificance of altitudinal variation is clearly evident in 
the relationship between elevation and frost-free period 
in the unglaciated Appalachian Plateaus, where local 
relief differences are maximized. This relationship is 
shown on figure 52 for 28 stat ions. Twenty-three sta-
tions are within the unglaciated plateau and 5 lie just 
outside. Virtually all stations are located in valley 

bottoms and thus are subject to maximum effect of 
cold-air drainage. Generalizing from figure 52 , and rec-
ognizing that there are both latitudinal and micro-
climatic differences between stations, the length of 
the growing season decreases roughly 8 to 9 days for 
every 100 feet of additional altitude. This variation 
has great significance in the Appalachian hill country 
where most land is in slope and where many individual 
farms have a difference of 200 or 300 feet in the alti-
tudes of different fields. Specific stations may not con-
form to the overall pattern (e.g. , Cadiz at 1,270 feet 
has 165 frost-free days). 

Two areas of the state have a growing season in 
excess of 170 days (fig. 53). The first such area is in 
the Ohio River valley from the Indiana border to Gallia 
County. The" extended growing season is partially the 
result of southerly location and partially of bottomland 
locations lower than the surrounding hills, but not often 
subject to severe cold-air drainage. This same phe-
nomenon occurs throughout the Ohio River valley (i.e. , 
169-day growing season at Marietta and 172-day grow-
ing season at Steubenville), although the effect of air 
drainage tends to counteract the other factors some-
what. Elsewhere in southern Ohio at individual stations 
in protected valleys (e.g., Circleville and Chillicothe 
in the Scioto valley, Springfield in the Miami valley) 
similar conditions prevail, but on a greatly restricted 
scale. 

The other area with a growing season in excess of 
170 days lies along the shore of Lake Erie , where the 
warming effect of winds blowing off the lake more than 

FIGURE 54.-Mean number of days having average min-
imum temperature of 32° or below, October and November 
(M. E. Miller, no date). 
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FIGURE 55.-Mean number of days having average mini-
mum temperature of 32° or below, April and May (M. E. Miller, 
no date). 

compensates for the northerly latitude. This effect can 
be seen clearly on figure S4; the incidence of freezing 
temperatures in October and November is lower than 
anywhere else in the state. The prolongation of warm 
temperatures in the autumn along the Lake Erie shore 
is the major factor explaining the concentration of high 
agricultural income in the shore counties (fig. 51). The 
well-recognized modification of low temperatures by 
water bodies in spring can be noted adjacent to Lake 
Erie (fig. SS); however, the effect is less significant 
than the prolongation of warm temperatures in the 
autumn. 

LAND VALUES AND FARM INCOME 

Influence of the physical landscape does not ex-
plain entirely the pattern of high agricultural income. 
In some areas high income is the result of keen compe-
tition for the use of land: only successful farming 
operations survive. Thus urbanization is another factor 
which contributes to farm productivity, in spite of the 
fact that urban uses are steadily encroaching upon 
rural land use. Generally, urban uses result in higher 
rents and costs; agriculture retreats in the face of this 
onslaught. The best example is Hamilton County, where 
the amount of agricultural land decreased from 67 ,S09 
acres in 1 %3 to 36,009 acres in 1970 (Ohio Agricul-
tural Research and Development Center, 1964, 1971, 
table VI), almost all of this decrease due to the ex-
pansion of urban land uses connected with the growth 
of the Cincinnati metropolitan area. But Hamilton Coun-
ty is by no means atypical. There are 10 counties in 
Ohio which are primarily urban (table S, column 2). As 
can be noted from column 3, agricultural land decreased 
between 1963 and 1970 in every urban county. 

The pressure of urbanization, resulting in high land 
costs, forces an intensity of farming which is not com-
mon in the rest of Ohio agriculture. The magnitude of 
real property costs can be gauged from the information 
in table S, column 6. The average value per acre of 
land and buildings for agricultural operations in Ohio 

TABLE 5.-Characteristics of farming in urban counties 

Column 11 Column 21 Column 32 Column 42 Column 52 Column 6 3 
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Cuyahoga 3, 731. 7 99.6 3.7 722 14 2,450 

Hamilton 2,205. 7 96.1 5.8 210 36 803 

Franklin 1,525.7 95.5 2.4 101 160 951 

Lucas 1,364.6 94.1 .3 183 98 880 

Summit 1,322. 7 90.4 4.0 274 34 1,101 

Montgomery 1,290.2 92.1 2.8 111 134 873 

Lake 845.4 89.2 4.6 331 29 1,157 

Mahoning 711.1 84.0 2.8 95 94 422 

Stark 634.7 73.4 1. 7 123 176 539 

Lorain 516.4 85.7 1.4 115 171 608 
1 U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1973b. 
2 0hio Agricultural Research and Development Center, 1964, 1971. 
3 U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1972a. 
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was $399 according to the 1969 U.S. Census of Agri-
culture (U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1972a). Real prop-
erty values (and hence costs) were significantly higher 
in the 10 urban counties. The pattern of real property 
valuation is given on figure 56. Eight of the 10 urban 
counties are in the highest quartile of valuation, with 
Cuyahoga County leading the entire state by a wide 
margin. 

It is instructive to compare real property valuation 
(fig. 56) with cash receipts from farming (fig. 51). The 
patterns can be seen to be almost identical. Appala-
chian Ohio is a region in which farming is not remuner-
ative; hence the land is not very valuable. The highly 
productive land, on the other hand, is land which en-
joys a natural advantage: land which is either above 
average in productivity or which has a favorable cli-
mate (especially along the shore of Lake Erie) or which 
lies adjacent to urban centers. In the last case, prox-
imity to large markets is balanced by high real prop-
erty costs, forcing the urban farmer to adjust his agri-
cultural operation accordingly. 

URBAN FARMING 

Income and costs 

The agriculture of urban counties is prosperous 
agriculture, despite the pressure (or perhaps because 
of it) from urbanization. Average cash income from 
farming operations in 10 urban counties in 1970 was 
$13,599,000, which was somewhat lower than the 
$16,058,023 average county income figure for the en-
tire state. Across the state the average number of acres 
per county devoted to agriculture is 189,000; however, 
no urban county approaches this figure (table 5, column 
5). Cuyahoga County had only about 14,000 acres de-
voted to farming in 1970, and Lake, Summit, and Hamil-
ton Counties each had 36,000 acres or less. Productiv-
ity, however, is in reality much higher in the urban 
counties than elsewhere in the state (table 5, column 
4). In 1970 total cash receipts from farming averaged 
$85 per acre for the entire state. Cash receipts in 
Cuyahoga County were over eight times the average. 
Mahoning County, the least productive of the urban 
counties, averaged $95. On the basis of productivity 
per unit of land, the five leading agricultural counties, 
Cuyahoga, Lake, Summit, Hamilton, and Lucas, are all 
urban; it is only in sixth rank that one finds a rural 
county, Fulton (Ohio Agricultural Research and Devel-
opment Center, 1971, p. 11-13). 

Agricultural operations in the 10 urban counties 
tend to be entirely different from agricultural opera-
tions in the rest of the state (table 6). The differences 
reflect the necessity to intensify agriculture and to 
increase yields per acre, as well as the desirability of 
structuring agricultural operations to take advantage 
of local urban markets. 

State average - $399 LJ H1ghestquartde 

~ Lowestquartile 

Univ of A~m)(1, Dept o' Geog. 1972. M Ge•b 

FIGURE 56.-Counties falling in the highest and lowest 
quartiles in average value of farm land and buildings per 
acre, 1969 (U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1972a). 

In terms of cost characteristics (table 7), urban farm-
ing is quite different from agriculture elsewhere in the 
state. In 1969 the higher proportion of farm expenditure 
devoted to the purchase of seeds, bulbs, plants, and 
trees is indicative both of the intensive nature of urban 
farming and of the importance of vegetables and fruits 
and of nursery and greenhouse products. The proportion 
of expense devoted to labor is almost three times higher 
in urban counties than in the state generally. Fertil-
izer costs, however, are substantially lower, suggest-
ing that cultivation and weed control on urban farms 
substitute for fertilization on more extensive farms. 
Although livestock and poultry feed is still the second 
most important cost for urban farms, the proportion of 
expenditure is just half that elsewhere in the state. 
Further, although still high, expenditures for purchase 
of animals are also only half the state average, indi-
cating the lower relative importance of livestock-rais-
ing activities in urban counties. 

For the state, dairy farming is the most important 
agricultural activity, accounting for almost one-fifth of 
the entire cash income from agriculture in 1970. In 
urban counties dairying ranked only third as an income 
producer, although it did contribute almost 16 percent 
of total income. Greenhouse and nursery operations and 
vegetable and fruit farming, where the typical opera-
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TABLE 6. -Farm cash receipts, by commodities, for 
Ohio and urban counties, 19701 

Rank Ohio Ten urban counties 

Commodity % Commodity % 

1 Dairy products 19.3 Greenhouse and nursery 22.6 
2 Cattle and calves 15. 7 Vegetables and fruit 21.1 
3 Hogs 14.8 Dairy products 15.8 
4 Soybeans 13.1 Cattle and calves 8.6 
5 Com 11. 5 Com 6.7 

1 0hio Agricultural Research and Development Center, 1971. 

tion is between 10 and 49 acres in extent, are more 
intensive types of agriculture than dairying and thus 
are more representative of urban counties. 

Size and classification 

The intensity of urban farming can be gauged by 
investigating certain farm characteristics and noting 
the variation in urban counties from the state average. 
Perhaps the greatest difference is in farm size. In 1969 
the average Ohio farm was 153.6 acres in size, but in 
the 10 urban counties the average farm size was only 
101.6 acres (table 8). Only in Franklin County, whose 
peripheral areas are level and open rural country, was 
average farm size above the state figure. Franklin 
County also lies adjacent or close to the counties which 
possess the largest average-size farms in the state: 
Madison, 293 acres; Pickaway, 256 acres; Fayette, 
253 acres. 

Although urban-county farms are smaller than the 
statewide average, the quality of the farms is higher. 
According to the 1969 U.S. Census of Agriculture (U.S. 
Bureau of the Census, 1972a), Class I farms are desig-
nated as those selling $40,000 or over in all farm prod-
ucts. Across the state only 5.3 percent of all farms fell 
within this class; however, in 10 urban counties the 
proportion was considerably higher: 6.5 percent. Fur-

TABLE 7.-Costs of farmin~, Ohio 
and urban counties, 19691 

Category of cost 

Hired labor 

Live.stock and poultry feed 

Purchase of livestock and poultry 

Gasoline, petroleum fuel, and oil 

Seeds, bulbs, plants, and trees 

Fertilizer and fertilizing materials 

Machine hire, custom and contract work 

Agricultural chemicals 
1 U .S. Bureau of the Census, 1972a. 

Percent of 
total cost 

Ohio Ten urban 
counties 

7.6 19. 7 

28.0 14.8 

16.0 8.7 

6.2 6.3 

3.6 5.6 

8.4 4.9 

2.8 1. 7 

1.8 1.6 

thermore, the larger urban centers produced the highest 
proportion of Class I farms. Cuyahoga County has al-
most 23 percent of its farms classified as Class I, 
making it by a wide margin the most productive agri-
cultural county in Ohio. This productivity is demon-
strated also by cash receipts per acre; Cuyahoga Coun-
ty again leads the state (table 5, column 4). 

Even though the number of Class I farms is gener-
ally high in urban counties, the proportion of com-
mercial farms (i.e., those with sales of over $2,500 
per year) is actually lower than the state average (54.3 
percent in urban counties and 59.5 percent statewide). 
The reasons for this are not difficult to find. First, as 
already noted, urban-county farms are smaller than 
average. In Cuyahoga County, to cite the extreme ex-
ample, almost 403 of the farms in 1969 were smaller 
than 10 acres; in all urban counties except Mahoning 
the proportion of farms under 10 acres in size was 
above average (table 8). Second, proximity to a city in 
many cases encourages part-time farming because of 
the availability of alternative employment in the city. 
In only three urban counties, Franklin, Lucas, and 
Cuyahoga, is the proportion of part-time farmers much 
lower than the state average of 26. 7 percent. In Hamil-
ton County the proportion is about the same as state-
wide, and in the other six urban counties part-time 
farms are more significant. In no instance, however, 

TABLE 8.-Urban county farm size, 19691 

Total Average Farms Proportion of less than County farms farm size 10 acres farms less than 
(no.) (acres) (no.) 10 acres (%) 

Cuyahoga 272 38.1 108 39. 7 
Franklin 962 167.4 52 5.4 
Hamilton 491 90.0 127 25.9 
Lake 306 69.1 51 16. 7 
Lorain 1,354 119.5 102 7.5 

Lucas 785 125.5 54 6.9 
Mahoning 886 109.4 39 4.4 
Montgomery 1,475 100.3 120 8.1 
Stark 1,552 109.1 99 6.4 
Summit 315 87.5 56 17.8 

State total 111,332 153.6 5,653 5.1 
1 U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1972a. 
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does the proportion of part-time farms reach that of the 
counties of Appalachian Ohio. 

Tenancy 

Undoubtedly related to small farm size and high 
incidence of part-time farming is the relatively low 
farm tenancy in urban counties. Only three counties, 
Franklin, Lucas, and Montgomery, have a rate of ten-
ancy above average. Taken together, the urban-county 
rate of tenancy is 13.3 percent, whereas that of the 
entire state is lS.2 percent. In general, eastern Ohio 
has a rate of farm tenancy far lower than that of west-
ern Ohio. A line drawn from Lake Erie at the boundary 
of Lorain and Erie Counties to the Ohio River border 
between Adams and Scioto Counties roughly divides 
the state into a western zone in which tenancy aver-
ages almost 20 percent (18.43) and an eastern zone in 
which the average is below 10 percent (7.33) (fig. S7). 
Outside ofurban counties the rate of tenancy correlates 
in general with overall agricultural prosperity. This is 
especially true in the case of low-farm-income areas 
(i.e., Appalachia), where the rate of tenancy is also 
quite low. The correlation between soil productivity 
and tenancy may be seen by comparing figures SO and 
S7. 

State average - 15.2% IITl2.J Over 20% 

~ Under10% 

Univ ol Akron. Dl'pL of G609 . 1972. 11.,t Geib 

FIGURE 57.-Counties having over 20 percent and under 
10 percent tenants relative to total number of farm operators, 
1969 (U.S. Bureau of the Census, l 972a). 

State average. 49.5 years EZ3 Oldest quartile 

~ Youngest quartile 

Univ. of Akron. Dept. of Geog .. 1972. M. Ge•b 

FIGURE 58.-Counties falling in the oldest and youngest 
quartiles in average age of farm operators, 1969 (U.S. Bureau 
of the Census, 1972a). 

Age of farm operators 

A final characteristic that sets urban-county agri-
culture apart from the rest of the state is the age of 
farm operators (fig. S8). In all urban counties average 
age of farm operators in 1969 was S2.8 years, more 
than 3 years higher than the 49.S-year figure for the 
entire state. 

Several factors contribute to make urban-county 
farmers older than those of other counties. First, as 
the cities expand, the amount of agricultural land with-
in the urban county decreases, which means that 
farmers' sons entering agriculture usually must do so 
outside the urban county. Second, there are increasing 
numbers of alternative occupations in urban areas. 
Third, the high level of capitalization required in urban 
agriculture does not encourage newcomers to enter; 
land costs are extremely high, as are costs of hired 
labor and of seeds, bulbs, plants, and trees. 

Outside of urban areas the oldest farmers in the 
state live in the areas of lowest productivity, and the 
youngest farmers are normally in areas of highest 
productivity (figs. SO, S8). With the exception of the 
urban counties, the oldest farmers generally are found 
in Appalachian Ohio. The very low average age of 
farm operators in Holmes County, and probably to a 
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FIGURE 59.-Counties having above state average green-
house and nursery sales, 1963-1970 (Ohio Agricultural Re-
search and Development Center, 1964-1971). 

lesser extent in Wayne, is largely the result of the 
numerically large Amish community with its emphasis 
on farming and its custom of turning farm responsibili-
ties over to sons at early ages. The lack of mechaniza-
tion, and hence the harder physical labor requirements 
of Amish farmers, also promotes younger farm operators. 

Greenhouse and nursery 

Greenhouse and nursery operations are highly con-
centrated in urban counties. Three-fifths of all cash 
receipts from the sale of greenhouse and nursery prod-
ucts in 1970 came from the state's 10 urban counties. 
Lake and Summit Counties are by far the most impor-
tant of the greenhouse and nursery centers. The 20 
counties shown on figure 59 collectively account for al-
most 84 percent of all cash income from greenhouse 
and nursery products. The pattern of distribution close-
ly approximates the distribution of population in the 
state, confirming again the association of greenhouse 
and nursery operations with urban development. During 
the period 1963-1970 greenhouse and nursery products 
provided 4.3 percent of county agricultural income 
throughout the state. The increased local impact in 
urban and suburban counties above the average found 
elsewhere in the state is given on figure 60. The im-
portance of the industry in Lawrence County is the 
result of proximity to the urban concentrations of 

Ashland, Kentucky, and Huntington, West Virginia. 
Although it is not possible to differentiate be-

tween greenhouse and nursery operations in recent 
agricultural income data produced by the state of Ohio, 
the 1969 U.S. Census of Agriculture (U.S. Bureau of 
the Census, 1972a) provides a rough breakdown. Un-
fortunately, summary totals are not provided in the 
census, and thus figures and proportions used here are 
only approximations. Production of cut flowers and 
flowering plants accounts for almost half of all nursery 
and greenhouse sales. Vegetables at 23 percent and 
nursery products at 32 percent are less important (table 
9). 

In addition to the 10 urban counties, only Ashta-
bula County has significant sales volume in all three 
subdivisions (table 9). Nursery production is heavily 
concentrated in Lake County on the sandy soils of 
glacial beach ridges along Lake Erie. The growing of 
flowering plants and flowers for cutting is not quite as 
geographically concentrated an activity as nursery 
production, but a strong orientation to larger urban 
centers along the Lake Erie shore is noticeable. Cuya-
hoga and Lucas Counties are the outstanding centers 
of flower production by a wide margin. 

Hothouse vegetables have a special significance 
in Ohio. Although only 23 percent of greenhouse and 
nursery sales comes from vegetables, this percentage 
is much higher than the figure nationally. The raising 
of vegetables out of season in greenhouses is an ac-
tivity which is strongly oriented to urban counties. Al-
most 80 percent of the total of 22,244, 705 square feet 
devoted to hothouse vegetables in 1969 was accounted 
for by the 10 urban counties and a large share of the 
remainder by counties (e.g., Allen, Ashtabula, Erie, 
Licking) containing sizeable but smaller cities. The 
principal locational factor operating to encourage vege-
table production under glass in urban counties is, of 

FIGURE 60.-Local impact of greenhouse and nursery 
sales, 1963-1970 (Ohio Agricultural Research and Develop-
ment Center, 1964-1971). 
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TABLE 9.-Greenhouse and nursery sales, 19691 

Nursery products Flowers Vegetables 
,-., ,-., ,-., 
~ ~ Ul .... 

Ul~ .... - Ul ~ .... - Ul ~ .... -
County Cll - o! Cll- 02 Cll - o2 

- 0 - 0 - 0 as 'O c: 2 ,-., as 'O c: .B ,-., as 'O c: .E,,..., 
Ul 'O .8 Cll ~ Ul 'O .8 Cll ~ Ul 'O .8 Cll ~ ...... c: +.' +.' .._, ...... c: +.' +.' .._, ...... c: +.' +.' .._, as as .... as as as .... as as as .... as 
+.' Ul 0 +.' +.' Ul 0 +.' +.' Ul 0 +.' 
0 ::::1 0.. Ul 0 ::::1 0.. Ul 0 ::::1 0.. Ul 
~ 0 ~ 0 ~ 0 

2 2 2 
Ashtabula 164 .9 1,154 4.2 1142 .8 
Cuyahoga 538 2.8 2,765 10.1 4,4092 32.7 
Franklin 377 2.0 1,246 4.6 1232 .9 
Hamilton 30 .2 1,651 6.0 1,100 8.2 
Lake 8,265 43.6 945 3.5 362 .3 

Lorain 190 1.0 1,090 4.0 4,6652 34.6 
Lucas 59 .3 2,126 7.8 802 .6 
Mahoning 70 .4 199 .7 3 --
Montgomery 982 5.2 489 1.8 - --
Stark 3 -- 852 3.1 65 .5 

Summit 132 .7 3 -- 632 .5 
State total 18,978 27,330 13,464 
1 U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1972a. 
2 Figure somewhat lower than actual total because some data withheld to 

prevent identity disclosure, 
3 Data withheld to prevent identity disclosure. 

course, the proximity of the city market and the availa-
bility of transport to other markets. 

Vegetables and fruit 

Another typical kind of agriculture found in urban 
counties is the raising of vegetables and fruit in open 
fields. Fully 37 percent of all income from the raising 
of these crops in Ohio is earned within the 10 urban 
counties. The distribution of vegetable- and fruit-
production income in Ohio is given on figure 61. Al-
though less than 6 percent of all agricultural cash 
receipts in the period 1963-1970 was derived from 
vegetables and fruit, in certain regions of the state 
these commodities are highly significant to the local 
farm economy. 

Vegetable and fruit sales are strongly oriented to 
the northern third of the state, where three centers can 
be differentiated. The first and most significant area 
of concentration is the northwest, associated with the 
highly organic soils of the glacial lake area. Here, 
vegetable production is paramount, with few fruits 
being grown. Tomatoes are the outstanding vegetable 
crop, followed at some distance by sweet corn, cab-
bage, cucumbers, and snap beans. 

The shore counties from Lucas County to Ashtabula 
County, along with Huron County, represent a second 
area of concentration where growers capitalize on 
favorable temperatures produced by proximity to Lake 
Erie. Vegetables and fruit are both important, but fruit 
occupies a secondary position except east of Cleve-

land in Ashtabula and Lake Counties. In these two 
counties, the slope of the Allegheny escarpment com-
bined with the temperature advantage from the lake 
favors production of grapes and tree fruits. The third 
area of vegetable and fruit cultivation is the glaciated 
plateau of northeastern Ohio; the bog soils support 
much productive vegetable growth, and the gentle hill 
slopes support less intensive orchard cultivation. 

Washington, Meigs, and Scioto Counties illustrate 
the combination of reasonably extensive bottomlands 
along the Ohio River and its major tributaries with 
southerly locations that take advantage of an early 
spring. Darke County appears in the list of vegetable-
and fruit-producing counties largely owing to a grow-
ing specialization in the raising of tomatoes. 

The local impact on agricultural income of vege-
table and fruit sales is shown on figure 62. Only those 
counties are shown in which the proportion of vegetable 
and fruit sales to total farm income was more than 
twice the statewide average of 5.8 percent. Significant-
ly, the vegetable-producing counties of the northwest, 
where sales are high, do not appear as counties which 
are especially oriented to a vegetable-producing agri-
culture; this is undoubtedly the result of the general 
fertility of the soils and their overall agricultural 
productivity. 

By the same token, some of the vegetable- and 
fruit-producing counties of the northeast, Trumbull, 
Columbiana, and Wayne, for example, are not coun-
ties which depend upon this type of agriculture. 
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State average - $853,386 per county 

CJ] Above state average 

Univ. of Akron. Dept ot Geog 1972 ~ ::Je1b 

FIGURE 61.-Counties having above state average vege-
table and fruit sales, 1963-1970 (Ohio Agricultural Research 
and Development Center, 1964-1971). 

MIGRANT LABOR 

The employment of migrant labor in the planting, 
thinning, weeding, and harvesting of vegetable and 
fruit crops is a vital aspect of agriculture in certain 
sections of the state. It is also a phenomenon which 
has some serious accompanying social problems. 

In truth, no one knows the exact numbers of migrant 
families, or even of workers, who come to the fields 
of Ohio each year. Some recruitment is done through 
the Farm Placement Service under the Annual Worker 
Plan, which schedules workers into consecutive jobs, 
in many cases with different crops and in different 
areas, before the workers leave their home areas. Other 
workers come back year after year, even generation 
after generation, to the same farm, although no written 
contract exists with the employer. Still others hear 
about employment and come into lands never before 
visited, aboard weatherbeaten trucks and battered old 
autos, in search of bumper harvests and the hope of a 
living wage. 

At the peak of the harvest season almost 40,000 
migrant farm laborers are at work in Ohio. More than 
two-thirds of them are United States citizens of Mexi-
can descent, mostly from the lower Rio Grande Valley 
of Texas. The remainder are southern hill-country 

whites, southern blacks, and a very few Puerto Ricans. 
Recently all migrant laborers in Ohio have been United 
States citizens. The Puerto Ricans are mostly in green-
house employment and do not follow the migratory pat-
terns common to the other laborers. 

Although crops requiring migrant labor account for 
only a small part of the total agricultural economy of 
Ohio, these crops are grown in 50 counties, and farm-
ers who raise them are highly dependent on such labor 
for brief periods (Ohio Legislative Service Commission, 
1961, p. 9). The major crops for which migrants are 
employed are sugar beets, tomatoes, cucumbers for 
pickles, strawberries, truck crops, tree fruits, and 
grapes. 

Work is available for some migrants from mid-April 
to mid-October. Peak employment is reached in late 
August, with the tomato harvest, but high demand ex-
tends into early October. 

Ohio has a long growing season. But many grow certain 
crops, such as [cucumbers for J pickles, just to keep a conti-
nuity of employment for their laborers. Thus, the "regular" 
workers are kept busy between the hoeing and blocking of 
sugar beets in the spring (and early pre-harvest grape activi-
ties) and September when the State's great tomato harvest 
takes place (Ohio Governor's Committee on Migrant Labor, 
1968, p. 9), 

Most migrants do not come to Ohio directly from 
their home states. Rather, they follow a work-travel 
pattern which brings them to Ohio in late April or in 
May after employment in one or several other states. 
Spring employment of migrants in Ohio is largely in 
early-season cultivation of sugar beets, in strawberry 
picking, and in truck-crop cultivation and harvest. 
Many migrants then move to Michigan or Wisconsin dur-
ing late June and July for cherry picking. As already 
noted, other immigrants stay on in Ohio and assist with 

FIGURE 62.-Local impact of vegetable and fruit sales, 
1963-1970 (Ohio Agricultural Research and Development 
Center, 1964-1971). 
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cucumber growing. From July onward the movement is 
toward the tomato fields of Mercer and Darke Counties 
and the glacial lake counties and to the orchards and 
vineyards of the Lake Erie shore counties. 

The socioeconomic problems which attend the mi-
grant laborer and his family are chronic, complex, and 
subject to the glare of public inquiry and concern for 
brief periods from time to time. Particularly depressing 
are the conditions which exist in many migrant camps 
and migrant housing facilities. Most migrants live in 
housing provided by farm owners, some of whom at-
tempt to offer facilities of reasonable quality, but many 
farmers provide living quarters which are not only in 
violation of official regulations but which are viola-
tions of standards of human decency. Enforcement of 
sanitary, health, and housing quality regulations is in 
the hands of local health officers; unfortunately en-
forcement of standards is lax in some areas. On the 
other hand, in some camps efforts of farmers to provide 
suitable facilities are quickly nullified by migrants 
who are ignorant of, untrained in, and unused to adher-
ing to sanitary and other standards, with the result 
that conditions deteriorate rapidly, and maintenance 
costs to the farmer rise dramatically. 

The bulk of the migrant farm-labor supply is com-
posed of individuals and families drawn from ethnic 
and racial minority groups which have little education 
and little, if any, training or skill for any other type of 
work. About two-thirds of all migrant workers are be-
tween 18 and 45 years of age, and between one-fourth 
and one-third are women. Migrant agricultural workers 
occupy the lowest economic level. They are more poor-

TABLE 10.-Total cash receipts from sale of 
agricultural products from Ohio farms, 

by commodity group, 1963-19701 

Commodity group 

Primary contributor 
Com and soybeans 
Dairying 
Cattle and calves 
Hogs 
Vegetables and fruit 
Greenhouse and nursery products 
Tobacco 

Secondary contributor 
Poultry and eggs 
Wheat 
Oats and hay 
Sheep, lambs, and wool 

Total cash 
receipts 

21. 7 
19. 7 
15.4 
14.1 

5.8 
4.3 
1.1 

82.1 

7.3 
4.9 
1.7 
1.1 

15.0 

(%) 

Total 97.1 
10hio Agricultural Research and Development Center, 

1964-1971. 

ly paid than any other group of laborers. But ''the 
people have not become poor from working in agricul-
ture; they have become agricultural workers because 
they were already poor" (Fuller, 1960, p. 4). No nation-
al legislation now regulates wages and employment 
conditions of domestic agricultural workers in the 
United States. Resistance has been effective in Ohio 
against adoption of regulations to protect wage rates 
and working conditions of migrants. These conditions 
will continue until public opinion demands otherwise. 

Migrant workers contribute to Ohio's economy not 
only through their work at key agricultural periods but 
also as consumers. Migrant workers as a rule do not 
return to their home states with substantial savings. 
Unfortunately, the economic contribution which mi-
grants make often goes largely unrecognized at the 
same time that the social problems incident to migrant 
employment frequently are magnified. The sentiments 
expressed by the Governor's Committee on Migratory 
Labor in Ohio (1968)-"Every community whose econ-
omy is strengthened by the labor of migrant workers 
should assume responsibility for their welfare during 
the period they and their children are present"-is as 
yet not universally accepted. 

FARM COMMODITIES 

A standard approach in a geographical study of 
agriculture is to plot production of farm commodities. 
In a state where agriculture is largely commercialized, 
it seems more suitable to examine the pattern of farm 
sales of commodities rather than the pattern of farm 
production. 

In the period from 1963 to 1970 Ohio farm sales 
averaged $1,197,984,000 (Ohio Agricultural Research 
and Development Center, 1964-1971). Contributing to 
this income were seven commodities or commodity 
groups which dominated the agriculture of one or more 
sections of the state: corn and soybeans, dairying, 
cattle and calves, hogs, vegetables and fruit, green-
house and nursery products, and tobacco. A further four 
commodities or commodity groups, poultry and eggs, 
wheat, oats and hay, and sheep, lambs, and wool, which 
were important to the total agricultural economy, al-
ways functioned as secondary income producers. Table 
10 indicates the percentage contribution of each. 

The balance of Ohio farm income comes from a 
variety of products: sugar beets, potatoes, popcorn, 
forest products, and n. few others. None of these con-
tributed as much as 1 percent of total farm income in 
any year between 1963 and 1970. 

Corn and soybeans 

The distribution of corn acreage in 1969 is shown 
on figure 63; an inset map gives an indication of the 
proportion of cropland which is actually devoted to the 
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FIGURE 63.-Com acreage in Ohio, 1969 (U.S. Bureau. 
of the Census, 1972a). 

raising of corn. The southwestern quarter of the state 
(except for the Ohio Valley counties of Clermont, 
Brown, and Adams) is the section where corn predomi-
nates in the field. Not only is corn acreage high, but 
corn occupies between 40 and 50 percent of all crop-
land. In the northwest quarter of the state corn pro-
duction is also high, but soybeans effectively compete, 
diminishing the acreage devoted to corn and thus re-
ducing the dominance of corn. The area designated on 
figure 64 as that of high corn and soybean sales de-
limits very accurately the area over which soybeans 
are cultivated. Corn, a more versatile crop, is grown 
throughout the entire state for a variety of purposes 
(fig. 65). 

Everywhere in the state corn is grown primarily 
for grain. In western Ohio normally more than 90 per-
cent of the corn is grown for this purpose; in eastern 
Ohio the figure drops, but only to about 70 or 80 per-
cent. A considerable proportion of the grain is con-
sumed by livestock on the farm and is not offered for 
sale. This pattern is most common in eastern Ohio 
(especially in Appalachia) and also in the hog-raising 
areas of the southwestern section of the state. Corn 
used in this fashion reduces the significance of the 
commodity in statistics based upon cash receipts. 

The area in which corn and soybeans are grown for 
cash sale is represented on figure 64. Within this area 
only Paulding and Van Wert Counties can correctly be 
characterized as cash-grain counties (i.e., with most 
farm income proceeding from the sale of field crops), 
although all counties of northwestern Ohio are oriented 
to the production of these two crops. 

In eastern Ohio soybeans are rare and corn is less 
characteristic of the agricultural scene, although the 
latter is still the most important crop. The proportion 
of land planted to corn is quite low in the specialized 
agriculture of Cuyahoga and Lake Counties (12 and 14 
percent, respectively, of all cropland). The other area 
of low corn concentration is a group of 7 counties 
stretching from Carroll County to Noble and Monroe 
Counties (fig. 63). In this area the emphasis tends to 
be on small grains and especially on the production of 
hay crops. 

The use of corn for silage is most common in the 
dairy region of the northeastern quarter of the state 
and in another dairy region in the southeast between 
Athens and Lawrence Counties. 

Dairying 

Dairying is the most widespread agricultural activ-
ity in Ohio (fig. 66). In the 1969 Census of Agriculture 
more than 19 percent of Ohio farms were classified as 
dairy farms; dairying was, of course, a lesser function 
of many farms officially classified under other head-
ings. The importance of dairying across the state can 

C:J Dominant income prcd..1cer 

~ Secondary income producei-

~ Tertiary income producer 
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FIGURE 64.-Counties in which com and s oybeans grown 
for cash sale are dominant, secondary, or tertiary agricul-
tural income producers, 1969 (Ohio Agricultural Research 
and Development Center, 1970). 
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be gauged by the fact that in 1970 only 17 of Ohio's 
88 counties had dairy sales below $1,000,000 (Ohio 
Agricultural Research and Development Center, 1971, 
p. 20-24). In 32 counties (fig. 66) dairying was the 
dominant agricultural activity; in another 19 it was the 
second activity; in 11 counties dairying ranked third 
as producer of farm income. 

In general, dairying is most important in eastern 
Ohio. In only 3 counties in the eastern half of the state 
was dairying lower than third in terms of income gener-
ation. In both Ashtabula and Columbiana Counties 
dairying provided exactly half of all farm income in 
1970, and in 11 other counties of eastern Ohio dairying 
accounted for more than 40 percent of agricultural 
income. 

In western Ohio dairying operations exist in sever-
al areas, but dominate in only one. The most signifi-
cant dairy area is a zone in central-western Ohio ex-
tending from Mercer and Darke Counties to Delaware 
County. Logan County, in the middle of this zone, has . 

FIGURE 65. -Com harvest time 
in Ohio. Modem farm operation de-
mands expensive farm ma c hinery. 
(Photo courtesy of International 
Harvester Company.) 

the highest proportion of dairy income (34 percent) of 
any western Ohio county. The zone is largely coinci-
dent with a series of moderately dissected end mo-
raines which loop across the state. The unsuitability 
of the rolling moraines for other types of farming (e.g., 
cash grain or vegetables) and the proximity of a large 
number of urban centers-Richmond, Indiana, and Day-
ton, Springfield, and Columbus to the south and Lima, 
Findlay, and Marion to the north, all of which act as 
markets-are both reasons for the concentration on 
dairying in this area. In the north dairying is the sec-
ond or third agricultural activity on either side of the 
old glacial lake plain. In the south dairying is con-
centrated in the suburban semicircle around Cincinnati, 
oriented to that urban market. 

Cattle and calves 

The sale of cattle and calves ranks after corn and 
soybean sales and dairying as a contributor to Ohio 
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FIGURE 66.-Counties in which dairying is the dominant, 
secondary, or tertiary agricultural income producer, 1970 
(Ohio Agricultural Research and Development Center, 1971). 

agricultural income. In 1970 only 13 counties had cattle 
sales below the $1,000,000 mark. The industry has its 
greatest impact in southeastern Ohio (fig. 67), although 
large numbers of beef animals are raised throughout 
western Ohio. A clear distinction must be made be-
tween the areas of Ohio in which the highest levels 
of beef cattle sales are found and those areas in which 
beef cattle sales are especially important to local 
agriculture, regardless of level of sales. As table 11 
reveals, only Pickaway and Muskingum Counties had 
a high level of sales and, at the same time, incomes 
(32 and 43 percent, respectively) that ranked them in 
the top twelve in proportion of local agricultural in-
come. All the other counties of southeastern Ohio in 
which cattle raising was the major income producer 
were counties in which the actual sales of cattle were 
below the state average. Hocking, Vinton, Jackson, 
and Pike, all counties which depend upon beef cattle, 
had sales of less than $1,000,000 each in 1970 (Ohio 
Agricultural Research and Development Center, 1971, 
p. 14). The explanation for this anomaly lies in the ex-
tremely poor agricultural conditions of Appalachian 
Ohio. In western Ohio there is always the lucrative 
alternative of cash-grain farming. 

Hogs 

The other major component of livestock farming in 
Ohio is the raising of hogs, accounting for almost as 
much income as the sale of cattle and calves (table 
10). In general, the correlation between sales and 
proportion of local agricultural income is very high 
(table 12) in contrast to cattle raising, where the cor-
relation is quite low (table 11). The area where hog 
raising is important is much more restricted than the 
area of beef cattle importance. Southwestern Ohio is the 
premier hog-raising area (fig. 68), although hog sales 
are high throughout western Ohio. A second area of hog 
raising is in northwestern Ohio from Van Wert County 
to Crawford County. 

Vegetables and fruit, 
greenhouse and nursery products 

These commodities are grown primarily in counties 
in proximity to urban areas. Because of this associ-
ation vegetables and fruit and greenhouse and nursery 
products have been discussed in connection with the 
section on urban farming. 

c==J Dom1n..-i1 income producer 

~ Secondary income prco.icer 

~ Tertiary income prod.leer 

FIGURE 67. -Counties in which beef cattle raising is 
the dominant, secondary, or tertiary agricultural income pro-
ducer, 1970 (Ohio Agricultural Research and Development 
Center, 1971). 

I 
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TABLE 11.-Rankin~ of counties, beef 
cattle industry, 19701 

Level of sales Proportion of county 
agricultural income 

Rank County Rank County 

1 Fulton 1 Noble 
2 Pickaway 2 Morgan 
3 Madison 3 Muskingum 
4 Clark 4 Vinton 
5 Preble 5 Preble 

6 Wood 6 Hocking 
7 Wayne 7 Guernsey 
8 Champaign 8 Jackson 
9 Miami 9 Washington 

10 Muskingum 10 Pickaway 

11 Fayette 11 Monroe 
12 Fairfield 12 Carroll 
10hio Agricultural Research and Development 

Center, 1971. 

Tobacco 

Tobacco accounts for only about 1 percent of Ohio's 
farm income, but in certain counties along the Ohio 
River this crop occupies a much more important posi-
tion. In both Brown and Adams Counties tobacco is the 
dominant crop, producing almost one-third of farm in-
come. In Gallia and Lawrence Counties the growing of 
tobacco ranks after dairying and cattle raising, but it 
still produces a significant return: 23 percent of farm 
income in Gallia County and 15 percent in Lawrence 
County. Tobacco raising is also important in Clermont 
County-second rank and 19 percent of farm income-
and to a lesser extent in Scioto County. In spite of 
growing pressures against consumption of tobacco, 
there apparently has been little decrease in production 
in Ohio counties in recent years. 

TABLE 12.-Rankin~ of counties, 
ho~ raisin~, 19701 

Level of sales Proportion of county 
agricultural income 

Rank County Rank County 

1 Clinton 1 Clinton 
2 Greene 2 Greene 
3 Mercer 3 Fayette 
4 Fayette 4 Ross 
5 Preble 5 Pickaway 

6 Darke 6 Madison 
7 Madison 7 Highland 
8 Highland 8 Perry 
9 Pickaway 9 Crawford 

10hio Agricultural Research and Development 
Center, 1971. 
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FIGURE 68.-Counties in which hog raising is the domi-
nant, secondary, or tertiary agricultural income producer, 
1970 (Ohio Agricultural Research and Development Center, 
1971). 

Minor crops and secondary 
agricultural activh ies 

Poultry and eggs, wheat, oats and hay, and sheep, 
lambs, and wool are produced widely in Ohio, but al-
ways as subsidiary commodities. Each makes up less 
than 10 percent of Ohio's farm income and does not 
predominate anywhere. 

Of these secondary agricultural activities, poultry 
raising is by far the most important, accounting for 
more than 7 percent of the state's agricultural income. 
Jloultry are kept throughout the state, but they contrib-
ute substantially to farm income only in the east, where 
in 3 counties poultry and eggs rank second as producers 
of income. In another 16 counties of eastern Ohio poul-
try (primarily) and eggs rank third. 

Wheat, which contributes less than 10 percent of 
the farm income of any county in Ohio, is grown through-
out the entire western two-thirds of the state, except 
for the Ohio Valley counties. Wheat sales are high in 
the same general area in which soybeans and corn 
sales are high, suggesting not only a favorable re-
sponse to the same conditions in the three cases, but 
also the usefulness of wheat in crop rotation patterns. 
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Oats and hay contribute only a little under 2 per-
cent of Ohio farm income. Oats are grown in northwest-
ern counties, especially Paulding and Van Wert; hay 
is grown widely in the dairying country of eastern Ohio. 

A great triangle in central Ohio from Harrison and 
Noble Counties to Wyandot and Hardin to Clinton en-
compasses the area in which sheep, lambs, and wool 
are produced; these commodities contribute only about 
1 percent of total farm income. 

AGRICULTURAL REGIONS OF OHIO 

The regional agricultural geography of western Ohio 
is more complex than that of eastern Ohio. The signifi-
cant boundary is one which runs diagonally across the 
state, approximating quite closely the division between 
the two physiographic provinces of the Central Low-
land and the Appalachian Plateaus. On the basis of 
commodities produced, twelve distinct agricultural 
regions (fig. 69) can be identified in Ohio: 

1. Cincinnati Urban Farming Region. The unity of 
this agricultural region rests upon a mixture of three 
kinds of agriculture: dairying, truck gardening, and 
greenhouse and nursery operations. All of these activi-

7 fl.ior:h'A'est 'o!,~eC! Fdrrr.1ng R'"'91DI" 

2 Southern Totiacco Region 8 Co.,, Be!t Cash Grain Reg•or 

9 Corn Bel'. - Hog Reg11)11 

4 Northeast Dairy Reg100 10 Curri &>11 • Ca:tw P.eg•of' 

5 Ori·o Valle~ Dail')' Reg<on 11 'illes:er'1 Oa··,. Region 

6 So ... tneast Beel Cattle Region 

FIGURE 69. -Agricultural regions of Ohio. 

ties exist because of the market which Cincinnati and 
nearby cities provide. The dairy farms tend to be lo-
cated farthest from the urban centers. Thus, dairying 
dominates in Butler County, ranks second in Clermont, 
and only third in Hamilton. Alluvial soils and clay 
soils with high organic content tend to be associated 
with open-field vegetable raising; more sandy soils 
can be correlated with areas of greenhouse and nursery 
operations. 

2. Southern Tobacco Region. This is an extension 
of the Kentucky tobacco-growing area across the Ohio 
River. Tobacco accounts for almost a third of farm 
income; dairying ranks as the most important subsidi-
ary agricultural activity. 

3. Lake Erie Shore Vegetable and Fruit Region. The 
emphasis is on production of vegetables and fruits for 
which a soil and climatic advantage is present in this 
region. The state's most important concentration of 
greenhouse and nursery operations is found in this 
area. Throughout this region the emphasis is upon a 
variety of agricultural specialties. Celeryville, in 
Huron County, is a good representative of the impor-
tance which crop specialization assumes in this region: 

The 300-odd persons operate an aggregate of 5,000 acres of 
cropped land, all of it in vegetables. Most of the lanrl is in 
small holdings, from 10 to 25 acres, with a few farms as 
large as 100 acres. The second and third generations of the 
Hollanders who settled this section in 1896 carry on the 
production of celery begun by their antecedents. During the 
past 30 years, however, a variety of other vegetables have 
become a part of the cropping system (Wright, 1957, p. 133). 

4. Northeast Dairy Region. Generally there is a 
much greater emphasis in this region on livestock than 
on crop raising. Dairyingnormally accounts for between 
a third and a half of all farm income, with beef cattle 
raising generally the second agricultural activity. Lo-
cally restricted areas produce vegetables on muck 
soils derived from glacial kettlehole deposits and 
small glacial lake beds; the largest and best known of 
these is an area known as the Hartville swamp. Poultry 
and eggs are produced on most farms, in many cases 
accounting for between 10 and 20 percent of farm in-
come. The emphasis on dairying as the major agricultural 
enterprise has had some consequences in the develop-
ment of the rural landscape. Among these can be cited 
the percentage of farms with silos and large barns for 
hay storage, the number of paved farm roads to move 
fluid milk to market, the farm milkhouses and coolers, 
and the higher percentage of fenced pastures. 

5. Ohio Valley Dairy Region. In many respects this 
area is similar to the Northeast Dairy Region. Dairying 
is the principal activity and cattle raising is second, 
although dairying does not produce quite as high a 
proportion of farm income as in the northeast. Two 
commodities, vegetables and tobacco, are widely pro-
duced from alluvial soils of the valleys of the Ohio 
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River and its major tributaries. 
6. Southeast Beef Cattle Region. Here in the heart 

of Appalachian Ohio emphasis is on the production of 
livestock, with beef cattle normally producing from 30 
to SS percent of farm income. Because quality of soils 
is so low and slopes predominate in this region, field 
crops are not important. What little good land exists 
is in nearly every case devoted to corn, most of which 
is fed to livestock on the same farm. Other agricultural 
activities are dairying and the raising of hogs or poul-
try. Throughout the Appalachian area part-time sub-
sistence farming is found on a greater scale than else-
where. Some supplemental farm income is produced by 
sale of forest products. 

7. Northwest Mixed Farming Region. Although the 
growing of corn and soybeans for sale predominates, 
a wide variety of agricultural activities is found in 
this area. Cattle raising is important, but so is dairy-
ing, vegetable production on the glaciolacustrine soils, 
and hog raising. Probably because soil productivity is 
so high, the highest Ohio farm incomes are reached in 
this region. The land is featureless and mechanization 
is greater than anywhere else in Ohio. Labor require-
ments are high for some specialty crops, resulting in 
the highest concentrations of migrant labor in the state. 
Here in the northwestern corner of Ohio is found the 
most successful blend of favorable physical conditions 
and variety of agricultural responses. 

8. Corn Belt-Cash Grain Region. Throughout west-
ern Ohio large fields of corn and soybeans constitute 
the basic unifying characteristic of the agricultural 
landscape; it is only in this region that production of 
grains (corn and soybeans, and to a lesser extent, 
wheat) makes up well over half of farm income. In 
Paulding County the sale of these three crops is 77 
percent of farm income and in Van Wert County, 68 per-
cent. In these counties no other agricultural commodity 
accounts for as much as 10 percent of farm income. 

9. Corn Belt-Hog Region. The dominant activity 
in this region of northwestern Ohio is the raising of 
corn and soybeans for cash sale, although fully a third 
to a half of the yield is consumed on the farm for ani-
mal feed. In all parts of the region the raising of hogs 
is the second most important type of agriculture, and 
beef cattle raising is generally a close third. This 
type of agriculture, which combines the raising of 
grains with the production of livestock, is commonly 
termed feeder-lot farming. It characterizes much of the 
eastern Midwest of the United States. 

10. Corn Belt-Cattle Region. The main difference 
between this region of western Ohio and the Corn Belt-
Hog Region is that cattle rank as the second activity 
and hogs third. The dependence upon corn in this 

region tends to be slightly less than in the hog-raising 
region and the significance of the second-ranking ac-
tivity a bit higher. The feeder-belt landscape is a dis-
tinctive one, with stoutly fenced feeder lots crowded 
with livestock, grain cribs and storage bins, large 
barns (but not generally as large as in dairy regions), 
and long one-story machinery sheds. 

11. Western Dairy Region. Dairying is normally the 
premier type of farming in this region, although the 
raising of corn and soybeans follows closely behind. 
The raising of hogs and cattle, although secondary, is 
characteristic of this region. The s Jccess of dairying 
is related, in large part, to the urban markets which 
lie nearby. 

12. Southwest Hog Region. Here the raising of hogs 
is paramount, accounting for between a fourth and a 
half of all farm income. The raising of beef cattle is 
commonly the second-ranking activ1ty. Farms in this 
region are the largest in Ohio, and farm income is well 
above average. Hog raising has dominated the agricul-
ture of this region for over a century. The fortunate 
situation of Cincinnati on the major water route of 19th 
century America and close to excellent agricultural 
frontier settlements, permitted the city, upon the per-
fection of processes to successfully preserve and can 
pork and pork products, to become the major pork pack-
ing center well before the Civil War. Not without rea-
son did Cincinnati gain the early title of "Porkopolis." 
The success of the packing plants and the overcoming 
of frontier conditions allowed farmers to concentrate 
on the most profitable item of their farming operation-
hog raising. One of the most important products made 
in Cincinnati was lard. The demand was sufficient to 
encourage the development in the Miami River valley 
of the first totally American hog variety, the Poland 
China breed. 

SUMMARY 

The agriculture of Ohio illustrates the transitional 
situation of the state. The vegetable and fruit produc-
tion in the north is related directly to the Great Lakes. 
The dairy industry of northeastern Ohio is typical of 
the agriculture of much of northeastern United States, 
whereas the beef cattle industry of the southeast is 
reminiscent of that of vast areas of the Appalachian 
hill country. Tobacco raising in southern Ohio is an 
extension of the agricultural patterns of Kentucky. 
Finally, the patterns of western Oho-cash grain and 
livestock-are those of the Midwest. The distinctive 
quality of Ohio agriculture lies in the great combina-
tions to be found, rather than in one particular dis-
tinguishing trait. 



Chapter 6 
THE EXTRACTIVE INDUSTRIES OF OHIO 

Albert J. Korsok 

INTRODUCTION 

It comes as a surprise to many Ohioans to learn 
that Ohio is a major producer of minerals. In 1969 Ohio 
ranked 5th among the states in mining coal, 2nd in 
mining clay and dolomite and limestone, and 3rd in 
production of salt, sandstone, and sand and gravel. 
Even positions of 14th place in natural gas and 19th 
place in petroleum production are relatively high. Min-
erals such as coal and clay and stone are not the 
exotic products often associated with mining nor are 
they costly on a price-per-ton basis. However, Ohio's 
minerals are mined and used in tremendous quantities 
and form the basis or provide the power for a wide 
range of industries. 

As the industrial age dawned in the Midwest in the 
19th century, Ohio was especially fortunate, not only 
to have extensive mineral resources within its own 
borders, but also to be situated so that it could draw 
on additional minerals from neighboring regions. It was 
on coal that Ohio's great manufacturing industries de-
veloped. Today it is still coal which forms the major 
part of the mineral power base of the state, although 
supplies of natural gas and petroleum complement the 
coal resources. Salt, limestone, clay, sand, and other 
minerals provide raw materials for chemical and clay-
prod ucts industries, among others, and for use in many 
kinds of construction. The ready availability of these 
minerals has compensated in part for the lack of metal-
lic mineral resources in economically useable quanti-
ties. However, during the 19th century, iron-ore mining 
in southern Ohio was a well-developed industry, sup-
plying much of Ohio's early needs. So important were 
these limited deposits that the area in which they were 
concentrated, the Hanging Rock district from Scioto 
County to Jackson County, became the first important 
iron-manufacturing area of the state. The district main-
tained its premier position until succeeded late in the 
19th century by the mills along the Mahoning River. 
Later, upper Great Lakes ores supplanted the Ohio 
product. 

PROFILE OF OHIO MINERALS 

Since 1945, production of Ohio's leading minerals 
has generally been increasing, continuing the trend 
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initiated with the inception of mining in the early 19th 
century (table 13). There are, however, some excep-
tional years in which there have been some declines in 
production for a few commodities. Table 13 gives pro-
duction figures for every 5 years beginning in 1945. 
Increased demand for minerals leads to increased min-
eral production and, in some cases, to significant 
amounts of minerals being shipped into the state to 
supplement Ohio supplies. 

Coal production has increased so that about 20 mil-
lion more tons per year are mined at present than in 
1945. The period 1956 to 1960 showed a temporary de-
crease compared with the other 5-year intervals. Pro-
duction figures now exceed those of the previous high 
years of the World War I period. Ohio maintains 5th 
place in coal mining, a position long held; the state is 
surpassed only by West Virginia, Kentucky, Pennsyl-
vania, and Illinois. Coal has long been Ohio's leading 
mineral resource in value: over $210,000,000 in 1969 
(Krickich, 1971, p. 581). 

Ohio's rank in other mineral-fuel production is rela-
tively low when compared with the great leaders, Texas 
and Louisiana. However, for the 20-year period 1945 
to 1965 oil production increased steadily, with a par-
ticularly sizeable spurt in extraction from 1961 to 1965. 
Production recently has tended to decrease, as has 
been the case during various periods of the past. Ohio 
has not yet regained the sizeable production of petro-
leum which was enjoyed at the turn of the century. 

Natural gas production has shown more fluctuation 
than petroleum production in the post-World War II 
period. From 1945 to 1955 gas extraction decreased, 
but has since regained its pre-1945 status, although 
present production is not as high as it has been in 
earlier years, notably the second decade of the century. 
Because the demand for natural gas continues high, 
very large quantities are imported into the state. 

Except for a slight decline between 1955 and 1960, 
limestone and dolomite production has continued to 
increase; approximately 50,000,000 tons are produced 
each year. Dolomite comprises a minor amount of the 
total quantity produced. Compared to the past, lime-
stone production is now at a much higher level, largely 
because of the recent increase in production of various 
chemicals. In 1969 Ohio ranked second only to Illinois 
in production of limestone and dolomite. 

Sandstone has never experienced the variety and 
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TABLE 13.-Prolile of Ohio minerals 

Commodity1 19452 19502 19552 19602 19652 1969' 

Coal 31.5 36.9 37.8 33.9 39.4 51.1 
Oil 2.8 3.3 4.!I 5.4 12.9 10.9 
Gas 49.9 43.1 33.7 39.3 35.7 49.7 
Limestone and dolomite 15.0 25.9 37.3 35.5 42.5 50.9 
Sandstone 1.3 1.6 2.1 1.8 2.3 2.4 

Clay 2.3 4.9 6.2 5.2 5.1 4.5 
Sand and gravel 9.4 15.6 27.9 37.9 40.8 48.4 
Salt 2.7 2.5 2.9 3.1 5.0 5.8 
Gypsum .157 .362 .529 .350 .400 

1 Production given in million short tons, except for oil (million barrels) and gas (billion 
cubic feet}. Gypsum production for 1969 not revealed; only two active gypsum mines now 
in Ohio. 

2 U.S. Bureau of Mines, 1947, 1953, 1958, 1961. 1967. 
30hio Division of Mines, 1970. 

quantity of uses that limestone has. Production of 
sandstone since 1945 has been on the increase, with 
only one of the 5-year periods revealing a minor set-
back in production. Sandstone quarrying is more im-
portant now than it was in the earliest years of produc-
tion. But still Ohio, after having long held first place 
in quarrying sandstone, now ranks behind both Penn-
sylvania and Illinois. The combined value of limestone 
and sandstone makes stone the second most valuable 
Ohio mineral commodity. 

Sand and gravel, widely used in construction and 
for many other purposes, has been produced in steadily 
increasing quantities; this trend likely will continue. 
At one time quarried only in relatively small quanti-
ties, sand and gravel together are now among the top 
three minerals in tonnage mined, ranking with coal and 
with limestone and dolomite; only California and Michi-
gan exceed Ohio. In Ohio the value of sand and gravel 
production is exceeded only by that of coal and of 
stone. 

Production of clay, including shales mined for 
clay-products manufacture, has increased considerably 
in the post-World War II period compared to the years 
preceding. However, since 1955, production has been 
gradually declining. Ohio, for long first in clay produc-
tion in the United States, is now second to Georgia. 
Clay continues to be one of Ohio's leading resources, 
however, supplying a huge clay-products industry, 
which provides a tremendous variety of commodities 
ranging from sewer pipe to artware and dinnerware. 

Gypsum was never mined in as great a quantity as 
other leading minerals. At present only two mines are 
active. Yet, even with this restricted output, only six 
states outrank Ohio in gypsum extraction. 

In terms of value, salt ranks fourth, after coal, 
stone, and sand and gravel, among Ohio's minerals. 
Except between 1945 and 1950, salt production has 
increased until it is now approximately double the 
quantity produced in 1945. As is the case elsewhere 
in the world, recovery of salt is one of Ohio's oldest 
industries; Indians are known to have had primitive 

salt works. Modern chemical plants consume most of 
today's production. Only Louisiana and Texas out-
distance Ohio in salt extraction. 

Often summarily overlooked is the extent of man's 
dependence on minerals, especially the mineral fuels. 
But even the common generally abundant and readily 
available minerals such as stone and sand and gravel 
are of great utility. As noted previously, Ohio's re-
source base was and continues to be considerable; 
with the exception of petroleum and natural gas, the 
mineral reserves appear to be larg€·. For some com-
modities economic production may be limited because 
of competition with other places where cost of extrac-
tion is lower than in Ohio. Nevertheless, Ohio has the 
advantage of location near other major mineral pro-
ducers. West Virginia and Kentucky can supply coal, 
and limestone is shipped from Michigan. With low-cost 
pipeline transport even natural gas can be shipped 
relatively long distances, as from Texas and Louisi-
ana. Ohio's industries will continue to benefit not only 
from Ohio's native resources but also from the favor-
able location of the state. 

COAL 

Among Ohio's mineral resources coal has no peer. 
Both stone and sand and gravel are obtained in approx-
imately the same tonnage as coal, but in value coal 
far exceeds any other single mineral resource. In fact, 
coal accounts for over one-third of the value of all 
mineral resources produced in the state. In 1969 total 
production of coal was valued at $210,082,000 com-
pared to a total value of $580,667,000 for all minerals 
(Krickich, 1971, p. 581). Coal's monetary value, how-
ever, is less significant than the fact that coal has 
provided the power foundation for the state's industries 
and consequent wealth. The coal base for industry re-
mains important to this day, even when competing 
mineral fuels are used in ever-increasing amounts. Not 
only has coal provided power, but it is a versatile 
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Pnnc1pal coal9oducmg area 

Area underlain by coal-bearing deposits 

FIGURE 70. -Coal deposits in Ohio (Brant and 
DeLong, 1960). 

mineral useful as a raw material for production of a 
great variety of manufactured products. 

Coal is a solid, usually black, mineral compounded 
of carbon, hydrogen, oxygen, nitrogen, and sulfur, 
with a number of other noncombustible substances. De-
rived from partially decayed and subsequently pre-
served plant matter, coal formed under the influence of 
extreme pressure and temperature conditions. Coal has 
been formed and preserved between strata of other 
sedimentary rocks. As a result of variations in its for-
mation, there are several ranks of coal based largely 
on energy value. Ohio's coal is a suitable medium 
grade. Most of Ohio coal is classed as high-volatile 
"C" or "B" rank bituminous, with relatively high ash 
and sulfur content, which may place some limitation 
on use. In particular, burning coal can account for 
increased air pollution because of the high-sulfur con-
tent. The state lacks quality coking coals, which must 
be shipped in from other sources in adjacent states. 

Ohio's coal-bearing deposits are confined to the 
eastern half of the state (fig. 70). This part of Ohio is 
largely underlain by sedimentary strata of Pennsyl-
vanian and Mississippian ages; these strata constitute 
the great American coal resources of the Appalachian 
Plateaus. Within this coal-bearing region, Ohio's pro-

duction is concentrated in the east-central part of the 
state, with generally decreasing activity outward (fig. 
71). Belmont and Harrison Counties are the two out-
standing producers of coal, accounting for nearly 50 
percent of Ohio's output (table 14). Excluding Carroll 
and Guernsey Counties, which are adjacent to Harrison 
County but which have little coal production, there is 
a group of moderately high coal-producing counties 
clustered around Harrison and Belmont Counties. These 
counties account for approximately 42 percent of Ohio's 
coal production. All the rest of the coal-mining coun-
ties account for the remaining 8 percent. Production 
tends to decrease northward and southward from the 
major producing counties. 

In general, Ohio coal production has been high 
because of favorable circumstances of quality and 
availability as well as quantity. Belmont, Harrison, 
and Jefferson Counties have some particular advan-
tages accounting for their high coal production; the 
Belmont coal field underlies all three counties. Within 
this area, the best and leading source of coal is the 
Pittsburgh (No. 8) coal bed, which is a continuous or 
near-continuous stratum having thicknesses ranging 
from 42 to 60 inches, with more near the greater thick-
ness. In addition to abundance, Pittsburgh coal is char-
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100.001-250,000 tons 

100,000 tons or under 

FIGURE 71.-Coal production in Ohio in 1969 (Ohio Divi-
sion of Mines, 1970); no counties reported production be-
tween 6,000,001 and 10,000,000 tons. 
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TABLE 14.-Coal production, by county, 19691 

County Percent of County Percent of 
state total state total 

Belmont 27.6 Carroll . 70 
Harrison 21.3 Stark .69 
Jefferson 10.0 Lawrence .65 
Perry 6.5 Holmes .56 
Coshocton 5.4 Vinton .56 

Muskingum 5.4 Washington . 23 
Noble 5.4 Athens .22 
Tuscarawas 4.9 Hocking .19 
Monroe 2.7 Gallia .18 
Columbiana 2.3 Guernsey .11 

Jackson 1.9 Wayne .06 
Morgan 1.6 Summit .03 
Mahoning .80 Meigs .02 

10hio Division of Mines, 1970, p. 7. 

acterized by high quality. Other coal beds are found 
in these counties, but, owing to lower quality, less 
favorable occurrence, and discontinuity, they account 
for a lesser part of total production. 

Coal shipment 

A factor commonly referred to in accounting for the 
great production of coal in Ohio is the presence of good 
transport routes. For long distances, rail and water 
shipment is most important. Conveyor and truck trans-
port are predominant where distances between mine 
and consumer are relatively short. 

Although water movement of coal is quite restricted 
in Ohio, some routes are employed. The navigable Ohio 
River and some of its tributaries, such as the Musking-
um, have long been used. Movement by water accounted 
for more than 7 percent of all coal shipments in 1969, 
with the greatest quantities so moving coming from 
Belmont and Monroe Counties. 6 That relatively small 
amounts of coal are moved by water in Ohio results 
from the fact that the principal mines are all remote 
from navigable water, and subsequent transshipment 
to water carriers is not economical. 

Railroads (fig. 72) were the initial chief method 
of shipment and continue to be the major means, espe-
cially for huge tonnage shipment from Belmont and 
Harrison Counties. Rail shipment is also significant 
from Jefferson, Noble, and Perry Counties. In 1969 
more than 56 percent of that year's coal was shipped 
via rail. Coal itself is a major factor to account for 
the presence, denseness, and rapid development of a 
railroad system. Without easily mined abundant good-
quality coal, Ohio's railroad network, or for that matter 
that of the United States, would probably have devel-
oped slowly and not to its present extent. 

6 Tbis and other data on coal movement are taken from Ohio 
Division of Mines, 1970, p. 9. 

Shipment of coal by road is a recent development 
coincident with the advent of modern motor vehicles 
and the construction of a hard-surface road network. 
By 1969 approximately 27 percent of all coal in Ohio 
was transported by truck. Truck shipment, based on 
tonnage, is particularly significant in Columbiana, 
Jefferson, Noble, Perry, Jackson, and Tuscarawas 
Counties. In general, these counties lie on the fringes 
of Ohio's coal-producing region; hence shipments tend 
to be for shorter distances . 

Shipment by conveyor increased considerably in 
1969compared to previous years, whereas little change 
occurred in other methods of transport. Conveyor trans-
port comprised over 8 percent of all coal shipment, but 
in every case for limited distances. Coshocton, Mus-
kingum, and Morgan Counties had large quantities 
moved by conveyor; Noble County had significantly 
less tonnage shipped by conveyor. 

Coal production and reserves 

Increased conveyor shipment is partly related to 
the increasing demand for coal, especially by power 
utilities. Commencing with coal mining early in the 
19th century, coal production increased fairly steadily, 
with only minor fluctuations from one year to another. 
The initic>J peak of production was in 1918, when 
47,919,202 short tons of coal were mined. Production 
began to decrease in the 1920's, reaching a low point 
in 1932 when only 13,924,414 tons were obtained; this 
was the lowest figure since 1897 (Ohio Division of 
Geological Survey, 1959, p. 5). In be decades of the 
40's and 50's and into the 60's, yearly coal output was 
generally in the range of 30 to 39 miUion tons. In 1966 
production reached 43,068,447 tons, the highest amount 
for any year since 1920. Since 1966, production has 
continued to increase and in 1969, for the first time, 
over 50,000,000 tons were mined. Although minor fluc-
tuations may be experienced from year to year, it is 
expected that production will continue to increase with 
the demand for power by ever-increasing industrial 
and domestic usage of electricity. 

Continued production is possible because Ohio has 
large reserves of coal. An estimated reserve of over 
42 billion short tons, of which over 21 billion tons are 
considered recoverable reserves, remains in the state. 
It is generally recognized that in the process of mining 
only one-half of the available coal is actually used. 
Some losses result from the methods of mining and 
handling, but the largest losses occur because coal 
is left as support pillars in mines. The reserve figures 
are based on reliability data (proven, probable, and 
inferred reserves), thickness of beds, and geologic 
age of coal. Of Ohio's total coal reserve nearly 60 
percent is in proven or probable res1~rves, and 60 per-
cent of all reserves is in the thicker-than-28-inches 
category (Brant and DeLong, 1960). The Lower Kittan-
ning and Middle Kittanning beds account for over 42 
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percent of the reserves. The largest reserves, in the 
centrnl portion of the Ohio producing region, corre-
spond with the counties which presently are also large 
producers. The counties within the coal region, but on 
the northern and western margins, have lower reserves 
than the coal counties in the south, where there is a 
larger number of coal-bearing formations. At the pres-
ent rate of production of approximately 50 million tons 
per year of recovered coal the reserves would last for 

420 years. 

Coal-mining methods 

One of Ohio's advantages for coal production has 
been that much coal is recoverable by surface-mining 
methods, which are less costly and less dangerous 
than subsurface mining. In some areas (i.e., northwest-
ern and northern Belmont County) the beds are exposed 

FIGURE 72.-The nation's first unit coal train of shipper-owned aluminum cars is being loaded under continuous movement 
on the Penn Central Railroad at Norton No. 3 Mine near Armstrong Mills in Belmont County, 8 miles from the Ohio River. The 
coal, shipped in trainloads of 10,000 tons, is destined for Midland, Michigan, for production of steam and electricity. (Photo 
courtesy of Penn Central Transportation Company.) 
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or near the surface, so that strip-mining methods may 
be employed; in some other areas shaft mining is uti-
lized and in a few others drift mining. In drift mining 
coal is obtained by tunneling into seams which outcrop 
along hillsides. The term "underground" m1mng in-
cludes shaft and drift mining, whereas "surface" 
mining is concerned with strip mining. In 1969 only 
36 .4 percent of Ohio's coal was obtained from under-
ground mines compared to 60.1 percent recovered by 
strip mining and 3.5 percent with use of augers. Auger 
mining refers to the use of large-scale drills in both 
surface and shaft mines (fig. 73). After 1950, strip 
mining increased until the latter part of the 1960's, 
when relatively sharp decreases were noted (table 15). 
Auger mining has fluctuated from one 5-year period to 
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another, but has always accounted for less than 5 per-
cent of the total. 

Although surface mining is considered to be ad-
vantageous it may be destructive as well, and very 
commonly is. The advantages accrne to the coal ex-
ploiter. Strip-mined land (fig. 74), which is simply 
jumbled rock and exposed soil debris, irregularly 
mounded, in places to considerable heights, looks 
ugly on the landscape; however, undesirable appear-
ance is a considerably lesser problem than others re-
sulting from unrehabilitated stripped land. Removal of 
vegetation and disruption of soil and rock cover ac-
counts for soil erosion and subsequent deposition of 
sediments in unsuitable locations. Surface disruption 
accounts for development of pockets of poor drainage 
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FIGURE 73. -A Heliminer continuous mining machine with a drum auger. Mining coal with a continuous miner is one of the 
most commonly employed methods of coal extraction. (Photo courtesy of Jeffrey Mining Machinery Company.) 



Year 

1950 
1955 
1960 
1965 
1969 

TABLE 15.-Coa / reco ve ry methods ' 

Underground Strip Auger 
mining (%) mining (%) mining (%) 

39.4 60.6 
34. 0 62.7 3 .3 
27 .1 70.5 2.4 
21. 7 73.8 4.5 
36.3 60.1 3 .4 
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ently useless stripped lands serve in many places as 
refuse dumps. The presence of strip-mined lands af-
fects the use of nearby unstripped areas, for the prob-
lems res~lting from strip mining are not confined to 
the actual stripped area but extend beyond it, thus 
extending the area of useless land or land difficult to 
reclaim. 

10hio Divisio n of Mine s , 1951 , 195 6 , 1961, 1966 , 19 7 0 . 

Ohio ranks second only to Pennsylvania in the 
amount of land disturbed by strip mining; 276, 700 
acres of Ohio land has been so disturbed compared to 
Pennsylvania's 370,200 acres ; West Virginia, in third 
position, has 195,500 acres (Detwyler, 1971, p. 355). 
Of Ohio's 432 square miles of stripped land, 268 square 
miles are in need of reclamation. Because effects are 
felt some distance from the source, considerably more 
than 268 square miles have been in some way altered 

or alteration of a natural drainage pattern. Wastes from 
strip mines can pollute local waters and even extend 
pollution to streams and lakes far removed from the 
original source of pollution. In addition, barren appar-

FIGURE 74. -View from the cab of a dragline employed to strip overburden 
from coal. In the center of the picture exposed coal is being loaded by shovel 
into trucks. Note the barren steep slopes of stripped land. (Photo courtesy of 
Ohio Edison Company.) 
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FIGURE 75.-0il and gas fields in Ohio (Ohio Division of Geologic al Survey). 
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FIGURE 76. -New oil wells drilled in Ohio in 1969 
(Ohio Division of Mines, 1970). 

or affected by surface m1mng. Control of strip m1mng 
and reclamation of lands stands as one of Ohio's en-
vironmental problems. 

PETROLEUM 

Ohio is an outstanding producer of coal, but is not 
as fortunate in its reserves of petroleum and natural 
gas. Of the two, petroleum at present is more impor-
tant than natural gas, based on value. From a national 
point of view Ohio holds a position as the 19th produc-
ing state. 

As with coal, knowledge of the presence of petro-
leum dates back to the beginning of the 19th century, 
but petroleum had little value until it was obtained in 
abundance in the oil boom following a strike of oil in 
Pennsylvania in 1859. This well was the first success-
ful well drilled specifically for oil in the United States. 
Shortly thereafter about 2,000 wells were drilled in 
Trumbull County alone. Many small oil fields and sev-
eral large ones were discovered in the 1880's. By 
1890, over 16,000,000 barrels per year of petroleum 

were being extracted in Ohio. The all-time record is 
23,941,169 barrels, obtained in 1896. Slightly less, 
but nevertheless sizeable, oil production continued for 
another decade, but by 1910 the amount decreased to 
just under 10,000,000 barrels, and the decrease con-
tinued rather steadily to 1945, when only 2,828,000 
barrels were obtained (Ohio Division of Geological 
Survey, 1959, p. 11). Since then oil production general-
ly gained slowly from year to year until 1969, when 
production attained the level of 60 years before. 

Oil has been obtained in two widely separated 
sections in Ohio: a diagonal band across the north-
west of the state and a more irregular area largely in 
the southeastern portion of the state (fig. 75). New 
oil-well drilling is confined almost exclusively to the 
eastern half of Ohio (fig. 76). In 1969, for example, 
Stark County had almost twice the number of oil wells 
drilled than did either Licking County or Carroll Coun-
ty, the runners-up in new well drilling. Perry and Co-
shocton Counties were not far behind. Adding produc-
tion from the newest wells to that from previously 
established wells, Ohio provided 10,972,000 barrels 

-Over 100 wells -51-75 wells 
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FIGURE 77.-Total new producing oil, gas, and com-
bination wells in Ohio, 1969 (Ohio Division of Mines, 1970); 
no counties reported new drilling of 76 to 100 wells. 
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of petroleum in 1969, a slight drop from the previous 
year. If one includes oil, gas, and combination wells 
drilled in 1969, the leading producing counties are 
Guernsey, Stark, and Muskingum (fig. 77). 

Reserves of crude petroleum are estimated at 
127,400,000 barrels (Krickich, 1971, p. 591), a rela-
tively insignificant quantity considering recent annual 
production. The estimate of reserve~ is subject to 
change, but Ohio apparently has little chance to in-
crease its production on any significant scale. Thus 
the state remains dependent upon petroleum imports. 

NATURAL GAS 

Ohio has a long history of gas production, but the 
state is as dependent on imports of natural gas as of 
petroleum to supply its great fuel needs. Natural gas 
production was valued at $12,837,000 in 1969, ranking 
above only clay and below most of the significant 
minerals produced in the state. In spite of this, how-
ever, Ohio places 14th of all states in extraction of 
natural gas. 

Statistics on natural gas production prior to 1905 
are only estimated, but it is known that in 1889 and 
1890 considerable quantities of gas were produced 
relative to some more recent years (i.e., 1955). In fact 
the 1950's and almost all the 1960's reveal a conspic-
uous decrease in gas extraction compared to the 45-
year period prior to 1950. The 1969 production of al-
most 50 billion cubic feet is the highest since 1948, 
but does not approach the 1915 record of 79.5 billion 
cubic feet (Ohio Division of Geological Survey, 1959, 
p. 13). The sizeable recent increase in gas production 
is in part the result of drilling wells in deeper rock 
strata. Wells have now (1969) reached depths of 8,900 
feet. 

It was indeed fortunate that Ohio had natural gas 
as a power source when industrialization was begin-
ning to develop rapidly. At a later time the availabil-
ity of gas in part accounted for the concentration on 
clay-products and glass industries in the state. 

Gas production in Ohio is indicated in figure 78, 
which shows new gas wells drilled in 1969. Guernsey, 
Muskingum, and Noble Counties together had 181 new 
wells; 257 were drilled in all of Ohio. These three 
counties, along with Meigs, are the leading producers 
of natural gas in the state. The "Clinton" sandstones, 
which trend from north to south in central Ohio, have 
long been the major source of Ohio's gas (fig. 74). 
Some new wells are in "Clinton" sandstones also, 
but now are drilled to greater depths, which appear to 
be more productive than shallower "Clinton" strata. 

According to the American Gas Association (Ohio 
Division of Mines, 1970, p. 32) natural gas reserves 
in 1969 were estimated to be 392,379 million cubic 
feet, an increase over the previous year. Exploration 
in deeper strata may reveal greater reserves. 
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FIGURE 78.-New gas wells drilled in Ohio in 1969 
(Ohio Division of Mines, 1970). 

LIMESTONE AND DOLOMITE 

Stone ranks second only to coal in value of output, 
and in quantity it is about equal to coal. Limestone 
and dolomite far outrank all other types of rocks. 
(Limestone is comprised predominantly of calcium 
carbonate. When magnesium carbonate is also present 
in sufficient amounts the rock is called dolomite.) 

Most often it is believed that limestone is used 
for building purposes as dimension stone and in high-
way construction as aggregate. But limestone (here-
after the use of the word limestone in the text also 
includes dolomite) has many uses other than as a 
construction material. It is utilized in cement manu-
facture, for conversion into lime, as agricultural dust, 
for alkali manufacture, in paper and glass manufacture, 
and as a raw material for chemical industries. Lime-
stone continues to be an important Ohio resource; only 
Illinois exceeds Ohio in supplying limestone. 

The seas and lakes in which limestone was de-
posited in the distant past covered all of Ohio at vari-
ous periods of geologic time. Eastern Ohio's strata are 
more recent, representing the latest periods of the 
Paleozoic Era, when sandstones and shales were more 
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commonly formed; limestones are present as thin beds 
that are not the best quality for present-day uses. 
Rocks of earlier Paleozoic time appear at the surface 
in western Ohio and are largely limestones of consid-
erable thickness and good quality. Limestone quarries 
are therefore more numerous in the western half of 
Ohio than in the eastern, as shown in figure 79. This 
map indicates only the number of mines in each county. 

In 1969 Sandusky County ranked first in limestone 
extraction, providing 4. 9 million tons, almost one-
tenth of Ohio total production of 50,932,136 tons 
(Krickich, 1971, p. 588). Sandusky County also had 
the largest number of quarries of all counties. Other 
leading producers of limestone are Wyandot, Erie, 
Ottawa, and Mahoning Counties. 

In the period from World War I to World War II lime-
stone production ranged generally between 10 and 20 
million tons per year; during the early 1930's produc-
tion for a short period fell below 10 million tons. Since 
1946, production has tripled. Reserves of all limestone 
are relatively unlimited, but high-calcium limestone 
is not as abundant as dolomite. 

SANDSTONE 

More than 20 times as much limestone and dolomite 
is produced in Ohio as sandstone. Even so, Ohio had 
a production of 2,436,531 tons of sandstone in 1969 
and was outranked only by Pennsylvania and Illinois. 
Sandstone has a long and important role in Ohio's 
mineral production history. Ohio's dimension sandstone 
has a reputation for high quality, making the state the 
leader in mining of sandstone for this use. Lorain 
County has long led in production of dimension sand-
stone (fig. 80), followed by Scioto and Coshocton 
Counties (Ohio Division of Mines, 1970, p. 24). South-
ern Ohio's grindstones have been produced since the 
settlement of the state. Further, a number of Ohio 
industries have depended on sandstone, notably for 
glass, abrasives, silica alloys, and metallurgical 
furnace linings. 

Unlike limestone, Ohio's sandstone production 
has been fairly uniform. It is estimated that over 
1,000,000 tons of sandstone were extracted in 1885, 
and subsequently many years showed production slight-
ly above or slightly below that amount. In the 1950's 
production began to exceed 2,000,000 tons and has 
generally continued to do so. 

Sandstone quarries are confined exclusively to the 
eastern half of Ohio (fig. 81), where, as noted previ-
ously, sandstones and shales make up the common 
subsurface and outcropping rocks. The largest per-
centage of sandstone is utilized in the crushed form. 
Geauga, Perry, Portage, Knox, and Lorain Counties 
accounted for 71 percent of crushed sandstone produc-
tion in 1969. 
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FIGURE 79. -Active limestone quarries in Ohio in 1969 
(Ohio Di vision of Mines , 1970). 

SHALE 

Shale ranks third in importance among the rocks 
extracted in Ohio; 1969 production was 1, 767, 996 tons. 
Whereas limestone and sandstone are used to some 
degree as dimension stone , shale eventually ends up 
as an ingredient in clay and vitrified products and 
cement. Shale-producing counties are located mostly 
in the eastern portion of Ohio. Tuscarawas and Cuya-
hoga Counties are the two outstanding producers, with 
Mahoning and Perry Counties ranking next (fig. 82). 
In both leading counties the shale is used largely for 
common clay products. Eastern Ohio has long been 
noted for industries manufacturing drainage and fire-
proof tiles , sewer pipes, bricks, pottery, and many 
other products. 

CLAY 

More important than shale as a source for clay-
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products manufacture is clay itself; this is obtained 
from diverse parts of the state (fig. 83). Ohio's clays 
may be placed into three categories: glacial-drift clays, 
heavy ceramic clays, and refractory or fire clays. Gla-
cial-drift clays tend to predominate in the western half 
of the state, with Greene County the greatest producer 
of such clays for cement manufacturing. The heavy 
ceramic-clay belt extends across central Ohio from 
approximately Scioto County north to Medina County 
and thence eastward to Pennsylvania; within this 
region only Scioto and Medina Counties have any 
significant production. The fire clays of eastern Ohio 
are associated with the coal which is so abundant 
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throughout this area; Tuscarawas County ranks first 
both within this area and in the entire state; Stark and 
Columbiana Counties are also outstanding providers of 
clay. All three counties produce clay for vitrified and 
refractory clay products as well as for common clay 
products. 

As with so many of Ohio's minerals there has been 
a long history of clay extraction in Ohio. Since 1891, 
with the exception of only seven years, clay produc-
tion has exceeded 1,000,000 tons per year. In the 
1950's production exceeded 6,000,000 tons per year, 
but now is reduced to less than 5,000,000 tons. Geor-
gia is the only state exceeding Ohio in raw clay pro-

FIGURE 80.-Cleveland Quarries Company quarry 117 at South Amherst. This pit, the largest sandstone quarry in the state, 
is approximately 720 feet long by 600 feet wide and is 170 feet deep. The quarry has been in operation about 85 years. The 
stone is first channelled by machine into benches 27 feet long by 13 feet 6 inches wide and 10 to 12 feet high and then drilled 
into blocks of various dimensions. Hook holes are placed in the sides of the blocks, and the blocks are extracted by means of 
large hooks and chains. The blocks are sawed into dimension and refractory stone. (Photo courtesy of Cleveland Quarries 
Company.) 
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FIGURE 81.-Active sandstone quarries in Ohio in 1969 
(Ohio Division of Mines , 1970); no countie s reported three 
active quarries. 

duction. In Ohio almost all types of brick, stoneware, 
pipe and tile, and pottery products are manufactured. 
Availability of raw material as well as access to power 
and to nearby markets for these heavy and bulky com-
modities are reasons for Ohio's continuing preeminence 
in ceramic manufactures. 

Although Ohio has virtually unlimited reserves of 
common clays, the reserves of flint fire clays have 
largely been used up. Furthermore, Ohio lacks high-
alumina clays, such as those used in alumina refrac-
tories, and also lacks clays used in production of 
quality china and porcelain. 

SAND AND GRAVEL 

For the Ohio farmer the presence of sand and grav-
el on his land is not desirable; these commodities are 
not consistent with fertile soil. Numerous sand and 
gravel pits along roads and highways do not appear 
significant to the ordinary traveler. Yet sand and grav-
el are leading commodities in Ohio; only coal and 
stone exceed sand and gravel in value and in quantity. 
Sand and gravel are ordinary raw materials, perhaps 
so taken for granted that their numerous uses are not 

readily apparent. Singly or in various combinations 
sand and gravel are used for construction of highways, 
dams, all types of buildings, especially those of steel-
reinforced concrete, and many other kinds of works. 
In 1969 only California and Michigan outranked Ohio 
in sand and gravel production. 

Abundant deposits of sand and gravel have accu-
mulated in Ohio under several circumstances. The chief 
source is glacial deposits which overlie the western 
half and northeastern part of the state. Glaciofluvial 
deposits in nonglaciated southeastern Ohio are another 
relatively common source of sand and gravel. Outwash 
plains, terrace deposits, and former glacial spillways 
(as in southeastern Ohio) comprise the major types of 
glaciofluvial deposits. Glaciofluvial sand and gravel 
have the advantage of already being somewhat sorted 
according to size of particles, thus facilitating their 
use. Aside from glacial deposits, sand and gravel are 
also obtained from beaches and dunes along present 
lakes or from remnants of ancient shores. In addition, 
recent alluvial deposits along stream banks and beds 
are important sources of sand and gravel. 

Most Ohio counties have at least a moderate pro-
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FIGURE 82.-Shale production in Ohio in 1969 (Ohio 
Division of Mines, 1970); no counties reported production 
between 200,001 and 300,000 tons. 
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FIGURE 83. -Clay production in Ohio in 1969 (Ohio 
Di vision of Mines, 1970); no counties reported production 
between 400,001 and 700,000 tons. 

duction of these widely used and widely disseminated 
sands and gravels. The counties with the largest pro-
duction of sand and gravel are those which have ac-
cess to the greatest markets, namely the urban centers 
which are concentrated in a zone trending from the 
northeast to the southwest (fig. 84). Cuyahoga is the 
only metropolitan county without a large production, 
mostly because the county is almost entirely urban-
ized. Nearby Portage County appears to provide sand 
and gravel for much of the great market of northeastern 
Ohio. In all five of the counties leading in sand and 
gravel extraction the major source is glacial deposits, 
in many cases extensive glacial outwash plains. 

Sand and gravel production has continued to in-
crease steadily in the postwar period, with especially 
impressive gains since 1955 (U.S. Bureau of Mines, 
1958, 1961, 1967), initiated by tremendously increased 
construction, particularly of highways. However, as 
early as 1923 over 10,000,000 tons (Ohio Division of 
Geological Survey, 1959, p. 31) were extracted in Ohio. 
Although sand and gravel reserves would appear to be 
virtually inexhaustible, there are some problems. Once 
great metropolitan areas have been built up, the re-
sources underlying those areas are no longer available. 

Other types of land use other than urban may compete 
also with land underlain by sand and gravel. Quality 
of sand and gravel varies, dependent upon the type of 
deposition and the origin of the materials, i.e., type 
of bedrock. Future reserves will depend upon the pres-
ervation of lands with suitable deposits. Certainly 
continued economic development of the state will be 
related to some degree to the availability of this im-
portant construction material. 

SALT 

Salt extraction is Ohio's oldest mineral industry. 
It dates back to primitive Indian salt works and indi-
cates the significance of a mineral which has been one 
of the most important to mankind. Use of salt is more 
sophisticated now than in the past, when it was ob-
tained as an essential mineral for consumption by man 
and animal alike. In Ohio, salt, along with limestone, 
forms the basis for the state's sizeable chemical in-
dustry. The largest consumers of salt are the soda ash 
and chlorine industries. Refining to table salt and salt 
for livestock remain important uses, ranking after the 
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FIGURE 84.-Sand and gravel production in Ohio in 1969 
(Ohio Division of Mines, 1970). 
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ones mentioned above, but salt is used also in produc-
tion of other chemicals and in the process of making 
other materials, primarily by the salt separation pro-
cess. Indeed, the uses of salt are much too numerous 
to list-there are some 14,000 uses for this mineral. 

Ohio's salt is obtained from two distinct sources: 
rock salt and natural brines. Approximately one-quarter 
of Ohio is underlain by rock salt within a region lying 
east of a line extending from Lorain on Lake Erie to 
Marietta on the Ohio River. Rock salt is simply a sedi-
mentary rock found in strata as are other sedimentary 
rocks. For commercial use rock salt from Silurian de-
posits is most desirable. Rock salt reserves, though 
present in various thicknesses and in varying quali-
ties, are great enough to provide for many future gen-
erations. 

Natural brines are confined also to the eastern 

half of Ohio, occurring as far west as a line trending 
from Lorain to Portsmouth on the Ohio River. Natura l 
brines are dispersed in the pore spaces of sedimentary 
rocks. Compared to rock salt natural brines have a 
lower content of sodium chloride , but extraction, by 
wells , is easier than in the case of rock salt, which is 
mined, as coal is, by underground methods. In certain 
instances however, rock salt may be obtained also by 
solution methods that create artificial brines. As with 
rock salt there appear to be no imminent shorta ges of 
natural brines. 

Although Ohio 's 1969 salt production of 5,882 ,000 
tons was the third largest in the United Sta tes, rank-
ing behind Louisiana and Texas, only two underground 
mines and five salt plants contributed the ent ire pro-
duction. The underground mines (fig. 85), in Cuya hoga 
and Lake Counties, are most impressive. The entrances 

FIGURE 85.-Room in the International Salt Company mine beneath Lake Erie at Cleveland. The method of mining is terme d 
"room and pillar." (Photo courtesy of International Salt Company.) 
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are on the Lake Erie shore, but the mines themselves 
lie far below the surface and extend well under Lake 
Erie. Summit, Wayne, and Meigs Counties are the re-
maining contributors to Ohio's salt production. 

From 1917 to 1940 the amount of salt extracted 
fluctuated largely between one and two million tons 
per year. For the next 20 years production was over 
2,000,000 tons per year. In 1960, a production figure 
of 3,000,000 tons of salt was reached in Ohio. By 1970 
production had doubled, signaling the great demand 
and new significance of this mineral for chemical in-
dustries. 

GYPSUM 

Compared to Ohio's other minerals gypsum is not 
obtained in large quantities nor does it have exception-
ally high value. Yet Ohio has 7th place in production 
of calcinated gypsum, which is gypsum that has under-
gone a heating process to decrease the water content. 
This product is essential in producing plaster. Un-
calcinated gypsum is used primarily as a retarder in 
portland cement manufacture. Although great quantity 
is not required, gypsum will continue to be an impor-
tant mineral, especially with the expansion of the con-
struction industry. 

In Ohio gypsum deposits are present east of a line 
which extends from Lucas County to Washington Coun-

ty. However, two mines in Ottawa County provide 
Ohio's entire production. These gypsum deposits near 
Sandusky Bay were first exploited in 1822, and produc-
tion has continued ever since. The tonnage produced 
has varied considerably from one year to another. In 
1969 fewer than 400,000 tons were mined; this was a 
minor increase over the previous year. In some years, 
such as 1923 to 1926 and in 1955, production has ex-
ceeded 500,000 tons (Ohio Division of Geological Sur-
vey, 1959, p. 43). Apparently fluctuating prices ac-
count partly for the different amounts produced from 
one year to another. Future production will be related 
to continued geologic exploration for commercially 
useable gypsum deposits. 

SUMMARY 

Ohio's production of mineral commodities during 
1969 was valued at $580,667 ,000. Every county in the 
state reported some production. Belmont and Harrison 
Counties, with high coal production, accounted for 
over 18 percent of Ohio's minera l output. In gen-
eral the eastern Ohio counties, mostly part of the Ap-
palachian upland, have been most productive. Only 
limestone and sand and gravel have had any signifi-
cant production in western Ohio. Not unexpectedly, 
many Ohio industries which rely on mineral resources 
are located in the eastern half of the state. 



Chapter 7 
MANUFACTURING IN OHIO 

Allen G. Noble 

INTRODUCTION 

Ohio is an industrial state. In 1967 it ranked third 
in the nation in value added by manufacture and in 
manufacturing payroll, fourth in the number of produc-
tion workers, and fifth in the number of manufacturing 
establishments. The impact of industrialization is felt 
on almost all levels and throughout the state. One out 
of every three employed persons in Ohio gains his 
livelihood from some sort of manufacturing activity. In 
1965 manufacturing contributed over 45 percent of the 
state's gross product, with $15,800,000,000 accounted 
for by manufacturing. The next leading activity, trade, 
represented only $5,760,000,000 (L'Esperance and 
Nestel, 1968, p. 7). 

Ohio has a balanced and mature industrial econo-
my. The leading manufacturing product is machinery 
(excluding electrical), which, even though it is (1967)7 

in first position, accounts for less than 16 percent of 
the state total value added by manufacture. As a group 
those industries which are generally characterized as 
heavy industries dominate in Ohio. In addition to ma-
chinery, three industry groups-primary metals (fig. 86), 
transportation equipment, and fabricated metal prod-
ucts-each contribute more than 10 percent of the total 
value added by manufacturing in the state. Another 
category-electrical equipment and supplies-although 
not of the heavy industry type, also contributes almost 
10 percent. 

As would be expected, manufacturing is largely an 
urban activity, although manufacturing enterprises oc-
cur increasingly on the peripheries of urbanized areas. 
Each urban center has its unique manufacturing profile. 
Thus Canton and Steubenville are characterized by 
steel mills, Akron by rubber factories, Dayton by ma-
chinery plants, and Toledo by glass factories and pe-
troleum refineries. The larger metropolitan areas, on 
the other hand, tend to be more diversified, although 
even in these cente rs a few types of industry commonly 
stand out above the others. 

Judging from the volume of manufacturing activity, 
Ohio is a favored place for industry. In part this is the 
result of a geographical location which facilitates the 
accumulation of bulky raw materials at low cost. The 

7 Manufacturing data f o r 196 7 are from U.S . Bureau of the Census 
(19 7 !a) . 
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presence of great water routeways both to the north 
and south of the state is a factor of great significance. 
So also is the proximity of Ohio to the center of major 
national markets for manufactured products. 

The future of Ohio is intimately linked to manufac-
turing. In the future, as in the past, Ohioans will be 
supported largely by industry. 

PROFILE OF OHIO MANUFACTURING 

Since the second World War, value added by manu-
facture has steadily grown (table 16, line 1). Despite 
the inflation of dollar values the gain has been signif-
icant. In current (1972) dollars the figure for 1967 was 
219 percent above that of 1947; when measured using 
constant dollars the increase is on the order of 113 
percent. 

Similar increases can be seen for other measures of 
industrial magnitude. The number of manufacturing 
establishments went up 25 percent (table 16, line 2), 
although the 1967 total is slightly lower than that re-
ported in 1963. The total number of employees engaged 
in manufacturing (table 16, line 3) showed a net in-
crease of 19 percent, although the increase was irregu-
lar. That number of plants is increasing faster than num-
ber of total employees is a partial reflection of the in-
troduction of automation in new enterprises. Even more 
instructive is a comparison of the increase in total 
employees (19 percent) with that of production workers 
and office employees. Throughout the period the num-
ber of production workers actually decreased, except 
for the boom and expansionary years of the mid-1960's. 
The final figure for productiOn workers in 1967 is just 
1 percent above the level of 1947. In contrast , the num-
ber of office workers increased well over 100 percent 
between 1954 and 1967. Thus in Ohio, as industry ex-
pands, the number of office, management, and research 
employees grows, while the number of production work-
ers remains constant or actually declines. The propor-
tion of production workers to total workers decreased 
from 83 percent to 75 percent (table 16, line 6). 

The post-World War II period saw also shifts in the 
sizes of manufacturing establishments (table 16, lines 
8-11). Comparing medium- and large-size factories 
(i.e., those employing 100 or more workers) to total 
factories, the percentages decreased until 1958 and 
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FIGURE 86.-A red-hot slab of steel shown entering the first of five roughing mill stands in the Republic Steel 
Corporation rolling mill complex in Cleveland. This stand is powered by a 6,000-horsepower motor drive. (Photo 
courtesy of Republic Steel Corporation.) 

TABLE 16.-Profi/e of Ohio manufacturing' 

Line Category 1947 1954 1958 1963 1967 no. 

1 Value added by manufacture (billion dollars) 6.4 10.1 11.5 15.5 20.4 
2 Manufacturing establishments (no.) 12,302 14,549 15,203 15,484 15,428 
3 Manufacturing employees (thousands) 1,194 1,266 1,162 1,186 1,335 
4 Production workers (thousands) 988 985 857 886 998 
5 Administrative office employees (thousands) NA 29 39 54 62 

6 Manufacturing employees who are production employees (%) 83 78 74 75 75 
7 Establishments with 100 employees or over (no.) 1,945 2,032 1,995 2,075 2,289 
8 Establishments with 100 employees or over (% of total) 15.8 13.9 13.1 13.4 14.8 
9 Establishments with 1-19 employees (no.) 7,273 9,041 9,397 9,686 9,143 

10 Establishments with 1-19 employees (%of total) 59.1 62.5 62.9 62.6 59.0 

11 Employees per factory (average no.) 97 87 76 77 87 
12 Ohio value added by manufacture (%of U. S. total) 8.5 8.6 8.1 8.0 7.8 
13 U.S. employment in Ohio (%of U.S. total) 8.36 8.09 7.50 7.31 7.21 
14 New capital expenditures (million dollars) 498 761 796 848 1,694 

1u.s. Bureau of the Census, 1971a. 
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then began to increase up to 1967, when the figure was 
slightly below that of 20 years earlier. At the other 
end of the scale, small factories (1-19 employees each) 
showed the opposite variation, increasing as a percent 
of all factories up to 1958 and then declining until the 
1947 level was reached in 1967. By contrast, the aver-
age size of factories during the 20-year period under 
review decreased from 97 employees to 87 employees 
(table 16, line 11). 

The volume of manufacturing in Ohio has increased 
in the post-World War II period, yet the industrial sig-
nificance of Ohio has steadily declined. That manu-
facturing in the United States is growing at a faster 
rate than in Ohio is indicated in the statistics both of 
value added (table 16, line 12) and manufacturing em-
ployment (table 16, line 13). The relative decline in 

• Highest quartile 

Ohio manufacturing occurred in spite of steadily grow-
ing investment (table 16, line 14). New capital expend-
itures for 1967 were almost $1, 700,000,000, in contrast 
to slightly under a half billion dollars in 1947. Much 
of this increase, however, was a result of the inflation-
ary expansion of the mid-1960's. 

VALUE ADDED BY MANUFACTURE 

Perhaps the most widely accepted measure of in-
dustrial development is that of value added by manu-
facture: the difference between the cost of raw mate-
rials and processing materials and the cost of the fin-
ished product. Some manufacturing is carried on in 
every county of Ohio, but the most industrialized 
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FIGURE 87.-Value added by manufacture, 1967 (U.S. Bureau of the Census, 197la). 
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counties stretch in a diagonal belt from northeast to 
southwest, with the strongest concentration in the 
northeast (fig. 87). The 12 northeasternmost counties 
contributed well over 40 percent of $20,435,000,000, 
which was the total value added by manufacturing for 
the state in 1967. In general, the counties containing 
the largest cities are also those counties contributing 
the highest value added by manufacture. Over half of 
all manufacturing, measured in terms of value added, 
is located in the counties containing the six largest 
cities of Ohio. Five of these counties-Cuyahoga, 
Hamilton, Montgomery, Summit, and Franklin-reported 
value-added totals exceeding one billion dollars each; 
Lucas County was just below that figure (U.S. Bureau 
of the Census, 1971a, table 6). Using the U.S. Bureau 
of the Census designation of Standard Metropolitan 
Statistical Areas, well over four-fifths of the state 
total value added by manufacture is added by the 31 
urban counties, i.e., the SMSA counties (fig. 88 and 
table 17). 

At the other end of the scale, the least industrial-
ized counties are encountered primarily in the Appala-
chian southeast; a few such counties-Paulding, Wyan-
dot, and Preble-are outside this region. In three cqun-
ties-Pike, Noble, and Monroe-value added by manu-
facturing was so low or there were so few manufactur-

1 Cle-<eland 

2 C1nc1Mat1 12 Lima 

3 Dayton 7 Toledo 13 Springfield 

4 Al<.ron 8 Canton 14 Steuben111lle-We1rton 

5 Youngsiown-Warreri 9 Lora1n-Elyr1a 15 Huntington-Ashland 

6 Colurrbus 10 Ham1 lton-M1ddletowrm 

FIGURE 88.-Standard Metropolitan Statistical Areas. 

TABLE 17.-Va/ue added by manufacture and manufacturing 
payrolls, by SMSA, 1967 

Value added 1 

SMSA Millions 
of 

dollars 

Cleveland 4,297 
Cincinnati 2 2,477 
Dayton 1,900 
Akron 1,401 
Youngs town-Warren 1,261 

Columbus 1, 162 
Toledo2 1,080 
Canton 897 
Lorain-Elyria 534 
Hamilton-Middletown 436 

Mansfield 386 
Lima 355 
Springfield 234 
Steubenville2 183 
Huntington 2 76 
Wheeling' 46 

State total 20,435 

1 U.S. Bureau of the Census, 197la. 
2 Includes only that portion in Ohio. 

% of 
state 
total 

21.0 
12.1 

9.3 
6.8 
6.2 

5.7 
5.3 
4.4 
2.6 
2.1 

1.9 
1. 7 
1.1 
0.9 
0.4 
0.2 

81. 7 

Payroll 

Millions % of 
of state 

dollars total 

2,411 22.9 
1,179 11. 2 
1,023 9. 7 

807 7.6 
632 6.0 

617 5.9 
558 5.3 
453 4.3 
263 2.5 
252 2.4 

178 1. 7 
161 1. 5 
137 1.3 

80 0.8 
29 0.3 
30 0.3 

10,523 83.7 

ing plants that the figures were withheld in the 1967 
census to prevent disclosure of information on individu-
al plants. 

The individual groups which make up Ohio industry 
are quite varied (table 18). The maturity of manufactur-
ing in Ohio is indicated by four conditions. First, the 
premier industry of the state makes up less than 16 
percent of all manufacturing and is followed closely by 
four other industry groups, each of which accounts for 
about 10 to 13 percent of the total value added by man-
ufacture. Second, the leading industry is one largely 
concerned with the production of other industrial ma-
chines. Third, except in the case of metals (mostly 
iron and steel) the processing of primary resources is 
not a characteristic of Ohio manufacturing. The lumber 
and wood products industry contributes only 0.6 per-
cent, the textile-mill products industry only 0.5 per-
cent, and the leather and leather products industry only 
0.3 percent of Ohio's total value added. Finally, the 
processing of food and kindred products, which in many 
cases represents the elementary stages of manufactur-
ing, totals only 6.4 percent in Ohio. 

FACTORS OF INDUSTRIAL LOCATION 

Many factors account for the success which a manu-
facturing plant may experience. In some instances the 
factory may be close to market or to raw materials or 
it may enjoy an especially favorable labor relationship 
because of local availability, special skills or experi-
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TABLE 18.-Value added by manufacture, by 
major industry ~roup, 196 71 

Value added 

SIC group 

Machinery, except electrical 
Primary metal industries 
Transportation equipment 
Fabricated metal products 
Electrical machinery and equipment 

Chemicals and allied products 
Rubber and plastics products 
Food and kindred products 
Printing and publishing 
Stone, clay, and glass products 

Paper and allied products 
Furniture and fixtures 
Petroleum refining and related industries 
Miscellaneous manufacturing industries 
Apparel and other textile products 

Instruments and other precision products 
Lumber and wood products 
Textile mill products 
Leather and leather products 

State total 

1U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1971a, table 5. 

Millions 
of 

dollars 

3,254 
2,703 
2,594 
2,212 
1,979 

1,359 
1,331 
1,307 

875 
852 

553 
232 
226 
224 
193 

151 
113 
100 

62 

20,435 

% of 
state 
total 

15.9 
13.2 
12. 7 
10.8 

9.7 

6.7 
6.5 
6.4 
4.3 
4.2 

2.7 
1.1 
1.1 
1.1 
0.9 

0.7 
0.6 
0.5 
0.3 

99.4 

ence, low wage rates, or some other circumstance. In 
other cases another factor, such as the residence of the 
business owner, transportation facilities, local tax ad-
vantages, or availability of buildings and/or sites may 
be decisive. More commonly, however, a combination 
of factors influences manufacturing location decisions, 

8 The federal government divides all manufacturing activity into 
21 major groups, which are identified as follows: 

19 Ordnance and accessories 
20 Food and kindred products 
21 Tobacco manufactures 
22 Textile mill products 
23 Apparel and other finished products made from fab-

rics and similar materials 
24 Lumber and wood products, except furniture 
25 Furniture and fixtures 
26 Paper and allied products 
27 Printing, publishing, and allied industries 
28 Chemicals and allied products 
29 Petroleum refining and related industries 
30 Rubber and miscellaneous plastics products 
31 Leather and leather products 
32 Stone, clay, and glass products 
33 Primary metal industries 
34 Fabricated metal products, except ordnance, ma-

chinery, and transportation equipment 
35 Machinery, except electrical 
36 Electrical machinery, equipment, and supplies 
37 Transportation equipment 
38 Professional, scientific, and controlling instru-

ments; photographic and optical goods; watches 
and clocks 

39 Miscellaneous manufacturing industries 
Each of these two-digit industry groups is further divided according 
to their basic raw material or the type of product. This classifica-
tion is used in the balance of this chapter. Groups 19 and 21 are 
not significant in Ohio. 

especially when entire Standard Industrial Classifica-
tion (SIC) groups are considered.• 

In 1963 Hunker and Wright made a study of indus-
trial location factors which influenced manufacturing 
concerns locating in Ohio. The firms in this study may 
be considered to represent a cross section of Ohio 
industry. Somewhat less than one-third of the firms 
produced consumer goods directly, over a quarter of 
the firms turned out finished components, and over 40 
percent sold semiprocessed materials. From this study 
the importance of market accessibility emerges as the 
most important consideration of industrial location. 

Industry oriented to people 

Many students of the subject consider the attractions 
of the market to be so great that they regard a market loca-
tion as now the "norm" for modem industry. Locations other 
than market locations would then need to be explained by 
cost advantages that outweigh the attractions of the market 
and the cost of moving the product to its consumer (Estall 
and Buchanan, 1961, p. 35). 

Unfortunately, there exist few data which allow specif-
ic statements to be made about the effect of market lo-
cation. Part of the difficulty stems from the fact that 
the composition and character of the market vary wide-
ly from SIC group to SIC group and even within each 
group. 

Some industries produce goods for direct use. Such 
facilities, often termed consumer-goods industries, 
generally sell to wholesalers, who in turn pass the 
goods on to retailers, who sell to the individual con-
sumer. In some cases either the wholesaler or the re-
tailer or both may be eliminated in this chain of ex-
change. The market for consumer-goods industries ap-
proximates the entire population, depending, of course, 
upon variable factors such as income level, age, sex, 
education, and other personal factors. Thus for many 
industries people equal the market; consequently a 
population-density map serves as an approximate guide 
to industrial location. In Ohio 77. 7 percent of the popu-
lation live in the 31 counties which are included in 
various Standard Metropolitan Statistical Areas through-
out the state. These same 31 counties contain almost 
the same proportion-76. 9 percent-of the state's manu-
facturing establishments. 

Two types of manufacturing establishments-baker-
ies and soft-drink bottling plants-generally are or-
ganized to serve single urban markets or groups of 
markets in proximity to the plant and can be used to 
illustrate consumer-goods market relationships. Baker-
ies produce perishable goods, some of which deterio-
rate within hours of production. Hence the locational 
pattern is such as to allow the largest number of per-
sons to be reached as rapidly as possible. The dis-
tribution pattern of bakeries in Ohio is shown on figure 
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• 1 ba~f"f'i 

FIGURE 89. -Locations of bakeries, 1969 (Ohio Department 
of Development, l 969a). 

89. Almost 85 percent of Ohio's bakeries are located 
in the SMSA counties. The higher concentration of 
bakeries than of population in the SMSA counties can 
be explained on the basis of the higher income levels 
in urban areas, the greater economy of manufacturing 
at a location in an area of high population density, and 
the possibility of supplying surrounding rural markets 
from urban centers. Even in the non-SMSA, or rural, 
counties bakeries tend to be more or less evenly 
spaced. No part of the state is without a bakery, al-
though the spacing in western Ohio is greater than in 
Appalachia. This is undoubtedly related to the greater 
ease of transport in western Ohio. 

Soft-drink bottling plants also have a locational 
pattern oriented to the location of people (fig. 90). 
The 31 SMSA counties account for 71 percent of the 
bottling plants of Ohio. The orientation of bottling 
plants to market is even stronger than is true for bak-
eries. The bottling plant produces a product which is 
much heavier and consequently more expensive to 
transport than were the raw material ingredients. The 
finished product is marketed in large part in glass con-
tainers, which require careful handling. For these 
reasons soft-drink bottling plants tend to locate as 
close as possible to markets. 

Of course, not every plant supplies a single local 
market and, by the same token, Ohio urban markets 

draw products from many plants outside their immedi-
ate area and even from plants outside Ohio. For many 
Ohio manufacturers the market is the entire United 
States or at least a large portion of it. Many firms ex-
pect to serve a market which corresponds to the dense-
ly settled highly urbanized northeastern United States. 
For these manufacturing establishments a location in 
Ohio is advantageous, because the state is situated 
roughly in the center of the region. 9 Thus Ohio num-
bers, among its large manufacturing plants serving 
such a market, firms marketing greeting cards, house-
hold refrigerators, television receivers, soap and tooth-
paste, and national news magazines. Automobile as-
sembly plants (fig. 91) are common and also belong in 
this market category. 

Industry oriented to industrial markets 

For some industries markets are not people, but 
rather other industries. Again, as with people-oriented 
industries, the composition of the market determines 
its significance as a location factor. The concentration 

9 An Ohio location would be east and probably slightly north 
of the geographical center of population. Such a location would be 
especially advantageous because the more remote southern and 
western areas of the country tend to have lower income levels or 
totals. 

• 1 soft-dr1'lk bottling plan: 

FIGURE 90.-Locations of soft-drink bottling plants, 1969 
(Ohio Department of Development, 1969a). 
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FIGURE 91.-0ne of the assembly lines at the Lorain plant of the Ford Motor Company. 
(Photo courtesy of Ford Motor Company.) 

of factories in urban locations acts as a locational 
attraction for industries such as instruments (SIC 
group 38). Plants included in this group are not wide-
spread, occurring in only 37 counties; over 69 percent 
of the plants are concentrated in the 6 most populated 
counties. The locations of plants producing instruments 
are the direct result of high concentration of manufac-
turing establishments which need and use these instru-
ments. 

Another example of an industry group with a similar 
orientation is that of printing and publishing (SIC group 
27); this group is dominated by small-size establish-
ments (table 23). Most plants within this category do 
job printing for manufacturing concerns on a local 
basis. Proximity to the buyer, so that he may exercise 
some degree of supervision over the content and the 
design, is highly desirable. Rare are the firms which 
do publishing and printing on such a large scale that 
their markets comprise more than a few direct con-
sumers at a time. 

For other manufacturers, who serve widely dis-
persed industrial markets, location in Ohio is advanta-
geous also. Large companies producing computers, 
office machines, industrial boilers, and roller and ball 
bearings are all examples of Ohio concerns utilizing 
such an advantage. The significance of the regional 
industrial market can be gauged by the fact that, for 
the entire United States, over half of the value added 
by manufacture comes from Ohio and 7 nearby states 
(Wisconsin, Michigan, Illinois, Indiana, Pennsylvania, 
New York, and New Jersey). All of these states lie 
well within a one-day shipment radius from Ohio. 

The markets for certain industries, contrary to the 

general rule, are not primarily large urban areas. The 
outstanding examples in Ohio of manufacturing activi-
ties whose patterns of location are determined by types 
of economic activity outside urban areas are probably 
the mining machinery plants. Only 23 plants produce 
mining machinery in Ohio. Of this number, 43 percent 
are located in or immediately adjacent to the bitumi-
nous coal-producing area shown in figure 71 . 

Industry oriented to materials 

Another locational factor of importance to many 
Ohio manufacturers is the availability of raw or pro-
cessing materials. For some industries this factor is 
paramount, especially if the product manufactured is 
more easily or cheaply transported than the raw mate-
rials or if the product weighs much less than the raw 
materials. 

The raw material will have its greatest influence on localiz-
ing industry when it loses a great deal of bulk or weight in 
being processed, when it is perishable, when it is bulky and 
low valued, and it is consumed in high quantities (E. W. 
Miller, 1970, p. 29). 

Power, fuel, or processing materials generally are 
significant only when consumed in large quantities. 

In Hunker and Wright's 1963 survey, almost 20 
percent of the plants reporting indicated raw material 
accessibility to be significant. Interestingly, a much 
larger percentage of the plants-28 percent-depended 
upon primary raw material supplies within a SO-mile 
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TABLE 19. -Indus tria/ raw materials, by region, in order of importance' 

Material Order of importance in regions of Ohio 

Northeast 

Steel, steel stock, etc. 1 
Manufactured parts 3 
Other metals 2 
Chemicals and products 6 
Plastics and products 5 

Pape r and paper products 9 
Lumber and wood products 11 
Agricultural produc ts 12 
Earth raw materials 7 
Glass and glass products 10 

Rubber and rubber products 4 
Textiles and products 8 

1Hunker and Wright, 1963, p. 59. 

radius of their location, and a further 20 percent drew 
upon sources in Ohio, but farther than SO miles from 
the plant site. From this it would appear that manu-
facturing concerns tend to underestimate the signifi-
cance of raw and processing materials as locational 
factors. 

The circumstance of raw material supply in north-
eastern Ohio is basically the same as that in any other 
portion of the state, except that the plants are more 
concentrated (Hunker and Wright, 1963, p. SS). Thirty-
seven percent of the plants draw upon supply sources 
within SO miles and a further 18 percent tap sources 
at a greater distance, but still within Ohio. 

The items which come most readily to mind when 
one attempts to identify raw materials fall generally 
under three broad groupings. First are the basic earth 
materials-mineral ores, mineral fuels, construction 
materials, and nonmetallic mineral deposits. A second 
group of raw materials consists of those derived from 
agricultural products. The food and beverage industries 
depend upon agricultural produce and so do other im-
portant. industries such as textiles, tobacco, and to a 
lesser extent plastics and chemicals. The final tradi-
tional raw materials are the products of forestry and 
are the basis for the sawmilling, furniture, and paper 
industries. 

Although earth materials, agricultural products, 
and forest commodities are widely recognized as basic 
raw materials, it is the semiprocessed and processed 
manufactures which constitute the largest segment of 
industrial raw materials. Steel and steel stock, manu-
factured parts, metals other than steel, chemicals and 
chemical products, plastics and plastic products, and 
paper products all surpass the traditionally recognized 
raw materials (Hunker and Wright, 1963, p. S9). Also 
important as source materials, and also classified as 
semimanufactured items, are rubber products, glass 
and glass products, and textile materials. 

Hunker and Wright (1963) attempted to estimate 
the relative importance of various types of raw mate-

Southwest Northwest Central Southeast 

1 1 1 1 
2 2 2 2 
3 3 3 4 
4 7 4 5 
8 8 5 6 

6 10 9 7 
5 6 11 8 
7 4 7 12 
9 12 12 3 

12 5 6 10 

10 9 10 11 
11 11 8 9 

rials. Table 19 represents the responses they received 
from a survey of over SOO manufacturing plants. The 
state is divided into five regions, and the raw material 
sources are listed in order of importance by region. It 
should be noted that the rankings do not reflect the 
tonnage or value of the materials, but only a collective 
estimation by manufacturers of the importance of the 
availability of materials as a plant location factor. 

c=J Counties with conmemal clay produc11on 

Number of clay-products pl an1s per coonty 

FIGURE 92 . -Relationship between clay production and 
locations of clay-products plants, 1969 (Ohio Division of 
Mines, 1970; Ohio Department of Development, 1969a). 
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Although processed metals, semifabricated steel 
products, and manufactured parts are the raw material 
bases for manufacturing in all regions of Ohio, some 
regional variations are noteworthy. An unusual feature 
of northeastern Ohio is the importance of rubber and 
rubber products as raw material, reflecting, of course, 
the tie between the basic rubber plants of Akron and 
the adjacent rubber-products factories. Rubber and 
rubber products rank after steel and steel stock, manu-
factured parts, and metals other than steel in northeast-
ern Ohio. 

Similar variations in regional raw material supply 
profiles are evident in other geographical sections of 
Ohio. In the northwest both agricultural products and 
glass and glass products place high. In the first case 
the ranking results from emphasis on cash-grain farm-

ing in the region of level fertile glacial and glaciola-
custrine soils of high agricultural productivity; in the 
second instance the ranking reflects a concentration 
of basic glass manufacture in the Toledo area. A simi-
lar but less significant variation can be seen in cen-
tral Ohio, where glass and glass products also have 
above-average status as raw materials. Manufacture 
of basic glass products in Newark and Lancaster prob-
ably accounts for this. 

The high ranking of earth raw materials in south-
eastern Ohio results from two phenomena-the concen-
tration of bituminous coal deposits in this region and 
a general immaturity of manufacturing relative to other 
regions of the state. In contrast southwestern Ohio ap-
pears to have a balanced industrial development, al-
though lumber and wood products are more important 

FIGURE 93.-Cleveland is one of the major centers in the nation for machine tool industries. The plants are both labor and 
market oriented. (Photo courtesy of Warner and Swasey Company.) 
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raw materials than elsewhere. 
An excellent example of industrial location de-

termined largely by the availability of raw materials 
can be seen in the case of clay-products plants (fig. 
92). Three-quarters of all the clay-products factories 
of the state are situated in counties where clay is 
produced commercially; 92 percent of the plants are 
either within these counties or in contiguous counties. 
Further, with the exception of Cuyahoga and Summit, 
all counties containing more than five plants are also 
counties in which moderate to large amounts of bitumi-
nous coal are mined. Originally bituminous coal pro-
vided the fuel, which is consumed in large quantities 
in most clay-products industries. Although most plants 
now have replaced coal with natural gas, the locational 
pattern continues to reflect the earlier determinant. 

Industry oriented to labor 

The third principal factor normally cited as influ-
ential in determining industrial location is labor, which 
resolves itself into several facets, each with its own 
unique relationship to industrial attraction. For some 
industries the presence of a relatively untapped labor 
reserve is a paramount locational factor. In other 
cases, the level of training or the particular skills 
(fig. 93) existing in a labor force is the key considera-
tion. In virtually all instances wage rates are impor-
tant. The last is especially critical in those industries 
wherein labor costs represent a large percentage of the 
total cost of manufacture (table 20). 

In 1965 almost 56 percent of Ohio's population was 
included in the civilian labor force (Ohio Department 
of Development, 1968, p. 4). But within the state the 
relationship of labor force to total population varied 
considerably. In both the Tuscarawas Valley Develop-
ment Region and the Ohio Valley Development Region 
the ratio was considerably less than 50 percent. 10 

Labor-force participation rates may be indicators of 
economic well-being. In 1940, the Maumee Valley and Ohio 
Valley Development Regions both had relatively low labor-
force participation rates . At the same time, both Develop-
ment Regions had high rates of unemployment, with corre-
sponding withdrawal of a substantial number of persons from 
the labor force. Since that time, the Maumee Valley Develop-
ment Region has experienced significant increases in its 
labor-force participation rate, with corresponding gains in 
its economy. However, this has not been the case for the 
Ohio Valley Development Region. The slow recovery pro-
cess of this Development Region's economy has become 
evident. 

An example of the effect of a drop in labor-force partic-
ipation rates i~ the Tuscarawas Valley Development Re-
gion. It was affected by changes in mining technology, which 

10These regional designations have been chosen by the Ohio 
Department of Development. For a discussion of the rationale upon 
which they are based see Bryant and Buttress (no date). 

TABLE 20.-Relation of payroll to value of shipments, 
by SIC group, 19671 

Rank SIC group 
% of 
total 
value 

1 Instruments and other precision products 37. 9 
2 Printing and publishing 36 . 5 
3 Leather and leather products 33. 7 
4 Machinery, except electrical 30. 9 
5 Stone, clay, and glass products 28.7 

6 Miscellaneous manufacturing industries 28.6 
7 Furniture and fixtures 28.0 
8 Rubber and plastics products 26. 6 
9 Fabricated metal products 26. 5 

10 Electrical machinery and equipment 26. 3 

11 Textile mill products 24.1 
12 Paper and allied products 23.8 
13 Transportation equipment 22 . 2 
14 Lumber and wood products, except furniture 21. 9 
15 Primary metal industries 21. 8 

16 Apparel and other textile products 20.3 
17 Chemicals and allied products 14.9 
18 Food and kindred products 13. 0 
19 Petroleum refining and related industries 5 . 5 

State average 25. 1 

1U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1971a. 

caused a considerable unemployment and out-migration. The 
older people remained behind in large numbers. Thus, the 
Tuscarawas Valley Development Region had over 25 per 
cent of its population in the 50 years and up age categories. 
Economic recovery of this Development Region has become 
more difficult under these circumstances, because industrial 
development frequently demands a labor force in the prime 
employment age groups between 25 and 44 years (Ohio De-
partment of Development, 1968, p. 5). 

Labor-supply variations.-The supply of labor is 
not uniform throughout Ohio. Not only does the ratio of 
work force to population differ in diverse regions of 
the state, so does the composition of the work force 
(table 21). Two areas-the Scioto Valley Development 
Region and the Miami Valley Development Region-
have above-average concentrations in the professional, 
technical, and kindred occupation group. In the former 
region this concentration is largely the result of the 
location of a high percentage of upper-level state 
government employees in Columbus, as well as a con-
centration of instrument plants and electrical equip-
ment manufacturers. In the latter region the concentra-
tion results from large numbers of engineers and tech-
nicians in electronic, space, and computer industries. 
The Tuscarawas Valley Development Region is con-
spicuous for its paucity of labor in the professional, 
technical, and kindred category. The importance of 
state government activity as a labor factor is also 
demonstrable both in the clerical and in managers, 
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TABLE 21.-Ma jor occupation groups , by economic reg ion 1
, 19602 

% of total by economic region 

Maj or occupation group State Lake Lakeshore Maumee Miami Ohio Sandusky Scioto Tusc arawas 
of River River River River River Rive r 

Ohio Plains uplands valley valley valley valley valley valley 

Professional, technical, and kindre d 10.9 10.6 10. 9 
Managers, officials, and proprietors 7.5 8.0 7.3 
Clerical 14.3 14.0 14. 8 
Sales 7.3 7.1 7.6 
Craftsmen, foremen, and kindred 15. 4 15.1 16 . 3 

Operators and kindred 20.9 20.9 21.6 
Laborers 5.0 
Private household workers 1.9 
Other service 8.1 
Farmers and farm managers 2.4 

Farm laborers and foremen 1.0 
Occupation not reported 5.3 

1As defined by Ohio Department of Development. 
2 0hio Department of Development, 1968. 

4.9 
2 .0 
8.6 
2 . 8 

1.0 
5.0 

officials , and proprietors groups, for which the Scioto 
Valley Development Region ranks considerably above 
the state average. The depressed Ohio Valley Develop-
ment Region, on the other hand, has the lowest propor-
tion in these two groups in the entire state. Sales per-
sonnel make up a very uniform proportion of the labor 
force in all regions. 

The highest proportions of blue-colla r workers are 
found in the Tuscarawas Valley Development Region, 
the Ohio Valley Development Region, and the Lake-
shore Uplands Development Region. The last-named 
region is the most heavily industrialized section of 
Ohio. Note that farmers and farm laborers make up only 
lYi percent of the work force in this region. The mature 
industrial development of this region is suggested by 
the very high proportion of the craftsmen, foremen, and 
kindred group. The other two areas, which are roughly 
synonymous with Appalachian Ohio, represent together 
the major area of labor surplus in Ohio. Well over half 
of the labor force of these areas falls in the farming 
group and the lowest levels of industrial occupations. 

Levels of unemployment in Ohio vary as national 
economic conditions fluctuate (table 22). The Maumee 
Valley Development Region and the Sandusky Valley 
Development Region normally have low unemployment 
rates. Part of the explanation for this phenomenon is 
probably found in the large proportion of the labor force 
engaged in agriculture, which is prosperous in these 
regions, and the proportionally lower numbers in in-
dustrial occupations (table 21). At the other extreme 
are the Tuscarawas Valley Development Region and 
the Ohio Valley Development Region, with normally 
the highest unemployment rates in the state. In these 
regions of relatively unproductive agriculture the high 
proportions of the labor force in agriculture are there 
by default rather than choice. Since industrial employ-

5.3 
1.8 
8.0 
0 . 9 

0.6 
4 . 9 

8.8 11.8 8 .8 8.4 12.5 7.7 
7.0 7.6 6.8 7.3 8 .1 6.8 

11.0 15.2 9.7 11.5 15. 9 10. 3 
6.8 7.2 7 .0 6.3 7.4 6.5 

14.5 14.6 15.1 15.2 13.6 16. 3 

21. 7 20.2 21.5 22.0 17.8 23.3 
5.0 4.2 6.9 4.6 4.3 8.3 
1.9 2.2 2.0 2.0 2 .2 1.8 
7.3 8.0 8.4 7.8 8.8 7.9 
9 .0 1.6 7 . 0 8.9 2 . 7 5.0 

1. 9 0.7 2.5 2.8 1.3 1.8 
5.1 6 . 7 4.3 3 . 2 5 . 4 4 .3 

ment opportunities are lacking, many individuals eke 
out an existence on marginally productive farms. Social 
conditions such as level of education also account for 
unemployment. A further consideration of unemployment 
patterns will be found in Chapter 11. 

Labor markets.-Most of the industrial jobs in Ohio 
are located in the 31 counties included within Standard 
Metropolitan Statistical Areas. The Social Science 
Research Council (1967) has attempted to measure the 
influence of SMSA's (except for Mansfield and Steuben-
ville-Weirton) as labor markets by measuring the com-
muting fields of each SMSA central city. 

Although the commuting statistics re late to the central city 
job market only, rather than the entire SMSA, the Social 
Science Research Council concluded that the commuting 
limits of a central city of a SMSA reach out beyond the com-
muting limits of the outlying local employment centers , so · 

TABLE 22.-Unemployme nl rates, by 
economi c region 1, 1960 and 19652 

Economic 1960 1965 
region (%) (%) 

Lakeshore uplands 5.6 2.3 
Maumee River valley 4. 6 2 . 5 
Sandusky River valley 4 . 3 2.6 
Scioto River valley 4.7 2 . 9 
Lake Plains 5.8 2 . 9 

Miami River valley 4. 8 3. 1 
Tuscarawas River valley 6 . 5 3 . 5 
Ohio River valley 8.4 5.2 

State of Ohio 5. 5 2.8 

1 As defined by Ohio Department of Development. 
2 0hio Department of Development, 1968. 
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there is no problem of data reliability to consider the cen-
tral city commuting field as the SMSA commuting field (Ohio 
Department of Development, 1968, p. 71). 

As figure 94 shows, except for three relatively small 
areas in north-central and western Ohio, the portion of 
the state which lies outside effective commuting dis-
tance from the SMSA industrial centers lies entirely in 
Appalachian Ohio. Adding data for the Mansfield and 
Steubenville SMSA's would probably eliminate the non-
commuting area in Crawford County, but would probably 
only reduce the Appalachian noncommuting area by 
eliminating portions of Harrison County. 

SIZE OF MANUFACTURING PLANTS 

In addition to the measures of value added by man-
ufacture and number of manufacturing establishments 
(together with their locational determinants), the level 
of industrial activity is indicated also by the number 
of industrial employees and the size of manufacturing 
plants. 

........&...> L1m1t of primary SMSA comrrutmg held 
(at least 5" of labor force corrmu11ng to central ci ty ) 

D Secondary SMSA COlmltJting field 
(less than 5" of labor force conmutmg 10 centra l city) 

D Areas outside any SMSA corrm.lllng held 

SMSA central ci ty 
Un'"· of AkfO<'l, 0.!M. ol' Geog .. 1972. M, Glib 

FIGURE 94.-SMSA commuting fields, 1967 (Social Sci-
ence Research Council, 1967). Steubenville and Mansfield 
SMSA's not included. 

TABLE 23.-0hio-based [inns, by national 
sales ranking , 19691 

Company 

Goodyear Tire and Rubber Co . 
Proctor and Gamble Co. 
Firestone Tire and Rubber Co . 
TRW, Inc. 
Armco Steel Corp. 

Republic Steel Corp. 
Owens-Illinois Inc. 
National Cash Register Co. 
B. F. Goodrich Co. 
Standard Oil Co. of Ohio 

General Tire and Rubber Co. 
Eaton, Yale and Towne, Inc. 
Mead Corp. 
White Motor Corp. 
Marathon Oil Co. 

White Consolidated Industries, Inc. 
Dana Corp. 
Diamond Shamrock Corp. 
Sherwin-Williams Co. 
Owens-Coming Fiberglas Corp. 

Libbey-Owens Ford Glass Co. 
Addressograph Multigraph Corp. 
Timken Roller Bearing Co. 

1Time, Inc., 1970. 

National rank, 
by sales 
volume 

20 
28 
37 
61 
63 

69 
85 
87 
90 
97 

106 
110 
113 
118 
126 

146 
173 
203 
217 
220 

232 
244 
250 

Home 
office 

location 

Akron 
Cincinnati 
Akron 
Cleveland 
Middletown 

Cleveland 
Toledo 
Dayton 
Akron 
Cleveland 

Akron 
Cleveland 
Dayton 
Cleveland 
Findlay 

Cleveland 
Toledo 
Cleveland 
Cleveland 
Toledo 

Toledo 
Cleveland 
Canton 

As evident from the statistics presented in table 
16, Ohio industry operates from plants employing rela-
tively few persons. In 1967 almost three-fifths of all 
Ohio factories had fewer than 20 employees, and less 
than 15 percent had more than 100 workers. Despite 
these facts, large-size industries are important in the 
state. Although Ohio accounts for only 7 to 8 percent 
of the national value added by manufacture and 7 to 8 
percent of national industrial employment, the home 
office location for over 9 percent of the nation's larg-
est industrial concerns is in the state (table 23). 

Five industries-transportation equipment, primary 
metals, machinery, fabricated metal products, and 
electrical equipment-each employ about 10 percent or 
more of the state's industrial personnel (table 24). 
Transportation equipment, primary metals, and electri-
cal equipment are characterized by large plant size, 
the other two by smaller than average size. The high 
labor productivity within the machinery industry clas-
sification is noteworthy. With only 11.4 percent of the 
state's industrial employees, this industry group ac-
counts for almost 16 percent (table 18) of the state's 
value added by manufacture. 

The average number of employees for all industries 
in Ohio was 87 in 1967, but the average size of plants 
differs widely from one type of industry to another. 
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TABLE 24.-Number of employees, by industry group, 19671 

Number of employees 

Industry group % of Average 
Total state per 

total plant 

Transportation equipment 170,800 12.8 429 
Primary metal industries 169,600 12. 7 254 
Machinery, except electrical 158, 700 11.9 52 
Fabricated metal products 149,900 11.2 74 
Electrical machinery and equipment 129,900 9 . 7 254 

Rubber and plastics products 93,400 6.9 170 
Food and kindred products 78,500 5.8 54 
Printing and publishing 67,100 5 .0 37 
Stone, clay, and glass products 61,100 4 .6 59 
Chemicals and allied products 47,700 3.6 69 

Paper and allied products 38,800 2 . 9 121 
Miscellaneous manufacturing industries 19,700 1.5 39 
Apparel and other textile products 19,400 1.5 52 
Furniture and fixtures 17,300 1.3 54 
Instruments and other precision products 13,000 1.0 63 

Lumber and wood products, except furniture 10,600 0.8 13 
Textile mill products 
Leather and leather products 
Petroleum refining and related industries 

State total 

1U .. S. Bureau of the Census, 1971a. 

Small size typifies much of Ohio's industry. Twelve 
SIC categories possessing well over four-fifths of Ohio 
manufacturing establishments have average plant sizes 
below that of the all-Ohio all-industry figure (table 24). 
Especially small establishments are characteristic of 
the lumber and wood products industry. 

On the other hand, seven industry groups have 
above-average plant size. The largest plants are found 
in the transportation equipment industry, where the 
average plant employs 429 persons. Almost one-third 
of the Ohio factories employing more than 5,000 work-
ers fall within this industry classification (table 25). 
Motor-vehicle assembly plants typically are of huge 
size. Extremely large plants, generally controlled by 
major U.S. corporations, are also characteristic of the 
electrical equipment industry. 

The largest single manufacturing establishment in 
Ohio is not in either the transportation equipment or 
electrical equipment industry, but rather is the Nation-
al Cash Register Company factory in Dayton; this plant 
employed 18,659 workers in 1969. The next largest 
plant, which was in the transportation equipment group, 
had almost 4,000 fewer employees (table 25). 

Although the National Cash Register Company has 
the largest factory in Ohio, it is not the largest indus-
trial firm based in the state. That honor belongs to the 
Goodyear Tire and Rubber Company, which ranks 20th 
in the entire United States, using the measure of na-
tional sales volume. The national ranking of important 

8,900 0.7 120 
8,700 0.7 113 
6,500 0.5 40 

1 ,335,000 100.0 87 

Ohio-based firms is given in table 23. It is interesting 
to note that only the Marathon Oil Company has a home 
location outside one of the 16 SMSA cities. Industry, 
especially large-scale industry, has an intimate as-
sociation with urbanization, especially large urban 
centers. 

INDUSTRY IN OHIO CITIES 

Berry and Horton's (1970, p. 52) functional classi-
fication of American cities over 250,000 population 
identified 16 cities, 6 of which are located in Ohio, as 
primarily industrial in function. In point of fact, all 
large Ohio cities-Cleveland, Cincinnati, Columbus, 
Dayton, Akron, and Toledo-were categorized as in-
dustrial. All other urban functions, according to this 
study, were of secondary importance in these cities. 

As already noted, a large proportion of Ohio in-
dustry is located in the 31 SMSA counties of the state. 
The dependence of the SMSA's on manufacturing activ-
ities, however, is variable. Thus in the Cleveland 
SMSA, which accounts for 19.4 percent of Ohio's popu-
lation, 22.0 percent of the state's industrial employees 
are found, whereas the relationship is reversed in the 
Columbus SMSA. In Columbus reside 8.6 percent of the 
state population, but only 5. 9 percent of Ohio's in-
dustrial employees, demonstrating a much lower de-
pendence on manufacturing in Columbus than in Cleve-
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TABLE 25.-Largest manufacturing plants, 19691 

County SIC Establishment Number of 
Rank location group employees 

1 Montgomery 35 National Cash Register Co. 18,659 
2 Hamilton 37 General Electric, Flight Propulsion Div. 14, 750 
3 Summit 30 Goodyear Tire and Rubber Co. 14,488 
4 Montgomery 36 General Motors, Frigidaire Div. 14,173 
5 Mahoning 33 Youngstown Sheet and Tube Co. 10,830 

6 Stark 35 Timken Roller Bearing Co. 9,893 
7 Franklin 37 North American Rockwell Corp. 9,309 
8 Trumbull 36 General Motors, Packard Electric Div . 9,105 
9 Summit 30 B . F . Goodrich Co. 8,813 

10 Hamilton 28 Proctor and Gamble Co. 8,542 

11 Hamilton 37 Ford Motor Co . 8,383 
12 Montgomery 37 General Motors, Inland Mfg. Div. 8,192 
13 Summit 30 Firestone Tire and Rubber Co . 8,041 
14 Butler 33 Armco Steel Corp. 7,897 
15 Cuyahoga 33 Republic Steel Corp. 7,310 

16 Cuyahoga 37 General Motors, Chevrolet Cleveland Div. 6,865 
17 Summit 37 Goodyear Aerospace Corp. 6,748 
18 Franklin 36 Western Electric Co. 6,725 
19 Lucas 37 Kaiser Jeep Corp. 6,599 
20 Montgomery 36 General Motors, Delco Products Div. 6,319 

21 Summit 34 Babcock and Wilcox Co. 6,163 
22 Clark 34 International Harvester Co . 5,154 

1 0hio Department of Development, 1969a. 

land. Other SMSA's fall between these two extremes. Youngstown-Warren 
Toledo 

35 
36 
39 
48 

Size is one of the most important considerations 
in industrial location. A large urban center is particu-
larly attractive to new industrial enterprises 

... for in a large population an industrialist is more likely to 
find the particular types of worker that suit his needs best, 
... his labor supply is more flexible and organizations exist 
through which he can quickly obtain more workers .•. (Es tall 
and Buchanan, 1961, p. 89) . 

By locating in an area already provided with a pool of 
labor the employer also finds the essential social capital, 
e.g. housing, water supplies, sanitation services, schools, 
public transport services and so on, already in existence, 
a very important consideration (p. 86). 

The importance for industry of location in urban 
centers within Ohio is given in table 17. Eight of the 
SMSA's in Ohio rank among the 50 most important 
manufacturing concentrations of the United States. 
Cleveland is exceeded in value added by manufacture 
only by Philadelphia, Detroit, Los Angeles, Chicago, 
and New York, in increasing order. The ranking of 
Ohio cities is: 

SMSA 

Cleveland 
Cincinnati 
Dayton 
Akron 

U.S. rank, 
based upon value 

added by manufacture 

6 
17 
24 
34 

Columbus 
Canton 

Each urban area presents an individual set of ad-
vantages and restrictions for industrial development, 
by virtue of the city's unique location, its size and 
population composition, neighboring resources and raw 
material supplies, transportation connections with the 
outside world, and even the city's particular cultural 
and historical development. Thus each urban center 
tends to evolve its own industrial profile. 

In one characteristic, however, there is little vari-
ation between urban centers. Differences in labor pro-
ductivity are remarkably small, probably the result of 
the great labor mobility found in highly developed 
states like Ohio. The extremes exist in Cincinnati, 
the state's most productive center, with 11.1 percent 
of Ohio's industrial employees and 12.1 percent of the 
value added by manufacture, and Cleveland, where the 
figures are 22.0 percent and 21.0 percent, respectively. 

In contrast to the uniformity which exists for labor 
productivity, there is wide variability in size of manu-
facturing establishments from one SMSA to another 
(table 26). Size of the city apparently has little to do 
with the size of its manufacturing plants. However, 
only three SMSA's have an average plant size which is 
be low that of the entire state, so it can be said in gen-
eral that urban and suburban factories tend to be larger 
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TABLE 26.---Size of manufacturing establishments, 
by SMSA , 19691 

ous advantages. The late 19th century saw the steel 
industry capitalize upon this situation with the con-
struction of the giant steel mills which still in large 
measure dominate Cleveland . 

.. ..., Number of establishments 
"' .. i:: 

.D "' "' e o.-
0"' 0"' 0"' 0"' ::l "' 0. 0"' 0"' 0"' 0"' 

SMSA i:: "'- If)"' 0"' ~"' If) "' 
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Hamilton-Middletown 149 7 2 3 2 

Although it has factories which are smaller than 
average, almost one-fifth of the very large factories of 
the state are located in the Cleveland SMSA. Fourteen 
plants employed over 2,500 workers each in 1969 
(table 27). 11 Of these, the Republic Steel mill and the 
Chevrolet plant were by far the largest. 

Youngstown-Warren 146 28 10 11 7 Each plant represents one dominant aspect of 
Cleveland industry. Steel mills such as Republic Steel 
Corporation (fig. 95) and the smaller Jones and Laugh-
lin Steel Corporation, as well as other factories fall-
ing within the primary metals group (SIC group 33) ac-
count for almost one-fourth of the state's production 
in this category (table 28). No other city in Ohio con-
tributes as much, even though some centers such as 
Youngstown-Warren, Steubenville, and Canton depend 
more heavily upon primary metal processing (table 29). 

Steubenville 138 3 0 2 1 
Lorain-Elyria 125 10 3 6 1 
Mansfield 125 15 8 5 2 

Huntington 124 2 1 1 0 
Canton 122 32 19 9 4 
Dayton 121 26 8 11 7 
Akron 115 20 10 3 7 
Lima 99 10 4 6 0 

Springfield 96 5 2 2 1 
Cincinnati 91 53 30 19 4 
Columbus 88 32 20 8 4 
Toledo 82 33 22 7 4 
Cleveland 74 92 45 33 14 
Wheeling 66 1 0 1 0 

State of Ohio 87 502 261 177 64 
10hio Department of Development, 1969a. 

Transportation equipment factories (SIC group 37) 
represent a second dominant characteristic of Cleve-
land manufacturing, producing more than one-fifth of 
the state total in this category (table 28). The largest 
installation is the General Motors Corporation's Chev-
rolet assembly plant, but GM also maintains one other 
large facility; the Ford Motor Company operates three." 
Ford's largest concentration outside the Detroit area 
is in the Cleveland SMSA and the adjacent Lorain-
Elyria SMSA (fig. 96). Although exceeded by three 
other industries in Cleveland, transportation equipment 
factories have left an indelible impression on the 

than those located in small towns or in rural areas. 

Cleveland 

Ohio 's largest city is one of the great manufactur-
ing centers of the nation. Its industrial significance is 
felt throughout the country and indeed worldwide. 
Cleveland's situation on one of the great transport 
routes of the nation has provided the city with numer-

11 Figures for employment in individual manufacturing plants in 
Ohi o in 1969 used in this chapter are all taken from Ohio Depart4 

ment of Development, 1969a. 
12 The GM Fisher Body Division plant and Ford 's Cleveland 

Stamping Plant are classified in SIC group 34 and the F o rd Cleve .. 
land Foundry in SIC gro up 33. All of these facilities are engaged 
primarily in producing items for motor vehicles. 

TABLE 27.-Manufacturing plants employing over 2,500 workers, Cleveland SMSA, 19691 

Size SIC Plant name Number of 
rank group employees 

1 33 Republic Steel Corp. , Cleveland District 7,310 
2 37 General Motors Corp. , Chevrolet Cleveland District 6,865 
3 37 TRW, Inc. , Jet & Ordnance Div. 4,327 
4 34 Ford Motor Co . , Cleveland Stamping Plant 4,262 
5 33 Jones & Laughlin Steel Corp., Cleveland Works Div. 4,206 

6 37 Ford Motor Co., Cleveland Engine Plant #1 4,073 
7 27 American Greetings Corp. 3,963 
8 33 Ford Motor Co., Cleveland Foundry 3,630 
9 37 White Motor Co., White Trucks Div. 3 , 576 

10 35 Addressograph Multigraph Corp. 3,465 

11 19 General Motors Corp., Allison Div., Cleveland Ordnance Plant 3 ,441 
12 34 General Motors Corp., Fisher Body Div., Cleveland Plant 3,328 
13 33 Aluminum Company of America 3,140 
14 35 Warner and Swasey Co., Carnegie Plant 2,895 

10hio Department of Development, l 969a. 
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SMSA 

Cleveland 
Cincinnati 
Columbus 
Toledo 
Akron 

Canton 
Dayton 
Youngstown-Warren 
Hamilton-Middletown 
Wheeling 

Huntington 
Lima 
Lorain-Elyria 
Steubenville 
Springfield 
Mansfield 

Total 16 SMSA's' 

MANUFACTURING 

FIGURE 95.-A modern basic oxygen steelmaking furnace 
at Republic Steel Corporation ' s Cleveland District steel 
plant. This furnace can turn out 220 tons of steel in less 
than an hour. (Photo courtesy of Republic Steel Corporation.) 

TABLE 28 . -Value added by manufacture , by SMSA, by indus try group, 19671 

Value added (% of state total), by SIC group 

20 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 

13.8 24. 5 51.9 25.4 9.6 27.2 22.1 10.4 5.3 8.4 23.1 28.2 25.5 19. 4 
31.4 21.l 8.5 16.5 17 .6 20.4 39 .3 4.8 18.2 4.7 2.1 2.6 9.6 8.0 

9. 4 3.1 6.6 4 .3 8.6 3 . 4 4.1 22.3 6.2 1.5 1.8 4.2 10.8 
8. 0 3.6 8.8 8.4 6.5 2. 8 4.0 48.0 1.2 20.1 3.5 3 . 9 4 .0 3.8 
5.3 2.7 1. 5 2.0 2. 9 6.4 42.0 5.3 0.8 12.6 4.8 0.9 

4.6 1.0 2.6 2.0 2.2 1.6 2 .6 4.1 13.3 3.9 4.3 
6.1 8.2 1.2 6.2 2.8 12. 8 16.9 2.3 13.1 3.8 1. 7 2.7 20.3 19.8 
1.8 2.6 1.0 1.8 0.7 1. 7 2.9 18.5 4.9 2.7 3.6 
1.6 17.2 1.4 0.6 4 .6 0.9 
1.5 2.2 0.5 2. 1 1. 5 1.6 0.3 

1.0 6.0 4.9 0.8 3. 7 4.9 6.8 0.3 0.3 0.4 
1. 9 5.5 0 . 9 0.5 1.6 0.3 4.0 
0 .4 0.8 0.3 0.8 6.1 5.1 1.1 0.5 

1.8 0.5 3.4 15.4 1.2 
1.0 0.9 0.3 0.3 0.7 1.4 

1.4 1.6 3.3 0.6 5.5 

87. 8 32. 7 90.1 41.8 61.2 74.8 90.0 86.1 58.4 75.1 40. 5 68.6 93 . 1 79.0 80. 3 76.7 

All 
ind us-

37 38 39 tries 

21.3 32.0 19. 7 21.0 
17.6 9.3 29. 8 12.1 

4.7 17. 7 5.7 5.9 
8.6 3.2 4.0 5.3 

2.2 3.8 7 .6 

4 . 3 
5.9 3.3 9 .7 

13.4 6.0 
0 . 7 2.4 

0.3 

0.3 
2.7 1.5 
5.8 1.8 2 . 5 

0.8 
1.9 1.3 

0.2 1. 7 

80.9 64.4 70.0 82.7 

1U.S. Bureau o f the Census, 197la. 2Some data for each SMSA may have been withheld to prevent disclosing identity of individual firms; therefore total figures cannot 
be considered complete in all cases. 
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TABLE 29.-Value added by manufacture, by industry group, by SMSA, 19671 

Value added (%of SMSA total) by SMSA 
0. ' ::> 1:l ·-< c 
0 c ~ 

~ c 
r/l ... " c ::> 0 c 

bD " c 0 c .8 11) .D 1:l 0 
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>< 

20 4.2 15.2 4.2 4.9 1.8 10.4 8.7 6.6 
22 0.6 0.4 
23 2.3 1. 5 0.1 0.5 0.6 0.2 
24 0.4 0.4 0.2 0.2 0.8 0.3 
25 1.4 1.4 0.3 0.2 1.3 1.6 

26 1. 2 3.6 3.7 0.8 0.4 2.1 3.0 1.2 
27 5.5 6.6 7.7 1.8 1.3 6.5 2.1 2.2 
28 7.0 19.8 1.6 6.2 0.8 4.0 4.6 2.5 
29 0.5 9.0 
30 1.6 2.3 9.1 39.9 1.8 4.7 1. 3 3.9 

31 0.4 1.2 
32 1. 7 1.5 1. 7 3.2 2.0 4. 5 14.3 3.9 
33 14.5 2.1 2.4 1.5 39.6 3.4 7.8 40.0 
34 14. 5 6.4 3.2 19.9 8.5 14. 9 7.2 9.7 
35 19.3 11.6 34.6 11.0 6.9 11. 7 10.9 15.6 

36 8.9 5.9 20.5 1.3 5.6 18.3 6.3 
37 12.8 16.9 8.0 27.6 10.5 18. 5 
38 1.1 0.5 0.2 2.3 0.4 
39 1.0 2.5 0.4 0.6 1.1 0.7 

Total 98.1 98.6 98.3 91.7 96.5 97.4 97.8 86 .1 
1U.S. Bureau o f the Census, 1971a. 

Cleveland industrial scene. Three of the six largest 
Cleveland plants and four of the largest nine fall with-
in the transportation equipment category (table 27). 

The automobile industry has made Northeastern Ohio 
more attractive for such related industries as metal stamp-
ings, machine tools, tool, dye and accessory makers, found-
ries, electrical equipment, and storage batteries (Wright, 
1957, p. 143). 

Although both primary metals processing and pro-
duction of transportation equipment dominate large-
scale manufacturing in Cleveland, several other types 
of industry are also significant. Industrial diversity 
is not unexpected in great metropolitan areas, and 
Cleveland is no exception. The proportion of value 
added by manufacture in the Cleveland SMSA is higher 
than state average in textile mill products, apparel, 
furniture and fixtures, printing and publishing, chemi-
cals, fabricated metal products, machinery, and instru-
ments (table 28). The Ohio apparel industry, although 
modest in extent, is especially concentrated in Cleve-
land. Both the fabricated metal products and machinery 
industries are important in Cleveland, together account-
ing for over a third of the value added by manufacture 
in the SMSA (table 29). Similarly, one out of every three 

~ 
0 c 1:l :;:: c bD c ~ ~ di 0 

.~ .~ 22 11) ·;; bn .s 0 
<.:: " ·-< 

~ 11) .§ 
..... c di ..... .s " ... ... >, ·e :a r/l bD 11) 0 c .D 11) ...:I .s c: o-
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0.9 4.7 7.0 5.4 2.8 9.7 6.4 
0.5 

2.5 2.1 0.9 
1. 7 1.2 0.6 

1.1 

21.8 2.0 2.7 
1. 3 2.8 3.8 2.1 3.3 0.8 1. 5 2.3 4.3 

6.9 11.2 28. 7 6.7 
1.1 

0.9 6.5 

0.3 
1.2 1.2 4.2 1.2 5.8 9.3 6.5 4.2 

30.9 3.0 82.8 40.9 13.2 
21.2 23.2 19.5 9.7 6.8 5.2 1.5 17 .4 10.8 

6.6 6.8 5.1 9.8 20.2 1.9 5.7 15.9 

1. 9 32.6 22.6 1.9 9.7 
28.3 4.3 1. 7 19.6 12. 7 

0.7 
0.7 1. 8 1.1 

93.9 64.8 66.9 79.4 41. 7 96.6 74. 7 72.4 99.4 

workers in Cleveland finds employment in these two 
industries. 

Cincinnati 

At the other extremity of the state lies Cincinnati, 
the second largest metropolitan area in Ohio. As with 
Cleveland, one of the reasons for Cincinnati's devel-
opment has been its favorable situation on a major 
transportation artery, in this instance the Ohio River, 
with stream-valley access northward into the Midwest 
and southward into Kentucky and southern states. Rel-
ative to Cleveland, Cincinnati had an earlier start in 
gathering, processing, and distributing goods. Eventu-
ally the city established major industries related large-
ly to skills and technology. 

As in Cleveland, transportation equipment produc-
tion is a dominant industry. Three of Cincinnati's four 
large plants fall within this classification, led by the 
giant General Electric Company Flight Propulsion 
Division plant, employing 14, 750 persons in 1969. The 
other two are the Ford Motor Company (8,383 employ-
ees) and General Motors Corporation Fisher Body Divi-
sion ( 4,587 employees). 

The other large factory in the Cincinnati SMSA is 
the home plant of Proctor and Gamble Company, pro-
ducers of a wide range of soaps, detergents , and other 
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FIGURE 96.-The gigantic Ford Motor Company assembly plant at Lorain. One-story factory construction and very exten-
sive employee parking facilities are characteristic of post-World War II factories. These features necessitate location on urban 
fringes where land is available. (Photo courtesy of Ford Motor Company. ) 

TABLE 30.-Industrial profiles, Ohio SMSA's' 

Above average value added by manufacture, by SIC group' 
SMSA 

20 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 

Cleveland x x x x x x x x x x 
Cincinnati x x x x x x x x 
Dayton x x x x x 
Akron x x 
Youngstown-Warren x x 

Columbus x x x x x x x 
Toledo x x x x x x x 
Canton x x 
Lorain-Elyria x x x 
Hamilton-Middletown x x 

Mansfield x x 
Lima x x x x 
Springfield x x 
Steubenville x x x x 
Huntington x x x x x x x x 
Wheeling x x x x x x 

1U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1971a. 
2 Computed by comparing, for each SMSA, value added by manufacture in each industry classification with the state percent-

age for that category. 
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household chemical products. Largely as a result of 
production by this firm, the chemical industry is the 
most important type of manufacturing in Cincinnati, 
contributing almost one-fifth of the area's total value 
added by manufacture (table 29). The significance of 
this company can be gauged by the fact that almost 40 
percent of Ohio's chemical industry activity takes 
place in the Cincinnati SMSA (table 28). 

Other important industries in the Cincinnati area 
are food processing, apparel, paper manufacture, print-
ing and publishing, and leather and leather products. 
Also significant are a variety of miscellaneous manu-
factures, including toys, sporting goods, and musical 
instruments. 

The food-processing industries are more important 
iri Cincinnati than in any other SMSA of the state (table 
28). Within this group in Cincinnati are meat-packing 
plants, breweries, a distillery, a bakery serving sev-
eral states, and numerous large concerns producing 
food preparations of wide diversity. 

The variety in industrial profiles which can be 
encountered in large diversified manufacturing centers 
is well illustrated by Cincinnati and Cleveland. As 
demonstrated by table 30, the two centers have in-
dustrial profiles which are in large part complemen-
tary. Other cities of the state have other industrial 
profiles demonstrating particular strengths or con-
centrations. 

~ · . 
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FIGURE 97.-The National Cash Register Company in Dayton. This is the largest industrial plant in Ohio . Note contrast 
between compact older multistory factory buildings and newer lower plants occupying large surface areas . (Photo courtesy of 
National Cash Register Company . ) 
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Dayton 

Most of Ohio's major industrial cities are located 
within a broad zone extending from Cleveland to Cin-
cinnati. Within this zone is Dayton, smaller in size 
than the two urban giants of Ohio, but famous for its 
specialized manufactures. It has been frequently noted 
that one of Ohio's supreme advantages is location 
within the best developed and most heavily populated 
part of the nation, and Dayton shares this advantage 
with all Ohio cities. In addition , Dayton is particularly 
renowned for its skilled labor and technological a-
chievements. 

For more than a century Dayton has been a growing 
and diversifying industrial center. Out of its steadily 
enlarging pool of skilled workers and inventive person-
alities have emerged individuals producing a variety 
of major industrial innovations and inventions . To 
their efforts can be credited all of the following: the 
airplane, the automobile self-starter, dozens of agri-
cultural implement devices, electrical refrigeration, 
and automatic calculating machines (Wright, 1957, p. 
121). 

Five industries-paper, printing and publishing, 
rubber and plastics, machinery, and electrical equip-
ment-contribute an above-average proportion of value 
added by manufacture in the Dayton SMSA. Machinery 
production is the leading industry, dominated by the 
giant National Cash Register Company plant (fig. 97) 
and to a lesser degree by the Chrysler Corporation 
Airtemp works (table 31). Over one-third of the indus-
trial production of Dayton falls within the machinery 
classification. Only Cleveland exceeds Dayton as a 
center for machine production (table 28). 

Electrical equipment manufacture ranks after ma-
chinery in the Dayton SMSA, contributing over one-fifth 
of manufacturing output. The two largest electrical 
equipment plants are both operated by the General 
Motors Corporation. Together they employ well over 
20,000 persons. 

The concentration of General Motors plants in the 
Dayton SMSA is notable. The Frigidaire plant produces 
household refrigerators primarily, while the Delco 
Products plant turns out electrical equipment for car 
engines. The two remaining General Motors factories 
fall under the transportation equipment category. The 
four General Motors plants in the Dayton SMSA collec-
tively employed 33,347 workers in 1969. This figure 
re pres en ts roughly one-quarter of all the workers in 
manufacturing in the Dayton area. No other Ohio urban 
center is so dominated by one company. 

The significance of the General Motors Corporation 
in Ohio is not limited to Dayton. This company has no 
fewer than 23 manufacturing plants in the state, all of 
which, with one exception, had at least 1,000 employ-
ees in 1969. The smallest factory is the Euclid Divi-
sion plant in Euclid; this plant employed 991 workers. 
In total, the General Motors Corporation employed in 
Ohio in 1969 over 91,000 workers; this amounted to 
over 6 percent of the state's entire industrial employ-
ment. The distribution of GM plants and employment 
is given on figure 98. In addition to Dayton, other im-
portant concentrations of GM workers are found in 
Cuyahoga and Trumbull Counties. 

Akron 

Akron is similar to Dayton in many respects. Both 
cities have grown up somewhat in the shadow of larger 
urban centers. However, both had particular natural 
advantages in terms of location (for a discussion of 
the site advantages see Chapter 9). Both Akron and 
Dayton have grown and prospered largely as a result 
of accidents of history; both cities have been propelled 
by dynamic captains of industry who made innovative 
contributions to the use of new products. Finally, in 
both centers one or a few large corporations have come 
to dominate the industrial scene. 

Only two industries are significant in the Akron 
SMSA (table 30). Rubber contributes almost two-fifths 

TABLE 31.-Manufacturing plant s employing over 2 ,500 
worke rs, Dayton SMSA , 19691 

Size SIC Plant name Number of 
rank g roup employees 

1 35 National Cash Re g ister Co. 18,659 
2 36 General Motors Corp., Frigidaire Div. 14, 173 
3 37 General Motors Corp. , Inland Mfg. Div. 8 ,192 
4 36 General Motors C orp., De lco Products Div. 6,319 
5 27 McCall Corp. 5 ,966 

6 37 General Motors Corp. , Delco Moraine Div. 4 ,663 
7 35 Chrysler Corp., Airtemp Div. 4,655 

10hi o D e p a rtme nt o f Developme nt, 1969a. 
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FIGURE 98.-Distribution of General Motors Corporation 
plants in Ohio, 1969 (Ohio Department of Development, 
l 969a). 

of Akron's industrial production and has left its indeli-
ble stamp upon the community. Indeed, Akron is still 
referred to widely as "the rubber capital of the world," 
although much of the industry's output is now dis-
persed in other sections of the United States, and 
foreign rubber manufacture is steadily growing. None-
theless, four of the five leading American rubber firms 
(table 32) maintain production facilities and interna-
tional headquarters in Akron, where Benjamin Franklin 
Goodrich opened the first rubber factory in 1870. The 
dominance of rubber can be gauged by the fact that one 
of every three workers in the Akron area finds employ-
ment in this industry. 

The success of rubber in Akron was due in large 
part to the enterprise and inventive genius of those at-
tracted to and by the Akron industry rather than to any 
special industrial location factor. Goodrich chose 
Akron largely by chance. It satisfied all his modest 
requirements-situation on railway transportation, easily 
accessible from both East Coast and Midwest, a large 
building available at low cost, and, most important, an 
ample and dependable water supply-but so would have 
dozens of other small cities. 

When the automobile industry was born in machine shops and 
implement factories of the Middle West, Akron was well 
situated to take the new market in stride (Wright 1957 p. 
147). ' ' 

So were young rubber companies in Dayton, Springfield, 
Newark, Mansfield, and elsewhere. The growth of Akron 
as the premier rubber center at the turn of the century 
was due primarily to the management genius of individ-
uals like Harvey S. Firestone, F. A. Seiberling, and 
others. 

Output of fabricated metal products is second only 

to that of rubber in the Akron SMSA (table 29). Almost 
20 percent of Akron's industrial production falls within 
this category, permitting the Akron SMSA to rank be-
hind Cleveland as a center for fabricated metal prod-
ucts (table 28). Much of the production comes from 
suburban factories. The Babcock & Wilcox Company 
boiler plant in Barberton and the Chrysler Corporation 
stamping plant in Twinsburg are the largest plants in 
this category and illustrate the typical locational 
pattern. 

Youngstown-Warren 

Unlike the industrial centers discussed so far, the 
Youngstown-Warren SMSA has, as its name indicates, 
two focal points, both of which lie in the Mahoning 
River valley. The cities are basically steel towns, 
with over 41 percent of the SMSA workers in 1967 em-
ployed in the primary metals industries. Four of the 
seven large manufacturing establishments in the Youngs-
town-Warren SMSA are iron and steel plants (table 33). 

Since 1803, when the first small charcoal iron 
furnace was constructed on Yellow Creek near Youngs-
town, the Mahoning valley has been dominated by the 
iron and steel industry. The first period of rapid urban 
growth began in 1846 when the first of a series of large 
blast furnaces was blown in. During the next quarter 
of a century, 20 additional furnaces were constructed 
in the district. At first iron production, and then later 
steel, was based on locally available power and raw 
materials. As production increased to serve growing 
markets, raw materials came more and more from out-
side. By the time of the Civil War local coal had been 
supplanted by coking coal from Connellsville, Penn-
sylvania, and local iron ores by the great deposits of 
the upper Great Lakes. 

When the Republic Steel Corporation took over the small 
furnaces in 1899, methods and mills were modernized and 
Youngstown entered the second and greatest period in its 
growth (Wright, 1957, p . 1 SO). 

TABLE 32.-Manufacturing plants employing over 2 ,500 
workers, Akron SMSA, 19691 

Size SIC Number of 
rank group Plant name employees 

1 30 Goodyear Tire and Rubber Co. 14,488 
2 30 B. F . Goodrich Co. 8,813 
3 30 Firestone Tire and Rubber Co. 8,041 
4 37 Goodyear Aerospace Corp. 6,748 
5 34 Babcock and Wilcox Co. 6,163 

6 34 Chrysler Corp. 4,725 
7 30 General Tire and Rubber Co. 3,950 

10h10 Department of Development, 1969a. 
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TABLE 33.-Manufacturing plants employing over 2,500 
workers, Young s town-Warren SMSA , 19691 

Size SIC Plant name Number of 
rank employees group 

1 33 Youngstown Sheet and Tube Co . 10,830 
2 36 General Motors Corp., Packard Electric Div. 9,105 
3 33 Republic Steel Corp., Warren Works 4,629 
4 33 Republic Steel Corp., Youngstown Works 4 ,336 
5 33 Copperweld Steel Co. 2,800 

6 37 General Motors Corp., Fisher Body Div . 2 ,597 
7 37 General Motors Corp., Chevrolet Motor Div . 2,535 

1 0hio Department o f Development, 1969a. 

At about the same time, the industrial economy of 
Warren began its rapid expansion when the Packard 
Brothers established the manufacture of incandescent 
lamps, electrical cables, transformers, and fuse boxes. 
Subsequently, as a General Motors Corporation sub-
sidiary, it has become the world's largest maker of 
automotive electrical wiring. About the time of World 
War I, the Mahoning valley began its industrial diversi-
fication, but it was only with World War II that General 
Motors and the transportation industry became associ-
ated with the Youngstown-Warren area. The three re-
maining large plants, after steel, are all operated by 
the General Motors Corporation (see under Dayton), 
and two of these are devoted to the production of Chev-
rolet automobiles in the suburb of Lordstown. 

Columbus 

Unlike Akron and Youngstown-Warren, which de-
pend in large measure upon just two industries, Colum-
bus has no less than seven industrial categories with 
above-state-average production (table 30). This greater 
industrial diversity results from several factors. First, 
such diversity probably is a reflection of the centrality 
and hence accessibility of the Columbus location. 
Second, the larger urban size encourages greater in-
dustrial diversity. Finally, because much state admin-
istrative and considerable private commercial activity 
is concentrated in Columbus, the statewide recognition 
of the city is high, thus making it an attractive locale 
for many manufacturing concerns. 

The average size of manufacturing plant in the Co-
lumbus SMSA is quite close to the statewide figure, 
but size characteristics differ widely from industry to 
industry in Columbus. In some cases a few huge plants 
are largely responsible for the local importance of the 
industry. The greatest manufacturing employer in Co-
lumbus in 1969 was the North American Rockwell Cor-
poration with 9,000 employees, accounting in large part 
for the transportation equipment industries (SIC group 
37) making up over 10 percent of the total value added 

by manufacture in the Columbus SMSA (table 29). 
Despite the existence of North American Rockwell 

Corporation and other transportation equipment plants, 
the most important industry group in Columbus is that 
of electrical equipment, which produced almost one-
fifth of the SMSA value added by manufacture. Much of 
this was accounted for by the second- and third-ranking 
employers, Western Electric Company (6, 725 employees 
in 1969) and Westinghouse Electric Corporation (4,737 
employees). The only other very large plant in Colum-
bus is the Ternstedt plant of the General Motors Corpo-
ration; this plant produces various automotive hardware 
items. 

At the opposite end of the size spectrum are two 
industry groups which are characterized by small- and 
medium-size establishments. Between one-fifth and 
one-quarter of Ohio's leather-products industry (SIC 
group 31) output comes from the Columbus area, where 
production is mostly from a number of small- and medi-
um-size shoe and footwear factories. Similarly , a sig-
nificant concentration of instrument plants (SIC group 
38) of medium and small size is found within the Co-
lumbus area (table 28). 

Toledo 

Unlike the previously discussed cities, Toledo lies 
outside the urban-manufacturing concentration of the 
state. However, Toledo is located on the major east-
west corridor of the northeastern United States and at 
the western edge of the Lake Erie barrier. Toledo has 
a strategic location on the routeway into Michigan from 
the East and is oriented to southern Michigan as well 
as to Ohio and Indiana. 

Like Columbus, Toledo has a wide range of indus-
trial activities, although its profile differs from that of 
the capital city (table 30). Three industries-transpor-
tation equipment, petroleum refining, and glass manu-
facture-stand out especially. Although three of Tole-
do's four large manufacturing plants, led by the Kaiser 
Jeep Corporation, are in the transportation equipment 
category, it is petroleum refining which makes Toledo 
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unique. Almost half of Ohio's refinery output takes 
place in Toledo, with no other center in the state ap-
proaching such significance in this category. Indeed, 
between Chicago and the Middle Atlantic Coast no 
center exceeds Toledo in the refining of petroleum. 
Proximity to low-cost shipping and other distribution 
facilities as well as location near originally produc-
tive oil fields explains the concentration of petroleum 
refineries in Toledo. 

The city is also the most important Ohio center for 
glass production (SIC group 32), the second highest 
industry in terms of value added by manufacture (table 
29). Traditionally oriented to the location of fuel, 
which is consumed in vast quantities, and to a lesser 

degree to bulky heavy glass sands, the glass industry 
originated in the Toledo area in the 1880 's owing to 
the fortuitous juxtaposition of newly discovered natural 
gas fields and nearby extensive sandstone formations. 
Much of Toledo's modern-day glass production finds its 
way to the automobile industries of nearby Michigan 
and Ohio. 

Other urban manufacturing centers 

The Canton, Steubenville-Weirton, Huntington-Ash-
land, and Wheeling SMSA's are dominated by iron and 
steel. Primary metal production, virtually all of which 
is steel, accounts for 40 percent of Canton's industrial 

FIGURE 99.-The American Ship Building Company yards in Lorain. An example of Ohio's versatility in manufacturing, 
this is the major shipyard producing lake freighters on the Great Lakes system. (Photo courtesy of Greater Lorain Chamber 
of Commerce.) 
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FIGURE 100.-Counties falling in the highest and lowest 
quartiles for number of manufacturing establishments, 1969 
(Ohio Department of Development, l 969a). 

production (table 29). In Steubenville the dependence 
upon steel is even higher. Primary metals make up well 
over four-fifths of all industrial production, although a 
proportion of this total has to be credited to titanium. 
The proportion of industrial output in primary metals 
in the Ohio portion of the Huntington-Ashland SMSA is 
almost exactly the same as in Canton (table 29), but 
in Huntington-Ashland production is in malleable iron 
rather than in the steel which dominates in Canton. 

The significance of steel production in the Ohio 
portion of the Wheeling SMSA is effectively masked in 
Census of Manufactures (U.S. Bureau of the Census, 
1971a) data; this practice is designed to prevent dis-
closure of information which could identify individual 
firms or plants. Thus both table 28 and table 29, which 
are compiled from census data, are silent with respect 
to primary metals production, because the only mod-
erately large plant in Belmont County is the Martin's 
Ferry plant of the Wheeling Steel Corporation (1,030 
employees in 1969). 

A similar situation exists in the Hamilton-Middle-
town SMSA, which is dominated by the Armco Steel 
Corporation (almost 8,000 employees). Because no 
other steel plants are present, census data are not 

available for the primary metals classification, al-
though it unquestionably is the leading industry. After 
steel, the paper and paperboard industries are signifi-
cant. 

It would be well, at this point, to call attention to 
the cautionary statements which appear on tables 28 
and 29. Although they represent the most comprehensive 
and accurate information available , both tables are 
structured on partial information only. The problems of 
evaluation are most serious in the case of the smaller 
SMSA's, where there is greater likelihood that census 
data have been withheld to protect identity of individu-
al firms. 

The composition of industrial output in the Lorain-
Elyria SMSA resembles that of Cleveland in many re-
spects (table 29), although Lorain-Elyria 's industrial 
profile is more limited (table 29), and production is on 
a much smaller scale than in Cleveland (table 28). 
Lorain does have the major shipyard (fig. 99) produc-
ing lake freighters on the Great Lakes system. Both 
Mansfield and Lima are centers of the electrical equip-
ment industry (table 29). In the latter city also are 
important transportation equipment plants. Finally, 
in Springfield machinery and fabricated metal products 
lead the list, headed by the large International Har-
vester Company plant (5, 154 employees in 1969). These 
three cities are similar to Dayton in manufacturing 

TABLE 34.-Concentration and dispersa l of indus try' 

Number of Number of 

SIC 
manufacturing employees counties containing 

group % in % in 9 25% 50% 75% 90% 
Total highest highest of of of of 

county counties total total total total 

20 82,595 18.5 65.4 2 5 16 37 
22 9,046 27.6 89.3 1 2 5 10 
23 20,177 39.5 82.3 1 2 6 15 
24 12,624 7 . 3 43.9 5 12 26 46 
25 19,600 20.7 74.8 2 3 10 20 

26 39,622 16.6 72.6 2 4 10 21 
27 70,816 24.8 79.8 2 3 6 23 
28 52,502 31.6 77.9 1 3 8 17 
29 7,857 28.5 87.8 1 3 5 12 
30 97,637 42.3 73.4 1 3 10 20 

31 8,983 22.3 88.l 2 3 6 10 
32 65,387 7.9 49.6 4 10 21 35 
33 158,660 22.1 69.3 2 5 12 25 
34 162,254 26.6 69.9 1 4 11 22 
35 220,421 19.8 67 . 6 2 4 15 28 

36 143,784 18.0 73.4 2 4 10 20 
37 176,259 24.1 83.3 2 4 7 15 
38 15,573 15.6 81. 7 2 4 7 13 
39 20,579 26.7 70.4 1 4 11 20 

10hio Department of Development, 1969a. 
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FIGURE 101.-Distribution pattern, by county, of A, miscellaneous manufacturing, B, apparel, and C, transportation equip-
ment industries, 1969 (Ohio Department of Development, 1969a). 

character. 

THE DISTRIBUTION OF MANUFACTURING 
IN OHIO 

Each major industry group in Ohio has its own pat-
tern of adjustment to the various economic and loca-
tional factors by which it is influenced. The degree of 
influence of these factors differs from industry to in-

B 

Im Major concentration (10%+) ~ Secondary concentration 

dustry. For some industries, especially those in which 
the market is an important consideration, the locational 
pattern will resemble strongly the distribution of popu-
lation. In other industries location of raw materials 
will be more important, and a pattern based upon these 
considerations will be developed. Still other industries 
will demonstrate other influences, but each will evolve 
a unique pattern. 

Manufacturing, then, is not uniformly distributed 
over the state. Although manufacturing establishments 

'l__,__JO miles 

Univ. of Akron, Dept. of Geog., 1972. M. Geib 

FIGURE 102.-Distribution pattern, by county, of A, furniture and fixtures, B, paper, and C, printing and publishing 
industries, 1969 (Ohio Department of Development, 1969a). 
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are found in every county, by far the greatest propor-
tion is in the northeastern corner (fig. 100) of the state, 
where almost half-46 percent-of Ohio's factories are 
located in just 14 counties. Another but much smaller 
concentration-18 percent-is strung out between Clark 
and Hamilton Counties in southwestern Ohio. Else-
where manufacturing takes place in the more urbanized 
counties. Appalachian Ohio and central Ohio, except 
for Franklin County, are notable as areas of low indus-
trialization; 19 counties in these areas together con-
tain less than 3 percent of Ohio's factories. 

Perhaps the most reliable measure of the geograph-
ical variation of industry in Ohio is the number of 
manufacturing employees in each county. Using this 
measure, the duplication of processing which is inher-
ent in value added by manufacture data is eliminated. 
An attempt has been made in table 34 to identify the 

amount of geographical concentration in each industry 
group. The most widely dispersed industries are lumber 
and wood products (SIC group 24), stone, clay, and 
glass products (SIC group 32), and, to a lesser extent, 
food and kindred products (SIC group 20). On the other 
hand, several industries demonstrate considerable con-
centration. For both rubber (SIC group 30) and ap-
parel (SIC group 23) a single county accounts for 
about two-fifths of the entire employment in each 
case. Other industries with restricted distribution are 
textiles (SIC group 22), leather (SIC group 31), petro-
leum refining (SIC group 29), and chemicals (SIC group 
28). 

Several distinctive geographical distributions of 
manufacturing can be differentiated. The first pattern 
(fig. 101) might be designated the standard distribu-
tional pattern. Industries having these locations are 

.. Major concentration (10%+) ~ Secondary concentration 
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Univ. of Akron, Dept. of Geog., 1972. M. Geib 

FIGURE 103.-Distribution pattern, by county, of A, fabricated metals, B, 
electrical equipment, C, machinery, and D, primary metals industries, 1969 
(Ohio Department of Development, 1969a). 
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FIGURE 104.-Distribution pattern, by county, of A, chemicals, and B, rubber 
industries, 1969 (Ohio Department of Development, 1969a). 
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FIGURE 105.-Distribution pattern, by county, of A, food processing, B, lumber and wood products, C, stone, clay, and glass 
products, D, leather products, and E, petroleum refining industries, 1969 (Ohio Department of Development, 1969a). 
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miscellaneous manufacturing (SIC group 39), apparel 
(SIC group 23), and transportation equipment (SIC group 
37). Each of these industries shows a distribution 
which correlates in general with three other related 
distributions: population, urbanization, and potential 
market location. The pattern of miscellaneous manu-
facturing (fig. 101A), perhaps because of its general 
and diverse nature, reflects quite faithfully the basic 
skeleton of all Ohio manufacturing: concentration in 
the northeastern quadrant of the state, a secondary 
nucleus in the southwest, occurrence primarily in high-
ly urbanized counties, and general absence in Appala-
chian counties. In all cases both Cuyahoga and Hamil-
ton Counties have more than 10 percent each of the 
total employees of the industry, but no other counties 
have this high a proportion. 

A second manufacturing locational distribution is 
shown on figure 102. Included in this pattern are furni-
ture and fixtures (SIC group 25), paper (SIC group 26), 
and printing and publishing (SIC group 27). Compared 
with the first group, these industries have less concen-
tration in the northeast, and a third county containing 
at least 10 percent of the industry employees is added 
to Cuyahoga and Hamilton Counties. For furniture and 
fixtures the third important county is Mahoning, for 
paper it is Butler, and for printing and publishing, 
Montgomery. 

A third distribution (fig. 103) is presented by four in-
dustries: primary metals (SIC group 33), fabricated metal 
products (SIC group 34), machinery (SIC group 35), and 
electrical equipment (SIC group 36). For these indus-
tries Cuyahoga County in every case ranks first and 
Hamilton County accounts for less than 10 percent of 
each industry's employees. Each of the industries is 

concentrated in the northeast, but they all reveal some-
what differing patterns within the state. The fabricated 
metal products industry is most concentrated in the 
northeast, with a secondary center in the southwest. 
The electrical equipment industry is more widely dis-
persed throughout the north-central portion of the state, 
but with a strong concentration in Montgomery County. 
The distribution for machinery production is similar to 
that for electrical equipment, although somewhat more 
dispersed. Finally, primary metals production is the 
most dispersed of the four industries. Noteworthy is 
the secondary concentration along the Ohio River val-
ley (fig. 103A); this concentration does not exist for 
the other industries. 

Chemicals (SIC group 28) and rubber (SIC group 30) 
present a fourth distinctive industrial locational dis-
tribution (fig. 104). Although the leading county (Hamil-
ton) for chemicals and the leading county (Summit) for 
rubber are at opposite corners of the state, the shore 
of Lake Erie in northeastern Ohio represents the major 
multiple-county concentration for each industry. In 
both instances the ease of shipment of bulky commodi-
ties into the shoreline counties and the availability of 
enormous quantities of water needed for processing 
have produced the concentration. A suggestion of simi-
lar orientation to processing water and water shipment 
of bulky materials exists along the Ohio River for the 
chemical industry (fig. 104A). 

A fifth distribution of industry in Ohio might be 
termed the materials-oriented pattern. Several indus-
tries show such locations (fig. 105), although for each 
the specific materials differ; thus the distribution in 
each instance is quite different. The food-processing 
industries (SIC group 20) tend to be oriented to the 
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FIGURE 106.-Distribution pattern, by county, of A, instruments, and B, textiles 
industries, 1969 (Ohio Department of Development, l 969a). 
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north and west, especially to the highly productive 
soils of ancient glacial lakes. Lumber and wood prod-
ducts (SIC group 24) are widespread, but with a con-
centration on the Appalachian Plateaus on both north-
ern and southern ends of the principal coal-mining 
areas. The stone, clay, and glass industry (SIC group 
32) shows a concentration in east-central and north-
eastern Ohio, primarily in areas where commercial 
sandstone and clay production is found. Compare figure 
lOSC with figure 92. Finally, the leather industry (SIC 
group 31) is distributed mostly in south-central Ohio, 
adjacent to the state's foremost hog-raising (fig. 68) 
and beef cattle (fig. 67) areas. Petroleum refining (SIC 
group 29) represents something of a modification of the 
basic materials-oriented pattern. Figure lOSE shows 
both oil-producing counties and counties with pipeline 
and water-shipment route terminals. 

Lastly, there are two industries which have unique 
distribution (fig. 106). Instrument industries (SIC group 
38) reveal a strong concentration within large cities, 
undoubtedly related to the need for highly skilled labor 
and the presence of important markets. Five counties 
each have over 10 percent of the instrument industry's 
employees. Instrument manufacture in Ohio takes place 
in an almost straight line of counties from Lake to 
Hamilton. The textile industry (SIC group 22) also has 
a strong connection to large urban places, but in addi-
tion it has some rather specific locational peculiari-
ties. For example, the largest concentration of textile 
workers, in Lake County, is directly related to the 
presence in that area of chemical plants producing 
synthetic fibers. Elsewhere, small plants located in 
rural counties, or those counties composed only of 
small cities and towns, depend upon cheap surplus 
labor, much of it female. 

INDUSTRIAL REGIONS OF OHIO 

As mentioned above in many places, most manu-
facturing in Ohio is located in the large cities of the 
state. Each metropolitan area typically has a large 
variety of manufacturing activities, although one or a 
few industries may dominate. However, outside of these 
metropolitan centers the diversity of manufacturing is 
lessened and one or a few industries tend to give a 
distinctive industrial character to various regions of 
the state. 

Figure 107 is an attempt to express the nonmetro-
politan pattern of industrial activities across the state. 
Some care is required in interpreting this map. The 
labels affixed to various parts of the state to designate 
concentrations of manufacturing merely indicate one 
industry which typifies that area. In almost every case 
the industry is the first or second employer in each 
county within the area. Of course many other indus-
tries in addition to the one listed are present. In some 
counties an industry other than that given actually 

employs a greater number of workers. 
On the basis of regionally dominant industry, as 

measured by percentage of workers employed and with 
the qualifications noted above, 13 manufacturing re-
gions can be identified in Ohio: 

1. Food Processing Region of Northwestern Ohio-
Although the food-processing industries give unity and 
character to this region, they do not occupy the premier 
position in any county except Henry. Vegetable canning 
is the most typical food industry. After food process-
ing, stone, clay, and glass products and fabricated 
metal products are important in most counties. 

2. Food Processing Region of Southern Ohio-In 
contrast to the northwest, the major food processing 
establishments are meat-packing plants and feed mills. 
These establishments, together with leather tanneries 
and plants producing leather products, reflect this 
area's important livestock agriculture. Stone, clay, and 
glass products and lumber and wood products are also 
significant industries in this region. 

3. Lumber and Wood Products Region-Counties in 
the heart of Appalachia depend upon the processing of 

0 Centers of diversified manufacturing 

9 Text reference number 
SIC 26 Industry group which dominates 
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FIGURE 107. -Manufacturing regions of Ohio (Ohio De-
partment of Development, 1969a). Dominant SIC groups: 20, 
food and kindred products; 24, lumber and wood products; 
26, paper and allied products; 30, rubber and plastics prod-
ucts; 32, stone, clay, and glass products; 33, primary metals 
industries; 34, fabricated metal products; 35, machinery, ex-
cept electrical; 36, electrical machinery, equipment, and 
supplies. 
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forest materials. The stage of manufacturing is essen-
tially basic, with most installations consisting of 
small sawmills. Generally this region is characterized 
by a lack of manufacturing plants. 

4. Primary ~letals Region of the Ohio Valley-From 
Hamilton County to Columbiana County, along the south-
ern and eastern edges of the state, stretches the Ohio 
River valley. Within this elongated region are found 
not only steel mills, but also nonferrous metals refiner-
ies, iron foundries, aluminum-casting mills and titani-
um-processing facilities. Associated with these are 
plants turning out a variety of fabricated metal prod-
ucts. Food processing and chemical production are 
also characteristic of this valley. 

5. Primary Metals Region of Northeastern Ohio-
Another region which depends heavily upon primary 
metals processing is centered upon the Mahoning River 
valley and the area around Canton. Here the manufac-
ture of steel and steel products dominates. The close-
ly associated industries of machinery and fabricated 
metal products show considerable strength in this re-
gion. Of less significance, but still important, is elec-
trical equipment manufacture. 

6. Primary Metals-Fabricated Metal Products Re-
gion of Southwestern Ohio-This region is unique in 
that two types of manufacturing actively enjoy pre-
eminence. The most widespread primary metals facili-
ties are the aluminum-casting plants; fabricated metal 
products plants are of a wide variety. The next most 
important manufacturing activity in this region is print-
ing and publishing. 

7. Diversified Manufacturing Region of Northwest-
ern Ohio-Although the production of fabricated metal 
products gives some overall manufacturing unity to this 
area, such a wide variety of manufacturing types is 
present at similar levels as to make selection of a 
single dominant one difficult. 

8. Lakeshore Fabricated Metal Products Region-
Throughout this region a variety of fabricated metal 
products establishments are operated. In the larger 
cities and in the eastern end of the region metal stamp-
ings tend to predominate; west of Lorain the industry 
is more diversified. In this latter area, the typical 
plants produce wire, hardware, heating equipment, 
plumbing fittings and fixtures, and screw machine prod-
ucts. Both the primary metals industry and the rubber 

industry are well represented in this region. 
9. Paper Manufacturing Region-The production of 

paper and paper products dominates the manufacturing 
of southwestern Ohio between Cincinnati and Dayton. 
Many of the paper items are sent t:i market in these 
two nearby cities. The balance of the industrial econ-
omy of this region is quite varied, with food process-
ing, printing and publishing (obviously re lated to paper 
manufacture), and machinery being especially impor-
tant. Although not reflected in censm data, the iron and 
steel industry is extremely significant in this region. 

10. Clay Products Region of East-Central Ohio-
Widespread beds of shale and dep•Jsits of clay, to-
gether with abundant coal resources, have promoted 
the development of brick yards, t le factories, and 
potteries throughout the region. In addition, some glass 
plants are found in Licking County. Small machine 
shops and small plants producing 3 wide variety of 
fabricated metal products are also characteristic. 

11. Machinery and Electrical Equipment Region-
Here, in the heart of Ohio, manufacture of machinery 
and electric equipment and supplies is outstanding. 
Both small machine shops and tiny but highly special-
ized electrical plants stand side by side with giant 
machine-tool works and mammoth m;sembly-line elec-
tronics facilities. The next most irr port ant industries 
are transportation equipment and fab1icated metal prod-
ucts. This is perhaps the most typical manufacturing 
region of Ohio in its industry composition; the region 
has widespread distribution of small-size manufactur-
ing cities along with two or three large centers. 

12. Electrical Goods Manufacturing Region of North-
Central Ohio-This region is differentiated from the 
region to the south of it primarily on the basis of the 
greater proportional importance of electrical goods 
manufacture and the much lower significance of ma-
chinery production. Other leading incustries are rubber 
and stone, clay, and glass. 

13. Rubber Manufacturing Reg.ion-Centered in 
Akron, this region is the most significant rubber area 
in the world. Also outstanding is the production of 
various types of machinery. In general, this region 
has a manufacturing economy whid is more diversi-
fied than most of the rest of the state. Primary metals, 
fabricated metal products, and transp:irtation equipment 
are all well represented. 



Chapter 8 
TRANSPORT AND COMMERCE IN OHIO 

Grace L. Powell 

HISTORY OF TRANSPORTATION IN OHIO 

A review of the development of transportation facil-
ities within Ohio reveals three outstanding features. 
First, in terms of the geography of location, 13 Ohio has 
always enjoyed a strategic position. Second, there is 
a remarkable coincidence of routeways selected by the 
various groups who were moving across, into, or within 
the territory, from the time of the Indians and early 
settlers to the present. Finally, one cannot he Ip but 
be impressed by the many and significant changes of 
dominant mode of transport. The Indians utilized both 
land and water transport, but they tended to stress 
overland routes. On the other hand, the earliest white 
settlers (prior to 1800) used the Great Lakes and the 
Ohio River system as their main means of access. The 
next period of colonization (1800-1825) was marked by 
a remarkable road-building program. This was followed 
by the famous Canal Era from 1825 to 1875. About 1850 
attention began to shift to the railroads, which devel-
oped so rapidly and became so prominent that the ca-
nals ceased to be at all competitive within two genera-
tions of their birth. Today, the emphasis is still on 
land transport, but highway travel is now in first place. 
At present there is some consideration being given to 
rebuilding the canal system and revitalizing the water-
ways. 

Changes in emphasis on modes of transport, along 
with the development of routeways and facilities on a 
competitive basis, made travel within the state pro-
gressively more efficient. Travel times were shortened 
both between places within Ohio and between Ohio 
points and centers throughout the Northeast and Mid-
west. The rates of shrinking, however, were not uni-
form in all directions. This variable pattern of sequent 
access 14 left its imprint on many distributional patterns 
(towns, cities, industries, population) within the state. 

13 The term "geography of location" refers simply to the rela-
tive placement of an area with respect to the overall circulation 
patterns which prevail, given a certain state of technology (espe· 
cially transportation technology) and the role of human values 
within the area. 

14 The efficiency and ease of access that any point enjoys with 
respect to its neighbors and/or trading partners is referred to as 
"sequent access.'' There are three considerations that determine 
the level of such access at any time: (1) existence of facilities and 
routeweys, (2) efficiency of operations along these routeways, and 
(3) demand for the services being provided. 
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Geography of location 

Throughout the history of the settlement of the 
territory that was to become Ohio there was a recogni-
tion of its important location vis-a-vis other areas and 
of the need to develop transport services. It has been 
recognized by all, from the time of Indian habitation to 
the present, that routes of some sort were required be-
tween the natural waterways on the north and those on 
the south. It was further recognized that some assist-
ance had to be given in constructing east-west through 
routes, although locations of these were determined in 
large part by the demands of other states. Lastly, it 
was felt that interconnecting routes within the state 
were necessary to weave together the north-south and 
east-west main lines. The attitude on the part of the 
settlers can be seen readily by the emphasis they 
placed on the construction of various canals, roads, 
and railroads at different times. This is apparent not 
only from chronicles and diaries relating to various 
periods of Ohio's development, but also from later 
studies by historians viewing the developments in 
retrospect. The innumerable references to Ohio's stra-
tegic location confirm the view that this concept was 
important to the dream of an efficient system of trans-
portation facilities and services. The translation of the 
dream into action has resulted in Ohio possessing one 
of the finest transportation networks in the country, 
particularly highway and railroad connections. 

This network is a vital factor in industry location: 
whenever distributional patterns are being analyzed, 
a prime consideration is the accessibility, or lack of 
it, provided by transportation facilities within a partic-
ular region and connecting with other regions. In fact, 
transportation ranks first or second in most lists of 
factors responsible for locating industrial establish-
ments, vying for first place with market location. 

Hunker and Wright (1963, p. 68) wrote: 

Access to transportation facilities is a basic require-
ment of any successful manufacturing operation yet one might 
conclude from this survey that transportation facilities are 
considered to be permissive factors in the location of indus-
try. Many manufacturers, in other words, appear to take good 
facilities for granted. Undoubtedly, a reason for this lies in 
the state's geographical position astride the major trans-
portation routes of mid-western United States. It is difficult 
to be located poorly in Ohio with respect to major rail, high-
way, water, and air transport routes. 
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Coincidence of routes 

Referring to the locational pattern of early trans-
portation routes, Gephart (1909, p. 22) writes that 

... there was ... little occasion for dispute over the location 
of the general state transportation routes, for natural condi-
tions had marked out their location. 

The Ohio River was the first heavily used route of the 
region. The Indians used it extensively before the com-
ing of the white man and later as a means of contact 
with the new settlements. By way of this stream the 
first settlers reached Ohio; down this stream came the 
English and French traders and trappers to the mouths 
of the Muskingum, Scioto, and Miami Rivers and other 
trading points on the Ohio River and thence up tribu-
taries to the centers of Indian population in the fertile 
valleys. 

Although the Indian often preferred a water route, for 
most purposes he used a land route, and thus the Indian 
trails originated. The more important of these trails ran north 
and south and followed in a general way the course of the 
state rivers, although there were several important east and 
west trails. While it is probable that these trails were origi-
nally made by animals, they became through a process of 
adaptation first Indian trails, then roads of the early set-
tlers, and later the commercial highways of the state. Al-
though it is true that they were valley trails, they were lo-
cated far enough from the streams to reach in most places 
the high ground, and were from this fact properly called high-
ways. However, it must not be concluded that the highways 
and railways of the state were located here simply because 
there had been trails. The roads of the civilized man were 
located on these trails because they were the natural high-
ways from a topographical and economic point of view. The 
Indians and animals located these paths on the high, dry 
ground, along the watersheds and streams, through and con-
necting productive areas, and for this reason they were 
suitable for the basis of commercial routes of the white man 
(Gephart, 1909, p. 23). 

Sequent access 

As mentioned above, the emphasis on development 
of the various modes of transport, along with the abili-
ty to utilize competing modes and to make a valid 
choice between modes, varied considerably throughout 
the early settlement and development period. With the 
exception of the canals, each mode of trans port ex-
perienced a changing, yet always useful, place in the 
transportation services mix. A brief review of the de-
velopmental history of the various modes will empha-
size the changes in travel behavior and illustrate the 
threefold nature of sequent access. 

The first Ohio settlers arrived by boat, using the 

Ohio River as their routeway. In the late 1780's the 
earliest settlements, Marietta, Gallipolis, and Cincin-
nati, were founded. Other river towr:s followed shortly 
thereafter along tributaries to the Ohio. Youngstown, 
Warren, Columbus, and Chillicothe are among the earli-
est such towns. In addition some settlers were begin-
ning to open up the Connecticut Western Reserve area 
(northeastern Ohio, see fig. 14) and were utilizing the 
Great Lakes route. It was late July 1796 when Moses 
Cleaveland and his party arrived a·· the mouth of the 
Cuyahoga River to found the city of Cleveland. 

When in 1803 Ohio became the nation's 17th state, 15 

development of transportation routes within the limits 
of the state could be coordinated mere readily than had 
been true prior to that time. Early legislators and gov-
ernors were concerned with internal improvements; to 
many this meant road building. 16 Towns and farms on 
navigable streams were well situated with respect to 
the existing circulation patterns. Considering the state 
of technology which prevailed at th<:ct time, these river 
services could be called efficient and adequate for the 
points they serviced. The interior, however, was still 
all but inaccessible. 

In 1796 Ebenezer Zane was grnnted the authority 
by Congress to open a road (or ''trace'' as it was 
termed) from Wheeling west and sout11west across Ohio. 
Zane's Trace took two years to complete, becoming 
the first and longest continuous road in the territory. 

The Trace (which may be followed with fair accuracy on 
Routes 40, 22 and 62) lured settlers into the interior, and 
traffic poured over its narrow stump-filled way, wearing ruts 
''deep enough to bury a horse'•. Many chose to live along the 
thoroughfare, and hamlets sprang up overnight to become 
thriving towns in a few years (Akron Beacon] ournal, 1972, 
p. 66). 

The first major road actually to traverse the state 
east to west was the National Road. The undertaking 
was supervised by the Engineer Corps of the War De-
partment. After the road was completed Ohio took over 
the upkeep, selling public lands and collecting tolls 
to raise funds. 

Ten miles an hour was the average speed of travel, and 
every hour or so a collector's long pii<e would halt traffic 
while he received his ... three cents a lead horse, 25 cents 
for a stage coach. In the peak year of 1839, the state real-

15 An interesting vignette relating to Ohio's statehood status is 
that Congress neglected the formality of passing a resolution rec-
ognizing the new state until March l, 1953. 

16 Even the state flag reflects this stress. The flag was adopted 
in 1902 by the General Assembly from a des .gn by John Eisenmann; 
the design includes three red and two white stripes, meant to sym ... 
bolize the roads and waterways. 
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FIGURE 108. -Early transportation links in Ohio (A, from 
Utter, 1942, p. 201; B, C, from Scheiber, 1968). 

ized $62,496 in tolls, which came nowhere near matching 
the cost of maintenance. 

The National Road became the great migration route for 
westward-bound Americans and newer immigrants. It was 
lined with taverns and relay stations for the exchange of 
horses. A ceaseless procession of pack-horses, Conestoga 
wagons, coaches, droves of livestock (at so much per head) 
brought life to the backwoods regions through which it 
passed (Akron Beacon Journal, 1972, p. 67). 

The flurry of road building in Ohio in the early 19th 
century was neither sustained nor uniformly distributed 
throughout the state. As a result many areas remained 
without transportation service of any sort (fig. 108A). A 
second result was the continued preeminence of the 
Ohio River and its navigable tributaries. Barges, keel-
boats, pirogues, brigs, and floating stores on flat boats 
were part of the wide variety of vessels that carried 
men and their families, provisions, and household goods 
to new homes and later hauled their produce downstream 
to market. During the frontier days this market was 
generally New Orleans: because of the difficulty and 
cost of overland transportation, this city served for 
many years as the main outlet for Ohio commerce. 

Pittsburgh was the leading outfitting center at the 
beginning of the 19th century, but every river town, 

large and small alike, had bustling boatyards. One 
way or another, thousands of men derived their living 
from activities on or associated with the river. The 
number of steamers plying up and down the river kept 
increasing; by 1820 hundreds were in service on the 
Mississippi River between Ohio and the Gulf of Mexico. 
Cincinnati quickly became the first great wealthy me-
tropolis of the newly opened country. It was during this 
period of her growth that the city was given the nick-
name which she still uses fondly-"Queen City of the 
West.'' 

Access to those parts of the interior near the navi-
gable waterways became progressively easier. This 
was especially true along the south-flowing tributaries 
in the "land between the river and the lake" that con-
stituted the newly formed state of Ohio. Travel condi-
tions and travel times along the navigable waterways 
continued to be improved upon until they were sub-
stantially better than for many overland journeys. As a 
result, a great deal of Ohio's productive land was still 
far enough away from transportation arteries to be out 
of the reach of markets in a competitive sense during 
the first quarter of the 19th century. 

The lack of efficient north-south connections be-
tween the Ohio River and Lake Erie handicapped de-
velopment in the northern half of the state. The terrain 
within Ohio was particularly well suited for canal con-
struction, and canals were believed by many to be the 
solution. The pressure to provide such routes mounted 
steadily until finally decisions were made to proceed. 
The initial compromises on terminals and routes in-
cluded two canals: The Ohio and Erie from Cleveland 
to Portsmouth and the Miami and Erie from Cincinnati 
to Dayton (fig. 108B). The latter was later extended to 
Toledo. With the completion of feeder lines connecting 
such cities as Columbus, Athens, and Marietta to the 
main canals, the network totalled 813 miles (Akron 
Beacon Journal, 1972, p. 68). 

The Ohio and Erie Canal was opened in 1833, the 
Miami and Erie in 1845. It was a brief but exhilarating 
period. 

At a speed of two to three miles an hour, cramped and in-
convenient, the stubby horse-drawn barges made it from 
Cleveland to Portsmouth in 80 hours. But even that was 
faster and cheaper and less exhausting than land travel 
(Akron Beacon Journal, 1972, p. 68). 

The canals were expected to be a boon to agricul-
tural, industrial, and urban development and they did 
infact exert a strong positive effect in terms of growth, 
at least on the lake-shore cities which had been chosen 
as terminals. This impact is well illustrated by Cleve-
land's growth rate after her selection as a terminal. 
Within five years the city's population had doubled; 
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during the next decade it grew to nearly five times its 
size prior to construction of the Ohio and Erie Canal. 
On July 19, 1845, the following paragraph appeared in 
the Niles National Register: 

The completion of the Miami Extension to the Wabash 
and Erie canal, secures to us four distinct channels of com-
munication with the Ohio river, and opens to the lake com-
merce all the incidental trade growing out of the rapid settle-
ment of the interior, and the many boatable streams inter-
locking or approaching within short distances of those re-
spective avenues. To secure this trade each point, Erie, 
Cleveland, Maumee City, Toledo and her associate compet-
itors beyond, will strive hard, and as the [first] has the 
shortest channel, of course claims precedence; while Cleve-
land has pre-emption by early possession. 

Cleveland and Toledo became the most important lake 
ports fairly rapidly. Some of the interior cities along 
the canals grew rapidly aiso. Some, like Akron, owed 
their entire existence in their formative years to a 
canal. 

The last stretch of the Miami and Erie Canal was 
finished just three years before the completion of the 
state's first major railroad line, between Dayton and 
Sandusky. Many claim that the coming of the "iron 
horse" spelled trouble for the canals, and that it was 
the unfair competition of the railroads that brought 
about the demise of the waterways. Gephart (1909, p. 
128; see also p. 116-118), however, lists railway dis-
crimination against canals as the last, and least im-
portant, of six reasons which could be used to explain 
the collapse of the canals as an integral part of the 
transportation system of Ohio. The other five reasons 
cited are: 

a) The failure on the part of the canal interests to devel-
op a systematic organization of the business to keep apace 
with the industrial demands, 

b) They served only local districts, 
c) They were closed a part of the year and were much 

slower than railways in transporting goods, 
d) Tolls were not adjusted to varying needs and con-

ditions, 
e) The people lacked confidence in their utility and did 

not divorce their management from politics. 

To these reasons might be added a seventh: a lack of 
the technical flexibility needed to compete effectively 
with the changing technology of the other modes and 
the changing demand patterns of the customers. A sim-
ilar problem is presently facing both the airways and 
the waterways serving Ohio. For example, the Great 
Lakes shipping interests are faced with growing com-
petition from unit trains that run between the Midwest 
and the St. Lawrence River valley or the Atlantic coast 
and carry single commodities or containerized cargos. 
The principle of land-bridge economics is applicable 

here for two reasons: (1) the tolls along the seaway 
make it a very expensive stretch of water, and (2) the 
cargos move a great deal faster OVE rland by the unit-
train system than is possible for even the speediest 
of the vessels using the seaway, regardless of whether 
they are "takers" or "salties." 

The best year for canal revenues was 1851. From 
then on, however, there was a steady decline and a 
chronic deficit until 

, .. in 1912 the last shabby boat was towed into Toledo 
(Akron Beacon Journal, 1972, p. 68). 

Between 1850 and 1880 there was an immense rail-
road-building boom, which signaled an end to stage-
coach and canal travel, but heralded an era of industri-
al and agricultural development unprecedented to this 
point in Ohio's history. Trackage grew from a mere 
300 miles in 1850 (fig. 108C) to nearly 6,000 by 1880, 
with most of the additional mileage being constructed 
during the 1850's (Roseboom, 1944, p. 111). 

The economic effects of this rapid spre<.d of rail transporta-
tion were pronounced. Ohio was broug'1t into closer com-
mercial relationship with the East and the relative impor-
tance of the Ohio River outlet greatly reduced (Roseboom, 
1944, p. 112). 

Although railroads came quickly to dominate trans-
portation, they were, in fact, a mixed blessing. The 
initial problem of financing even the poor returns to the 
investors, the evils of competition and consolidation, 
and the clash of public interest ard corporate greed 
involved in railroad operation raised questions which 
puzzled a generation reared on a philosophy of nonin-
terference with private business on the part of govern-
ment. Progress toward a solution wa~; slow and halting, 
and the gains at first were slight. However, the dis-
sension between the railroad men on the one hand and 
the shippers and public officials on the other gradually 
waned. The usefulness of the railroads was recognized 
generally, but many of the practices of the railroad 
companies were abhorrent to the public. In addition, 
there were numerous accusations of exorbitant rates. 

Without the railroads, obviously, Ohio's tremendous indus-
trial upsurge could not have taken place, nor could agricul-
tural products have so wide a market, but the idea of equita-
ble public service did not become part of the business code 
until many legislators' and lobbyists' battles later (Akron 
Beacon Journal, 1972, p. 86). 

Within the 20th century, thus fa:, two trends have 
been evident. First, the greatest emphasis in construc-
tion and upgrading has been on lane -based transporta-
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tion, followed in recent years by the airways, with 
waterways falling a fair way behind. Second, not only 
have new land services been built but also there has 
been a concerted effort directed towards "rationaliza-
tion" of the various networks. This has meant the re-
structuring of the networks for each mode as it com-
petes with the others. In some cases the competitive 
links have been discontinued; in others change resulted 
from a streamlining of service in an effort to increase 
efficiency of operations so that the competitive posture 
can be maintained. 

For example, the rail net contracted remarkably. 
Not even Amtrak was able to draw and to maintain a 
viable passenger volume. Nevertheless, the railroads 
are still very important for freight movements, espe-
cially long-distance hauls. According to the 1967 Cen-
sus of Transportation (U.S. Bureau of the Census, 
1970c) motor carriers are the dominant means of trans-
port so far as Ohio freight movements are concerned, 
accounting for 45 percent of the total freight shipped. 
However, when measured in terms of ton-miles rather 
than tons, rail becomes dominant, accounting for 50 
percent of the total ton-miles. 

The last years of the 19th century saw the intro-
duction of electric interurban traction systems and city 
streetcars. In fact, the interurban originated in Ohio, 
where the first line opened in 1889 between Alliance 
and Mt. Union Qordan, 1943, p. 134). Interurban sys-
tems expanded rapidly until 1916, when trackage 
totalled 2,869 miles. Then, as automobiles and trucks 
came into use and good roads spread, these systems 
declined. By 1920 interurban trackage was only 2,600 
miles; by 1930 it was down to 1,717; at the beginning 
of 1940 only 164; and by 1950 the service had been 
terminated completely (U.S. Bureau of the Census, 
1970c, p. 138). 

The net result of these changes has been a remark-
able transformation of space, not only so far as the 
circulation of goods and people is concerned, but also 
in the landscape of the state; a significant percentage 
of the total area, especially within urban centers, is 
occupied by transportation facilities. An outstanding 
characteristic of this spatial transformation is the 
shrinking which has occurred in a "time-in-transit" 
sense. Figure 109 illustrates this shrinking as it re-
lates to land transport; the "time size" of the state 
is shown for three selected years. In order to illustrate 
that the shrinkage has not been completely uniform in 
all directions and to keep the resulting distortion to a 
minimum, only one north-south axis and one east-west 
axis were selected. 

CURRENT TRANSPORT FACILITIES 

Highways 

The Ohio road system, which is taken as a matter of 
course by the present-day traveler, is a monument to coop-
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FIGURE 109.-Shrinking Ohio; relative times for surface 
travel, 1870, 1920, 1970. 

erative effort extending over a period of a century and a 
half. We can have little conception of the amount of energy 
expended, even in pioneer times, in conquering the mud 
which was a curse to those who were forced to take to the 
roads in the rainy season. There was urgent need from the 
standpoint of both State and Nation for roads leading to the 
westward. 

Road-building within the young State was made more 
than usually difficult by the fortuitous manner in which the 
first settlements were located. Marietta, Cincinnati, Chilli-
cothe, and later centers such as Dayton, Lancaster, Zanes-
ville, and Cleveland, were laid out as unrelated enterprises. 
To connect them all with a system of good wagon-roads was 
beyond the capacity of the pioneers. By way of contrast one 
may point to the gradual westward movement of population 
in the seaboard states [enabling] the builders of highways 
to keep fairly abreast of the newer settlements (Utter, 1942, 
p. 200). 

With well over 100,000 miles of roads Ohio pos-
sesses one of the densest road networks in the nation. 
Ohio ranks 35th in the country in terms of area and 6th 
in population, but is 5th in number of miles of surfaced 
highways. The interstate system (fig. 110) connects 
all of Ohio's major cities with each other and with ad-
joining states. There is a high volume of freight gener-
ated within Ohio and much of this moves over the high-
ways (U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1970c). Figure 111 
illustrates patterns and relative densities of vehicular 
flow within Ohio in 1970. 

Railroads 

As early as 1850 Ohio had rail connections be-
tween the Ohio River and Lake Erie. The next 50 years 
was the golden age of railroads for Ohio as trackage 
increased, service was improved, specialized rolling 
stock was developed, and imposing passenger terminals 
were constructed. Even though total miles of track 
have decreased during the last 25 years, Ohio still has 
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FIGURE 110.-Interstate highway system in Ohio, 1971 
(Ohio Department of Transportation). Some sections of the 
interstate system are not yet completed. 

Thoosandsofveh1cles 
per average 24-liour period 

40miles 

FIGURE 111.-Estimated vehicle traffic flow in Ohio, 1970 
(Ohio Department of Highways). 

FIGURE 112. -Railroads in Ohic, 1967 (Ohio 
Department of Development). 

more miles of railroad track per square mile than any 
other state. In 1968 the total mileage of track was just 
under 8,000 (Akron Beacon Journal, 1972, p. 416). 

The finely knit network of Ohio railroads [fig. 112] serves 
every comer of the state. Ohio's strategic location allows 
much of the nation's east-west transpor1ation to pass through 
Ohio ..• [thus] accommodating great quantities of ... freight 
such as agricultural products, raw materials, and manufac-
tured goods (Akron Beacon Journal, 1972, p. 416). 

The new Penn Central marshalling yards (fig. 113) in 
Columbus greatly facilitate dispatc1 of rolling stock. 

Commercial aviation 

Air transportation as yet has little significance 
compared to railroads for movement of goods, but is 
an increasingly important means of shipment. Nine 
major airlines and 11 major airline terminals now serve 
Ohio's commercial air transport demands. Less than I 
percent of the freight and approximately IO percent of 
the passengers originating within Ohio travel by air 
(U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1970c). Nevertheless, this 
segment of the transportation indus:ry has been grow-
ing fairly rapidly, especially since 1945. In particular, 
there has been a rapid increase in the number of small 
county airports in recent years; for example, in 1968 
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... 33 new airports were dedicated under Ohio's award-
winning county airport construction program; an additional 
nine airports were completed, three others sufficiently fin-
ished to land aircraft, and nine more are under construction 
(Akron Beacon Journal, 1972, p. 416). 

In addition, plans are being formulated and potential 
sites evaluated for the construction of at least one 
regional jetport, most likely to be located in the Cleve-
land area. 

Inland waterways 

St. Lawrence Seaway.-With the development of the 
St. Lawrence Seaway, water transportation has experi-
enced a resurgence. Many had hoped that the opening 
of the seaway in 1959 would provide Ohio and other 
midwestern states with better access to ocean shipping 

than ever had been enjoyed before. This dream was 
not new. Prior to this joint Canadian-United States 
federal government project, many plans had been dis-
cussed and attempts made to develop the Great Lakes 
and the St. Lawrence River into a viable transportation 
system for intranational and international commerce. 
The first canal on the St. Lawrence River was built in 
the mid-l 700's and enabled flat-bottomed boats to by-
pass the Lachine Rapids near Montreal. In 1825 the 
Erie Canal across New York was completed, providing 
access to the East Coast. This canal, which connected 
Buffalo and the Hudson River, allowed barge traffic 
to enter the Great Lakes from the city of New York and 
to travel as far west as Toledo and Detroit. By 1833, 
with the construction of the Welland Canal, Niagara 
Falls was bypassed, thus connecting Lake Erie with 
Lake Ontario by navigable waterways. 

The present St. Lawrence Seaway is an extension 

FIGURE 113.-The Buckeye Yard of the Penn Central Railroad, Columbus. Buckeye Yard was an approximately 
$30,000,000 investment for Penn Central and represents one of the most modem railroad marshalling yards in the 
country today. (Photo courtesy of Penn Central Transportation Company. ) 
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Ohio's ports 

1 To ledo 
2 Sandusky 
3 Huron 
4 Lorain 
5 Cleveland 
6 Fa irport Harbor 
7 Ashtabula 
8 Conneaut OH IO 

FIGURE 114. -Lake Erie ports and the St. Lawrence Seaway. 

of, and improvement upon, these earlier attempts to 
facilitate passage of ships between the Great Lakes 
and the Atlantic. The seaway extends from Montreal, 
on the St. Lawrence River, through the Great Lakes to 
Duluth, Minnesota, at the western end of Lake Superior. 
Ohio has eight ports along this system (fig. 114). 

Bulk cargo and general cargo are the two major 
types of shipping common to waterborne commerce. It 
is difficult in many cases to differentiate between 
these two types of commodities. Bulk cargo generally 
refers to a cargo which is moving through the transpor-
tation system with special equipment (perhaps even 
vehicles) and in a fully automated manner; general 
cargo refers to all those items that are moved in sepa-
rate units, whether mechanically or manually. With this 
distinction in mind, it is easy to see how any given 
commodity, e.g., coal or crude oil, could be a bulk 
cargo at one port and a general cargo at another one. 
All items have the potential of becoming bulk cargos 
if they are moved in sufficient quantities to justify the 
expenditure of specialized equipment and vehicles for 
handling them. The most common bulk cargos are crude 
oil, coal, and iron ore. 

In terms of transfers through the St. Lawrence Sea-
way bulk shipping is more important than general cargo 
shipping. This is particularly true of Ohio's seaway 
ports, where the main bulk commodities are coal and 
iron ore. The most important general cargo items are 
iron and steel products, automobiles, and glassware. 
Much of the bulk shipping moves within the Great 
Lakes and does not reach the St. Lawrence River. For 
example, iron ore is shipped between Minnesota and 
Cleveland, and coal is exported through Toledo to 
power plants in Canada and Michigan. Great quantities 
of goods are shipped in highly specialized vessels, 
which are trapped within the Great Lakes either be-
cause they are too large to negotiate the Welland Canal 
or because they are not designed to be oceanworthy. 

Of Ohio's eight Lake Erie ports, Toledo and Cleve-
land lead in terms of tonnage shipped; Fairport Harbor 
and Huron are the smallest. The Port of Toledo, the 
largest bulk cargo port on Lake Erie, has the distinc-
tion of being the only port on the Great Lakes with a 
Foreign Trade Zone through which commodities can be 
transshipped without tariffs or duties. Major bulk com-
modities moved through Toledo include coal, iron ore, 
agricultural products, and petroleum products; general 
cargos include iron and steel products and automobiles. 

The bulk docks are privately owned and include spe-
cialized docks for coal, petroleum, and grain. The coal 
docks have automatic loaders that can fill lake boats at the 
rate of 6,000 tons an hour. Seven oil companies maintain 
refineries at the Port of Toledo, where crude oil is piped in 
from Texas and Oklahoma oilfields, is refined into gasoline 
and is shipped by tanker to other Great Lakes ports. Four 
large grain elevators within railroad switching distance, 
have a capacity of 37. 5 million bushels of grain (Federal 
Reserve Bank of Cleveland, 1970, p. 8). 

In the past few years the total tonnage moving 
through Toledo has declined, largely owing to a signif-

TABLE 35.-0verseas and Canadian waterborne traffic through the Port of Toledo, 1969 shipping season' 

Volume Volume 
Imports Thousands Percent Exports Thousands Percent 

of tons of total of tons of total 

Iron ore 330 43.3 Coal, coke, and briquets 3,052 56.9 
Iron and steel plates and sheets 84 11.0 Oilseeds, oil nuts, and oil kernels l,!50 21.5 
Iron and steel bars, rods, angles, and shapes 63 8.3 Unmilled com 866 16.2 
Stone, sand and gravel 61 8.0 Petroleum products 162 3.0 
Manufactured fertilizers 39 5.1 Unmilled wheat 69 1.3 
Road motor vehicles and vehicle parts 39 5.1 All other commodities 59 1.1 
Crude materials, n.e.c. 25 3.3 
Paper, paperboard, and wood pulp 24 3. 1 
Pig iron and ferroalloys 23 3.0 
All other commodities 75 9.8 

Tota l 763 100.0 Total 5,358 100.0 

1 U.S. Bureau o f the Census, 1970d. 
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TABLE 36.-0verseas and Canadian waterborne traffic through the Port of Cleveland, 1969 shipping season' 

Volume Volume 
Imports Thousands Percent Exports 

rrhousands Percent 
of tons of total of tons of total 

Iron ore 2,876 
Stone, sand and gravel 1,003 
Iron and steel plates and sheets 285 
Iron and steel bars, rods, angles, and shapes 152 
Crude materials, n.e.c. 74 
Paper, paperboard, and wood pulp 56 
All other commodities 148 

Total 4,594 

1 U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1970d. 

icant reduction in coal shipments, particularly to United 
States ports. In addition, the Canadian market for To-
ledo's coal also has contracted recently. These de-
clines are not due to an actual decrease in demand for 
coal, but rather are primarily the result of the increased 
use of unit trains by the railroads, enabling them to 
deliver coal to its final destination without any trans-
shipment. 

Table 35 shows that overseas and Canadian ex-
ports from Toledo were of much greater importance than 
imports in 1969. Contrast this with Cleveland's pat-
tern, shown in table 36, indicating greater imports than 
exports. However, with declining coal shipments To-
ledo's export picture is rather uncertain. Another point 
of contrast between Toledo's and Cleveland's water-
borne foreign commerce is that Toledo's import trade 
shows greater commodity diversity than its export trade; 
Cleveland does not have as much difference between 
import and export trade. In total, fewer types of com-
modities are shipped from Toledo than from Cleveland. 

Cleveland is primarily a bulk cargo port, with iron 
ore (fig. 115), stone, and sand and gravel the major com-
modities handled. With the exception of stone, most of 
these items are imported from other Great Lakes ports. 
Iron ore is the most important commodity, most of it 
shipped from the Mesabi Range in Minnesota. However, 
foreign ores do come into Cleveland, accounting, in 
fact, for the largest percentage (slightly over 60 per-
cent) of the import trade (table 36). Most imported ore 
is Canadian; lesser quantities originate in Liberia and 
Chile. 

Table 36 indicates that, aside from iron ore, the 
leading foreign imports in 1969 were stone and sand 
and gravel. These cargos together account for about 
84 percent of total imports. The leading export (iron 
and steel primary forms) was classified as general 
cargo and accounted for 31.4 percent of the total. Other 
leading exports through the Port of Cleveland were all 
bulk commodities. 

The remaining six Ohio Lake Erie ports are Ashta-

62.6 Iron and steel primary forms 144 31.4 
21.8 Crude materials, n.e.c. 136 29.5 
6.2 Iron and steel plates and sheets 58 12.6 
3.3 Coal, coke, and briquets 30 6.5 
1.6 Iron and steel hoop and strip 13 2.9 
1.2 Stone, sand and gravel 11 2.6 
3.3 Petroleum and petroleum by-

products 9 2.1 
Animal oils 8 1.9 
All other commodities 47 10.5 

100.0 Total 456 100.0 

hula, Conneaut, Fairport Harbor, Huron, Lorain, and 
Sandusky, all largely bulk ports handling mostly iron 
ore, coal, sand and gravel, and limestone. 

Although the St. Lawrence Seaway has become an im-
portant and integral part of the transportation picture in the 
United States, it has not lived up to the glowing forecasts 
of a "fourth coast" that were made at the opening of the 
Seaway in 1959 .... 

Total traffic through the Seaway declined from 48 million 
cargo tons in 1968 to 41 million cargo tons in 1969, a drop 
of 14. 5 per cent. . . . More importantly, overseas traffic 
through the Montreal-Lake Ontario section declined by 3.3 
per cent to nearly 15 million tons in 1969. These losses 
were reflected in lessened activity at the Fourth District 
ports [the eight Ohio ports plus Erie, Pennsylvania]. 

The Lake Erie ports with large trade in coal may be ad-
versely affected if unit train usage increases. Because the 
coal, limestone, and iron ore traffic [have) traditionally 
helped to subsidize each other by providing complementary 
backhaul traffic, the loss of coal traffic could force an in-
crease in rates on iron ore and limestone movements. How-
ever, because water transport is the least expensive way of 
shipping these commodities a further loss of traffic in these 
goods is not expected (Federal Reserve Bank of Cleveland, 
1970, p. 15-16). 

Ohio River. -The Ohio River system has a longer 
history than the Great Lakes as a means of water-
based transport for goods into and out of Ohio. How-
ever, the Great Lakes have been utilized on a larger 
scale, accounting for much greater tonnages than have 
the inland streams. The Ohio River, nevertheless, is 
still a significant water route for Ohio commerce (fig. 
116). Lesser streams, the Muskingum River, for ex-
ample, have more limited use. Rivers such as the Cuya-
hoga in Cleveland are essentially short routes inland 
from the Great Lakes. 

Six major ports, only one of them in Ohio, are 
strung out along the 981 miles of the Ohio River. In 
order of tonnage handled in 1970 these are Huntington, 
West Virginia, Cincinnati, Ohio, Pittsburgh, Pennsyl-
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FIGURE 115.-Penn Central Railroad empty-car loop (foreground) at Cleveland's Whiskey Island dock, where iron 
ore is unloaded from Great Lakes vessels for transshipment by rail to steel plants in five states. Unloading directly 
into rail cars or ground storage is speeded by the use of four Hulett machines. A 612-foot mobile bridge is used to 
complete the ground-storage operation. (Photo courtesy of Penn Central Transportation Company.) 

FIGURE 116.-A tow on the Ohio River. Bulk commodities such as coal, petroleum, and sand and gravel represent 
the major part of the river's traffic. (Photo courtesy of U.S. Army Corps of Engineers.) 
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vania, Louisville, Kentucky, Aliquippa-Rochester, 
Pennsylvania, and Mount Vernon, Indiana. Of the 9.4 
million tons of waterborne domestic cargo handled in 
Cincinnati in 1970, 6.7 million tons (70 percent) were 
internal receipts, with only 2.6 million tons (or about 
30 percent) being internal shipments (U.S. Bureau of 
the Census, 1971b). Interestingly, Cincinnati and Pitts-
burgh, the two most important of the early settlements 
along the Ohio River, still handle roughly equal ton-
nages of cargo. Louisville, Kentucky, has comparable 
volumes; each of the three ports handled in the neigh-
borhood of 9 million tons in 1970. However, these ports 
are considerably behind Huntington, West Virginia, 
which in 1970 handled 18.7 million tons, approximately 
twice that of each of its three nearest competitors 
(U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1971b). 

FREIGHT MOVEMENTS: OHIO'S PLACE IN 
THE MIDWEST AND IN THE NATION 

In terms of industrial output per capita Ohio has 
long been one of the leading states in the nation. Be-
cause the industrial development of a region depends 
upon available resources and the ability to stimulate a 
flow of products and resources to other areas, it is 
vital that transportation facilities be capable of assem-
bling all the inputs necessary for this development. 
This section, therefore, will look briefly at freight 
movements, in both general and specific terms, as they 
relate to Ohio. This is not to imply that passenger 
movements are not important, but such movement has 
become less and less significant for public carriers. 
In our highly mobile society, we have come to regard 
the automobile as a necessity rather than an amenity. 

TABLE 37.-Domestic passenger traffic in the United 
States, by major carriers, selected years 

Percent of total traffic 1 

Nen CN ~ ., u Cll en en 
"O '"en en ·..-1 ..0 ~ "O » 

Year Cll .... ,!j .... ctl c Cll 4J .... 4J 0 < ·e u 2 fl: Cll ~ 
~ 

en 
::l 4J 4J ~ ~ 4J 

co Cll ~ ~ ·; c~ Cll ..... Cll 
~ u ......... fl: 

1939 65.0 26.0 2.0 2.7 4.3 
1941 62.7 27.9 3.0 2.5 3.9 
1944 74.2 20.8 1. 7 1.6 1. 7 
1947 58.5 30.4 7.8 1.0 2.3 
1953 46.4 28.9 21.6 1.0 2.2 

1960 27.2 25.5 43.5 0.9 3.4 
1968 10.0 20.0 67.4 6 2.6 

1Calculated on basis of total revenue passenger miles; data from 
various publications of the agencies listed below. 

2 Association of American Railroads. 
3 Jnterstate Commerce Commission. 
4 Civil Aeronautics Board. 
5 Army Corps of Engineers. 
6 Included in railroad total. 

TABLE 38.-Distribution and average length of haul 
of shipments originating in Ohio, by means 

of transport, 19671 

Percent of Average length Means of transport shipments 
of haul (mi)3 

Tons 2 Ton-miles2 

Rail 36.1 50.4 397 
Regulated motor carrier 44.7 35.6 226 
Private motor carrier 14.5 6.7 131 
Water 4.0 6.2 
Air 0.1 0.2 
All other 0.6 0.9 

All means of transport 100.0 100.0 284 

1 U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1970c. 
2 Tonnage in 1967 in Ohio totaled 82, 763 thousand tons; ton-

miles totaled 23,523 million ton-miles. 
3 Average length o f haul is based on straight-line miles from 

plant to customer or primary redistribution point, weighted by 
tonnage shipped C!.:~·· ton-miles divided by tons). Rail short-line 
and highway direct-route distances average about 24 and 21 per-
cent, respectively, longer than straight-line distances. 

Furthermore, as we have become more and more de-
pendent upon this very private means of transportation, 
we regard the construction of highways as an almost 
inalienable right. It should not be a surprise to anyone, 
therefore, to learn that railroad passenger carriage is 
virtually nonexistent now, as is passenger traffic on 
the Great Lakes and Ohio-Mississippi River system, 
and that most city transit systems in Ohio and through-
out the rest of the country are in deep financial trouble. 

The emphasis here is placed on freight movements 
rather than passenger movements in order to illustrate 
a wider range of transportation problems (intermodal 
competition, for instance) than would be possible if 
passengers only were discussed. Table 37 does give 
a summary of passenger traffic by major carriers, how-
ever. The post-World War II decline of the railroads and 
the concomitant increase in air passenger traffic is 
clearly indicated. 

Collectively the transportation system plays a 
major role in developing mass markets for goods, on 
the national as well as on the regional and state scales. 
On the national scale expenditures for transportation 
facilities have mirrored Ohio's pattern of putting the 
emphasis primarily on highway construction; expendi-
tures for airports and related facilities take second 
place. In addition, innovations and improvements with-
in all of the transport modes have been widespread and 
commonplace. As a result, there have been substantial 
changes in the proportions of freight business handled 
by each of the five major modes of domestic transpor-
tation : trucking, railroads, pipelines, airways, and 
waterways. 

An analysis of the changing trends in commodity 
mixes of the various modes of transport reveals the im-
pact of the freight rate structure and variations in these 
rates. The impact of rate competition is reflected also 
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TABLE 39.-Distribution of shipments originat-
ing in Ohio, by weight and weight-distance' 

Distance shipped 

Under 100 miles 
100 to 199 miles 
200 to 299 miles 
300 to 499 miles 
500 to 999 miles 
1,000 to 1,499 miles 
1,500 miles and over 

Percent of shipments 

Tons Ton-miles 

32.6 
21.0 
14. 7 
17.6 

9.8 
2.1 
2.2 

6.1 
10.6 
12. 7 
23.9 
22. 7 

8.2 
15.8 

1U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1970c. 

in the growth patterns in ton-miles and gross operating 
revenues of the various modes. In addition the differing 
rates of growth result also from variations in average 
length of haul and differences in composition of goods 
transported. Table 38 shows the variation in 1967 in 
average length of haul of goods which originated with-
;n Ohio. Tables 39 and 40 show the percentage dis-
tribution by distance of shipment of goods originating 
within Ohio and the distributional breakdown by desti-
nation of the major classes of commodities. 

In the 1963 U.S. Census of Transportation, the U.S. 
Bureau of the Census (1965) developed a list of 25 
production areas, each of which consists of one or more 
Standard Metropolitan Statistical Areas (SMSA) and 
represents a compact geographic concentration of man-
ufacturing activity. Of these 25, 16 display a pattern 
of distribution in which over one-half of freight ship-
ments stay within a 200- to 300-mile radius. Most of 
the major exceptions are located in the classical manu-
facturing belt, including the Cleveland-Akron-Canton 

area. 17 The Cincinnati-Dayton area also distributes 
products more widely than is true for the nation as a 
whole. The other production areas tend to be on or near 
the periphery of the manufacturing belt or are important 
regional centers in their own right, serving populations 
that are relatively isolated from the major centers of 
population and industry in the United States. There 
has been a tendency in most of these production areas 
to specialize in high-value goods, which can withstand 
the additional transportation expense. Table 41 re-
veals some of the patterns for the ma in specialty items 
produced in Ohio. The figures for the machine tool and 
rubber industries are particularly noteworthy. 

TRANSPORTATION MODE UTILIZATION 

It was noted in the beginning of this chapter that 
the residents of Ohio long have recognized the impor-
tance of good transportation services and consequently 
have put a great deal of effort into seeing that trans-
portation systems of all modes were highly developed. 
Location is one factor in analyzing the transport net-
works. Another equally important element is the deter-
mination of the use made of various modes. Such analy-
sis can then be related to industrial composition, to 
patterns of freight shipment, particularly destinations, 
and to average distance of shipment. Tables 41 and 
42 show a wide range in shipping distances among the 

17 The Cleveland Production Area includei; the following SMSA's: 
Cleveland, Akron, Canton, Lorain-Elyria, Etnd Youngstown-Warren 
in Ohio, and Erie, Pennsylvania. The Cincinnati Production Area 
includes the following SMSA's: Cincinnati, Dayton, Hamilton-Mid· 
dletown, and Springfield. The Cincinnati SMSA extends into Ken-
tucky and Indiana as well as encompassing counties within Ohio. 

TABLE 40.-Distribution of commodities originating in Ohio, by destination, 19671 

Volume 
Commodity class (thousands 

of tons) 

Food and kindred products 6,802 
Textile mill products 179 
Lumber and wood products, except furniture 891 
Furniture and fixtures 270 
Paper and allied products 2,870 

Chemicals and allied products 8,471 
Petroleum and coal products 6,717 
Rubber and plastics products 1,965 
Stone, clay, and glass products 12,646 
Primary metal products 27,735 

Fabricated metal products 4,207 
Machinery, except electrical 1,982 
Electrical machinery and equipment 1,554 
Transportation equipment 4,596 
Instrurrients and other precision products 31 

All commodities 82,763 

1U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1970c. 

Percent of freight shippec: 

North- North 
east central 

30.1 51.1 
17.2 33.8 
14.6 59.7 
23.0 43.3 
15.3 71.3 

22.4 55.8 
8.6 76.5 

18.2 55.5 
14.6 75.0 
18.7 63.3 

17.6 58.3 
21.6 50.8 
22.4 39.5 
21.6 53.0 
37.6 33.9 

18.7 62.8 

South 

17.8 
44.0 
23.3 
26. 7 
12.3 

19.4 
14.8 
17.9 

9.3 
16.1 

19.2 
20.5 
25.7 
19.1 
17.1 

16.1 

We! ;t 

1. 
5. 
2. 
7. 
1. 

2. 
0. 
8. 
1. 
1. 

4. 
7. 

12. 
6. 

11. 

2. 

0 
0 
4 
0 
1 

4 
1 
4 
1 
9 

9 
1 
4 
3 
4 

4 
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TABLE 41.-Distribution of commodities originating in Ohio, by distance of shipment, 19671 

Volume Percent o f freight shipped 

Commodity class (thousands Under 100-199 200-299 300-499 500-999 1,000 miles 
of tons) 100 miles miles miles miles miles and over 

Food and kindred products 6,802 28.5 22.6 13.5 16.8 17 .0 1.6 
Lumber and wood products, except furniture 891 31.2 21.2 9.9 25.8 3.6 8.3 
Chemicals and allied products 8,471 23.5 19.9 13.1 30.8 9.6 3.1 
Petroleum and coal products 6, 717 61.6 23.6 9.6 3.5 1.1 0.6 
Rubber and plastics products 1,965 18.3 21.6 11.6 24.1 14.0 10.4 

(Inner tubes and tires)' (796) (16.8) (14.8) ( 6.0) (27 .8) (19.8) (14.8) 

Stone, clay, and glass products 12,646 47.4 22.6 9.4 13.5 5.2 1.9 
Primary metal products 27,735 28. 7 20. 7 21.2 15. 9 8.5 5.0 
Fabricated metal products 4,207 20.0 24.2 11.8 25.5 11.9 6.6 
Machinery, except electrical 1, 982 18. 7 14.7 13.4 26.3 16.9 10.0 

(Metal -working machinery) (298) (20. 0) (12.1) (21. 5) (21.7) (15.6) ( 9.1) 
(Metal-cutting machine tools) (102) (12. 8) ( 5. 5) (19.7) (19.2) (25.2) (17.6) 

(Metal-forming machine tools) ( 34) (11. 0) (26. 6) (13.5) (24. 8) (17. 7) ( 6.4) 
(Special industry machinery) (198) ( 9. 7) (15.0) ( 9.6) (25.3) (25. 9) (10.9) 

Electrical machinery and equipment 1,554 15.0 10.4 11. l 23.9 25.1 15.5 
Transportation equipment 4,596 12. 7 23.9 13.2 22.2 19.6 8.4 

(Motor vehicles) (1,372) ( 8.5) (12.3) (11. 2) (21.8) (36.6) ( 9.6) 
Manufactured products, n.e.c. 2 4.2 4.8 23.1 38.7 1.6 27.6 

All commodities 82, 763 32.6 21.0 14. 7 17.6 9.8 4.3 

1U.S. Bureau of the Census, !970c. 
2Parentheses indicate selected industrial commodities within major classification. 

various commodities. However, as average shipment 
distance is only 329 miles, there is a tendency to favor 
truck transport (fig. 117). Table 43 shows that, al-
though most commodities are carried by truck, there are 
some exceptions, most notably in the case of trans-
portation equipment, where 53 .3 percent of the ship-

ments in 1967 were carried by rail. This is not an ex-
ception that proves the rule; slightly over one-half of 
the transportation equipment shipments originating 
within Ohio traveled more than 300 miles to their des-
tinations (table 41). 

Commodity composition of manufacturers' ship-

TABLE 42.-Distribution of selected commodities' originating in Ohio, by destination, 19672 

Percent of freight shipped 
"' .,, ,..... 

QJ c "' .,, () - () - - .s s E "' c ~ ~ 
QJ .... .,,, ..c "' .,,, ..c"' ..s:: :j .,,, ..c"' .,,, ..c "' "' Commodity class ;:l "' 0 - .,,, "'.,,, ... "'.,,, ... 

- ;:l +-' 
.,, c "'.,,, ... "'.,,, ... .,,, c 

"' ;:l +-' l1J =' t= c 0 0 ._ QJ- .,, "' "' ... .,,, Q) .... c ;:l"' w 0 c () 

:> 2, 0 z ~ .... - w g ~ i3:: 0 QJ o- "'QJ El:= 0 QJ ;:l "' ::;; .,,, c () r:n.,,, () "' () 0 w < () < ::;; p,. 

Food and kindred products 6,802 7.2 22.9 49.4 1. 7 11.6 4.8 1.4 0.2 0.9 
Paper and allied products 2,870 2.3 13.0 66.0 5.3 6.6 3.7 2.0 0.1 1.0 
Chemicals and allied products 8,471 2.3 20.1 53.0 2.8 10.1 7.4 1.9 0.3 2.1 
Petroleum and coal products 6 , 717 0.1 8.5 76.3 0.2 12.4 1.6 0.8 -- 0.1 
Rubber and plastics products 1,965 1.5 16. 7 48.2 7.3 9 .8 4.4 3.7 1.4 7.0 

Stone, clay, and glass products 12,646 1.3 13.3 73.5 1. 5 5.6 2.3 1.4 0.3 0.8 
Primary metal products 27,735 1. 7 17.0 61.0 2.3 6.0 4.1 6.0 0.4 1.5 
Fabricated metal products 4,207 2.9 14. 7 51. 5 6.8 10.5 5.7 3.0 1.6 3.3 
Machinery, except electrical 1,982 2.7 18.9 45.8 5.0 9.2 4.7 6.6 1.8 5.3 
Electrical machinery and equipment 1,554 4.5 17.9 32.7 6.8 12.5 6.0 7.2 4.1 8.3 
Transportation equipment 4,596 2.1 19.5 46.1 6.9 8.6 6.4 4.1 1.1 5.2 

All commodities 82,763 2.3 16.4 59.9 2.9 8.2 4.3 3.6 0.5 1.9 

~Only those commodity classes shipping more than 1,000,000 tons in 1967 are included. 
U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1970c. 
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FIGURE 117.-Truck shipment is now the most important means of freight movement in Ohio. 
Even railroad companies have found it necessary and economically desirable to establish net-
works of modern trucking facilities. (Photo courtesy of Penn Central Transportation Company. ) 

ments from Ohio differs substantially from that in the 
United States as a whole, reflecting the dominance of 
metal-producing and metal-working industries within 
the state. The national pattern shows petroleum and 
coal products (30.1 percent), food and kindred products 
(15.7 percent), stone, clay, and glass products (11.8 

percent), chemicals and allied products (9. 9 percent), 
and primary metal products (9.6 percent) as the leading 
commodities shipped (U.S. Bureau of the Census, 
1970c). In contrast, the most important commodities 
shipped from Ohio are primary metals (approximately 
one-third of the total shipments of manufactured goods 

TABLE 43.-Di s tribution of selected commodities' originating in Ohio, 
by me ans of transport, 19672 

Volume Percent of freight shipped 

Commodity class (thousands Regulated Private 
of tons) Rail motor motor Air 

carrier carrier 

Food and kindred products 6,802 36.7 26.9 36.2 
Paper and allied products 2,870 18.5 53.0 28. 1 
Chemicals and allied products 8,471 35.8 41.2 12. 7 0.1 
Petroleum and coal products 6,717 29.3 35.8 12.3 
Rubber and plastics products 1,965 19.7 66.2 12.4 0.3 

Stone, clay, and glass products 12,646 22.4 48.7 28.9 
Primary metal products 27' 735 45.1 45.9 4.5 
Fabricated metal products 4,207 30.2 56.5 11.1 0.2 
Machinery, except electrical 1,982 23.9 63.3 9.9 0.4 
Electrical machinery and equipment 1,554 42.2 42.7 13.0 0.5 
Transportation equipment 4,596 53.3 43.5 2.5 0.3 

All commodities 82,763 36.1 44.7 14.5 0.1 

1 0nly those commodity classes shipping more than 1,000,000 tons in 1967 are included. 
2u.s. Bureau of the Census, 1970c. 
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TABLE 44.-Comparutive freight shipment pattern,. 1963 1 

Commodity class 

Food and kindred products 
Furniture and fixtures 
Paper and allied products 
Chemicals and allied products 
Petroleum and coal products 

Rubber and plastics products 
Stone, clay, and glass products 
Primary metal products 
Fabricated metal products 
Machinery, except electrical 

Electrical machinery and equipment 
Transportation equipment 
Instruments and other precision products 

1 U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1965. 
2 Data not available. 

from Ohio in 1967), chemicals and allied products, 
petroleum and coal products, transportation equipment, 
and fabricated metal products. 

Both Cleveland and Cincinnati have distinctive 
shipment patterns (table 44). Over one-third of the 
freight shipments originating in the Cleveland Produc-
tion Area are classified as primary metal products. 
Other important items are chemicals and allied products 
(approximately one-fifth), nonelectrical machinery, 
transportation equipment, and fabricated metal products. 
Cincinnati is important in primary metal products, food 
and kindred products, transportation equipment, paper 
and allied products, and machinery of all kinds. 

The specialization in metal-producing and metal-

Percent of freight shipped 

United Cleveland Cincinnati 
Ohio Production Production States Area Area 

1.'i.3 8.9 2.4 18.0 
0.6 1.0 1.1 n.a. 2 

4.6 3.2 2.9 11. 5 
10.1 12. 3 20.3 4.5 
28.3 8.1 2.4 n.a. 

0.7 2.9 0.9 
12.3 15.3 5.5 n.a. 

9.7 32.6 34. 7 23.2 
2.5 5.9 6.2 4.3 
2.7 2.7 8.5 6.2 

0.8 2.3 0.8 3.5 
2.7 7.2 8.1 13.5 
0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 

fabricating activities in Ohio cannot help but influence 
the proportion of shipments carried by the individual 
modes of transport (table 43 ). In many cases the nature 
of the commodity is nearly as important as distance in 
determining the mode selected. A brief examination of 
the shipment patterns from the Cleveland and Cincin-
nati Production Areas will illustrate these relation-
ships. 

Cleveland shipping pattern 

Tables 45, 46, and 47 provide the basic material for 
this analysis. The mean distance for all shipments from 
Cleveland is 329 miles, and the range of means is from 

TABLE 45.-Cleveland Production Area: distribution of selected commodities', by distance of shipment, 1963 2 

Percent of freight shipped Mean 

Commodity class Under distance 
100 100 to 199 200 to 299 300 to 499 500 to 999 1,000 miles (nearest 

miles miles miles miles miles and over mile) 

Food and kindred products 57 .1 23.9 12. 7 5.7 0.6 123 
Paper and allied products 32.8 9.4 16.2 29.5 7.8 4.3 311 
Chemicals and allied products 21.2 16. 7 17.2 30.2 9.7 5.0 338 
Petroleum and coal products 27. 7 31.8 14.8 15.0 4.7 6.0 293 
Rubber and plastics products 14.4 17. 7 9.2 24.0 18.4 16.3 551 

Stone, clay, and glass products 14.8 27.4 9.4 23.8 21.6 3.0 370 
Primary metal products 30. 7 26.1 14.3 18.4 5.9 4.6 274 
Fabricated metal products 19.4 22.6 15.1 26,6 9.2 7.1 375 
Machinery, except electrical 40.8 10.5 13.8 17.2 9.7 9.0 340 
Electrical machinery and equipment 22. 7 10.2 7.0 26.4 10.5 23.2 592 
Transportation equipment 11. 7 22.0 8.8 32.1 12.3 13.1 490 

All commodities 27.4 21. l 13. 7 22.5 9.3 6.0 329 

~Only those ccmmodity classes shipping more than 1,000,000 tons in 1963 are included. 
U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1965. 
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123 miles for food and kindred products to S92 miles 
for electrical machinery (table 4S). At such relatively 
short distances highway carriers appear to have an ad-
vantage over other modes of transport. In fact, even 
when those commodities which travel over SOO miles 
per shipment, on the average, are considered (e.g., 
rubber and plastics products, SSl miles; electrical 
machinery, S92 miles) trucks seem to have the advan-
tage, handling about three-fourths of the shipments. 
Distance alone, therefore, cannot be the main factor in 
dominance of truck shipment. Ease of handling (espe-
cially with rubber products) and the high value per unit 
volume (especially with electrical machinery) are two 
aspects of the commodities that turn the decision in 
favor of trucks. Railroads are better equipped to handle 
large quantities of bulky, in many cases low-value, 
commodities over long distances. 

About one-tenth of the tonnage shipped from the 
Cleveland Production Area actually stayed within the 
area in 1963 (table 46). Thus the average distance 
traveled for these shipments was less than a hundred 
miles. A significant proportion (about one-fourth) went 
to the four nearest production areas of Pittsburgh, De-
troit, Cincinnati, and Chicago. The other 20 production 
areas, all of which are located more than 400 miles from 
Cleveland, received less than one-fourth of the total 
shipments. The balance of shipments from Cleveland 
went to areas of the United States outside production 
areas or to other parts of the world. 

Trucks dominate for shipment from Cleveland to the 
four closest production areas, with increasing reliance 
upon rail as distances increase. However, this increase 
is not uniform for all commodities. Table 47 shows that 
regulated and private motor carriers together hauled 

nearly SS percent of the total tonnage from the Cleve-
land Production Area in 1963. Motor carriers moved 
more than one-half of the area's freight for 6 of the 11 
commodity classes listed in table 47. Rail carriage ex-
ceeded motor carriage in five commodity groups (chem-
icals and allied products, petroleum and coal products, 
stone, clay, and glass products, nonelectrical machin-
ery, and transportation equipment) which had mean 
distances of about 300 miles or m:>re (table 4S). In 
three of the five groups (chemicals and allied products, 
stone, clay, and glass products, transportation equip-
ment) 4S percent or more of the total shipments trav-
elled 300 miles or more. These thre·e classes demon-
strate fairly effectively the distance factor in the gen-
eralized statement regarding the role of rails. 

Cincinnati shipping pattern 

The basic commodity-flow information relating to 
Cincinnati is presented in tables 48, 49, and SO. Manu-
facturers located within the Cincinnati Production Area 
shipped to somewhat more widely spread and diverse 
destinations than did Cleveland shippers. For example, 
from Cincinnati only 29. 6 percent (1 able 48) of ship-
ments went to Cleveland, Pittsburgh, Cincinnati, De-
troit, or Chicago; 3S.S percent of Cleveland's goods 
were destined for these areas. The mean distance trav-
elled for all goods was 346 miles for Cincinnati and 
329 miles for Cleveland. The commodities that tended 
to display the most concentrated bcal markets and 
lower-than-average shipping distances (table 49) were 
primary metal products (80.3 percent shipped to within 
300 miles), food and kindred products (70.0 percent), 
and fabricated metal products (77.4 percent). As might 

TABLE 46.-C/eve/and Production Area: distribution of 
selected commodities', by destination, 1963 2 

Commodity class 

Food and kindred products 
Paper and allied products 
Chemicals and allied products 
Petroleum and coal products 
Rubber and plastics products 

Stone, clay, and glass products 
Primary metal products 
Fabricated metal products 
1\iachinery, except electrical 
Electrical machinery and equipment 
Transportation equipment 

All commodities 

'O 
c: 
"' 
" > 
~ 
u 

25.3 
18.2 

9.1 
18.0 

9.5 

5.3 
12.6 
10.5 
13.4 
18.0 

3.3 

12.2 

..c: 
l';D 
:0 

.0 
UJ 

0.. 

8.2 
1.3 
4.0 
3.6 
1.5 

7.3 
6.9 
1. 7 

13.6 
1.4 
0.7 

5.5 

Percent of freight shipped 

~ 

"' 2 c: .s 
~ u 
Cl c: u 
5.6 7.1 
2.9 3.9 
5.1 2.9 
4.2 4.1 

11.3 1.7 

3.2 0.2 
15.2 4.6 
10.5 4.0 

9.1 0.8 
4.5 5.4 

20.3 2.3 

10.4 3.2 

0 
OD 

"' u 
:2 u 

1.6 
3.3 
2.8 
1.2 
1.9 

1.8 
6.0 
4.4 
4.3 
6.1 
4.9 

4.2 

10.8 
29.1 
20. 7 
21.5 
35.6 

41.4 
41.3 
55.4 
47.4 
38.5 

34.7 47.5 
16. 7 38.0 
25.8 43.1 
20.1 38.7 
35.3 29.3 
39.6 28.9 

22.4 42.1 

1 0nly those commodity classes shipping more than 1,000,000 tons in 1963 are included. 
2L',S. Bureau of the Census, 1965. 
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TABLE 47.-Cleveland Production Area: distribution of selected 
commodities', by means of transport, J 963 2 

Percent of freight shipped 

Commodity class Regulated Private Other 
Rail motor motor Air Water and 

carrier carrier unknown 

Food and kindred products 9.5 22.7 65.9 1.9 
Paper and allied products 19.5 59.4 20.8 0.2 0.1 
Chemicals and allied products 49.5 37.6 9.5 3.2 0.2 
Petroleum and coal products 50.1 47.7 2.2 
Rubber and plastics products 27 .1 68.5 3.9 0.1 0.4 

Stone, clay, and glass products 57.6 29.4 4. 7 8.1 0.2 
Primary metal products 39.6 56.9 3.0 0.1 0.4 
Fabricated metal products 17 .6 64.9 11.2 0.1 
Machinery, except electrical 58.6 36.9 3.0 0.1 1.4 
Electrical machinery and equipment 19.9 73.0 3.3 0.4 3.4 
Transportation equipment 65.4 31.6 2.2 0.1 0.7 

All commodities 43.3 46.5 8.1 1.2 0.9 

10nly those commodity classes shipping more than 1,000,000 tons in 1963 are included. 
2 U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1965. 

be expected, these commodities all had lower-than-
average mean distances. Primary metal products and 
fabricated metal products showed considerably higher 
proportions carried by truck than was true for commodi-
ties as a whole. Rubber and plastics products also were 
shipped mostly by truck, but travelled, on the average, 
more than twice as far as primary metal products. Al-
though the mean distance for food and kindred products 
was the lowest for all commodities in the Cincinnati 
Production Area and the proportion of very short hauls 
(40.8 percent under 100 miles) was the highest (table 
49), a large proportion of the food products was shipped 

by rail. 
The tendency to utilize railroads more than trucks 

appears with commodities shipped greater-than-average 
distances. There are six such commodity groups. Four 
of these six-paper and allied products, chemicals and 
allied products, electrical machinery, and transporta-
tion equipment-conformed to the expected pattern of 
shipping above-average proportions by rail (table 50). 
The two exceptions were rubber and plastics products 
and nonelectrical machinery, which appear to be ex-
amples of commodities with high-value low-bulk rela-
tionships and are therefore suitable for long-distance 

TABLE 48.-Cincinnati Production Area: distribution of 
selected commodities', by destination, 1963 2 

Percent of freight shipped 
..... 

"O ..c: 0 § c: ~ c: 
" c: bl) 0 en :C -~ Commodity class c: " ~ bD N'..j "' "' .s a; ~ " ... u " 

ill~~ 

" .0 u ...... u u ill ::i 
~ ";:: ::i ~ u :> 2 :.a ..c: "O .s ill ill 0 :: " - "O " ~ 0 Cl. 0 e u 0: u u a. c: a. 

Food and kindred products 19.9 3.4 1.0 2.5 3.9 16.5 52.8 
Paper and allied products 10.5 4.3 0.8 2.6 10.6 29.8 41.4 
Chemicals and allied products 3.8 5.1 6.5 3.0 7.6 35.8 38.2 
Rubber and plastics products 3.6 1. 7 0.1 1.6 3.5 31.3 58.2 
Primary metal products 18.1 6.8 1.1 9.7 9.3 12.9 42.1 

Fabricated metal products 10.4 1.1 0.2 6.6 5.0 10.1 66.6 
Machinery, except electrical 2.4 1.6 1.1 3.4 1. 7 22.4 67.4 
Electrical machinery and equipment 1.2 1.5 1.0 6.3 4.0 37.2 48.8 
Transportation equipment 2.3 2.9 0.4 16.4 1.6 39.4 37.0 

All commodities 11.8 3.8 1.8 6.8 5.4 20.3 50.1 

1 0nly those commodity classes shipping more than 1,000,000 tons in 1963 are included. Data are 
not available for petroleum and coal products and stone, clay, and glass products. 

2U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1965. 
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TABLE 49.-Cincinnati Production Area: distribution of selected commodities 1, by distance of sh.'pment, 1963 2 

Percent of freight shipped Mean 

Commodity class Under distance 
100 to 199 200 to 299 300 to 499 500 to 999 1, 000 miles 

100 (nearest 
miles miles miles miles and 0·1er mile) miles 

Food and kindred products 40.8 14.4 14.8 18.6 8.9 2.S 261 
Paper and allied products 14.1 5.9 25.3 23.0 25.9 5.8 461 
Chemicals and allied products 12.4 6.3 30.3 22.6 25.5 2.9 423 
Rubber and plastics products 6.9 6.5 13.4 31.3 32.4 9.S 549 
Primary metal products 31.5 19.4 29.4 4.9 12. 9 1.9 267 

Fabricated metal products 28.0 23.5 25.9 7.9 10.6 4.l 296 
Machinery, except electrical 36.0 5.9 7.9 15.1 27.4 7 •. 

.1 422 
Electrical machinery and equipment 3.9 10.2 15.0 22. 7 35.9 12.:: 625 
Transportation equipment 5.8 13.5 18.3 22.1 29.0 11. :: 548 

All commodities 28.1 15.3 21.2 14.0 16.8 4.6 346 

10nly those commodity classes shipping more than 1,000,000 tons in 1963 are included. Data are not available for petro-
leurlj and coal products and stone, clay, and glass products. 

U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1965. 

shipment by trucks. 
The instrument group, along with several others, 

has been omitted from most tables presented here be-
cause the total Ohio production was under 1,000,000 
tons in 1967. However, this class is important within 
Cincinnati's industrial mix and provides a particularly 
striking example of the competitiveness of long-dis-
tance trucking when the commodity possesses marked 
low-volume high-weight and high-value characteristics. 
The mean distance for instruments shipped from Cin-
cinnati was 821 miles in 1963; over three-fourths of 
;he shipments averaged more than 300 miles, and 90 
percent of the volume moved by trucks (U.S. Bureau of 
the Census, 1965). 

PATTERNS OF RETAIL AND 
WHOLESALE TRADE 

The discussion of transportatio:1 has provided in-
formation on the types of goods moved and on methods 
of shipment on a relatively large scale (i.e., from city 
to city and from raw material source to manufacturer). 
Further distribution of materials, especially finished 
goods ready for the individual cons.umer, is required. 
Such distribution occurs on a relatively small scale, 
from the wholesaler to the retailer and thence to the 
consumer. The patterns of wholesa.e and retail trade 
are related most directly to the characteristics, num-
bers, and distribution of population. 

TABLE 50.-Cincinnati Production Area: distribution of selected 
commodities', by means of transport, 1963 2 

Percent of freight shipped 

Commodity class Regulated Private Other 
Rail motor motor Air Water and 

carrier carrier unknown 

Food and kindred products 42.4 13.1 44.1 n.a.3 0.4 
Paper and allied products 37.6 54.5 7.6 n.a. 0.3 
Chemicals and allied products 35.4 48.3 15.8 n.a. 0.5 
Rubber and plastics products 11.5 83.5 2.5 0.1 n.a. 2.4 
Primary metal products 17.3 71.5 11.2 

Fabricated metal products 6.9 61.9 30.5 0.1 n.a. 0.6 
Machinery, except electrical 21.3 74.5 2.1 0.2 n.a. 1.9 
Electrical machinery and equipment 45.5 41.8 10.6 0.3 n.a. 1.8 
Transportation equipment 43.6 51.5 3.2 0.4 n.a. 1.3 

All commodities 29.9 48.3 15.2 0.1 5.9 0.6 

10nly those commodity classes shipping more than 1,000,000 tons in 1963 are included. 
Data are not available for petroleum and coal products and stone, clay, and glass products. 

2 U .S. Bureau of the Census, 1965. 
3 Data not available. 
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FIGURE 118.-Urban population in Ohio as percent of 
total population, by county, 1970 (U.S. Bureau of the Cen-
sus, 1973). 

Throughout the post-World War II period there has 
been a growing tendency for population to become in-
creasingly suburban. (For an extended discussion of 
population growth see Chapter 3.) This trend has ac-
celerated during the past decade and appears to be 
gaining momentum. Concomitantly, there has devel-
oped a changing pattern of demand for the whole range 
of goods and services which the population requires. 
New shopping habits have evolved as a result of move-
ment to suburbs and attendant urban sprawl. A differ-
ent life style has come into existence. These condi-
tions have had a marked effect on demand for such 
things as public transit (generally considerably less), 
parking facilities (generally considerably more), and 
access routes. 

Retail trade 

Within Ohio, personal income, retail sales per 
capita, and population are highest in urban areas and 
are still growing. For example, in 1962, 77 .3 percent 
of all personal income for Ohio was received by per-
sons living in urban areas. This share rose to 79.8 

percent in 1967 and to 80.1 percent in 1970 (Editor 
& Publisher, Inc., 1971). The extent of urbanization 
is shown in figure 118. The pattern of retail sales is 
similar. In 1963, 75.5 percent of the retail sales in 
Ohio were made within the metropolitan areas; in 1967 
the figure had increased to 80.1 percent (U.S. Bureau 
of the Census, 1966, 1970a). Population figures are 
similar in that they reflect the continued shift of popu-
lation from rural areas into urban areas. However, the 
increase has not been as great as that for either in-
come per household (fig. 200) or retail sales per capita 
(fig. 119). 

Myriad variations occur in population/retail sales 
ratios within retail trade as a whole. For example, 
the type of store most closely approximating the dis-
tribution of population in both 1963 and 1967 was the 
food store: 77 percent sales, 74 percent population. 
On the other hand, the component with the greatest 
concentration of sales within the urban areas was gen-
eral merchandise stores, which recorded 84.8 percent 
of their sales in urban areas in 1963 and 87.0 percent 
in 1967 (U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1966, 1970a). 
Department stores are included within this grouping 
and they have been, until very recently, almost ex-

.. OverS2,000 

llllllllllllll S1.700-S2.000 

llJllll S1.300·S1.700 

~Sl,000·$1.300 

c::=J Under Sl,000 

Univ. of Akl'Of1, Dept. ol Geog .. 1972. M. G111b 

FIGURE 119.-Retail sales in Ohio per capita, by county, 
1967 (U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1970a). 
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TABLE 51.-Summit Mall Shopping Center, 
market survey, 1969-19701 

Geographic area Cars Share 
(%) 

Cuyahoga County 
Total suburbs 676 3.7 
Cleveland, west 52 0.3 
Cleveland, east 28 0.2 
Downtown 4 <0.1 

Total county 760 4.2 

Six adjacent counties 
Geauga 12 <0.1 
Lake 32 0.2 
Lorain 12 <0.1 
Medina 1,156 6.4 
Portage 312 1. 7 
Summit 13, 772 75.9 

Total 6 counties 15,296 84.3 

Total next 9 counties 1,292 7 .1 

Total 15 counties 16,588 91.5 

Total 16 counties 17 ,348 95.7 

Balance of state 788 4.3 

Total survey 18,136 100.0 

Cars from beyond 5 miles of center 7,672 42.3 

1 Cleveland Plain Dealer, 1970. 

elusively urban oriented. Rural areas are not able to 
support large department stores. Currently there is a 
movement of department stores out from the central 
business districts into the suburban shopping centers, 
where stores such as The May Company of Cleveland, 
Polsky's of Akron, and Lazarus of Columbus serve as 
anchor stores for new shopping complexes. 

Five other components of retail trade recorded 
sales percentages larger than population percentages 
within urban areas in both 1963 and 1967. These were 
apparel and accessory stores, furniture, home furnish-
ings, and equipment stores, eating and drinking places, 
the "nonstore retailers," and drug and proprietary 
stores. Size of market for the merchandise carried and 
the stimulus of greater competition are often cited as 
two factors responsible for the concentration of these 
establishments (see C. E. Van Tassel, 1966). 

Four components of retail trade had a higher than 
average proportion of sales in rural areas of Ohio in 
1967. These were automobile dealers, gasoline service 
stations, miscellaneous retail stores, and building ma-
terials, hardware, and farm equipment dealers. One of 
the major reasons for this pattern is the desire of many 
of the proprietors to avoid the high overhead commonly 
associated with a city-center location. (For a discus-
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FIGURE 120.-Relationship of per capita wholesale 
sales to size of market area, 1967 (U.S. Bureau of the Cen-
sus, 1970b ). 

sion of retail sales in the central business district see 
Chapter 9.) The proprietors are serving an urban as 
well as a rural market, but find that operating ex-
penses can be reduced effectively, without significant-
ly changing the volume of sales, by locating on the 
rural side of the urban-rural fringe. In addition, the 
demand for such services as turnpike gasoline service 
stations and farm implement dealers exists in rural 
areas and so is better served from these points. 

Between 1963 and 1967 Ohio registered a decline 
of 3. 7 percent in the number of retail establishments, 

• Over $3,000 
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[] $701-$1,000 

~ $401-$700 
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Univ. of Akrcn, Dept. of Geog., 1972. M. Geib 

FIGURE 121.-Wholesale sales per capita, northeast 
Ohio, 1967 (U.S. Bureau of the Censu:;, 1970b). No county 
reported sales between $2,000 and $3,000. 
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with the largest decline occurring in rural areas. The 
small annual growth in rural retail trade and the move-
ment of large stores to nearby suburban shopping cen-
ters undoubtedly forced many rural merchants out of 
business. 

Shopping centers increased greatly in size, number, 
and share of total retail sales during the 1960's. The 
development of the shopping center has been geared 
to the mobile shopper and to an expanding suburban 
market. Centers have been built near major access 
highways in areas of increasing population and afflu-
ence. An example of such a shopping center is Summit 
Mall, an enclosed mall located in a fairly densely pop-
ulated area near Akron in Summit County. Road access 
is good from all directions. The Cleveland Plain Deal-
er (1970) recently undertook an extensive survey of 
shopper mobility, characteristics, and activities in the 
Greater Cleveland area. The results of the Summit Mall 
portion of the survey are presented below (see also 
table 51) as an example of customer patterns at a 
representative shopping center. 

The ability of a shopping center to attract customers 
from a broad area is vividly demonstrated in the analysis of 
customer traffic at Summit Mall. At the average shopping 
center studied, slightly more than 33 per cent of the auto-
mobiles came from more than five miles away. At Summit 
Mall this share soared to 42.3 per cent. 

The area producing the largest share of traffic at Summit 
Mall was Akron, with Cuyahoga Falls and Barberton ranked 
second and third. Indicative of the far reaching appeal of a 
major shopping center is the fact that the number of auto-
mobiles from Medina County was larger than that from Cuya-
hoga Falls, and the number from Cuyahoga County was great-
er than that from Barberton. 

The distribution of traffic by economic area bears out 
the finding of the personal interview phase of the 1970 
study which showed a $10,800 median income for shoppers 
at centers studied. At Summit Mall, more than half of the 
cars from Cuyahoga County were from the top economic area, 
and 95.3 per cent were from the top three economic areas. 
Continuing analysis of retail purchasing by families within 
Cuyahoga County (has] shown that families in these areas 
are responsible for 90 per cent of all purchasing by Cuya-
hoga County families (Cleveland Plain Dealer, 1970). 

Wholesale trade 

The distributional pattern of wholesale establish-
ments and trade is considerably more concentrated than 
is true of retailing operations. The five most important 
states in 1967 were New York, Illinois, California, 
Pennsylvania, and Ohio. Together, these states ac-
counted for armost half the total wholesale trade of 
the country. The degree of concentration of wholesale 
sales within urban areas is considerably stronger (89.2 
percent in 1967) than that of retail sales. In general, 
the larger urban areas have higher levels of wholesal-
ing (fig. 120). So far, wholesale operations have tended 
to remain central-city oriented, with very little move-
ment to shopping centers, industrial parks, or other 
suburban locations. The more prominent wholesaling 
centers, such as Cleveland and Cincinnati, tend to 
cast an "economic shadow" over not only the contigu-
ous rural areas, but also the nearby smaller urban cen-
ters. Figure 121 illustrates this quite well for the 
Cleveland region, where Lorain, Medina, Portage, 
Geauga, and Lake Counties all have exceptionally 
low wholesale sales. 

SUMMARY 

Access to and an abundance of transport facilities 
in Ohio have been significant in the state's economic 
development. All modes of transportation have played 
a part. As elsewhere road and rail are the leaders in 
carrying goods, but Ohio's location on the Great Lakes 
and north of the Ohio River has made water transport 
a more important means than in many other states. The 
flow of goods in and out of the state reflects Ohio's 
raw material needs and manufacturing characteristics. 
In addition, Ohio has been a noted shipper of bulk 
commodities, especially coal, to markets outside the 
state and at the same time has been a receiver of bulk 
commodities, especially iron ore. With a location on an 
inland waterway, with access to the world's oceans 
and distant nations, Ohio even functions as an over-
seas trader. 



Chapter 9 
THE URBAN GEOGRAPHY OF OHIO 

Allen G. Noble 

INTRODUCTION 

The United States is a nation of urban dwellers. 
Over 70 percent of the population live in cities. In 
Ohio an even larger proportion reside in urban areas: 
according to the definition used by the U.S. Bureau 
of the Census, the figure is 75 percent. More than one-
quarter live within the metropolitan limits of Cleveland 
and Cincinnati. In addition to these urban giants, there 
are 11 other large metropolitan centers (table 52), so 
that urbanized areas account for 62.4 percent of Ohio 
population. Of this population half live in the central 
cities and half in suburban or satellite communities. 

Urbanization is not a new phenomenon in Ohio. As 
early as 1910 there were more urban residents than 
rural dwellers, and, by the time of World War II, 7 out 
of 10 Ohioans lived in cities. The rate of urbanization 
has been quite slow since that time, less than 0.3 per-
cent per year on the average. However, because the 
total population of the state has increased by over 3 
million persons since World War II, Ohio cities have 
grown steadily (table 52). In 1970 there were 13 urban-
ized areas (groups of contiguous cities and built-up 
areas) and 54 incorporated cities with populations 
greater than 10, 000. 18 

URBAN SITES AND SITUATIONS 

In discussion of the rationale for the location of 
urban centers two terms are often used-site and situa-
tion. Site refers to the immediate physical conditions 
which influence the positioning and settlement of the 
town. The concept addresses itself to the reason for 
the establishment of the center. Situation is a broader 
concept and refers to the relationship of the urban site 
to nonlocal geographic, economic, and other considera-
tions. The concept of situation addresses itself to the 
reasons for growth or nongrowth of urban areas. 

The largest cities in Ohio extend in a band from 
northeast to southwest across the state-from Cleve-
land through Columbus to Cincinnati. Outside the area 
of urbanized centers, the distribution of smaller in-

18 In the balance of this chapter urban areas are considered to 
be those places with populations above 10,000. This definition 
excludes those places between 10,000 and 2,500 persons, which 
are included in the U.S. Bureau of the Census definition. 
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dependent cities is remarkably uniform (fig. 122). It is 
difficult to say with absolute certainty just why Ohio 
cities have originated where they have. As noted by 
Johnson (1967, p. 76) in his admirably clear text on 
urban geography, 

... there is often a measure of chance or human whim in 
urban location, ... [this measure] is often overlooked, simply 
because this factor is so difficult to assess. 

In many instances the plotting of a town site with no 
special locational advantages was the result of the 
purchase of newly surveyed frontier lands by energetic 
speculators eager to turn a profit. Among cities in such 
a category could be placed Canton (Stark County), 
Mansfield (Richland County), Marion (Marion County), 
Xenia (Greene County), Ashland (Ashland County), 
Salem (Columbiana County), and Wadsworth (Medina 
County). The site of Bellefontaine (Logan County) 
is somewhat more fortuitous, with abundant clear spring 
water so significant as to give the settlement its name. 

Certain Ohio cities recapitulate the pattern of 
earlier Indian settlement. Among the best known ex-
amples are Akron (Summit County), Wooster (Wayne 
County), Defiance (Defiance County), Conneaut (Ash-
tabula County), and Van Wert (Van Wert County). Each 
of these cities is situated along a well-used former 
Indian trail, Akron along the famous portage between 
the Cuyahoga and the Tuscarawas Rivers and the 
others at points where the trails cross streams. 

Accessibility always has had a great deal to do 
with city origin. Perhaps the clearest expression of 
this access factor is the case of centrality. Although 
Columbus owes its original location (as Franklinton 
in 1797) to a crossing of the Scioto River, its con-
tinued importance and growth is the result of its selec-
tion as state capital, in large measure because of 
central position in the state (fig. 123A). Similarly, 
several cities organized and platted as county seats 
were located so as to occupy a central position within 
each county. Included in this list are Lima (Allen 
County), Troy (Miami County), Sidney (Shelby County), 
Washington Court House (Fayette County), Ravenna 
(Portage County), Urbana (Champaign County), Medina 
(Medina County), and Wilmington (Clinton County). The 
site of each of these cities has Ettle to commend it 
except centrality of location. 
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TABLE 52.-Population growth in Ohio cities, 1940-19701 

1970 1960 1950 1940 1970 1960 1950 1940 

Urbanized areas' Ashland 19,872 17 ,419 14,287 12,453 
Cleveland 1,959,880 1,784,991 1,383,599 878,336 Wooster 18, 703 17,046 14,005 11,543 
Cincinnati 1,110,514 993,568 813,292 455,610 Fremont 18,490 18,767 16, 537 14,710 
Columbus 790,019 616, 743 437,707 306,087 Troy 17, 186 13,685 10,661 9,697 
Dayton 685,942 501,664 346,864 210, 718 Marietta 16,861 16,847 16,006 14,543 
Akron 542, 775 458,253 366, 765 244, 791 

Painesville 16,536 16, 116 14,432 12',235 
Toledo 487,789 438,283 364,344 282,349 Sidney 16,332 14,663 11,491 9,790 
Youngstown-Warren 395,540 372,748 298,051 210,557 Defiance 16,281 14,553 11,265 9,744 
Canton 244,279 213,574 173,917 108,401 Fostoria 16,037 15, 732 14,351 13,453 
Lorain-Elyria 192,265 142,860 81,509 69,245 Oxford 15,868 7,828 6,944 2, 756 
Springfield 93,653 90,157 82,284 70,622 

New Philadelphia 15,184 14,241 12,948 12,328 
Hamilton 90,912 89, 778 63,270 50,592 Ironton 15,030 15,745 16,333 15,851 
Mansfield 77 ,599 47,325 43,564 37,154 Delaware 15,008 13,282 11,804 8,944 
Lima 70,295 62,963 50,246 44,711 Conneaut 14,552 10,557 10,230 9,355 

Salem 14, 186 13,854 12, 754 12,301 
Incorporated cities 

Middletown 48, 767 42,115 33,695 31,220 Coshocton 13, 747 13,106 11,675 11,509 
Steubenville 48,262 47,315 35,872 37,651 Cambridge 13,656 14,562 14, 739 15,044 
Newark 41,836 41, 790 34,275 31,487 Norwalk 13,386 12,900 9,775 8,211 
Marion 38,646 37,079 33,817 30,817 Mt. Vernon 13,373 13,284 12, 185 10, 122 
Findlay 35,800 30,344 23,845 20,228 Wadsworth 13,142 10,635 7,966 6,495 

Zanesville 33,045 39,077 40,517 37,500 Galion 13,123 12,650 9,952 8,685 
Lancaster 32,911 29,916 24,180 21,940 Bucyrus 13,111 12,276 10,327 9, 727 
Sandusky 32,674 31,989 29,375 24,874 Washington Court House 12,495 12,388 10,560 9,402 
Massillon 32,539 31,236 29,594 26,644 Greenville 12,380 10,585 8,859 7,745 
Kent 28,183 17,836 12,418 8,581 Ravenna 11,780 10,918 9,857 8,538 

Portsmouth 27,633 33,637 36, 798 40,466 Circleville 11,687 11,059 8,723 7,982 
Alliance 26,547 28,362 26,161 22,405 Dover 11,516 11,300 9,852 9,691 
Xenia 25,373 20,445 12,877 10,633 Van Wert 11,320 11,323 10,364 9,227 
Chillicothe 24,842 24,957 20,133 20, 129 Bellefontaine 11,255 11,424 10,232 9,808 
Ashtabula 24,313 24,559 23,696 21,405 Urbana 11,237 10,461 9,335 8,335 

Athens 23,310 16,470 11,660 7,696 Medina 10,913 8,235 5,097 4,359 
Bowling Green 21, 760 13,574 12,005 7,190 Martins Ferry 10, 757 11,919 13,220 14,729 
Tiffin 21,596 21,478 18,952 16,102 Franklin 10,075 7,917 5,388 4,511 
Piqua 20,741 19,219 17 ,447 16,049 Wilmington 10,051 8,915 7,387 5,971 
East Liverpool 20,020 22,306 24,217 23,555 

1 U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1943, 1952, 1963b, 1973. 
2 Figures are for population of urbanized area in 1950, 1960, and 1970; figures for 1940 are for incorporated city only. 

In the pioneer period, access was normally by 
means of water, and thus a very large number of Ohio 
cities have grown up along the state's waterways. In 
general, settlements occurred only at certain points 
along the watercourses. Along the Ohio, and to a much 
lesser extent along smaller rivers such as the Miami, 
many settlements developed on river terraces above 
all but the highest floods. Location on the gradually 
sloping insides of river bends gave easy accessibility 
and facilitated growth. Cincinnati, Steubenville Oeffer-
son County), East Liverpool (Columbiana County), and 
Portsmouth (Scioto County) (fig. 124) all fall within 
this category. Although Cincinnati has a site which is 
somewhat limited in terms of land suitable for easy 
development, its geographical situation (fig. 150) at 
the focus of three major tributaries of the Ohio River 
gave it an early strategic significance which made it 
the largest city in Ohio from 1810 to 1900 (fig. 123C). 

The Licking River of Kentucky rivalled the Ohio dur-
ing the early frontier period as an avenue of access 
for settlers moving into the Ohio country. Later, the 
fertile lands of the Miami valley contributed to keep 
Cincinnati secure in its position as "Queen City of 
the West.'' 

Not on the Ohio, but along the courses of other 
streams, are rapids and falls which blocked early navi-
gation, but which also offered the possibility of water 
power. This dual impetus resulted in the siting of 
countless settlements, some of which subsequently 
have grown into thriving cities. Elyria (Lorain County), 
which now is included within the Lorain urbanized 
area, originated at the falls of the Black River. Kent 
(Portage County), Piqua (Miami County), Fremont (San-
dusky County), and Zanesville (Muskingum County) are 
other cities at sites of falls or rapids. 

Zanesville also illustrates another type of typical 
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FIGURE 122.-Urban development in Ohio, 1970 
(U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1973b). 

urban location-the junction of two or more streams. 
As a matter of fact, the famous Y-bridge at Zanesville 
is built at the junction of the Muskingum and the Lick-
ing Rivers, making one bridge do the work of two. River-
junction sites are significant because of the increased 
accessibility at such locations; each valley offers a 
route to the site. The junction site par excellence is 
Dayton, at the confluence of no fewer than four streams 
-the Miami, the Mad, and the Stillwater Rivers, and 
Wolf Creek (fig. 123F). Other Ohio cities with stream-
junction locations are Columbus, Defiance, Coshocton 
(Coshocton County), and Newark (Licking County). 

The mouth of a river is still another typical settle-
ment site. In some cases such sites are really stream 
junctions, except that one stream is much smaller than 
the other. Marietta (Washington County), at the mouth 
of the Muskingum, and Portsmouth, at the mouth of the 
Scioto, are the best examples. Along Lake Erie are 
other stream-mouth cities-Lorain, Toledo (Lucas Coun-
ty), and Cleve land. In the last two instances the great 
size of each urban place today is related to geographi-
cal situation rather than to site characteristics (fig. 
123B, D). Not only does Toledo function as a port at 
the mouth of the Maumee River, but in its position at 
the western extremity of Lake Erie lies astride the 
major transportation routes to the entire upper Midwest. 
The latitudinal position and the elongated shape of 
the lake, together with the nearby United States-Canada 

political barrier, which restricts much traffic north of 
the lake, serve to focus many of these transportation 
routes on Toledo. Essentially similar is the situation 
of Cleveland, which functioned in the last half of the 
19th and the first half of the 20th centuries as a focal 
point for rail and highway routes from the entire Mid-
west (fig. 123B). The great barriers of Lake Erie on 
the north and the Appalachian hills on the southeast 
approach each other at Cleveland. Eastward the major 
transportation arteries of northeastern United States 
are confined in the narrow corridor south of Lakes 
Erie and Ontario and in the Mohawk and Hudson River 
valleys. For long, this corridor served as the major 
access route between the magnificent harbor of New 
York and the Midwest, with Cleveland as the great 
collecting point. 

Two Ashtabula County cities, Ashtabula and Con-
neaut, which now function as lake ports, did not in 
fact originate on Lake Erie, although both have ex-
panded until today they front in part on the lake. In 
each instance the original settlement was some 2 or 3 
miles inland at a point at which a glacial-lake beach 
ridge, used as an Indian and pioneer trail, crosses the 
river. U.S. 20 follows this trail today. The elongated 
beach ridges of Ohio were sandy and dry and several 
feet above the adjacent swampy forest. Serving first 
as Indian trails, these ridges, because of their natural 
advantages, commonly came to be the major stage and 
highway routes. Especially important as town sites 
were places such as Bowling Green (Wood County) and 
Norwalk (Huron County), where ridges join, and Defi-
ance, where ridges approach stream junctions, or plac-
es where beach ridges cross streams. At those last 
points, the important waterway routes crossed the major 
paths of land travel. Among the cities which have 
grown up on beach ridges at stream crossings, in ad-
dition to Ashtabula and Conneaut, may be listed 
Painesville (Lake County), Tiffin (Seneca County), 
Fostoria (Hancock and Seneca Counties) and Van Wert. 
The site of Findlay (Hancock County) was especially 
favorable because not only do beach ridge and river 
intersect, but also the site is the meeting point for 
two separate ridges. Elyria is a special case, located 
on a beach ridge at both a stream crossing and a falls. 

Streams can be crossed at many other places be-
sides ancient beach ridges, and such crossing sites 
have provided another representative settlement loca-
tion. The significance of the site i.s normally a func-
tion of both the importance of the land routeway and 
the size of the stream. Two routes, Zane's Trace and 
the National Road, produced several early cities at 
sites of fords, ferries, and bridges. Thus, Cambridge 
(Guernsey County) is located at the Wills Creek cross-
ing, Zanesville at the Muskingum River, Lancaster 
(Fairfield County) at the Hocking ~'.iver, Columbus at 
the Scioto River, and Springfield (Clark County) at the 
Mad River. Although Chillicothe (lfoss County) lies 
adjacent to Zane's Trace at its crossing of the Scioto, 
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the settlement of the city actually preceded the estab-
lishment of the trail. The significance of the Chilli-
cothe site lies in the relationship of topography and 
drainage. The city lies on the river at the boundary be-
tween the Appalachian Plateaus and the Central Low-
lands Provinces, between the rough hill country to the 
southeast and the smooth plains to the northwest. 

The city of Akron is something of a variation on 
the major theme of stream-crossing sites, for Akron is 
located between streams (fig. 123E). In this instance 
the elements are reversed. The movement has been 
along the streams, and the portage has been the barrier 
to be crossed. Cuyahoga Falls grew up at one end of 
the portage, assisted by the potential for water-power 
development at that site in Summit County. Akron de-
veloped along the portage. 

A handful of Ohio cities have site locations which 
do not fit conveniently into the principal categories. 
Both Athens (Athens County) and Oxford (Butler Coun-

ty) owe their locations essentially to considerations 
other than site. The sites of both cities were selected 
by commissioners more concerned with survey bound-
aries and land revenues than with geographical fea-
tures. Of course, it is true that Oxford sits upon a com-
manding rise and that Athens had early connections 
by the easy water route of the Hocking River, but these 
conditions were secondary factors. 

Another pair of cities, Massillon (Stark County) and 
Dover (Tuscarawas County), are the only canal-period 
relics which have continued to prosper. Both communi-
ties originated along the Ohio and Erie Canal. Dover 
was actually laid out in 1807, but was an insignificant 
unincorporated village until the canal reached it in 
1830. Massillon was laid out shortly after the canal 
was built. All other Ohio cities along the routes of 
both the Ohio and Erie and the Miami and Erie Canals 
developed much earlier than either waterway. 

Finally, the city of Sandusky (Erie County) is 

FIGURE 124.-Portsmouth is located at the junction of the Scioto and Ohio Rivers, shown here at flood stage. The varia-
tion in color of the two rivers results from more suspended material in the Scioto. The vulnerability of a city built on a flood-
plain is evident; walls are obviously needed for flood protection. (Photo courtesy of U.S. Army Corps of Engineers.) 
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TABLE 53.-Growth of large urban areas, 1960-19701 

Urbanized area Central city 
(%) (%) 

Cleveland 9.8 -14.3 
Cincinnati 11.8 -10.0 
Columbus 28.1 14.5 
Dayton 36.7 -7.1 
Akron 18.4 -5.1 

Toledo 11.3 20.7 
Youngstown-Warren 6.1 -16.1 (Youngstown) 
Canton 14.4 -3.1 
Lorain-Elyria 34.6 13.4 (Lorain) 
Springfield 3.9 -1.0 

Hamilton 1.0 -6.2 
Mansfield 64.0 16.3 
Lima 11.6 5.3 
Steubenville 2.0 -5.3 

Average growth 18.2 0.1 

1 U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1973b. 

ing and shipping port since 1817. Bypassed by the Mi-
ami and Erie and the Ohio and Erie Canals, it never 
reached the significance of either Toledo or Cleveland, 
which became the terminal cities of the two canals. 

URBAN GROWTH AND EVOLUTION 

Many Ohioans have come to expect urban growth 
as inevitable. Between 1960 and 1970, expansion aver-
aging over 18 percent was experienced in every large 
urban area of the state (table 53). But there appears 
to be little relationship between size of urbanized area 
and its pace of growth. Lima and Mansfield, for exam-
ple, are roughly equal in population, but in the decade 
Lima's increase was only 11.6 percent while Mansfield 
grew 64.0 percent, making the latter the most rapidly 
developing large urban area in Ohio. The distinction of 
being the fastest growing city (i.e., communities over 
10,000 population in 1970) in Ohio belongs to Oxford, 
where expansion of Miami University and Western 
College for Women resulted in more than doubling the 
city population in the 1960's. 

unique in its location-the only Ohio lake port not at a 
stream mouth. Secure behind the barrier of Cedar Point 
and adjacent to the protected anchorage of Sandusky 
Bay, the city of Sandusky has been an important fish-

It is difficult to analyze the growth of medium-
and small-size Ohio cities because corporate bound-
aries rarely coincide with the limits of land in urban 
uses. Four terms (Murphy, 1966) have come to be 

TABLE 54.-City growth compared with growth of county 
in which city is located, 1960-19701 

City decreased, City decreased, City increased City increased 

county decreased county increased slower than faster than 
county increased county increased 

Cambridge Alliance Bucyrus Ashland 
Chillicothe Ashtabula Circleville Athens 
Martins Ferry Bellefontaine Defiance Bowling Green 
Portsmouth East Liverpool Delaware Conneaut 
Zanesville Fremont Fostoria Coshocton 

Ironton Franklin Dover 
Steubenville Galion Findlay 
Van Wert Lancaster Greenville 

Marietta Kent 
Marion Medina 

Massillon Middletown 
Mt. Vernon New Philadelphia 
Newark Oxford 
Norwalk Salem 
Painesville Troy 

Piqua Urbana 
Ravenna Wilmington 
Sandusky 
Sidney 
Tiffin 

Wadsworth 
Washington Court House 
Wooster 
Xenia 

1U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1973b. 
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applied in expressing the relationship between bound-
aries and the actual urban use of land. Truebounded 
cities are those in which the boundary coincides close-
ly with the limit of urban land use. Underbounded 
cities are those in which urban land uses have ex-
panded beyond the corporate boundary. This situation 
is common in larger cities where formerly distinct sub-
urban communities, which still have separate corporate 
identities, have been submerged by growth from the 
central city. Overbounded cities have boundaries which 
lie miles out in the countryside, enclosing large areas 
of nonurban land use. Finally, a few cities are mis-
bounded, a situation in which the corporate boundary 
has no clear or recognizable relationship to the use 
of land. At certain points these cities are overbounded; 
at others, underbounded; at still others, they may be 
truebounded. Of 54 incorporated cities surveyed by 
this author, utilizing 1:24,000 topographic sheets pro-
duced in the late 1950's and 1960's by the U.S. Geolog-
ical Survey, only 21 were shown to be truebounded. 
Twenty-eight were underbounded, 4 were overbounded, 
and l, Portsmouth, was misbounded. 

However, even given these problems of delineation, 
some observations are possible. More than three times 
as many cities increased in size between 1960 and 
1970 as decreased (table 54). At the same time, most 
of these cities were growing more slowly than the 
counties in which they were located, indicating that 
suburbanization normally extends well beyond corpo-
rate municipal limits. In the case of 8 cities (table 54) 
these developments had reached such a stage that the 
city population was actually decreasing while the sub-
urban county areas were increasing, a miniature repli-
cation of the situation in many of the large urbanized 
areas (table 53). 

In general, cities in Appalachian Ohio have been 
declining in population in recent years. In most cases, 
decreases in coal-mining employment and water-trans-
port activity have not been offset by increases in man-
ufacturing. The withering cities are symptomatic of 
general Appalachian economic distress. The most 
severe difficulties have been experienced in Ports-
mouth, which has the unenviable record of the greatest 
contraction in population, well in excess of 17 percent, 
from 1960 to 1970. 

Just as the origin of cities is difficult to identify 
in all cases, so the explanation for growth too is elu-
sive. Why have certain Ohio settlements grown and 
others not? Why do some places fail to live up to ini-
tial promise, gradually withering away, while other 
locations thrive beyond all expectations? Perhaps 
some clue can be provided by studying the history of 
those cities which today are Ohio's largest. Figures 
125 through 128 trace this urban evolution. Caution 
should be used in viewing these maps because not all 
cities are shown. Only those which have grown to over 
10,000 population in 1970 appear. 

In the discussion of the sites of Ohio's 6 largest 
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FIGURE 125.-Population of selected cities, 1820 
(U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1821). 

urban areas, reference already has been made to the 
geographical situations which have favored metropoli-
tan development in these locations. In 5 of these cities 
transportation access has been the key to growth. 

The earliest census which contains much informa-
tion on urban areas in Ohio is that of 1820. Prior to 
this date, population was enumerated by township, and 
the size of urban places (villages, really) is difficult 
to ascertain with certainty. Even in the 1820 census 
some urban places are included within township re-
turns (e.g., Marietta). 

By 1820 the magnificent situation of Cincinnati 
had encouraged a concentration of almost 10,000 per-
sons, allowing the city to greatly outdistance other 
settlements in Ohio. The next largest cities, each 
under 3,000 persons, were situated along Zane's Trace. 
The significance of this routeway is shown clearly on 
figure 125. The other major artery giving rise to early 
urban developments was the Miami River, along which 
were Piqua, Troy, Dayton (Montgomery County), Mid-
dletown (Butler County), and Hamilton (Butler County). 
Thus the earliest major urban concentrations were lo-
cated along three routes-the Ohio River, the Miami Riv-
er, and Zane's Trace. Everywhere else in the state, 
settlements had fewer than 1,000 persons. 

By 1830 the number of urban places had more than 
doubled (fig. 126). The largest cities were still associ-
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FIGURE 126.-Population of selected cities, 1830 
(U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1831). 

ated with transport arteries. Cincinnati had grown to 
over 24,000, and the cities along Zane's Trace and 
the Miami River had kept pace. However, the largest 
of these cities, Zanesville, Dayton, and Chillicothe, 
ranked far behind Cincinnati. Following the wave of 
advancing rural settlement, the pattern of urban settle-
ments became more widespread. Certain places such 
as Steubenville, Cleveland, Mt. Vernon (Knox County), 
Columbus, and others were growing rapidly. In addition 
to the earlier routes, which maintained their impor-
tance, two new routes-the Scioto River and the Mad 
River-had developed. 

Outward from each of the major cities projected the 
beginnings of a network of local roads-turnpikes, toll 
roads, and post routes. Virtually all of these were 
maintained by local authorities; the mud, corduroy, and 
plank surfaces of these roads were of uniformly poor 
quality. Harrowing indeed are the tales of early trav-
ellers by stage. Remedies were at hand, however. The 
canal period was about to open and to revolutionize 
completely the carriage of persons and, especially, of 
goods. In the process, the patterns of city growth be-
came significantly altered. 

The census year of 1850 was about the height of 
the canal period in Ohio. The Ohio and Erie Canal was 
fully operative from Cleveland to the Ohio River by 
1833, and the Miami and Erie Canal opened in 1845, 

although it was 1848 before traffic reached high levels 
(Peattie, 1923, p. 99). As early as 1856, canal reve-
nues were no longer sufficient to cover maintenance, 
but steadily declining traffic continued into the 20th 
century (Peattie, 1923, p. 99). 

The pattern of urban development in 1850 (fig. 127) 
reflects the importance of the canal system. After 18 
years of canal experience, Cleveland ranked as the 
third largest city in the state, and Toledo, just two 
years after the full development of the Miami and Erie 
Canal, was approaching a population of 4,000. Along 
the canalways were thriving centers such as Akron, 
Massillon, Newark, Circleville, Chillicothe, Ports-
mouth, Piqua, Troy, Dayton, Middletown, and Hamilton. 
The pattern of modern-day urban Ohio can be seen 
clearly emerging in 1850. 

New major roadways had evolved also by 1850, in 
some cases supplanting those significant during earlier 
eras. Zane's Trace was no longer important beyond 
Chillicothe. In its place was a route from Steubenville 
to Cincinnati by way of Washington Court House and 
Wilmington (fig. 127). This route joined the Trace at 
Cambridge and left it at Lancaster. The National Road 
utilized Zane's Trace as far as Zanesville and then 
struck out directly west to Columbus and Springfield. 
From here westward, movement was over a series of 
alternative routes. Another important road connected 
Columbus with the harbor of Sandusky. 

During the last half of the 19th century it was 
neither roads nor canals which provided the principal 
stimulus for urban growth, but rather railroads. The 
first rail line in Ohio was completed in 1836 from 
Toledo to Adrian, Michigan, but the greatest period of 
railroad construction did not take place until the 18SO's. 

The early railroads were built with the idea of reaching 
those parts of the country not touched by canals. An excep-
tion were the roads in the Miami Valley. Dependence upon 
the waterways is to be seen in that either one or both termi-
nals were on a water route. It was soon discovered that the 
railroads could parallel the canals and compete with them. 
They profited hugely by the canals for they found cities, 
industries, and markets already established and to these 
they offered more rapid service and a service all the year 
around (Peattie, 1923, p. 105). 

The pattern of city growth in 1900 (fig. 128) repre-
sents the results of 50 years of railroad influence. 
Toledo, capitalizing upon the early impetus of canal 
trade and upon location at the western end of Lake 
Erie, early leaped into prominence as a rail center. 
In the 1850's rail lines were built between Toledo and 
Chicago to save the expense and time of the Great 
Lakes water haul around the southern Michigan penin-
sula. But 

... because technological improvements occurred at a faster 
rate in railroad facilities than in lake vessels, a transition 
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FIGURE 127.-Population of selected cities, 1850 
(U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1851). 

was soon underway to all-rail shipping. Moreover, the annual 
blockade of grain caused first by late fall storms on the 
lakes, then by the freezing of the water, and finally by the 
late thaw of wind-piled ice in the harbor at Buffalo, diverted 
the grain traffic to the railroads because only they provided 
uninterrupted service to the east coast (Emery and Mason, 
1965, p. 14). 

By 1900, Toledo had moved into third place in the list 
of Ohio cities, largely due to its strategic position 
with respect to railroad routes (fig. 123). Similar cir-
cumstances were at work in Cleveland, which forged 
ahead of Cincinnati as the 20th century opened. 

Hand in hand with railroad development came in-
dustrialization, with the steel industry leading the 
way. Many observers have commented upon the symbi-
otic relationship between railroads and the steel in-
dustry, with the railroads offering the swift assembly 
of bulky materials and steel products needed by the 
industry and at the same time providing the principal 
market by requiring enormous amounts of steel for 
rails, locomotives, and rolling stock. Northeastern 
Ohio, situated strategically between the Appalachian 
coal fields and the Great Lakes iron ore and limestone 
route, saw the rapid growth of several steel towns-

Cleveland, Canton, Massillon, Youngstown (Mahoning 
County), Steubenville-and the rise of coal-shipping 
ports such as Conneaut and Ashtabula. 

The pattern of cities given on figure 128 is that 
of the end of the railroad period, the turn of the 20th 
century. Within a few years, mass production and wide-
spread ownership of the automobile, consequent con-
struction of a network of paved intercity highways, and 
the extension of trolley and interurban lines were to 
allow cities to begin the suburban sprawl so character-
istic of Ohio cities today. 

This discussion of the growth history of Ohio's 
largest cities has been structured largely in terms of 
transportation access. Of course, many other factors 
have been involved in urban growth. For example, one 
need only examine places such as Athens, Oxford, and 
Bowling Green (all sites of state universities) to real-
ize that for some cities transportation access does not 
explain size or importance. 

OHIO CITIES AS CENTRAL PLACES 

Another important consideration bearing upon the 
growth and distribution of cities is the relationship 
which cities have with the surrounding countryside and 
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FIGURE 128.-Population of selected cities, 1900 
(U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1902). 
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with each other. 
Just as transportation access is the key to under-

standing growth in 5 of Ohio's 6 largest urban areas, 
so central location is the major factor in explaining 
the growth of the remaining city, Columbus (fig. 123). 
Centrality was not only the raison d'etre for the loca-
tion of many county seats, but also the explanation for 
much of their growth. In a large number of instances 
the county seat functions not only as the administra-
tive capital, but also as the market, service, and shop-
ping center for the county. 

Because the size of Ohio counties is relatively 
uniform, it is hardly surprising to find that many county 
seats have attained roughly the same size. On the list 
of small cities centrally located and functioning as 
county seats and trade centers are Wilmington, Medina, 
Urbana, Bellefontaine, Van Wert, Circleville (Pickaway 
County), Ravenna, Greenville (Darke County), Wash-
ington Court House, Mt. Vernon, Coshocton, and Dela-
ware (Delaware County). Other centrally located county 
seats (e.g., Springfield, Athens), by virtue of manu-
facturing or special service activities, have reached 
larger size. 

For all cities, whether county seats or not, the 
relationship with the surrounding countryside is of 
utmost importance. 

Although cities vary greatly in size, opportunity, and com-
position (both physical and social) they all exhibit one com-
mon characteristic-an influence area (Dutt and Harrity, 1970, 
p. 87). 
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miles 
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A variety of terms have been employed to describe 
this area-hinterland, umland, catchment area, tributary 
region, urban field, zone of influence. All such terms 
imply that the city exerts some control over the sur-
rounding area. 

The identification of spheres of influence of Ohio 
cities has not received much attention. The only recent 
published attempts to study the phenomenon are two 
studies by Dutt and Harrity (1970, 1971) utilizing news-
paper circulation as the index. Four distinct levels of 
cities, grouped on the basis of size, were identified 
by these authors, and the spheres of influence of the 
upper three levels were mapped. Figure 129 is an adap-
tation and slight simplification of the urban influence 
zones presented by Dutt and Harrity (1970, p. 89). 

Northwest and southeast Ohio fall outside the in-
fluence of the three so-called first-order cities-Cleve-
land, Cincinnati, and Columbus (fig. 129A). The ex-
tension of the Columbus influence zone to the Ohio 
River valley is questionable and is doubtless due to 
the lack of consideration of any large city to the south-
east. If Charleston, West Virginia, or the Ashland, 
Kentucky-Huntington, West Virginia, urban area had 
been included in the study, the Columbus influence 
area would not have been extended to many of the 
Appalachian Ohio counties. 

Of the second-order cities (fig. 129B), the influ-
ence area of Akron is smallest and that of Toledo larg-
est. This situation is a function of the presence or 
absence of competing centers. The only serious nearby 
competitor for Toledo is Detroit. Akron, on the other 
hand, must contend not only with Cleveland, but also 
with the third-order cities (fig. 129C) of Youngstown 

Univ. of Akron, 
Dept. of Geog., 
1972. M. Geib 
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3. Canton 
4. Zanesvi lie 
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7. Sandusky 
8. Springfield 
9. Lima 

10. Findlay 

FIGURE 129.-Influence areas of larger Ohio cities, as determined by newspaper circulation, 1970 (Dutt and Harrity, 1971). 
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and Canton. 
Another standard device for the measurement of the 

influence areas of cities has been applied widely in 
the United States. This device was developed by Reilly 
(1959) and is generally referred to as the "Law of Re-
tail Gravitation." This technique works best when the 
population range of cities is relatively small and least 
well when considering cities in proximity to large 
metropolitan centers, except as these centers are re-
lated to other large centers. Reilly's law was applied 
to cities in northwestern Ohio and the resulting retail 
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trading areas mapped on figure 130. In the extreme 
western part of Ohio cities that provide central ser-
vices are generally below 10,000 population and hence 
are not shown. In other directions the presence of the 
large urban centers of Cleveland, Columbus, and Cin-
cinnati makes the delineation of retail hinterlands less 
useful and accurate. The irregularity of retail trade 
areas in northwestern Ohio is a function of the sizes 
of competing centers and the locations and directions 
of major routeways. 

Univ. of Akron, Dept. of Geog .. 1972. M. Geib 

FIGURE 130.-Retail trade areas in northwest Ohio, 1970. 
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FUNCTIONAL CLASSIFICATIONS OF 
OHIO CITIES 

Many geographers have recognized that cities exe-
cute a variety of functions. Indeed, unless they do so, 
they cannot continue to exist; the functions which 
cities perform are their support. Three main types of 
functions are found in virtually all cities-industrial, 
commercial, and service. On figure 131 these functions 
have been identified by the proportion of urban workers 
employed in various cities of Ohio. The closer a city 
dot is to a corner of the diagram, the more important 
that activity is in city support. It will be seen that in 
a great many Ohio cities the industrial function pre-
dominates. Under this heading is included employment 
in manufacturing, mining, and construction. In general, 
mining and construction are much less significant than 
manufacturing. The cities which are most strongly 
oriented to industrial functions are Galion (Crawford 
County) (62.6 percent of all workers in 1960) and Wads-
worth (61.6 percent). The commercial function general-

ly ranks after that of manufacturing, and within this 
category are included retail and wholesale trade, fi-
nance and insurance, and transportation. The best ex-
amples of commercial cities are Bellefontaine ( 40.8 
percent of all workers), Conneaut (52.8), Ashtabula 
(42.0), and Norwalk (40.3), the last three of which are 
primarily transportation centers. Service functions, 
which include personal and domestic services, enter-
tainment and recreation, education, hospitals, and pub-
lic administration, are normally subordinate to indus-
trial and commercial functions. In a few cities, such 
as Athens (62. 7 percent), Bow ling Green (50.6), and 
Kent (38.0), which are primarily sites of state univer-
sities, the service function outstrips all others. In Xenia 
(38.0 percent) employment in county government, at a 
nearby airbase, and in several surrounding universities 
and colleges accounts for the premier position of the 
service function. Similarly, employment concentrations 
in higher education and county administration exist in 
Delaware (39.1 percent). 

Using a technique first suggested by Nelson (1955, 

COMMERCIAL 

SERVICE 

FIGURE 131.-Industrial, commercial, and service employment in Ohio cities, 1960 
(U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1963b). 
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p. 189-210), the employment patterns of Ohio cities in 
1960 were analyzed in an attempt to secure additional 
and more precise information concerning the functions 
which these cities perform to support themselves. The 
results are given in table SS. 

In the large urbanized areas deviation from the 
norm (i.e., specialization) is more typical than in the 
case of smaller independent cities. This is undoubted-
ly a consequence of the larger concentrations of pop-
ulation and hence the greater possible diversity. How-

ever, in three cities-Akron, Canton, and Youngstown-
Warren (Trumbull County)-employment does not deviate 
from the norm in any category. In a sense, then, these 
three urban areas of northeastern Ohio can be said to 
be "typical" large urban areas. Conversely, the urban 
center which has the most unique functional character 
is Lima, with six specialized functions (table SS). The 
lack of near competitors accounts for this situation. 

Urban specialization differs from urban area to 
urban area, with no two having exactly the same em-

TABLE 55.--Specia/ized functions performed by Ohio cities, 19601 
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Urbanized areas Piqua x 

Cleveland x East Liverpool x 
Cincinnati x x x x Ashland x 
Columbus x x x x Wooster x 
Dayton x Fremont x 
Akron x 

Troy x x 
Toledo x x Marietta x x x 
Youngstown-Warren x Painesville x 
Canton x Sidney x 
Lorain-Elyria x Defiance x 
Springfield x x x 

Fostoria x x 
Hamilton x New Philadelphia x 
Lima x x x x x x Ironton x x 
Steubenville x x x Delaware x x 
Mansfield x x Conneaut x 

Independent cities Salem x 
Middletown x Coshocton x 
Newark x Cambridge x 
Marion x x Norwalk x 
Findlay x Mt. Vernon x x 
Zanesville x x 

Wadsworth x 
Lancaster x x Galion x 
Sandusky x Bucyrus x 
Massillon x Washington Court House x x x 
Kent x x Greenville x 
Portsmouth x x 

Ravenna x 
Alliance x Circleville x 
Xenia x Dover x 
Chillicothe x x Van Wert x 
Ashtabula x Bellefontaine x x x x x x 
Athens x 

Urbana x 
Bowling Green x x x Martins Ferry x 
Tiffin x 

1 Based upon the technique developed by Nelson (1955) and utilizing 1960 census of population data (U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1963b). 
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ployment profiles. Some of these profiles are shown on 
figure 132. Manufacturing and retail trade are the domi-
nant economic activities in Ohio's large cities. Co-
lumbus is unusual in that manufacturing is much less 
significant than in other large cities, and wholesaling, 
finance and insurance, education, and public adminis-
tration are much more so. On the other hand, the 
Lorain-Elyria area is predominantly oriented to manu-
facturing. In Springfield the concentration is in person-
al services and in public administration, whereas in 
Cincinnati the emphasis is on transportation, whole-
saling, finance and insurance, and entertainment and 
recreation. 

As can be gleaned from table 55, there is little 
relationship between type of specialization and size 
of urban concentration. The specialized function which 
occurs most often in large centers is wholesaling. 
Given the size of the metropolitan areas involved, this 
association is not at all surprising. In contrast the 
smaller independent city is most often oriented toward 
specialization in manufacturing or in entertainment and 
recreation. 

The most unusual city is Bellefontaine, which 
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demonstrates specializations in six employment areas, 
twice as many as in any other Ohio city; in an opposite 
position are five cities which showed no special func-
tional areas (table 55). The employment profiles of 
several independent cities are given in figure 133. 
Wadsworth is typical of the cities dominated by manu-
facturing, whereas Athens is a fine example of a uni-
versity town. In Conneaut transportation is so signifi-
cant that it actually employs more people than manu-
facturing, a very unusual situation in Ohio cities; in 
Washington Court House, trade, both wholesale and re-
tail, is especially important. Furthermore, the special-
ized services which a city provides for its hinterland 
commonly give that city a special appearance and 
orientation. Despite this quality, Ohio cities show 
considerable similarity in their internal structure. 

INTERNAL GEOGRAPHY OF 
OHIO CITIES 

The discussion of the urban geography of Ohio to 
this point has been concerned largely with the growth 
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FIGURE 132.-Employment profiles of some large urbanized areas in Ohio, 1960 
(U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1963b). 
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of cities and with their relationships to one another 
and to the surrounding countryside, for which they pro-
vide certain services. Another major aspect of urban 
geography revolves about considerations of the internal 
composition and structure of the city: what the land is 
used for, who uses it, and why. The geographer is in-
terested also in spatial variations within the city: how 
does one section of the city differ from another, and 
why? He is especially concerned with social variations 
of urban areas. 

Everyone recognizes that certain sections of a city 
have particular distinguishing characteristics. In Akron, 
for example, the homes of tire builders are easily sepa-
rated from those of the rubber company executives. 
The Wooster-Hawkins ghetto is as distinct from the 
North Hill Italian community as it is from the Firestone 
Park white-Appalachian area. In the first of these com-
parisons it is economic level which separates the 
groups; in the second, it is ethnic makeup. In other 
Ohio cities similar residential differentiations can be 
made (e.g., in Columbus, German Village with its dis-
tinctive architecture). The same process is possible 
with other types of land use. "Automobile row" is 
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found easily in all cities, and industrial districts are 
generally clearly differentiated. The term "central 
business district" (CBD) universally has come to stand 
for the commercial development in the oldest parts and 
in the hearts of cities. 

The tendency for similar types of land use to 
cluster together is one of the most persistent aspects 
of urban geography. This tendency has also encouraged 
the formulation of theories of urban structure. Two 
such theories-the concentric zone theory and the 
wedge or sector theory-are attempts to simplify reali-
ty, reducing it to a theoretic framework or model. The 
multiple nuclei theory, a modification and elaboration 
of the earlier theories, is less simple but closer to 
reality. 

The concentric zone theory 

The concentric zone theory is predicated on the 
knowledge that the center of the city has been more 
valuable than other areas because of its accessibility. 
The development of commercial activities in the earli-
est days of settlement was sufficient to give to the 
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FIGURE 133. -Employment profiles of some independent cities in Ohio, 1960 
(U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1963b). 
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central business district an initial impetus which is 
only now disappearing. As a city grew, maximum ad-
vantage always lay in locating as short a distance 
from the city center as possible. Hence cities tended 
to grow outward from the center equally in all direc-
tions, except where topographic or other barriers inter-
vened. A good illustration of the concentric zone theory 
can be seen in the age of buildings in Cleveland, as 
plotted by the Cuyahoga County Regional Planning 
Commission in 1969 (p. 63) (fig. 134). 

The concentric zone theory recognizes a series of 
ever wider zones centered upon the CBD. Outward from 
the CBD is a zone in transition, subject to some en-
croachment by outward expansion of the CBD and it-
self encroaching upon the next zone of residential land 
use. Within this zone in transition are some of the 
most clearly defined ethnic neighborhoods. Outward, 
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bands of homogenous residential structures are en-
countered, separated by strips of neighborhood com-
mercial development. Quality of structure generally 
inqeases outward, although a few anomalies exist 
(e.g., Shaker Heights as the most expensive and pres-
tigious residential area in the Cleveland area). Final-
ly, at the fringes of the metropolitan area is the com-
muter zone, the neighborhoods of sprawling suburbs. 

The central business district.-At the heart of the 
city lies the central business district, up to the time of 
World War II the unchallenged commercial focus of the 
city. Since that time, however, newer outlying shopping 
centers have been serious contenders for commercial 
supremacy. In 1967 between one-fifth and one-fourth 
of the commercial sales of the eight largest urban 
centers of the state were accounted for by the CBD's 
(table 56). No statistics are available for smaller cities. 

D Nodata 

• 70-100 years 

CJ 30-69 years 

E22J 0-29 years 

Univ. of Akron, Dept. of Geog., 1972. M. Geib 

FIGURE 134.-General age of structures in Cleveland, 1960 (Cuyahoga County 
Regional Planning Commission, 1969). 
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TABLE 56.-CBD sales as percent of city sales, 1967, by type of storet 

All retail sales 
General merchandise group stores 
Apparel and accessory stores 
Furniture and home furnishings 
Miscellaneous retail stores 

Eating and drinking places 
Drug stores 
Automobile dealers 
Building materials, hardware 
Gasoline service stations 
Food stores 

1U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1970a. 
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FIGURE 135.-Central business district and zone in transition 
in Lima, 1967 (Howard and others, 1967). 
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The Central Business District (CBD) of nearly every 
American city is experiencing the effect of decentralization 
with respect to development within. With the advent of the 
automobile and better transportation facilities, which have 
encouraged the development of new residential sections 
further from the city center, and the increasing exodus of 
the retail sales area from the CBD to the new shopping 
centers on the periphery of the city, the traditional role of 
the CBD in the life of the city is being diminished in im-
portance . When the city center does not advance with the 
growth of its urban area, these ''substitute'' downtowns 
spring up, causing the inevitable gradual decay of the city 
center, and the loss of physical attractiveness and economic 
vitality (Howard and others, 1967, p. 33). 

Although the central business district of each Ohio 
city is unique in some particular, all have certain com-

mon characteristics. That of Lima may be considered 
more or less representative of Ohio cities. The Lima 
CBD is compact, just 12 square blocks, and, even 
though the city is platted in regular blocks, the shape 
of the CBD is not symmetrical (fig. 135). Growth has 
taken place at different rates in different directions. 

The focal point of the CBD is that point upon 
which the public transport lines of the late 19th and 
early 20th centuries converged. In Lima that point is 
Public Square, which is situated at the junction of 
Market and Main Streets, not at the geographical center 
of the CBD, but well to the south of the center. In some 
cities, the focal points of CBD's are easy to identify, 
especially where they are public squares, e.g., as in 
Youngstown, Sandusky, Troy, Sidney, New Philadel-
phia (Tuscarawas County), and Greenville. In other 

FIGURE 136.-Cleveland, the premier city of Ohio. The Terminal Tower office building looms above Public Square, 
generally considered the focus of the central business district. The CBD is in process of expansion to the east. (Photo 
courtesy of Greater Cleveland Growth Association.) 
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FIGURE 137.-Central business district in Akron. 

cities two points are in competition as the major focus. 
A good example is Cleveland, with Public Square (fig. 
136) in competition with the commercial intersection of 
Euclid Avenue and East Ninth Street. Finally, in cer-
tain cities, because of the shift of transport routes, 
building deterioration, and urban renewal, no present 
focus can be clearly seen, although vestiges of an 
earlier focal point may remain. This is the case in 
Akron, where the focus of the CBD has shifted from 
the intersection of Main and Market Streets southward 
by several blocks. 

Akron (fig. 137) provides a better example of what 
is happening with the CBD's of Ohio cities than might 
be surmised at first glance. In the latter part of the 
19th century the Main and Market intersection was the 
focus of the public transport lines for the city; today 
this is no longer true. The center of commercial grav-
ity has shifted gradually southward along Main Street. 
Bus lines have followed, until all downtown routes 
move along South Main for several blocks. Of even 
greater significance is the shift which has taken place 
in the mode of transport used by patrons and workers 
in the Akron CBD; most of these people use private 

automobiles rather than public transport. It would not 
be far from the truth to suggest that the focal point of 
the Akron CBD in 1972 was midway between the large 
O'Neils department store parking garage and the Cas-
cade municipal parking garage. 

Although the activities which traditionally have 
dominated are commercial, the CBD is hardly a homo-
geneous area. To be found, generally in a peripheral 
location, in virtually all CBD's are bus stations, rail-
road terminals (now mostly abandoned or converted to 
other uses), and some kinds of specialized manu-
facturing (e.g., newspaper-printing plants). 

Because land values are high in the CBD, build-
ings are normally multistory. Above the retail shops, 
which occupy the most accessible and highest rent 
locations on the ground floor, are a wide variety of 
commercial offices, financial firms, professional of-
fices, and specialized services, all of which benefit 
from centralized location and accessibility, and from 
proximity to one another. The advantages of proximity 
are so well recognized that certain buildings come to 
specialize in certain types of activities. Medical arts 

U"'"· of AIHoo. Oep l . ol G<><>g .. 1972. M. Ge•b 

FIGURE 138.-Men's and women's s tores in Cleveland 
c entral business district. 
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and law office buildings are probably the most common 
concentrations. 

Somewhat similar is the tendency of related types 
of retail stores to cluster together. In Cleveland, for 
example, the Euclid-Ninth Tower building houses no 
fewer than 13 jewelry firms. Although this phenomenon 
is fully developed only in the very largest cities, a 
suggestion of it can be found in many Ohio cities. In 
Akron, for example, department stores are opposite one 
another, and jewelry stores occupy (1972) three out of 
four adjacent buildings on Main Street. In Cleveland, 
men's stores (clothing, accessories, shoes, tobacco) 
show a strong concentration on Euclid A venue just 
west of East Ninth Street (fig. 138A). Women's stores 
in Cleveland do not show such a strong concentration, 
a situation which may be explained by the location of 
downtown Cleveland's major department stores at op-
posite ends of the CBD (fig. 138B). Thus a stroll from 
Higbee's or the May Company east to Halle's allows 
the woman shopper to pass every women's store, and 
no spot has an advantage over another. The higher 
number of women's stores on the south side of Euclid 
Avenue probably reflects greater inter-department store 

• D 
mm 
[] Peripheral automobile zone 

pedestrian traffic on that side of the street. 
The tendency to cluster applies not only to retail 

stores but to other types of activities as well, to the 
extent that the CBD may be differentiated into areal 
zones, each of which has special characteristics. In 
Canton, for example, Wininger (1969, p. 48-52) identi-
fied three zones. The innermost zone, which is charac-
terized by retail business, contains the largest stores 
and has the highest land values and the greatest num-
bers of pedestrians. Surrounding the inner zone is one 
in which tall buildings predominate, offering ground-
floor space for shops and upper-floor offices for finan-
cial activities. Hotels are representative also of this 
zone. The third zone, which occupies a peripheral po-
sition, is characterized by furniture stores, automobile 
sales premises and associated garages, filling sta-
tions, and grocery supermarkets, establishments which 
are automobile and space oriented. Each of these 
zones is shown on figure 139, together with the spe-
cific locations of financial institutions, which provide 
a further illustration of the phenomenon of similar land-
use clustering. Areal differentiation similar to that of 
the Canton CBD can be found in central business dis-

1000 feel 
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FIGURE 139. -Internal structure of Canton central business 
district (Wininger, 1969). 
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tricts in many other Ohio cities. 
Not all commercial activities prosper in the CBD. 

Those which require large showrooms or storage areas 
(e.g., automobile dealers, building materials suppliers) 
and those which handle certain convenience goods 
(e.g., grocery stores, gasoline service stations) are 
less typical of the CBD than are other types of com-
mercial properties (table 56). On the other hand, gen-
eral merchandise stores (department stores, variety 
stores) and apparel and accessory stores are charac-
teristic of the CBD. From table 56 it can be seen that 
sales in these two categories were much higher (54.2 
and 56.0 percent) than was true for total retail sales 
(22 . 7 percent), even in the face of increasing challenge 
from growing suburban shopping centers. 

Decline of the central business district.-In most 
Ohio CBD's the flight of commercial activities and the 
consequent increase in vacant structures, coupled with 
the continuing high value of real estate, has encour-
aged clearing and rebuilding of portions of most CBD's 
under the general rubric of urban renewal. Slowly re-
placing the commercial activities of the CBD are gov-
ernment offices, public institutions, and organizational 
and business offices. Increasingly, CBD's are becom-
ing civic centers rather than shopping centers. This 
is exemplified by Cincinnati's Fountain Square (fig. 
140). 

Because the CBD is normally the oldest portion of 
the entire city, many of its structures are in great need 
of repair, despite the fact that land values and rents 

FIGURE 140.-Fountain Square, the traditional focus of the Cincinnati central business district. At midday the redevel-
oped square draws pedestrians from nearby offices and stores. The ornate fountain presents a sharp contrast to the stark 
lines of modern buildings. (Photo courtesy of Greater Cincinnati Chamber of Commerce.) 
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are the highest in the city. The extent of dilapidation 
in the Lima CBD is shown on figure 141. The major 
problem areas are at opposite ends of the CBD, in the 
north and in the south. Because of dilapidation and 
lack of maintenance and repair, and also because of 
the increasingly effective competition from outlying 
commercial districts, these same two areas are rapidly 
being abandoned by commercial activities. A similar 
correlation between vacancy and dilapidation can be 
found in other Ohio CBD's. 

In Akron, as commercial activity shifted away from 
the Main and Market Streets intersection, the area be-
came less desirable; because general activity in the 
entire CBD was declining, more and more properties 
became vacant. As a consequence, maintenance and 
repair were more and more grudgingly provided, and 
eventually conditions reached the point where site 
clearance and urban renewal became attractive. Banks, 
office buildings, a motel, a large new public library, 
and open park spaces now occupy land formerly in re-
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- Severe ddap1dat1on· 

l~~rn~~~~~~] Moderate di 1ap1da1ion 

filillIIIIT] Minor dilapidation 

CIIIITI No dilapidation 

tail stores and shops. A very large parcel of land re-
mains (1972) vacant. Thus are CBD's evolving. 

The zone in transition. -The concentric zone theory 
of urban growth and structure identifies a zone in tran-
sition which surrounds the CBD of each city (fig. 135). 
The types of land use within the zone in transition 
have been summarized by Preston (1968, p. 475) as 
follows: 

Land use 

General and miscellaneous retail and 
services 

Parking and automobile 
Governmental, organizational, and 

headquarters offices 
Wholesale, storage, light industrial, 

and transportation 
Permanent residences 
Vacant buildings and land 
Other 

Percent of 
total 

12 
10 

25 

11 
27 

9 
6 

Univ. of Akron, Dept. of Geog , 1972 M Geib 

FIGURE 141.-Extent of dilapidation in Lima central business district, 1967 (Howard and others, 1967). 
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As its name suggests, the zone in transition is 
undergoing modification. Until about World War II city 
growth, and consequently growth of the CBD, pro-
moted an expanding zone of transition. As the CBD 
expanded it impinged upon the transition zone which 
in turn pressed outward into residential areas. 

Because land costs are lower here than in the CBD, 
there is a concentration of businesses (e.g., wholesale 
warehouses) that use land more extensively. Such 
users are not able to afford the higher costs of the 
CBD, but are desirous of getting as close to it as pos-
sible. The rail routes which commonly skirt the CBD 
offer excellent rail connection for light manufacturing 
and wholesaling. 

One of the principal factors governing conditions 
in the zone of transition is the expectation that land 
will eventually increase in value as expansion takes 
place. Many properties in this zone are held for specu-
lative purposes. The situation has had serious conse-
quences for those residential areas within the zone. 
Housing is already dense, in many places with minimal 
lots and little open space. Zoning restrictions favor 
conversion from residential to other uses. A ride down 
any principal business street within the zone will re-
veal dozens of examples of residential properties con-
verted to business use by simple modification of the 
house facade or by an addition on the front lawn. 

A different type of conversion also takes place. 
Not every house can become a retail shop, but modifi-
cations can be made at relatively low cost to permit 
several households to occupy a single structure. Again, 
zoning restrictions have not normally been an obstacle. 

Opportunity 
Park R-89 

Furthermore, the subdivision of a residential structure 
permits somewhat lower unit rents to be charged, at-
tracting families and persons of low income. Because 
many of these properties are being held for speculation, 
little maintenance and repair is performed. Although 
unit rents are low, little value is received by the oc-
cupant for his rent payment. It is in such areas that 
ghettos and slums begin. 

Since the 1950's, the decline of commercial invest-
ment in the CBD, coupled with similar decline in the 
transition zone, has resulted in massive federal ex-
penditures to renew portions of these areas in most 
Ohio cities. Akron is a good example of the situation 
(fig. 142). Of four urban renewal projects, one is lo-
cated entirely within the CBD, and three, including the 
mammoth Opportunity Park project, are within the tran-
sition zone. The wisdom and ultimate success of urban 
renewal programs remain a subject of debate and con-
troversy. 

German Village in Columbus.-An unusual example 
of redevelopment is found in German Village, a part of 
the Columbus zone in transition. Here the redevelop-
ment by private means is in the form of architectural 
and neighborhood restoration of a very distinctive area. 
Since 1960 over 600 buildings have been rehabilitated 
and the zoning and land-use pattern has been dra-
matically changed from that of a decaying mixed resi-
dential, commercial, and industrial area to a stable 
residential area with commercial properties commonly 
oriented to professional services and to a growing 
tourist market. 

- Central business district 

- Zone m trans1t1on 

filill Urban renewal pro1ect 

2000 feet 
~--~ 

Univ. of Akron. Dept. of Geog., 1972. M. Geib 

FIGURE 142.-Central business district, zone in transition, 
and urban renewal projects in Akron, 1970. 
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The German Village project has increased property values, 
and thus revenues derived from property taxes, in addition 
to eliminating many of the conditions in the village for which 
the city had to expend funds .... the fact that the project 
is under private auspices is of further benefit to the com-
munity as it has relieved it of the necessity of financing a 
~edevelopment] program of its own (Burgoon, 1970, p. 140). 

Furthermore, urban renewal dislocation was virtually 
eliminated, and with properties remaining on tax rolls 
full taxes have been paid throughout the restoration 
period. Perhaps most significant is the fact· that as a 
result of restoration 

... land values rose by over 160 per cent and the total as-
sessed value of the village was 35 per cent higher than in 
1960 (Burgoon, 1970, p. 143). 

The German Village project provides a dramatic 
example of what can be accomplished within the zone 
in transition by way of residential renewal. However, 
it must be remembered that such developments are 
probably only possible in sections which offer dis-
tinctive architecture or street patterns or some other 
unifying characteristic. In most parts of the zone in 
transition such conditions do not exist, and such de-
velopment is quite unlikely. 

The zone in transition in Youngstown.-In Ohio the 
only transition zone which has received much study is 
that of Youngstown (Preston, 1968), where the zone 
was an irregular and discontinuous band surrounding 
the CBD (fig. 143). Several types of land use were 
identified and mapped, and two functional concentra-
tions were noted: in the northwest is an area dominated 
by warehouses and transportation facilities inter-
spersed with parking lots, and directly north of the 
CBD, focused upon the campus of Youngstown Uni-

E'.IJ Central business d1str1ct 

~ Zone 1n trans1t1on 

\ 
'--~~2000 feet 

Univ. of Akron. Dept. of Geog., 1972. M. Geib 

FIGURE 143.-Central business district and zone in 
transition in Youngstown, 1968 (Preston, 1968). 

versity, is an area of institutional, organizational, 
office, and government activities. 

In Youngstown the zone in transition is restricted 
by rivers and by railroads (fig. 143), so that expansion 
appears to be blocked. The same situation exists in 
Lima (fig. 135). Perhaps as significant as this restric-
tion is the fact that expansion pressure from the CBD 
has been diminishing. Beyond the zone in transition are 
bands of housing of various types and quality. 

The wedge or sector theory 

Another theory of urban growth and structure which 
has received wide acceptance is that worked out first 
by Hoyt (1939) and generally referred to as the wedge 
or sector theory. This theory conceives of urban land-
use structure not as a series of concentric bands, but 
rather as a series of wedges radiating from the CBD. 
Johnson (1967) notes that the sector theory is an im-
provement on the earlier concentric ring theory because 
it relates better to the functioning of the city's trans-
portation facilities. The theory works best in the cases 
of three types of land use-high-income residential, 
commercial, and industrial. 

Residential land use. -The wedge or sector theory 
of urban growth was originally developed to explain the 
evolution of residential districts, especially fashion-
able areas. It still is useful for this purpose. In Akron, 
for example, the prestigious Fairlawn Village residen-
tial area is an outward extension of the former high-
class district centered on West Hill between Market 
Street and Merriman Road. 

Commercial land use.-Along some streets which 
serve as major traffic links for the CBD, commercial 
development has extended outward from that area, pro-
ducing a series of commercial "spokes" radiating from 
the center. The city of Canton (fig. 144) illustrates this 
very well. Along such routes, where major lateral 
streets cross, neighborhood shopping centers develop. 
A good example of this can be seen also along West 
Market Street in Akron. Outward from downtown are a 
series of such centers-Highland Square, Wallhaven, 
Frank Boulevard, Pilgrim Square, Fairlawn Plaza. Once 
again the explanation for such an arrangement is to be 
found in the accessibility which such locations pos-
sess. The economic desirability for commercial prop-
erties of situation along a major traffic artery long has 
been recognized by planners. In Massillon, for exam-
ple, in recognition of economic realities, commercial 
zoning outside the CBD largely follows the major 
thoroughfares (fig. 145). 

Industrial land use.-A rather similar arrangement 
can be seen in the locations of industrial areas, espe-
cially those of heavy industry (fig. 146). However, 
except for recent sites adjacent to interstate highways, 
the orientation for industrial land is determined by 
railroads rather than by traffic arteries. Because rail-
roads, in attempting to avoid slope changes, have com-
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monly clung to valley routes, the major industrial dis-
tricts of many Ohio cities are situated in valleys (e.g., 
Mill valley in Cincinnati, Cuyahoga valley in Cleve-
land, Mahoning valley in Youngstown). A major disad-
vantage of valley sites for industry has been the risk 
of flooding. Although water levels such as those of 

1913 in Dayton and 1936 along the Ohio River are in-
frequent, the risk is always present. Industrial capital 
investment is sufficient to justify, in some areas, the 
enormous cost of artificial levees, flood walls, and 
dams. 

In the Akron urban area industrial land use (fig. 
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FIGURE 144.-Commercial land use in Canton, 1969 (City Planning Associates, 1971 ). 
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146) is represented by three sectors or corridors radi-
ating outward from the center of the city. One major 
axis lies southwestward, connecting Akron and Barber-
ton. Along this axis are two major concentrations of 
heavy industry-the Firestone plants in south Akron 
and the Pittsburgh Plate Glass and Babcock and Wil-
cox plants in Barberton. An unusually high proportion 
of land-17.1 percent in 1963-is occupied by industry 
in Barberton; by comparison, Akron industry used just 
6 percent of the city's land in 1963 (Akron Metropolitan 
Area Transportation Study, 1967, p. 30, 28). In Canton, 
industry used 7 percent of the land in 1969 (City Plan-
ning Associates, 1971, p. 13); both Akron and Canton 
figures are very close to the average for Ohio cities. 

The second major axis for industry is along the 
Little Cuyahoga valley to Mogadore, which has an 
even higher percentage (20.7 percent in 1963) of land 
devoted to industry. An offshoot from this axis runs 

C:J Centralbus1nessd1s!r1ct 

Cornmerc1al establishments outside CBD 

~ Landzonedforrommerc1alusr 

1800 3600 feet 

toward the south, terminating with the Goodyear Aero-
space facilities in Akron. A third but much less im-
portant industrial concentration projects northward, 
terminating in the upper Cuyahoga valley in Cuyahoga 
Falls, which is primarily a residential suburb of Akron. 
In 1963 less than 3 percent (Akron Metropolitan Area 
Transportation Study, 1967, p. 39) of the land in Cuya-
hoga Falls was in industrial uses. 

Air and water pollution resulting from land-use con-
centration. -Concentrations of industrial and commer-
cial land in many instances produce serious air pollu-
tion. Industrial areas and commercial districts, which 
attract large numbers of automobiles, are points of high 
consumption of fuel and power. Consequently, the pat-
tern of air pollution corresponds to a large degree with 
the distribution of these uses. 

Two major pollutants have been mapped in the 
Akron urban area. Figure 147 shows dustfall for April 
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FIGURE 145.-Central business district, commercial establishments, and land zoned for commercial use in Massillon, 
1968 (Massillon City Planning Commission, 1969). 
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1969 to be concentrated essentially in industrial dis-
tricts of the metropolitan area (compare with fig. 146). 
On the other hand sulfur oxides (fig. 148) can be close-
ly correlated with commercial land use, especially 
that of the CBD. The Akron patterns are by no means 
atypical; similar situations are to be found in all Ohio 
cities. 

A somewhat different method of cartographic anal-
ysis was used by Wilfrid Bach (1971) in a recent study 
of air pollution in the Cincinnati region. Figure 149, 
reproduced from Bach's study (p. 590), graphically por-
trays the association of the urban dust dome with in-
dustrial and commercial land uses. 

Also closely associated with urban development 
is pollution of water bodies. As with air pollution, 

there are two major sources of contaminants. Wastes 
collected in municipal sewer systems constitute the 
largest single source of pollution (U.S. Army Corps of 
Engineers, 1971, p. 5). Backwash sludge from water 
filtration plants, suspended solids, BOD (biologic 
oxygen demand), and chemicals are the major problem 
makers. The second major source of water pollution is 
industry. Industrial wastes typically are composed of 
organic materials, suspended solids, toxic materials, 
chemical contaminants, and waste heat. 

The Cuyahoga River may be considered a good 
example of the polluting effect of urban and industrial 
development. The upper Cuyahoga River (i.e., upstream 
from Kent) is relatively unpolluted, and aquatic con-
ditions are satisfactory. Downstream from Kent the 
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FIGURE 146. -Industrial land use in Akron and environs, 1966 (Akron Metropolitan Area Transportation Study, 1967). 
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river is rich in effluent nutrients and deficient in dis-
solved oxygen, with frequent algal blooms in summer. 
Although the river recovers much of its quality in the 
high-gradient section up to and through the gorge, at 

the Ohio Edison power plant dam in Cuyahoga Falls, 
the stream receives a high thermal and solids load. 
The water added from the Little Cuyahoga River car-
ries high concentrations of dissolved and suspended 
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solids, with oil as a common contaminant. Downstream 
from the Akron wastewater treatment plant a heavy load 
of unstabilized organic matter, toxic to most aquatic 
organisms, is borne. 

The downstream reach of the Cuyahoga from the Cleveland 
Southerly Treatment Plant to the mouth is grossly polluted. 
In addition to the treatment plant effluents, discharges in-
clude industrial waste flows, combined sewer overflows, 
and polluted tributary streams. Water is grey, odorous, and 
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septic; dissolved oxygen is near zero during the summer low 
flow periods. Iron and other metals form precipitates which 
settle to the bottom together with organic solids. Floating 
debris and oil is [sic] present in large quantities, particu-
larly after storms. Almost no biological life exists in this 
reach, and the water does not meet the standards for any 
use (U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, 1971, p. 58). 

The situation along the Cuyahoga is so bad that in 
some areas effluent discharges are greater in volume 
than is the natural flow of the stream (U.S. Army Corps 
of Engineers, 1971, p. 13). 

The battle which is beginning to be mounted against 
air and water pollution promises to be a protracted and 
expensive one. Strenuous efforts will be required to 
correct situations which have been allowed to develop 
over scores of years. 

The multiple nuclei theory 

Both the concentric zone and the sector theories 
have an engaging simplicity, but neither adequately 
explains the pattern of all urban land use. Cities, 
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especially larger ones, are complex and growing more 
so as time passes, and no simple formula can explain 
all the variations. The multiple nuclei theory, advanced 
by two geographers, Harris and Ullman (1945, p. 7-17), 
recognizes the fact that the structure of a city is as 
related to peculiarities of individual sites and to par-
ticular historical evolution of each city as to the oper-
ation of more general economic and social forces. Thus 
the large city is organized around a series of scattered 
poles or nuclei from which growth proceeds. 

The unique element which is introduced by accepting the 
relevance of historical and site factors means that the mul-
tiple nuclei theory cannot produce a simple model of urban 
structure, immediately discernible in the form of every city. 
Nor does this theory exclude the probability that elements 
of the concentric and sector arrangements will also be found 
in particular cities (Johnson, 1967, p. 171 ). 

The multiple nuclei theory is especially useful in ex-
amining the structure and growth of large urban centers 
such as Cleveland, Columbus, or Cincinnati, where the 
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present metropolitan areas are products of the coales-
cence of several formerly independent cities. The cur-
rent land-use pattern within these metropolitan areas 
commonly is related more to historical growth factors 
operating in separate centers than to systematic ex-
pansion of the urban complex itself. 

Urban residential areas 

The theories which have been discussed above are 
all useful in formulating generalizations about the pat-
terns of Ohio cities, but none of these theories pro-
vides much insight into the arrangement of residential 
sections. The concentric zone theory does differentiate 
bands of working men's homes from ''better class'' 
residences and suburban commuter homes; the sector 
theory notes that high-class residential districts evolve 
from earlier high-class districts; the multiple nuclei 
theory proposes unified and homogeneous residential 
areas. However, no theory has been advanced which 
adequately relates the socioeconomic variables known 
to exist in residential sections. The favorable position 
of the suburban fringe has long been recognized, but 
how does one account for the variations, both in more 
centrally located residential sections and within the 
suburban zone itself? 

INCOME 

DvP.rylow 

Dlow 

LJ Moderately low 

LJ Moderately high 

~High 

.Veryhrgh 

Less than half city average 

Less than city average 

Above city average, below county average 

Abovf' county average, less than 111 1 times city average 

Less than HS times county average 

More than 1'h times county average 

The Springfield area in Clark County may be taken 
as a representative case. On figure 150 median income 
for families and individuals in 1970 has been plotted 
for the county. As might be expected, the lowest fam-
ily incomes are in the inner-city area. Surrounding the 
city center is a zone of middle incomes, generally 
somewhat higher to the north and somewhat lower to 
the south. At the fringes of the city or in the immedi-
ate suburbs the highest incomes are encountered. The 
high-income zone is elongated northeast-southwest 
along the axis of the Mad River. 

The campus of Wittenberg University lies to the 
northwest of the city center and has exerted a profound 
influence on income patterns of the city. Within the 
census tract which includes the university campus the 
lowest median incomes ($1,255) of the entire city are 
encountered, reflecting a high percentage of student 
residents. This tract breaks the continuity of the mid-
dle-income zone. At the same time, the campus itself 
appears to be an important factor in the predominance 
of higher incomes just to the north. Professors desire 
to live within walking distance of work, and the park-
like aspect of portions of the campus attracts other 
families with above-average incomes. 

One of the most significant relationships which 
exists in modern cities is that between people and 

* Wittenberg Un1vers1ty 

NA Not ava1 lable 

Univ. of Akron. Dept. of Geog, 

FIGURE 150.-Family income in Springfield and environs, 1960 (U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1962b). 
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automobiles. The ownership of automobiles is common-
ly thought to be directly related to family income. That 
such a simple relationship does not in fact exist can 
be seen by comparing the pattern of income in Clark 
County (fig. 150) with that of population per automobile 
(fig. 151). The highest population/auto ratios occur in 
the inner city area of Springfield and the lowest in the 
suburbs, in many cases beyond the political boundary 
of the city. However, there is no uniform relationship 
of population/auto ratios with family income. 

Not only is the private automobile the most expen-
sive moveable family possession, it is the average 
person's principal means of movement about the city, 
and beyond. Thus the automobile, through the construc-
tion of streets and highways over which it operates, 
has become one of the major factors responsible for 
the particular structure of Ohio cities and the differen-
tial growth of larger urban agglomerations. This rela-
tionship has not received the attention which it de-
serves, and yet virtually every urban planning study 
alludes to the importance of this phenomenon. 

But just how significant is the automobile? Al-
most everyone concedes that the decline of the CBD 
and the rise of peripheral regional shopping centers is 
in large part due to traffic congestion and lack of pa·rk-
ing facilities within the CBD. Streets and highways 
are among the most significant uses of the city land. 
In Akron, which may be considered more or less repre-

• Over3.1 

m2.5-3.1 

.2.3-2.4 

~ 2.1-2.2 

D 2.0 or below 

NA Not available 

sentative of Ohio cities in this regard, over one-fifth 
of all land is devoted to such use. In Canton over half 
of the entire area of the downtown section is given 
over to streets and parking facilities (Stark County 
Area Transportation Study, 1971, p. 1). As already 
noted, the automobile has become a major source of 
air pollution, especially in those areas where large 
numbers of automobiles are concentrated within a small 
space. The dangers from leadfall are especially omi-
nous. Finally, 

... traffic congestion in residential areas can be a contrib-
uting factor in the deterioration of residential neighbor-
hoods. In a way, congested thoroughfares can have much 
the same effect on residential neighborhoods as the proximi-
ty to incompatible land uses such as heavy industry. In ad-
dition to unsightly lines of motor vehicles, heavy traffic 
congestion creates noise, smoke and vibration which [have] 
a detrimental effect on residential neighborhoods (Ci ty 
Planning Associates, Inc . , 1971, p. 27). 

Perhaps as significant as any of the influences 
mentioned above is the fact that widespread ownership 
of automobiles has allowed urban areas to grow and 
expand outward (fig. 152), spreading over the surround-
ing countryside and adding the term "urban sprawl" to 

5 mi les 
'--~~~~~~--' 

Unov. of Akron, Dept. of Geog .• 1972. M. Geib 

FIGURE 151.-Population per automobile in Springfield and environs, 1960 (U.S. Bureau of the Census, l 962b). 
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the vocabulary of the student of urban processes. 
Growth and sprawl have become so widely expected 
that their consequences have been largely ignored. 

Columbus may be taken as an example of rapid 
urban growth. In the decade between 1954 and 1964 the 
population of Franklin County increased by about one-
quarter of a million inhabitants. In order to serve this 
burgeoning population the various governmental units 
in the county, according to a 1965 study (A. L. Smith, 
1965, p. 4), were forced to provide the following new 
pub lie facilities: 

77 new elementary schools 
72 additions to existing elementary schools 
25 new junior and senior high schools 
17 additions to junior and senior high schools 
16 branch libraries 
12 fire stations 

4 police stations 
3 city halls 
1 museum 
1 auditorium 

In addition, 1,900 acres of park and public recreation 
land had to be developed. The rate of growth has con-
tinued since the time this study was made, and pre-
sumably other facilities have had to be provided from 
tax revenues. 

As people have moved to the suburbs and beyond, 
their appetite for land has grown, thus adding to the 
sprawl. In Columbus the average 4,000-square-foot 
lot of the 1930's had grown to 8, 700 square feet by 
the mid-l 960's (Franklin County Regional Planning 
Commission, 1965, p. 3). Moving toward the suburbs 
from the center of almost every Ohio city means trav-

FIGURE 152. -Portion of a residential suburb representa-
tive of most Ohio cities. Lot sizes are large and dwellings 
seldom more than two stories. Two- and even three-car ga-
rages are necessary in neighborhoods with low housing 
density where public transportation is largely unavailable. 
(Photo by A. ]. Korsok.) 

el ling to areas of always lower population density, 
with the consequence that the length of the daily jour-
ney to work increases. The developing low densities in 
residential areas and the dispersion of centers of em-
ployment and commerce place growing emphasis on the 
private automobile as the major mode of transportation. 
No city in Ohio in 1972 had a viable public mass trans-
portation facility, a situation not likely to be reversed 
in the foreseeable future. 

One of the most perplexing problems facing Ohioans 
today is the unregulated expansion of urban areas, As 
metropolitan populations have grown, vital urban facil-
ities and services have not expanded apace. Further-
more, as cities have spread outward and annexed sur-
rounding unincorporated land, a checkerboard of local 
urban governments has grown up in most of the larger 
metropolitan areas of the state. For example, in Frank-
lin County in 1965 there were no fewer than 69 sepa-
rate local governments (Loewe, 1965, p. 2). Under such 
circumstances only modest advances can be expected 
in effective planning for regional development: 

As urbanization spreads it will become increasingly diffi-
cult to maintain integrity or cohesiveness in the region. 
Sheer distance alone will limit a resident's ability to ex-
perience the metropolis as an entity. As a result, the very 
advantages of urban life-variety, selectivity, and vitality-
will be undermined (Franklin County Regional Planning 
Commission, 1965, p. 10). 

THE SOCIAL GEOGRAPHY OF OHIO CITIES 

In the final analysis the city is the people who live 
within it, and their activities. Because the population 
of a city is not uniform or homogeneous in its composi-
tion, a number of social patterns can be distinguished. 
As much as land-use structure, it is social variability 
which gives distinction to different parts of a city. 

Age-sex variations 

Even in such fundamental characteristics as age 
and sex, populations vary from neighborhood to neigh-
borhood. The city of Cleveland, a part of the largest 
urban concentration in the state, illustrates the diver-
sity which is common in all large Ohio cities. 

The age-sex pyramids on figure 153 are for different 
neighborhoods and sections of Cleveland and show 
great variations. Most unfortunately, age data by census 
tract in the 1970 Census of Population (U.S. Bureau 
of the Census, 1973b) do not allow the construction of 
basic age-sex pyramids because the age groupings are 
of different sizes. It is not possible to either combine 
or separate the data into a series of completely uniform 
divisions; thus age-sex pyramids cannot be constructed 
to be used as visual analytical tools. Another defi-
ciency is the lack of tract data on median ages. 

In view of these shortcomings, the following dis-
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cussion of age-sex characteristics is based upon the 
data of 1960. In most cases, the situation has not al-
tered drastically since 1960. However, in each case 
where significant changes have occurred, the changes 
are noted in a paragraph following the initial discus-
sion. 

Pyramids for census tracts L-4 and I-8 (see fig. 
154 for locations of tracts) are representative of the 
inner city. Both are in predominantly black neighbor-
hoods in the central ghetto. The wide base of the pyra-
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mid indicates very large numbers of young children, 
and the rapid tapering reflects short life expectancy. 
In tract L-4 the sexes were roughly balanced, but in 
tract I-8 females significantly outnumbered males. This 
situation suggests that tract L-4 was an area of newly 
formed and probably newly arrived family units, where-
as tract I-8 reflected a socially disorganized family 
structure, one in which middle-aged males were con-
spicuously absent, and households were commonly 
headed by females. Both situations are quite common 
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FIGURE 153. -Age-sex pyramids in 5-year increments for various neighborhoods in 
Cleveland, 1960 (U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1962a). Male population is shown to the left 
of center, female to the right. 
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in inner-city ghetto areas. 
The median ages in both tracts (18.0 years for 

males and 20.8 for females in L-4; 13.6 and 20.2 in I-8) 
were among the lowest in the city. The discrepancy be-
tween male and female median ages, especially in tract 
I-8, is a further indicator of the significance of female 
family heads in the ghetto. 

By 1970, although age-sex conditions remained 
similar to those of 1960, females outnumbered males in 
both tracts. The proportion of very young children was 
also smaller than in 1960, suggesting that inward mi-
gration was slowing down and that family units were 
maturing. 

The pyramids for tracts M-7, B-4, and P-8 are those 
of more mature stable neighborhoods. The numbers of 
children are much smaller and the tapering of the pyra-
mid much less, at least until after age 75, indicating a 
mixing of all age groups. Tract M-7 lies within the 
black ghetto (indeed, only 14 persons out of almost 
3,200 were not Negro), but in an obviously stable por-
tion of it. Tract B-4 is located on the west side of 
Cleveland. Its population in 1960 was overwhelmingly 
native-born white, with few foreign-born residents and 
only a moderate proportion of second-generation Ameri-
cans. Tract P-8 lies on the east side of Cleveland and 
was almost entirely white, with about half of its popu-
lation composed of persons of foreign stock. Of this 
latter group those actually born in foreign countries 
represented almost half of the total. The very slight 
tapering of the pyramid in P-8 can be explained either 
by the moving away (out-migration) of younger families 
or more probably by the arrival of older immigrants. In 
any case the median ages in tract P-8 (32.4 years for 
males and 35.2 for females) were higher than in the 
other two tracts, where ages in turn were higher than 
in the ghetto tracts L-4 and I-8. 

Tracts M-7 and B-4 remained little changed in 1970. 
Tract P-8, however, had altered its age-sex pattern as 
well as its ethnic composition. In 1970 over 96 percent 
of the people of tract P-8 were black, and the age-sex 
pyramid no longer demonstrated only slight taper. The 
1970 pyramid resembled that of other ghetto tracts 
(e.g., L-4) quite closely. 

Tract S-5 is an excellent example of a neighbor-
hood from which the young adults have departed (prob-
ably for the suburbs), taking their children with them 
and leaving the elderly behind. The situation here is 
so different from other areas that it can probably be 
best explained as a reverse pyramid: the pyramid is 
almost inverted. Except for tract G-6, the highest medi-
an ages of the city (52.5 and 56.8 years) are found 
here, in a neighborhood dominated by Hungarian immi-
grants. 

The age-sex pyramids discussed up to this point 
show a transition from youthful populations to middle-
aged ones and finally to a neighborhood dominated by 
the elderly. A somewhat different situation is found 
in tract SH-2, which represents the population of Shaker 

Heights, the highest income section of Cleveland. 
Shaker Heights lies just east of the municipal bound-
ary of Cleveland, but well within the urbanized area. 
Median family incomes in this tract were over $25,000 
in 1960 ($39,000 in 1970), among the highest for any 
urban section of the country. The age-sex pyramid re-
veals that relatively few very young children live in 
this tract and even fewer young adults (between 20 and 
35 years of age), although the top of the pyramid is 
more or less "normal." All of this suggests that young 
families are not found in great numbers here; the af-
fluence of the tract is reflected in large expensive 
houses beyond the financial reach of most young fami-
lies. Another factor possibly contributing to the ab-
sence of young adults is that many live away from 
home, in attendance at colleges and universities. The 
corollary effect that such students have on age-sex 
pyramids is dramatically demonstrc.ted for tract S-1, 
which is the area around Case Western Reserve Uni-
versity. 

Tract Q-7 illustrates a typical pyramid for areas of 
apartment dwellings. The base is narrow, indicating 
few children; the bulge above age 40 identifies the 
dominant group. The median ages in this tract were 
41. 9 (males) and 42.4 years (females), with the sexes 
roughly in balance. The median family income was con-
siderably above the norm of the entire urban area. 
Tract G-9, also an apartment and residential hotel 
area, has a very different pyramid. The base of the 
pyramid is proportionately larger than in Q-7 and the 
age distribution more irregular. Particularly noteworthy 
is the bulge beginning at age 65 for females. The me-
dian age for females in this tract 1s 5 years greater 
than that for males. Within this tract is the YWCA, the 
Colonia Hotel for women, and other retirement resi-
dences situated close to downtown shopping and enter-
tainment areas. 

Another interesting area, with totally different pop-
ulation characteristics, but possessing an age differ-
ential, is tract G-7. The median age for males was 
54.0 years, but for females only 29.3. This disparity 
shows up clearly on the age-sex pyramid. An area of 
cheap rooming houses and hotels, G-7 houses large 
numbers of transient males, many of whom are social 
derelicts. The very high numbers of young adult fe-
males undoubtedly included prostitutes. 

Finally, an area with an extraordinary age-sex dis-
tribution is tract G-6, which embraces the heart of the 
CBD. Here, as in G-7, children were virtually absent, 
but the age differential had disappeared (56.9 years 
for males and 56.8 for females). In this tract, which 
had no Negroes, males greatly outnumbered females in 
1960. 

By 1970 the age-sex characteristics of tracts G-7 
and G-6 had altered considerably. In fact, to a remark-
able degree the characteristics of the two tracts had 
been exchanged. Older males and younger females in 
1970 were concentrated in G-6, and children were al-
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most entirely absent (only one female under 15 years 
and no males). In contrast to a decade earlier, females 
now were twice as numerous as males. In G-7 children 
now comprise a large proportion of the population and 
middle-aged adults predominate in roughly equal num-
bers. 

Ethnic neighborhoods 

Differences in age-sex characteristics are in part 
a reflection of the ethnic composition of the residential 
areas of a city because immigrants tend to cluster with 
others of similar culture. Such grouping or segregation 
is partially voluntary and partially enforced. Economic 
considerations generally dictate that the lowest cost 
housing is occupied by members of these groups be-
cause in many cases such people are employed in low-
paying jobs. Immigrants who are highly educated and 
who hold down professional positions are not so lim-
ited and normally do not Ii ve in ethnic clusters. Asian 
Indians are a good example. For some groups, notably 
the blacks, even with increasing educational, social, 
and income levels it may be difficult to migrate from 
the original settlement area owing to discriminatory 
real estate practices and other restrictions. 

Every large city in Ohio has at least one pro-
nounced ethnic neighborhood; generally the larger the 
city the greater the number of distinct communities. 
In some cities the ethnic groups are particularly signif-
icant because of their large numbers (e.g., Germans in 
Cincinnati, Poles in Toledo, Yugoslavs in Mansfield, 
Italians and Czechs in Youngstown). In other cities 
smaller ethnic groups are important because of their 
cohesiveness or the distinctive nature of the group 
(e.g., Finns in Ashtabula, Swiss in New Philadelphia, 
Hungarians in Dayton, and Greeks in several cities of 
northeastern Ohio). 

Each city in Ohio has a particular social character 
which is, in part, the result of the presence or absence 
of various ethnic groups. Cincinnati has only one large 
foreign ethnic community-the Germans. The next larg-
est group is Italian, less than one-fifth the size of the 
German group. In Cleveland the situation is much dif-
ferent, with nine large foreign communities and five 
somewhat smaller groups. In decreasing order of size 
they are: Jewish, Italian, Polish, German, Slovak, 
Czech, Slovene, Hungarian, Irish, Canadian, Ukrainian, 
Croatian, Greek, and Lithuanian. 

The 1970 Census of Population (U.S. Bureau of the 
Census, 1973b) provides detailed locational information 
for several of the leading foreign ethnic communities 
in the Cleveland region. However, the utility of census 
information is decidedly limited. Major ethnic groups 
such as Lithuanians and Ukrainians are not mentioned 
at all, and much combining of separate communities 
under political headings has been done. Thus under 
the heading Czechoslovakia are included both the 
Czechs and the Slovaks; within the designation United 

Kingdom are the English, Scots, and Welsh, and Yugo-
slavia combines Croatians, Serbs, and Slovenes. For-
tunately, two recent publications (Levy, 1972; Pap, 
1972) have much information which allows the individu-
al communities to be identified separately. Using cen-
sus data and these two publications, an ethnic neigh-
borhood map (fig. 154) has been constructed. Informa-
tion (also available from the census) on Negroes and 
Spanish-speaking individuals has been included, and 
an attempt has been made to identify and locate im-
portant groups not specified in the census (e.g., Ap-
palachian). 

The greater diversity of Cleveland's east side 
stands out clearly on the map. Not only are ethnic 
neighborhoods more numerous on the east side, they 
are also of greater extent. Traditionally, west-side 
residents who were foreign born or of foreign stock 
(as defined by the census) were white-collar workers 
or professional people, whereas those on the east side 
worked at blue-collar occupations. Thus west-side 
ethnic communities in general were less cohesive, 
more dispersed, and less persistent than those of the 
east side. 

The tendency toward concentration is less pro-
nounced in some ethnic groups than in others. Canadi-
ans find no language or cultural barriers and thus are 
distributed throughout the urban area. Also widely 
scattered are English and Irish, and Germans and 
Austrians, who have demonstrated a remarkable abil-
ity to overcome language and cultural barriers. How-
ever, those returned in census data as "Austrian" 
include Hungarians, Czechs, Slovaks, Slovenes, Cro-
atians, Serbs, and others. The confusion results from 
the tabulation of places of birth by political entity in-
stead of ethnic group. All of these groups composed 
the Austrian Empire of pre-World War I days. Ethnic 
Austrians are estimated to number only 3,000 in Greater 
Cleveland (Levy, 1972, p. 44). Other nationality 
groups-Czechs, Croatians, Hungarians, Italians, Lithu-
anians, Russian Jews, Poles, Slovaks, Slovenes, and 
Ukrainians-are also widely dispersed but with con-
centrations in certain sections to produce distinctive 
neighborhoods. 

Of great significance in attracting new immigrants 
to a particular neighborhood are several cultural fac-
tors-the presence of an ethnic church, food stores sell-
ing foods to which the immigrants are accustomed, 
other stores where shopkeepers and clerks speak the 
immigrants' languages, and the existence of social 
clubs and neighborhood bars where others of the same 
native group congregate for relaxation and companion-
ship. However, although some tendency to cluster is 
still evident, the great foreign ethnic concentrations 
so characteristic of the late 19th and early 20th cen-
turies are fast breaking up in American cities, and the 
members are being dispersed to the suburbs. 

Parma and Euclid may be taken as examples of the 
ethnic suburbs which are replacing ethnic neighbor-
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hoods of the central city. Poles, Czechs, Ukrainians, 
Slovaks, and Serbs have migrated to Parma; Euclid, in 
the other direction from Cleveland, has received the 
Croatians, Lithuanians, Russian Jews, and Slovenes. 
Although each suburb receives only certain groups, 
within the suburban community a mingling of residences 
takes place, with the result that true ethnic neighbor-
hoods do not develop. 

Within the city of Cleveland, Negroes make up the 
most significant ethnic group, almost 39 percent of 
Cleveland's population in 1970. The black ghetto is 
localized primarily on the east side of the city in four 
sections, each of which carries a distinct neighborhood 
name. No other ethnic group is so highly concentrated. 
The quite high population densities in the Glenville, 
Hough, and Woodland sections are the result of long-
standing practices of housing discrimination and re-
sistance to expansion by foreign ethnic groups in sur-
rounding neighborhoods. Negro settlement generally 
has followed Jewish settlement in Cleveland (Hodgart, 
1968, p. 7). Thus, as Jews left the Woodland neigh-
borhood early in the 20th century, blacks replaced them 

in this central ghetto. Again, betwe·en 1920 and 1930 
the black movement was into the M':. Pleasant neigh-
borhood as Jews departed, rather than into the Hough 
district, which was adjacent to Woodland. The years 
1930 to 1940 saw little expansion of the ghetto be-
cause of low migration of Negroes from the South (Hod-
gart, 1968, p. 67). Black movement into Glenville and 
Hough is largely a post-World War II phenomenon. 

Neighborhood transition from white occupancy to Negro oc-
cupancy is rarely reversed in Northern cities. Consequently, 
integrated and mixed neighborhoods only represent a short-
lived intermediate stage in the process of neighborhood 
transition (Hodgart, 1968, p. 6). 

In certain sections, however, foreign ethnic groups 
have persisted. A good example is the predominantly 
Polish neighborhood between the Hough and Glenville 
districts. Although adjacent to expanding high-density 
black neighborhoods, this Polish community has per-
sisted throughout the 20th century. The Buckeye Hun-

FIGURE 154.-Ethnic neighborhoods in Cleveland and environs, 1960. 
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FIGURE 155.-Reported homicide in Summit County, 1970 (Pyle, 1972). 
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garian settlement is another persistent and cohesive 
ethnic community. By contrast Russian communities, 
which are predominantly Jewish in the Cleveland area 
(Hodgart, 1968), show a remarkable mobility. The 
Cleveland Heights-University Heights concentration is 
merely the latest in a series of successive Russian 
Jewish settlements. 

In general the reasons for the original establish-
ment of the different ethnic neighborhoods is obscure, 
except possibly for the black areas (as noted above). 
One may well ask why Puerto Ricans concentrated 
around West 25th Street, why Croatians chose the Col-
linwood section, and why Slovaks favored Lakewood. 
It has often been suggested that some ethnic communi-
ties originated in proximity to places of employment: 
for example, that the Newburg Polish neighborhood 
is closely related to employment opportunities in the 
Cuyahoga valley steel plants. Although the suggestion 
is attractive, no scientific proof has been offered to 
substantiate the claim. The origin, persistence, and 
evolution of ethnic communities in Cleveland is a sub-
ject worthy of further study. 

Clearly, the geographer, the sociologist, and the 
historian have an important area of American life to 
investigate. The way has been pointed (Ward, 1971), 
but time is short, for the ethnic enclaves are gradually 
disappearing. All in all, 

. . . this protective cocoon of religion, language and customs 
has served a useful purpose in enabling [immigrants] to 
cope with the harsh realities of the emerging urban America 
(Levy, 1972, p. 46). 

OTHER URBAN SOCIAL PATTERNS 

Increasingly geographers are concerned with the 
spatial distribution, relationships, and consequences 
of social phenomena. The patterns of urban crime, 
juvenile delinquency, disease and sickness, poverty, 
unemployment, drug and alcohol abuse, and a wide 
variety of other social phenomena are beginning to re-
ceive careful scrutiny. 

Representative of the types of studies now being 
produced is that which recently was done by Pyle 
(1972) on crime in the Akron area. In this study, sig-

nificant variations in crime occurrence were identified. 
The pattern of homicide demonstrated a simple con-
centric distribution centered on the black ghetto (fig. 
155) in the center of the city, and with the major oc-
currence confined almost entirely within the city limits. 
On the other hand, in the case of burglary and breaking 
and entering (fig. 156), a much more complex pattern 
was present, with the highest concentration on the 
southwest side of Akron and stretching into Barberton 
and with a smaller concentration centered on South 
Arlington Street in southeastern Akron. Secondary oc-
currences were found in other parts of Akron, Tall-
madge to the east, Cuyahoga Falls on the northeast, 
Norton to the southwest, and Coventry Township to the 
south. Among those types of crimes and geographical 
areas specifically mentioned by Pyle (1972, p. 24) for 
further study were aggravated assault in east Akron, 
robbery in central Akron and Barberton, rape in west 
Akron, and homicide in southwest Akron. 

The much higher incidence of crime in the central 
city (Akron has 50 percent of Summit County's popula-
tion and more than 75 percent of the reported crime) is 
explained on several bases. Akron possesses more 
people in closer proximity to one another, more vacant 
housing, more transitional areas, older housing, a pop-
ulation with lower income, and a higher number of re-
tail establishments, thus inviting more robbery and 
burglary . 

Akron contains most of the County's poverty pockets; and 
the syndrome of poverty related to crime showing up in so 
many U.S. cities is also present in Akron (Pyle, 1972, p. 24). 

CONCLUSION 

It is quite likely that during the next few years a 
great many studies of urban internal social patterns 
will be made. The way already has been indicated. Al-
though the physical structure of the city will continue 
to interest urban researchers and the external relations 
of cities remains a fertile field for investigation, at-
tention by urban geographers and others will be focused 
increasingly upon the people of the urban complex and 
upon their social problems as Ohio moves toward the 
beginning of a new century. 



Chapter 10 
THE COUNTRYSIDE AND SMALL TOWN 

IN OHIO 

Allen G. Noble 

INTRODUCTION 

Near the opposite end of the settlement continuum 
from the large city lies the small town. In 1970, out-
side of metropolitan areas, Ohio had just over 400 in-
corporated villages of between 500 and 5,000 popula-
tion and about 50 small cities and villages between 
5 ,000 and 10 ,000 population. 

Almost one-quarter of the citizens of Ohio live 
either in small villages or in the countryside itself. A 
further 5 percent are found in cities with populations 
below 10,000. The significance of Ohio small tow.ns 
lies not in numbers; it is to be found in the range of 
ideas, concepts, and values associated with the small 
town. In a very real sense the outlook of Ohio is small 
town, incorporating all of the deficiencies and short-
comings of that perspective, together with the consid-
erable stability and abundant inner strength of basic 
and traditional viewpoints and approaches. 

Ohioans are slow to innovate and suspicious of 
radical change. Nowhere is this more clearly seen than 
in national and state politics. In the 1970's Ohio's 
congressional delegation often has been cited as the 
most consistently and uniformly conservative of any 
state. On the other hand, Ohioans do not reject change 
categorically and frequently are found in its vanguard. 
Nothing could epitomize this characteristic quite as 
clearly as the realization that two outstanding American 
astronauts-John Glenn, the first American in space, 
and Neil Armstrong, the first human on the moon-are 
both products of Ohio small towns. 

Finally, the Ohio small town has left on the land-
scape an indelible imprint, different from section to 
section, but always distinctive. Thus coal mining 
centers and transportation towns give a particular 
flavor to southeastern Ohio, almost as distinctive as 
that of the western Ohio grain depots or farmer market 
centers, which stand out starkly against the wide sky, 
or the Western Reserve towns with their dignified white 
wooden churches, simple frame houses, and central 
commons. Throughout the state, small county seats 
cluster around Victorian courthouses. 

Ohioans generally possess a strongly held view of 
the virtues of small towns. Life in small towns is at a 
slower pace than in cities, and the surroundings are 
quieter and more spacious. Small towns are thought to 
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be good places to raise a family, places where crime 
and juvenile delinquency can be avoided. Above all, 
small towns are thought of as friendly places, typified 
by a widespread community pride and spirit of involve-
ment. Frequently expressed additional advantages of 
small towns involve lower living costs, low taxes, low 
real estate costs, and less government. 

The virtues noted above, whether imagined or real, 
have been sufficiently strong to attract large numbers 
of people from expanding urban centers. Such suburban 
flight, characteristic of Ohio since World War II, is 
symbolic of a basic urge of Ohioans to return to the 
slower pace and more spacious life of an earlier period. 
At the same time, few individuals wish to give up the 
economic gains and conveniences of the present day. 
That this is true has been demonstrated by D. W. 
Thomas (1972, p. 12-13), who notes that, although al-
most two-thirds of the incorporated places under 10,000 
population located in metropolitan counties are in-
creasing in size, less than half of the incorporated 
places under 10,000 population in rural counties are 
growing. The small-town suburban community, well 
within the range of the commuter's automobile, is 
steadily gaining and in the process commonly losing 
its unique personality. The remote and independent 
small town, at the same time, may be slowly contract-
ing. 

With the decline in the number of farme1·s and the changing 
character of the farm enterprise, many of these small towns 
have lost much of their original function as more and more 
farmers are trading in larger towns. The ·:>usinesses of these 
larger places are generally able to provi::le greater and more 
specialized services for the modem farmer. Improvements 
in transportation and communications have made largertowns 
more accessible to the farmer, allowing him to bypass the 
smaller communities (Thomas, 1972, p. 12). 

THE ORIGINS OF SMALL TOWNS 

No careful or extensive analysis of the beginnings 
of the small towns in Ohio has ever been made. Town 
origins have generally been approached within the con-
text of general settlement studies. Such a situation is 
undoubtedly the result of the elusiveness of informa-
tion surrounding town origin. A questionnaire sent to 
the mayors and postmasters of all Ohio small cities 
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FIGURE 157.-Towns having "Mill" or "Fur-
nace" as part of place name. 
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and towns in 1972 revealed a startling lack of local 
information on the rationale for the establishment of 
each settlement. "Good farm land" and "availability 
of fertile land" were the reasons most often cited to 
explain the origin of towns. 

OHIO PLACE NAMES 

Although the actual origins of towns are obscure, 
some clues are provided by the names of the settle-
ments. The distribution of towns using the word "Mill" 
as part of their designation is given in figure 157. 
Such towns have a strong association with hilly terrain 
and the falls and rapids which such topography pro-
duces. The name "Furnace" also shows a strong lo-
cational bias, with all such places being found in the 
old Hanging Rock iron district of southern Ohio. 

Place names can also provide other clues to geo-
graphic relationships. Figure 158 shows towns which 
have the words ''Mountain,'' ''Hill,'' ''Ridge,'' or 
"Heights" as a part of their name. Almost as many 
such places are located in the plains portions of west-
ern Ohio as in the eastern hills, suggesting that even 
slight elevations on the plains are recognized. Further, 
in the hill country settlements are mostly in the val-
leys; hence these terms do not apply. There is a very 
high concentration of place names using these topo-

graphic terms in the Cleveland urban area. In this 
area the difference between the "flats" of the Cuya-
hoga valley and the low terraces along Lake Erie, on 
the one hand, and the elevated sections of the Appa-
lachian Plateaus Province, on the other, has had great 
significance for residential development. The density 
of population and of incorporated settlements is prob-
ably responsible for the unusually heavy concentration 
of these place names. 

Something of the history of Ohio settlements can 
also be discerned from an examination of place names, 
although as Overman (1959, p. viii) notes, "it should 
not be assumed that one may divide the map of Ohio 
neatly into segments, based upon the origin of set-
tlers." Despite this admonition, some regionalization 
of place names provides a clue to the origin of the 
first settlers. For example, in Huron County, one of 
the Western Reserve counties, one finds Norwalk, New 
London, Greenwich, and New Haven, all indicative of 
the Connecticut origin of early settlers. Similarly, in 
Highland County, within the settlement unit designated 
as the Virginia Military District, names such as Lees-
burg, New Petersburg, Fairfax, New Market, Danville, 
and Lynchburg betray the Virginia origins of settlers 
in this county. 

The suffixes "-ville," "-ton" (or "-town"), and 
"-burg" are perhaps the most common for Ohio settle-
ment names, and have a wide distribution. As Zelinsky 
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(1955) has noted, these suffixes appear to be univer-
sal. The suffix "-ville" is most popular and that of 
"-burg" is least so, somewhat surprising in view of 
the large numbers of early German settlers. The study 
of Ohio place names has not received the careful and 
systematic attention which the subject deserves. 

FOLK AND POPULAR HOUSING AND 
OHIO CULTURAL LANDSCAPES 

Another important area of cultural geography which 
remains largely unexplored is that of settlement land-
scape, which includes study of folk housing, barn 
types, farmstead arrangements, fencing, field patterns, 
and cultivation practices, as well as small-town mor-
phology. Fortunately, because Ohio has a central lo-
cation in the eastern United States, it commonly is 
included in general studies of the settlement land-
scape. However, with only one apparent exception 
(Wright, 1937), detailed studies of Ohio are entirely 
lacking. 

House types 

Of the various aspects of settlement landscape, 
folk housing seems to have received the greatest atten-
tion. Kniffen (1965), in a presidential address to the 
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FIGURE 158.-Towm having "Moun-
tain," "Hill," "Ridge," or "Heights" as 
part of place name. 

Association of American Geographers in Columbus, 
Ohio, laid out the fundamentals of this field. Drawing 
on extensive field observation and on some earlier 
writings (see Frary, 1936), he postulated two major 
associations of folk housing in Ohio. One is derived 
basically from New England antecedents and is gener-
ally limited to the northern fringe of the state, espe-
cially the Connecticut Western Reserve (including the 
so-called "Fire Lands") and areas to the west in the 
same latitude. Folk housing in the rest of the state 
has evolved from types representative of the Middle 
Atlantic States. 

As yet no general agreement exists among students 
of folk housing even with respect t::> the major types. 
Classification is often problematic~.!; all characteris-
tics of a style are not always present in each individ-
ual structure. Indeed, there is considerable danger in 
identifying particular house styles, lest an impression 
be imparted that all houses may be classified into the 
different styles. Some houses defy classification, 
others are combinations of styles, and, as with build-
ings designed by professional architects, evolution of 
types or styles can in many cases be discerned by 
comparing structures. Classification of folk housing 
is really quite arbitrary and may be based upon only 
one or two aspects or features of the building. 

The folk housing of northern Ohio is composed 
essentially of four basic house types. The combination 
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FIGURE 159. -Example of a central-chimney Colonial house. 

and indiscriminant mixing of these four architectural 
styles with their basically simple yet- graceful lines 
is largely responsible for the esthetically pleasing 
appearance of many Western Reserve towns. The earli-
est style, from the point of view of architectural evolu-
tion, is also the least common. This style of house, 
which may be termed a central-chimney Colonial house 
(fig. 159), has several distinguishing characteristics, 
the most significant probably being the massive central 
chimney serving two or four hearths. Other character-
istics are a building width which is more than half the 
length, side-facing gables, a low-pitched roof, two-
story construction plus attic, and a symmetry of facade 
(central doorway and balanced windows). 

Two other styles of folk housing in northern Ohio 
are the Georgian and the one-and-a-half New England 

FIGURE 160. -Example of a Georgian house. 

cottage. The Georgian house (fig. 160), which is gen-
erally two-and-a-half stories in height, is typified by 
side-facing gables, high-pitched roof (but commonly 
not more than 45°), central doorway and hall, chimneys 
at the gable ends, and a generally symmetrical design. 

The Georgian-style house is often termed a "dou-
ble-pile house'' by cultural geographers and others 
because of the form of the house. The floor plan of the 
ground story is replicated on the second story and con-
sists of two rooms on either side of the central hall-
way. In certain instances a one-story ell has been 
added to the rear of the original structure. 

More widely distributed is the one-and-a-half New 
England cottage (fig. 161). This house, one variant of 
which is widely known in the northeastern United 
States as the Cape Cod cottage, is quite simple: one-
and-a-half stories in height, with a side-facing gable, 
central doorway, commonly a central chimney, and 

FIGURE 161.-Example of a one-and-a-half 
New England cottage. 

clapboard siding. Many of these houses contain dis-
tinctive, but very small, windows under the eaves; 
others have frets in place of windows; still others, 
especially relatively late houses, may have dormer 
windows to increase attic illumination. 

The most prevalent folk-house type in northern 
Ohio is termed the gable-front house style (fig. 162). 
These frame houses of clapboard or flushboard siding 
are generally just two stories in height. Other features 
include a central chimney, low-pitched roof, front-fac-
ing gable, and somewhat narrow shuttered double-hung 
windows divided into small panes. Additional architec-
tural features are inward-turned gable cornice moldings 
(or in some cases, pediments), pilasters, connected by 
blind arches in many cases, and distinctive fan-shaped 
gable lights and door arches. In a large number of in-
stances a side wing is placed at right angles to the 
main structure. The wing is generally only one or one-
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FIGURE 162.-Example of a gable-front house, 
with addition of side wing. 

and-a-half stories, with its own central chimney, and 
commonly has a recessed porch in Classic Revival 
style (see below). The term temple-form house is com-
monly applied to the hundreds of small-town and farm 
houses in northern Ohio with these characteristics. 

In central and southern Ohio residential folk build-
ing styles were less complex than in northern Ohio. 
Three major styles of folk housing predominate, each 
one the product of evolution in a different section of 
the United States. The earliest settlers built simple 
cabins of logs, in the style developed by Germans and 
Scandinavians in eastern Pennsylvania and subsequent-
ly modified by Scotch-Irish on the advancing western 
frontier. A few of these early cabins still survive, es-
pecially in the southwestern quarter of the state (Huts-
lar, 1971). The basic style, termed log-pen cabin, con-
sists of a single rectangular room with an attic above 
and the chimney placed on one gable (fig. 163). 

The single log-pen cabin was in many cases not 
large enough for the settler's expanding family. To 
solve the problem of additional space a second single-
room cabin was commonly built adjacent to the original. 

FIGURE 163.-Example of a log-pen cabin. 

FIGURE 164.-Example of an Englrnh "I" house. 

The size and weight of logs were the limiting factors 
which encouraged construction of s.ingle-room cabins 
rather than larger dwellings. If the new room was added 
to give the chimney an interior central location, the 
building carries the name saddlebaef cabin; if the op-
posite gable was selected for the addition, the name 
double-pen cabin is used. 

A second style of house found across the entire 
extent of central and southern Ohio is the English "l" 
house (fig. 164), which is generally side-gable oriented, 
one room deep, and two or two-and-a-half stories in 
height. The chimney is generally central and the dou-
ble hung windows do not normally possess shutters. 
A simple one-story flat-roofed porch may extend entire-
ly across the front of the structure. The proportions of 
the "I" house (i.e., narrow in depth, wide in frontage, 
and tall) give it an appearance which is distinctive 
even when later addition of a rear wing has been made. 
In some cases the roof line is extended, but at a lesser 
angle, to incorporate a rear addition; in other instances 
the roof line extension is forward, but still at a lesser 
pitch, to accommodate a porch. 

FIGURE 165. -Example of a double Southern house. 
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The third house type, the double Southern house 
(fig. 165), is derived from hall and parlor cabins of the 
Chesapeake shore area. Double Southern houses ex-
hibit considerable variety in style, but a central re-
cessed porch or breezeway is distinctive, showing the 
close relationship of these houses to the Southern dog-
trot house, which consists of two pens separated by a 
roofed breezeway. Other features of these houses in-
clude one-story elevation and bilaterally symmetrical 
plan, with chimneys centrally placed within each half 
of the house or at the gable ends. 

The house types already discussed represent the 
basic early folk housing of the state. As the 19th 
century progressed, house types based upon later 
European models were added to the Ohio cultural land-
scape. 

FIGURE 166.-Example of a Classic Revival house. 

The earliest of the new styles was the Classic 
Revival house (fig. 166), which in some respects rep-
resents a modification of the gable-front house (for 
brief discussions of Classic Revival and subsequently 
discussed architectural styles see Whiffen, 1969). The 
roof gables in this style are extended to form a two-
story portico supported by massive columns. Although 
Ohio building in this style had its origins in the ante-
bellum plantations of the South, the style occurs 
throughout the state, with some of the finest examples 
in the Western Reserve towns where the Classic Re-
vival received enthusiastic support. 

Somewhat after the Classic Revival, the octagon 
house (fig. 167) appeared. The original popularity of 
this style is attributed by many to Thomas Jefferson. 
Widely scattered throughout the state, most octagon 
houses are comprised of two stories, have flat or very 
gently sloping roofs, and distinctive cupolas. Many are 
of brick construction. Although popular in its day, 
fewer than two dozen such houses survive in Ohio. 

One of the most distinctive of the 19th century 
styles, and also one which has in many instances re-

FIGURE 167.-Example of an octagon house. 

ceived considerable modification, can be categorized 
under the broad heading of Gothic Revival house (fig. 
168). The style is easily recognized from its ornate 
wooden decoration. The Gothic style was seizE!d upon 
by local carpenters and craftsmen with such relish 
that a profusion of wooden scroll-saw art decoration, 
colloquially termed "gingerbread," came to be a major 
identifying characteristic. The terms "steamboat 
Gothic" and "carpenter Gothic" commonly are used 
to denote these extremes. Gothic Revival construction 
is generally in wood and the siding may be vertical 
batten board instead of horizontal clapboard. Other 
features which set Gothic Revival apart from other 
architecture are the steeply pitched roof (over 45°), 
pointed arches, flat-roofed verandahs, and narrow 
pointed windows. The origin of Ohio Gothic Revival 
architecture is difficult to trace. Furthermore, its popu-
larity with local builders and artisans encouraged wide 

FIGURE 168.-Example of a Gothic Revival house. 
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FIGURE 169.-Example of a Tuscan house. 

variation, and Gothic decoration came to be added to 
many houses otherwise not Gothic at all. 

After the middle of the 19th century two Victorian 
styles of architecture were introduced into Ohio from 
mostly northern origins. The Tuscan style (fig. 169), 
also variously referred to as the Italianate, the brack-
eted Victorian, the Romano-Tuscan, the North Italian, 
and the Victorian Italianate, is characterized by cubic 
form, flat roof, straight and mostly flat fronts, narrow 
generally widely spaced windows, flat-roofed projecting 
entrance porticos, and a massive projecting roof cornice 
supported by elaborate brackets. Many Tuscan houses 
also carry a square cupola and may in many cases have 
side window bays which extend a full two stories. 
From an architectural viewpoint the best examples of 
this style are in brick and tend to be located in towns. 
In the open countryside, such building is more common-
ly in wood, and the style tends to be less severe. 

The height of Victorian pompousness is revealed 
in the Second Empire or Victorian mansard house (fig. 

FIGURE 170. -Example of a Victorian mansard house. 

170). Most Second Empire houses are massive, asym-
metrical, fully three stories in height, and commonly 
have an additional bold tower. The hallmark of this 
type is the mansard roof pierced by numerous and in 
many cases highly ornamented dormers. "In general, 
buildings of the Second Empire style are tall, boldly 
modeled, and emphatically three-dimensional in ef-
fect" (Whiff en, 1969, p. 103). Virtually every small 
town in Ohio has at least one example of this house 
type. Examples in the open countryside are less com-
monly encountered. 

The final easily recognized residential building 
type of the 19th century in Ohio is the Midwest pyra-
mid-roof house (fig. 171), which has 10 European con-
nections. Buildings in this style are cubic in form, 
two stories in height with a pyramid-shaped roof, de-
void of extraneous decoration, and possess large 
windows and in many examples a lar~;e front verandah. 

FIGURE 171.-Example of a Midwest pyramid-roof house. 

Unlike Tuscan and Second Empire a::chitecture, which 
is concentrated primarily in small towns, Midwest 
pyramid-roof houses are found largely in the rural 
countryside. Only a few are found in eastern Ohio; 
many more are situated in the open farm country of the 
western portions of the state. 

Much additional research needs to be done on the 
subject of folk and popular housing generally, particu-
larly in Ohio. In this state in which south meets north, 
east meets west, and Appalachia meets Midwest, great 
potential exists for meaningful study of all elements 
of the cultural landscape. 

Barn types 

Farm barns also demonstrate a variety of forms 
across the state. As yet no one has studied the folk 
barns of Ohio in any detail and apparently only one 
article (Schreiber, 1967) has been published on the 
subject. Several classification systems, some only 
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partially developed, have been proposed for the study 
of folk barns; the most extensive schemes are those 
of Francaviglia (1972) and Ennals (1972). However, 
none of the systems is entirely suitable for the condi-
tions of Ohio, nor do they adequately cover all types 
present within the state. At least three types of barns 
are widely distributed in Ohio, and at least two others 
can be identified in more restricted locations. Further 
study will no doubt expand this preliminary classifica-
tion. 

FIGURE 172. -Example of an English barn. 

The English barn (fig. 172) has a style so funda-
mental that a large number of modifications and vari-
ations of the basic form can be identified across the 
state. Derived from New England antecedents, the 
English barn is commonly termed the "three-bay barn" 
from its basic rectangular plan of storage bays or 
stables on either side of the central threshing floor. 
Other features of the English barn are a gable roof of 
medium pitch, vertical wood siding, open hay loft, and 
large double doors centered on one long side of the 
barn. More often than not, the roof is slate, in some 
cases with the year of barn raising worked into the 
pattern of the roof. Windows are generally absent, al-
though a series of very narrow ones may be placed 
above the doors to run the width of the door opening. 

A major subtype of the English barn can be termed 
a "raised barn," a term modified from Ennals (1972). 
In this type of barn the entire structure is raised upon 
a stone, tile, cement, or brick foundation. A new floor, 
used primarily for cattle stalls, is thus created beneath 
the threshing floor, access to which is by means of an 
elevated ramp termed a "barn bridge." The door to the 
new lower level is invariably on the gable end of the 
barn, generally opening out into a feeding lot or cattle 
yard. 

A second major barn style may be termed the Ger-
man bank barn (fig. 173). Like the raised English barn 
it consists of two floors and generally is rectangular 
in plan with a medium-pitched gable roof. Derived in 
Ohio largely from Pennsylvania origins, these barns 
are built into the slope of a hill so that there is direct 

FIGURE 17 3. -Example of a German bank barn. 

access to both floors without the requirement of a barn 
bridge. The most distinctive feature of the German bank 
barn is the second-story projection or overhang on the 
downslope side of the barn. This device, a forebay, 
opens out over a feeding lot and affords protection for 
stock in inclement weather. Other distinctive features 
of the German bank barn may include pent roofs, Gothic 
windows or louvers, and elaborate ventilator cupolas. 
In Ohio the German barn is less commonly found than 
the English barn; it is found in most cases associated 
with various German settlement groups. Northeastern 
Ohio is especially noted as an area of German barns. 

Supplementing the basic English and German barn 
styles are other types of barns. In a large roughly tri-
angular area between Columbiana, Medina, and Ashta-
bula Counties there may be seen a distinctive three-
gable or transverse-gable barn, which originated from 
the expansion of a threshing bay in barns of rectangu-
lar plan. In the transverse-gable barn, although the 
barn may or may not be raised, the governing feature 
distinguishing these structures is the presence of two 
ridge lines at right angles to each other. Thus these 
barns always possess three gable ends and may be 
rectangular, L-shaped, or T-shaped in plan. The heights 

FIGURE 174.-Example of a gambrel-roof barn. 
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of the ridge poles may be different so that there is a 
discordance of roof lines, strongly suggesting that 
one portion of the barn is an addition to an earlier 
structure. In some cases the original barns could fit 
the English barn designation. 

Late in the 19th century and especially after the 
turn of the 20th century gambrel-roof barns (fig. 174) 
began to appear in the countryside; such barns were 
a result of the more professional or scientific approach 
to farming characterized in other aspects by improved 
agronomic practices, new machinery, emphasis on com-
mercialization, spread of information through farmers' 
periodicals, establishment of agricultural schools and 
land grant colleges, and the perfection of agricultural 
experiment and extension work. Gambrel-roof barns 
now are widely distributed throughout Ohio, although 
good examples are uncommon in the Appalachian hills 
portion of the state. The gambrel-roof barn type in-
cludes several subtypes which are differentiated on the 
basis of size, floor plan, and roof detail. However, 
the presence of the gambrel roof separates these barns 
from other types. 

Gambrel-roof barns normally have a frame of over-
lapping lumber trusses, arranged to eliminate cross 
beams and thus increase the unhindered use of interior 
spaces. Other style barns utilize a system of heavy 
timbers called bents to support the roof and the mate-
rial stored in the lofts created by the bents. The dif-
ferences in the two methods of constructions are shown 
in figure 175. After the turn of the century the gambrel 
style of roof came to be used on barns which otherwise 
were English or German, but which incorporated bent 
construction. 

The true gambrel barn (i.e., lumber-truss construc-
tion) can generally be differentiated from gambrel-
roof bent structures by the placement of the main doors. 
In the true gambrel barn the main doors are located on 
one end of the barn rather than on the side as in struc-
tures with bents. 

Gambrel barns generally are associated with live-

FIGURE 175.-Types of barn construction. A, Gambrel-
type roof construction with a frame of overlapping lumber 
trusses; B, German bank barn or English barn construction, 
utilizing bent framework. 

FIGURE 176. -Example of a Midwest 1hree-portal barn. 

stock or dairy areas and have a variety of ground plans. 
Many are rectangular, although others may be L-shaped, 
T-shaped, or even H-shaped, the result of enlargement 
of an original barn to serve a growmg and prospering 
farm operation. Thus the most productive agricultural 
areas of the state may have the ::nost diverse barn 
shapes. A large percentage of gambrel barns are raised 
or banked so that the large lofts can be used for ve-
hicle storage and/or for storage of great quantities of 
hay. A variant of the gambrel barn is the round-roof 
barn, in which the roof angles are smoothed into a con-
tinuously curving roof. 

Finally, a midwestern style of barn is found in 
some portions of western Ohio. Unlike most other barns 
the Midwest three-portal barn (fig. 176) has a front-
facing gable with doors on the barn end rather than in 
the side position common in other barns. Generally, the 
structure can be resolved into three sections: the cen-
ter is one-and-a-half stories in height, incorporating a 
hay loft; on either side are sections or bays of only 
one story. The roof line may taper evenly from the 
ridge line or the roof line may be broken with lower 
angle wings. In plan the barn is square in many ex-
amples. The Midwest three-portal barn is found most 
commonly in areas of cash-grain agriculture in the 
westernmost sections of the state. 

Much additional work needs to be done to trace the 
evolution of barn types in Ohio. Ev,;~n the classifica-
tion of structures needs more thought and study. A 
wealth of material on decorative details, floor-plan 
variation, and position and morphology of subsidiary 
farm buildings awaits the scholar of folk barns. Time 
is running out, however, and every season sees the 
collapse of a few more of the poorly maintained or 
abandoned structures. Lightning and subsequent fire 
also take their toll. The development of an historical 
park in which examples of folk houses and barns could 
be preserved warrants the serious attention of Ohio 
leaders and citizens. 

Barn silos 

Barn silos are another distinctive although late 
feature of the rural landscape. Generally they are round 
and of cement-stave construction, but some will be 
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found of stone, wood, brick, or metal. The most mod-
ern and largest ones are of fiberglass construction. 
Normally silos appear in both dairying and beef-cattle 
areas, but perhaps are somewhat more common in the 
former. 

In Ohio the first exterior silo was constructed in 
1884 by John Gould at Aurora, in Portage County (Ohio 
Farmer, 1924). The silo was a square wooden addition 
to his dairy barn. Largely as the result of the efforts 
of an influential neighbor of Gould's, W. I. Chamber-
lain, Ohio Secretary of Agriculture and a long-time 
editor and writer for The Ohio Farmer, word of the 
success of Gould's silo was spread throughout the 
dairying sections of the state. Other farmers followed 
suit and the square wooden silo became a common 
feature of Ohio dairy farms. By 1924 silos had become 
so popular that a report in The Ohio Farmer (1924) 
placed the number in Ohio at almost 37,000, although 
the state total was well below those of the larger and 
more important dairy states of Wisconsin, New York, 
and Michigan. 

The very earliest silos were expensive cumbersome 
masonry structures patterned after European models 
(Williams, 1899, p. 618). These few early structures 
gave way to silos of square or rectangular wooden de-
sign which may be considered as the first silo type 
widely built and used. The wooden silo was cheaper 
and easier to build than one of masonry, and the wood-
en walls were poorer conductors of heat and cold. How-
ever, the rectangular or square silo had structural and 
functional weaknesses which by the turn of the century 
led to its replacement on most United States farms by 
circular stave silos, although in northeastern Ohio the 
rectangular or square silo persisted in new construc-
tion until about 1910. A major difficulty with the square 
silo was the common inability of the silo sides to with-
stand the pressure of fodder stored within and packed 
down tightly to exclude air and thus eliminate mold 
formation. The need for structural strength ''to resist 
the lateral pressure of the mass of silage" was recog-
nized by silo builders, who used closer spacing of 
bracing lumber at the bottom of the silo; these meas-
ures, however, although typical in construction, were 
not always efficacious. A greater defect of the square 
silo was the high rate of spoilage of fodder by mildew 
and mold at the corners of the silo. 

In northeastern Ohio the rectangular or square 
wooden silo, then, had a period of popularity which 
extended from 1884 to about 1900, when such struc-
tures were replaced by the more efficient circular 
wooden-stave silo. Today in 10 counties of northeast-
ern Ohio probably 400 square wooden silos still stand. 

Fencing 

Mather and Hart (1954, p. 201-223) have produced 
one work which deals with fencing as an element of 
the cultural landscape. In the study, they report that 

three types of fencing are widely distributed in Ohio. 
Barbed-wire fences predominate in Appalachia, woven 
wire is more common in the better agricultural areas, 
and board fencing dominates in the central part of the 
state. The conclusions of these authors are based upon 
two traverses-one from Cleveland to Marietta and the 
other from Cincinnati to Cleveland. A closer examina-
tion will reveal additional fencing patterns. Stone 
fences are most common in Adams County with its 
abundant limestone bedrock, hedges and hedgerows are 
scattered throughout the state, and large areas remain 
unfenced in northwestern Ohio. Much additional work 
remains to be done on fencing as a feature of the set-
tlement landscape. 

Town patterns 

In his 1937 study of the pattern of streets and 
roads in Ohio towns, Wright attempted to analyze the 
patterns of towns within the framework of the historical 
settlement unit. He was impressed by the persistence 
of a rectangular pattern even in areas in which such a 
pattern seemed quite unsuited to the topography. Wright 
also noted some other town patterns-radial-road towns, 
attenuated canal towns, and railroad towns. In the third 
of a century since Wright's work little more has been 
done in this area of investigation. 

As discussed in the previous chapter, towns grow 
up at a variety of sites and for a variety of reasons. 
Town location at places where transportation routes 
cross is perhaps most common. The town of Pioneer 
(fig. 177), in Williams County, is an almost classic 
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FIGURE 177. -Pioneer: crossroads town. 
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example of this type. Commercial development is cen-
tered at the crossroads. Residential areas are peripher-
al, extending outward along the four main roads. The 
street pattern of the town is rectangular, indicating 
establishment postdating land survey; orientation is 
to cardinal directions. 

The influence which land surveys have had on most 
Ohio towns is profound. In northern and northwestern 
Ohio the General Land Office survey largely utilized 
straight lines and right angles oriented to the compass. 
Hence towns in these areas generally exhibit north-
south east-west rectangular grid structure (fig. 177). 
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FIGURE 178.-Felicity: Virginia Military District town. 
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In central and southwestern Ohio the rectangular street 
grid generally has an orientation not related to cardinal 
compass points, as in Felicity (fig. 178), in Clermont 
County. The explanation lies in the Virginia system of 
surveying based upon local reference points, rather 
than on a globe grid. The tenacity of adherence by 
surveyors in other areas of the state to a grid pattern 
can be strikingly seen in Lewisburg (fig. 179), in 
Preble County; there the town pattern consists of three 
grids, each oriented in a different direction. The popu-
larity of the rectangular-grid street pattern is not diffi-
cult to explain. Rectangular blocks are easily laid out 
in building lots which accept rectangular buildings. 
Virtually no land is wasted in such a system. 

In rare instances survey district boundaries divide 
a settlement and the various orientations can be ob-
served easily. For example, Kenton (fig. 180), in Hardin 
County, straddles the Scioto River; streets to the north 
of the river are oriented to the General Land Office 
survey. South of the river, in territory originally desig-
nated as the Virginia Military District, two basic 
orientations, neither of which fits that north of the 
river, are present. Over the course of time, as the river 
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FIGURE 179. -Lewisburg: grid-patte·m town. 

has meandered, land which was originally north of the 
river and surveyed as such has ende·d up south of the 
river, producing an incongruous north-south east-west 
street pattern in a small area just south of the river. 

A similarly sharp survey boundary can be observed 
in Bellefontaine, in Logan County. West of Ludlow 
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FIGURE 180.-Kenton: where survey systems meet. 
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FIGURE 181.-Rock Creek: pre-survey village. 
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Street the orientation is north-south east-west, gov-
erned by the Between the Miamis land survey. East of 
Ludlow Street, in the Virginia Military District survey, 
the orientation is less regular. 

A nonrectangular street pattern generally means 
that the town was plotted before government land sur-
vey. Rock Creek (fig. 181), in Ashtabula County, is an 
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FIGURE 182.-Garrettsville: radial-road town I. 

example. Its wide-open form is the type generally re-
stricted to the Western Reserve area. It is interesting 
to note that, although the street pattern is free and 
open (some slight topographic control is present), the 
boundaries of the village are entirely rectangular, sug-
gesting strongly that incorporation followed settlement 
some time after the land had been surveyed. 

The lack of a clear focal point, as in Rock Creek, 
is quite unusual in Ohio towns. A much more likely 
circumstance is the drawing together of a number of 
roads to a central village core. Garrettsville (fig. 182), 
in Portage County, represents this type of village, 
which may be termed the radial-road town. In some 
cases the roads which focus on these towns predate 
land survey, but at the edge of the village survey con-
trol takes over and much greater regularity of pattern 
is found, as in West Union (fig. 183), in Adams County. 
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FIGURE 183.-West Union: radial-road town II. 
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In differentiating between rectangular-grid-pattern towns 
and radial-road towns, the problem is generally in de-
termining how much rectangular patterning to allow in 
the latter case. The decision is obviously arbitrary. 
While Felicity (fig. 178), in Clermont County, would 
qualify as a grid-pattern town, Doylestown (fig. 184), 
in Wayne County, obviously would not. 

Not all Ohio towns are the products of road devel-
opment, however. A few towns, of which Deshler (fig. 
185) in Henry County, is probably the best example, 
have street patterns which are oriented to railroads. 
The rural road pattern around Deshler follows cardinal 
compass points, but within the village the street ar-
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FIGURE 184. -Doylestown: radial-road town III. 

rangement is controlled by the northeast-southwest line 
of the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad. Curiously, the 
east-west B. & 0. line has had little effect on the 
street pattern, despite that line's significance as a 
dividing barrier. 

In at least one village the influence of both road 
and railway can be seen. The northern section of 
Hamler (fig. 186), in Henry County, has streets oriented 
to the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad, while the streets 
of the southern section fit the north-south east-west 

FIGURE 185.-Deshler: railroad village. 
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FIGURE 186.-Hamler: rail- and road-oriented grids. 

road orientation. 
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A different class of villages is that in which form 
is largely a product of the canal period. A good repre-
sentative is Spencerville (fig. 187), in Allen County. 
The orientation is to the line of the Miami and Erie 
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FIGURE 187. -Spencerville: canal town. 
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FIGURE 188.-Glouster, Trimble, and Jacksonville (north 
to south): topographically controlled settlements. 

Canal, which easily can be traced from southwest to 
northeast through the center of town. In the center of 
town only two streets connect the east and west sides 
of the village. Generally, canal towns tend to be elon-
gated in line with the canal. 

The morphology of certain towns is controlled by 
topography and other natural conditions, such as flood-
ing and poor drainage. Topographic control of settle-
ments is most clearly seen in Appalachian Ohio, where 
villages generally are restricted to valley bottoms. In 
some of these valleys, settlement is so dense and 
suitable land so scarce, especially if coal is present, 
that villages immediately succeed one another up the 
valley, and the traveller finds it difficult to separate 
each village from its neighbors. Such is the case with 
Jacksonville, Trimble, and Glouster (fig. 188), from 
south to north, in Athens County. 

Another type of town experiencing topographic con-
trol is that which occupies a stream-terrace location. 
Killbuck (fig. 189), in Holmes County, typifies these 
riverine towns, being situated on a terrace east of 

FIGURE 189. -Killbuck: river-valley town I. 

Killbuck Creek. Such villages are almost always elon-
gated to take advantage of the sweep of the terrace 
and in many cases exhibit a crescent form, the result 
of river meandering. One side of the village hugs the 
valley escarpment; the other lives in perpetual danger 
of flood, unless river-control measures have been 
instituted. 

The problem of valley location has been solved in 
a different fashion by some Ohio towns, with the devel-
opment of two focal points, one on either side of the 
valley. The central area of such a town, down on the 
floodplain, may be subject to flooding and hence is 

FIGURE 190. -Glenford: river-valley town II. 
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FIGURE 191. -Geneva-on-the-Lake: lakeshore town. 

much less developed than the peripheral areas. The 
hamlet of Glenford (fig. 190), in Perry County, is a 
good example, with one focal point west and the other 
largely east of the railroad. Even the corporate bound-
ary has been influenced by the phenomenon. On a 
larger scale, Versailles, in Darke County, shows the 
same phenomenon. 

The morphology of towns located on the shores of 
large lakes is quite distinctive. Blocks are elongated, 
the number of deadend streets is exceptionally high, 
and most streets are more or less perpendicular to the 
neighboring water body. Geneva-on-the-Lake (fig. 191), 
in Ashtabula County, demonstrates all of these fea-

A 

tures. 
Finally, a distinctive type of settlement, which 

may be difficult to recognize on topographic maps, is 
the Western Reserve town. One reason for the difficulty 
is that many of the original settlem€mts have withered 
to the point of disappearance, or because of urbaniza-
tion have largely lost their original form. 

A Western Reserve-type town h~,s a central green 
or commons. In some towns, such as Ravenna, in Port-
age County, this central area is occupied by a court-
house or other public building. The business district 
is generally found adjacent to the commons, either 
along one side, as in Hudson (fig.. 192), in Summit 

FIGURE 192.-Two views from the village green in Hudson. Looking eastward (A) one senses the New England connection. 
On the west of the green (B) are retail shops and services facilities. The old clock tower occupies the extreme northwest cor-
ner of the green. (Photos by A. J, Korsok.) 
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County, or in a block leading from the green, as in 
Burton (fig. 193), in Geauga County. In some rapidly 
growing communities such as Streetsboro, in Portage 
County, or Jefferson, in Ashtabula County, the cen-
tral commons has all but lost its original character. 

In form the central green may be square, rectangu-
lar, circular, oval, or irregular. Circular (La Grange, 
Lorain County) and oval (Burton, Geauga County, and 
Tallmadge, Summit County) greens generally have 
major streets focusing on the center of the green. 
Square (Medina, Medina County) and rectangular (Hud-
son, Summit County) greens encourage a street pattern 
which passes beside the green. Irregularly shaped 
greens (Twinsburg, Summit County) strike a compro-
mise among the above-described patterns. 

Another feature of Western Reserve towns is the 
irregular size and shape of town blocks, with the 
smaller blocks generally toward the center and the 
larger blocks on the periphery as in Chardon (fig. 194), 
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FIGURE 193.-Burton: Western Reserve town L 
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FIGURE 194-Chardon: Western Reserve town IL 

in Geauga County. There is by no means a regular 
order of increasing size, however. 

A third characteristic element of the Western Re-
serve town is the railroad, which normally occupies a 
position halfway between the common and the edge of 
town (fig. 194). The normal situation is for the rail-
road to lie in a broad curve, thus cutting a high per-
centage of the main roads focusing upon the green. 

Reference has been made at several points to the 
importance of the size, shape, and pattern of town 
blocks. Many Western Reserve towns contain a mixture 
of irregularly shaped blocks; lakeside villages have a 
high percentage of elongated and incomplete (deadend) 
blocks. The pattern of blocks within a town in many 
cases reveals a good deal about the evolution of the 
town. The blocks within a plat generally have more 
similarity to each other than to blocks in other plats. 
In many settlements, such as Johnstown (fig. 195), in 
Licking County, post-World War II subdivisions char-
acterized by curving streets, irregular blocks, and 
numerous cul-de-sacs are in sharp contrast to the more 
regular earlier grid pattern. 

Town boundaries 

Just as towns may be classified on the basis of 
their street pattern, so also they may be grouped ac-
cording to their corporation boundary characteristics. 
Some towns, especially in western Ohio, have corpor-
ate boundaries which describe regular geometric fig-
ures (figs. 177, 181, 182, 185). In most cases, these 
boundaries represent original surveys, and the town 
has not grown sufficiently to cause the original bound-
ary to be modified. In other settlements, although 
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FIGURE 195.-Johnstown: post-World War II subdivision. 
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original boundaries were geometric in form, growth has 
produced modification. A strong tendency to employ 
right angles and straight lines is evident (fig. 180). 
Finally, in other communities, especially in southeast-
ern Ohio, boundaries have been determined largely by 
physical features and hence are irregular (fig. 188). 

More important than the shape of the boundaries 
is their relationship to the developed area of the set-
tlement. In many instances, community boundaries re-
flect very closely the built-up area (fig. 178), with 
urban development on one side and open fields on the 
other. Such towns are said to be true bounded (Murphy, 
1966). Overbounded villages are also widely distributed 
throughout the state. Such towns have boundaries which 
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FIGURE 196.-Pickerington: underbounded village. 

incorporate much undeveloped rural land within the 
town (figs. 177, 185). The origin of such a boundary 
situation is to be found either in overly optimistic 
original platting or in subsequent enthusiastic annexa-
tion in anticipation of growth. Underbounded villages 
are fairly rare, except in metropolitan fringe areas. The 
village of Pickerington (fig. 196), in Fairfield County, 
was a good example of this type when mapped by the 
U.S. Geological Survey in 1964. The rarity of under-
bounded towns is partially the result of the desire of 
village corporations to extend their limits as rapidly 
as possible to annex adjacent tax--revenue-producing 
land, and partially owing to pressure from suburban 
residents for fire and police protection, sewer and 
water facilities, and road maintenance. 

AGE-SEX CHARACTERISTICS OF 
SMALL TOWNS 

Street orientation, block pattern, and boundary char-
acteristics are only the spatial manifestations of a 
community, which is composed, in the final analysis, 
of people. But in every community the people them-
selves vary. Some communities are dominated by re-
tired and middle-aged people; other communities by 
children and young adults. In some villages men out-
number women; in a greater number of villages women 
are more numerous. 

Detailed census data are not available for commun-
ities smaller than 2,500 persons. For all communities 
between 2,500 and 10,000, women outnumber men by 
almost 5 percent. This results from fae longer life span 
of women and the greater mobility of males, who are 
more likely than females to go away for schooling, 
military service, or jobs. 

The community which probably comes closest to 
being a "typical" Ohio cummunity as far as the profile 
of its population is concerned is Paulding (fig. 197), 
in Paulding County. In 1970 (U.S. Bureau of the Cen-
sus, 1973b) males composed 48.1 percent of the total 
population in Paulding, the average percentage for all 
small communities in the state. The median age of 
Paulding's inhabitants was slightly lower than the 
average (i.e., 24.9 for males and 2'.7.3 for females in 
Paulding against 26.4 and 29.3 for the state average 
of small communities). Finally, the age-sex character-
istics of Paulding fit the profile for all communities 
almost perfectly. 

This is not true for other small communities, al-
though some, such as Bryan, in Williams County, Gib-
sonburg, in Sandusky County, and Oak Harbor, in Otta-
wa County, come close. The effects of growth and in-
creasing suburbanization can be seen in the age-sex 
pyramids of two communities, Vermilion, in Lorain 
County, and Hudson, in Summit County (fig. 197). In 
Vermilion the age-sex pyramid is uncharacteristically 
broad, with a greater than usual taper. The percentage 
of persons over 75 years of age is especially small. 
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The influx between 1960 and 1970 of young adults with 
young children has drastically altered the age-sex pyr-
amid of a decade earlier. 

A different suburban population is found in Hudson, 
which has developed a reputation as an exclusive and 
prestigious residential area. The age-sex pyramid 
shows the Hudson population to fall essentially into 
three separate generation groups. Young children and 
young adults are conspicuously few in number in this 
wealthy community. 

A distinctive group of small communities, such as 
Yellow Springs (fig. 197), in Greene County, are domi-
nated by colleges and universities. These small towns 
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have two common unusual characteristics. First, of 
course, is the very high concentration of persons in 
the college-age years. Second is a noticeably higher 
concentration of females in the middle-age years. Pre-
sumably this is the result of the employment opportuni-
ties which a college town offers for such females and 
which are not found in other towns. In addition to Yel-
low Springs, small college towns include Ada, in Hardin 
County, Granville, in Licking County, and Oberlin, in 
Lorain County. 

In contrast to college towns are those small towns 
dominated by older generations and in process of. eco-
nomic decline. Two good examples are Cadiz, in Harri-

M F 

Yellow Springs 

M F 

Cadiz 

M F 

] 5 years 

Gallipolis 

Univ. of Akron, Dept. of Geog., 1972. M. Geib 

FIGURE 197.-Age-sex pyramids: Paulding, Vermilion, Hudson, Yellow Springs, Cadiz, 
Gallipolis, 1970 (U.S. Bureau of the Census, 197 3b ). 
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son County, and Gallipolis, in Gallia County (fig. 197). 
Both communities have experienced an exodus of males 
as job opportunities within the communities have de-
clined. In both communities there is little taper to the 
pyramid, so that older generations are more numerous 
than in most other Ohio communities. The lack of young 
children is especially noticeable in Gallipolis. 

As has been noted, the composition of a commun-
ity's population is in large part dependent upon the 
employment opportunities which exist in or near each 
small town. These employment opportunities are a 
measure of the functions which each town performs to 
support itself. 

URBAN FUNCTIONS OF SMALL TOWNS 

Like large cities, small towns exist by performing 
certain functions to support themselves. In virtually 
all small towns, therefore, retail selling, manufactur-
ing, public administration, and some service activities 
are found. Again like large cities, certain towns, be-
cause of a variety of circumstances, specialize in one 
or a few functions. This specialization is in many 
cases sufficient to produce a special character within 
the town, reflected in appearance and pattern as well 
as in employment statistics, which latter remain the 
principal method of measuring urban functions. 

The employment profile for Ohio small towns is 
given in table 57. On the average, somewhat more than 
one-third of all gainfully employed are workers in manu-
facturing concerns. Almost one-fifth of the labor force 
of the average community is engaged in trading activi-
ties, especially retailing. A further 12 percent find 
employment in so-called professional and related ser-
vices, which include education and public health. 
These three areas account for well over two-thirds of 

TABLE 57.-Employment in small towns, 2,500-10,000 
population, by industry, 19601 

Industry 
Percent of 

total 
employed 

Manufacturing 36. 5 
Wholesale and retail trade 19.1 
Professional and related services 12.4 
Transportation and communications 7 .1 
Business, repair, and personal services 6. 7 

Construction 5.1 
Public administration 4.2 
Finance, insurance, and real estate 2.8 
Agriculture, forestry, and fishing 1. 3 
Mining .9 

Entertainment and recreation . 7 
Industry not reported 3.0 

1U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1963b. 

all employment in Ohio small towns. However, in some 
towns, as already noted, employment does not follow 
usual patterns. 

Those small towns which were situated outside 
metropolitan areas and which possessed employment 
significantly above the mean in various categories 
are shown in table 58. In 1960 there were 105 small 
towns (i.e., between 2,500 and 10,000 population) out-
side of metropolitan areas. In 16 of these small towns 
employment in agriculture was more than one standard 
deviation above the mean for the entire 105 communi-
ties. These 16 agricultural towns are scattered through-
out all sections of the state. In some cases full-time 
farmers do live in town; in other instances, the persons 
employed in agriculture are semiretired. In all cases, 
the excellent secondary road system has permitted and 
encouraged this combination of rural and urban activi-
ties. 

Another special urban function is mining. It is 
surprising that, in view of the significance of the 
mineral industries, especially coal, in Ohio (see Chap-
ter 6), more towns cannot be classified as mining cen-
ters. If employment statistics were available for com-
munities of less than 2,500 persons, many more mining 
centers would appear. Only 11 communities are thus 
designated. Of these, 10 are associated with coal pro-
duction and are located within the Appalachian hill 
country of southeastern Ohio. Only Carey, in Wyandot 
County, is an exception. This community contains two 
large limestone quarries. The outstanding example of 
a town oriented to coal mining is Cadiz, but even here 
in 1960 only a fifth of all employed ;iersons worked in 
the coal-mining industry. 

Twelve small Ohio towns are designated as trans-
portation centers (table 58). Most of these communities 
are oriented primarily to railroads, being either junc-
tions or rail crossroads or division points containing 
shops, maintenance facilities, or marshaling yards. 
With the decline and consolidation o:f railroad compan-
ies in the 1960's and 1970's, employment in transpor-
tation in some of these centers has fallen drastically, 
bringing economic hardship to the community and in 
some instances profoundly altering the character of 
the town. In Crestline, in Crawford County, for example, 
railroad employment dropped almost 95 percent in the 
20 years following World War II (Ohio Department of 
Development, 1965, p. 52). In Montpelier, in Williams 
County, the di vision headquarters of the Wabash Rail-
road was closed, eliminating the jobs of over 250 in-
dividuals in a total labor force of just over 1,500. 

Trade activities are found in all small towns and 
each has developed its own local hinterland. Eighteen 
settlements (table 58), however, possess an unusually 
high proportion of employment in retail and wholesale 
trade. Part of the explanation for this phenomenon must 
be attributed to lack of competition. Of the 18 towns, 
only Bridgeport, in Belmont County, lies close to larger 
urban areas. A significant factor in promoting the de-
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velopment of trading activities appears to be the focus 
which local administrative activity provides. Eleven 
of the 18 trade centers are also county seats. 

The most distinctive and widespread special func-
tion of Ohio small towns is manufacturing. No fewer 
than 33 towns have an unusually high proportion of 
community employment in manufacturing. The large 
number of manufacturing towns (roughly one-third of 
the total number of small towns) suggests that the 
impact of industrialization varies widely from town to 
town. On the average 36.5 percent of a small town's 
work force is in manufacturing (table 57). Of great 
importance is the degree of concentration of manu-
facturing activities. In some towns only one or two 
factories operate, and the danger is always present 
that the fortunes of the entire community will depend 
exclusively on these facilities. 

Finally, 8 Ohio small towns may be categorized 
as professional services centers. Six of the 8 are 
primarily college or university towns. The other 2 
towns, Gallipolis and Millers burg, in Holmes County, 
have large state hospital facilities nearby. 

There are other towns in Ohio with unique charac-
teristics. For example, Aurora, in Portage County, has 
a very high employment in entertainment and recreation. 
In 1960 this employment was largely associated with 
the resort and amusement developments around Geauga 
Lake Park. By 1970 this concentration had been aug-
mented by the construction of Sea World and other 
establishments. Furthermore, Aurora is fast losing its 
independent identity as suburbanization from the Cleve-
land metropolitan area invades the community. Even in 
towns much more remote from large urban centers, com-
muting to such centers is steadily growing and, in the 
process, is changing the character of Ohio small towns. 

WELLINGTON - A SMALL OHIO TOWN 

Traveling westward from Akron, the topography gradually 
levels and an agricultural landscape appears . One can al-
most sense a feeling of early America, when farming was the 
way of life and the towns served the rural folk . Many of 
these towns seem to have been passed over by a rapidly 
urbanizing society . Some are barely surviving, but others 

TABLE 58. -Functions of selected small towns, 19601 

Agriculture Mining Transportation Trade Manufacturing Professional 
services 

Bluffton Barnesville Bellevue Ada Carey Ada 
Cadiz Cadiz Crestline Barnes ville Chardon Bluffton 
Clyde Carey Dennison Blanchester Columbiana Gallipolis 
Geneva Lisbon Jackson Bridgeport Crooksville Granville 
Georgetown Middleport Johnstown Coldwater Dennison Millersburg 
Hicksville Nelsonville Middleport East Palestine East Palestine Oberlin 
Hillsboro New Lexington Mingo Junction Gallipolis (cs) Franklin Wilmington 
London Pomeroy Montpelier Georgetown (cs) Geneva Yellow Springs 
Napoleon St. Clairsville Pomeroy Hillsboro (cs) Gibsonsburg 
Ontario Shadyside Shadyside Jackson (cs) Greenfield 
South Lebanon Uhrichsville Wellston Jefferson (cs) Harrison 
Tipp City Willard Lisbon (cs) Leetonia 
Vermilion Logan (cs) Marysville 
Wauseon Millersburg (cs) Mason 
Wheelers burg Napoleon (cs) Masury 
Woodsfield New R ichmond Mingo Junction 

Pomeroy (cs) Newcomerstown 
Wauseon (cs) New Richmond 

Newton Falls 
North Baltimore 
Ontario 
Rittman 
St. Marys 
Sebring 
South Lebanon 
Tipp City 
Toronto 
Trenton 
Waverly 
Wellsville 
Wheelersburg 
Windham 
Winters ville 

1 Towns listed possess employment in each category at least one standard deviation greater than the mean of all 
towns between 2,500 and 10,000 population. Towns within metropolitan areas are not included; (cs)= county seat. 
U.S. Bureau of the Census, l 963b. 
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are holding their own, even growing. Wellington is one of 
the latter (Edward Dilginis, unpublished material compiled 
at University of Akron; source for much of this section). 

This town, a market center in southern Lorain 
County, lies toward the western extent of the Connecti-
cut Western Reserve, just east of the Fire Lands. The 
surrounding land is relatively flat and is devoted most-
ly to a reasonably prosperous agriculture. With the 
exception of Oberlin, primarily a college town with 
8,761 population in 1970 (U.S. Bureau of the Census, 
1973), Wellington is the largest and most important 
town for about 20 miles in any direction. Ashland 
(19,872, 1970 population) lies 22 miles to the south, 
Norwalk (13,386) 21 miles west, Amherst (9,902) 19 
miles north, and Medina (10,913) 20 miles to the east. 
Wellington, then, provides market services for a hinter-
land stretching some 10 miles or so in every direction. 
This function is confirmed by the livelihood structure 
and the commercial and social activities of the town. 

About half of the gainfully employed persons in the 
town are engaged by businesses providing retail goods 
or some type of services. Among these businesses are 
such farm-oriented concerns as a fertilizer dealer, 
lumber companies, farm-implement suppliers, a grain 

dealer, and feed mills. Even so, the link with the agri-
cultural countryside now is not nearly as evident as 
in the latter part of the 19th century, when over 40 
cheese factories operated by Wellington interests 
shipped 6,475,674 pounds of cheese and 1,100,661 
pounds of butter worth over $800,000 per year, making 
Wellington the cheese capital of the United States 
Qamieson, 1930). Today, neither cheese factory nor 
milk plant exists in Wellington. 

Other indicators of the intimate relationship be-
tween the town and the countryside can be found in 
social institutions: the centralized school system of 
the community, the rural support of the town's 10 
churches, the hospital which serves both populations, 
and, of course, the Lorain County fairgrounds. 

As evidenced by its ornate city hall (fig. 198) and 
extensive areas of spacious and substantial turn-of-
the-century houses, Wellington was once a prosperous 
community. Even today, although its median family in-
come is roughly 10 percent below the state average, and 
wealthy families are conspicuous by their absence, 
the community continues to grow and to give the ap-
pearance of relative prosperity. 

Like so many Western Reserve towns, Wellington is 
organized around a central green, from which proceed 
a series of parallel and perpendicular streets, tree 

FIGURE 198.-Wellington. A portion of the original green appears in the 
foreground. The city hall and church fronting on the green illustrate a com-
mon characteristic of Western Reserve towns. Whereas Hudson (fig. 192) 
illustrates an earlier colonial architectural style, Wellington demonstrates 
a Victorian influence. (Photo by A. J. Korsok.) 
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shaded and lined by attractive white frame houses. In 
plan, the town is roughly symmetrical, with the rail-
ways as the principal disturbers of that symmetry. The 
corporation boundary is perfectly square, with the 
settlement centered on the crossing of two state high-
ways. The village is thus divided into four equal quad-
rangles. Disrupting this spatial balance are two main 
lines of the Penn Central Railroad. Because Wellington 
was first settled in 1818 and the railroads did not enter 
this territory until about 1850, it seems strange indeed 
to have the tracks located so close to the center of 
town. This location today results in considerable dis-
ruption of both local and transient motor vehicle traf-
fic, although the tracks do not appear to have signifi-
cantly affected community growth by acting as barriers. 

The major effect of the railroad has been to de-
termine the location of industrial land use in Welling-
ton. Even new industries, served mostly by truck, are 
still located close to the railroads. The crossing of 
the rail routes, in the southwestern quadrant of the 
town, has become the focus of industrial activity in 
Wellington. 

In 1960 manufacturing was the most important 
employment activity in Wellington, accounting for al-
most 40 percent of the town's labor force (U.S. Bureau 
of the Census, 1963b). One company, a foundry, today 
tends to dominate manufacturing activities, employing 
a number of workers equal to almost half the town's 
manufacturing work force. Seventeen other industrial 

concerns were operating in 1969, including diversified 
plants making spark plugs, foam products, sporting 
goods, sheet metal, wire, machinery, and dies. Manu-
facturing has a long history in Wellington. By the mid-
dle of the 19th century, both furniture and wagons and 
buggies were being constructed here, although modern 
industrial enterprise dates from 1879 with the founding 
of the Wellington Machine Company. 

As Wellington struggles to attract new industries, 
to conserve existing activities, and to provide services 
for its surrounding hinterland, changes are taking place 
which inexorably alter the composition and character 
of the town. With excellent highway routes to neigh-
boring cities, Wellington is becoming more and more a 
bedroom community. Paradoxically, at the same time, 
with expanded manufacturing employment within the 
town, a housing shortage has developed. 

Wellington is a small town attempting to overcome 
its former provincialism and to update itself to meet 
today's social and economic needs. Its economic sup-
port has changed from that of an agricultural service 
and market center to one dependent upon manufactur-
ing. Yet the town continues to provide goods and ser-
vices to an agricultural hinterland. Demographically, 
Wellington is comparable to other Ohio towns of similar 
population size, with only subtle variations reflecting 
local change. Perhaps Wellington's greatest fear is 
that as more of its population find employment outside 
the community it may lose its present individuality. 



Chapter 11 
THE SOCIAL GEOGRAPHY OF OHIO 

Allen G. Noble 

INTRODUCTION 

Ohio is a prosperous state. In 1970 only four other 
states exceeded Ohio in total private nonfarm income. 1

• 

Not only is business carried on under favorable con-
ditions in Ohio (until 1972 corporations had no income 
tax levied against them) and farming profitable (Ohio 
ranked 18th in 1969 in farm income), but also wealth is 
spread widely throughout the population. On the basis 
of average weekly earnings, Ohio ranked 5th national-
ly; on the basis of levels of personal income, 14th. 
The proportion of Ohioans officially classified as be-
low the poverty line was sufficiently small (10.2 per-
cent) in 1969 to rank the state 33rd in this category. 

And yet for all this prosperity, poverty or disad-
vantage (a useful euphemism which is widely popular 
in a variety of bureaucratic circles) persists in certain 
sections of Ohio and among certain segments of the 
population. One of the major difficulties in a discus-
sion of poverty is the lack of a clear idea as to what 
precisely constitutes poverty or disadvantage. In the 
words of Oscar Ornati (1966, p. 1), probably the fore-
most student of modern-day poverty: 

Today, while much is being done, and while new data and 
insights on how to do away with poverty are becoming avail-
able, there is still little consensus as to what poverty is, 
as to the size of the problem, the actions to be taken to do 
away with it, or the dangers to our soc iety of not doing 
away with it. 

Perhaps the most insidious aspect of the problem 
of poverty is the moralistic attitude assumed by wide 
sections of the populace. Economic or social failure is 
equated almost exclusively with laziness and sloth. 
Comfortably framed within the Protestant work ethic 
(which influences non-Protestants with equal force) is 
the concept that success is a triumph of willpower and 
a reflection of effort expended. Flowing logically from 
this premise is th~ idea that those who live in poverty, 
or who chronically suffer disadvantage, are morally 
inferior. 

The observations of the Yale political scientist, 

19Statistica1 data in the o pening paragraphs o f this chapter are 
taken from U.S . Bure au of the Census, 1973a. 
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Robert E. Lane (1962, p. 72), although directed to an-
other community, are quite germane to Ohio: 

In general the moral defections of the upper-status groups 
are more tolerable ... than the moral defe ctions of the poor 
and lowly ...• There is little sympathy given to those lower 
in the scale, little reference to the overpowering forces of 
circumstance, only rare mention of sickness, death of a 
breadwinner, senility, factories moving out of town, and so 
forth. The only major cause of poverty to which no moral 
blame attaches is depression or "unemployment" -but this 
is not considered a strikingly important cause. 

CONCEPTS OF OHIO POVERTY 

The concept of poverty or disadvantage in Ohio 
has two geographical expressions which tend in the 
minds of many to be mutually exclusive. The first con-
cept visualizes poverty as a regional phenomenon, with 
Ohio divided into a normal section that has prosperous 
farms and flourishing cities and is progressing steadily 
through some dimly perceived grand plan toward a poor-
ly defined yet nevertheless worthy ultimate goal and 
into a smaller section that has sloping hillsides and 
subsistence crop patches and from which the vigorous 
young adults have fled, leaving abandoned mines, 
abandoned dwellings, abandoned autos, and a residual 
population consisti ng mostly of very young children 
and worn-out adults. This is Appalachian Ohio, which 
has been officially designated a poverty area by the 
federal government. The extent of the area is shown 
on figure 199. 

The second geographical concept of poverty con-
ceives of Ohio as a prosperous agricultural and in-
dustrial state with "pockets" of poverty which coin-
cide with the largest urban centers , especially with 
the central portions of those areas. In these abnormal 
pockets poverty exists because pressure of population 
is too high to be adequately served by the elderly fa-
cilities which exist in central-city areas; the level of 
income of residents of these areas is too low to pro-
vide modern replacements, and the steady influx of 
new residents from rural poverty areas places a con-
tinuing heavy burden on facilities and services. There 
are 10 counties in Ohio which are predominantly urban. 
Two of these, Lake and Lorain, are located adjacent 
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• Coun11es of urban poverty 

c::J AppalacJuan Otuo 

FIGURE 199.-Poverty areas in Ohio. 

to the major urban center of the state and consequent-
ly possess an unusually large number of residential 
suburbs. Both counties may be considered reasonably 
affluent Cleveland suburbs, although each contains 
satellite cities. The 2 counties, by virtue of their 
land-use structure and population composition, do not 
demonstrate features of urban poverty on any consid-
erable scale. Thus there are 8 counties (table 59) 
which qualify as essentially metropolitan counties 
with sufficiently large populations to foster urban 
poverty. 

TABLE 59. -Population of Ohio 
urban counties, 19701 

Percent Population 
County Population urban per 

sq mi 

Cuyahoga 1,701,640 99.6 3,731.7 
Hamilton 915,370 96.1 2,205. 7 
Franklin 822,336 95. 5 1,525. 7 
Montgomery 599,966 92.1 1,290.2 
Summit 550,234 90.4 1,322.7 

Lucas 478,966 94.1 1,364.6 
Stark 368,756 73.4 634.7 
Mahoning 301,513 84.0 711.1 

1U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1973b. 

INCOME 

Perhaps the most acceptable criterion of measure-
ment of poverty would be income. The problem, how-
ever, is that such data are largely unavailable below 
the state level. Sa/es Management, a private periodi-
cal, does publish estimates once a year of "per house-
hold effective buying income" for every county in the 
United States. Figure 200, based upon these data, 
shows the pattern of income distribution in Ohio in 
1971. 

EJ3 H1ghes1 quarlde (annua l average hoosehold income above $10,393) 

~ lowest quar11le (annual average household income below $8,388) 

Uni\I. of Al.ton. Oepi. of G90\j . 1972. M. Glob 

FIGURE 200. -Per household effective buying income, by 
county, 1971 (Sales Management, 1971 ). 

The lowest incomes are concentrated primarily in 
the Appalachian hill country of southeastern Ohio. 
Within the 28 counties of Appalachian Ohio are 21 
which rank in the lowest quartile of income; of these 
21, Adams, with $5,766 per household in 1971, has 
the lowest average income of the entire state. Poverty, 
then, is widespread in Appalachia, although Athens 
County, probably because of the presence of Ohio 
University, has income levels which are uncharacter-
istically high. 

Urban poverty cannot be demonstrated using the 
information presented on a county-wide basis on figure 
200. As a matter of fact all urban counties fall within 
the highest quartile of income. It is, of course, gener-
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ally conceded that suburban areas of cities have much 
higher income levels than central-city areas. 20 These 
differences cannot be measured accurately on a county 
basis. Furthermore, employment opportunities are mul-
tiplying rapidly in the suburbs, but actually shrinking 
in the central cities, so that the discrepancies will 
continue to grow. 

MEASURES OF DISADVANTAGE 

It may be argued that differences in cost of living, 
which is generally higher in urban areas, make ques-
tionable the use of income measures as the sole indi-
cator of poverty or disadvantage. Three other types of 
evaluation are available. First is the type that reveals 
the extent and use of public services available in an 
area. Data are available on welfare payments, educa-
tional services, unemployment compensation, and 
health services. A second type of measure deals with 
the quality of private facilities in an area. Among such 
measures are dilapidation of housing and those mea-
sures that involve an analysis of private possessions : 
appliances, automobiles, and communications devices. 
Third are those items which reveal social disorganiza-
tion or disintegration. Among these are crime rate, 
juvenile crime rate, divorce rate, illegitimacy, infant 
mortality, and overall death rate. 

In each of these three broad areas the processes 
of analysis are fraught with difficulties and dangers. 
In many instances, the most appropriate type of infor-
mation is unavailable, and substitute data which are 
not as suitable must be used. For example, although 
statistics (from which a crime rate could be calculated) 
on commission of crimes are needed, such figures do 
not exist on a county basis. Instead, what must be 
used are records of Common Pleas Court convictions, 
which are compiled on a county basis. It is obvious 
that such data only partially measure the occurrence 
of crime. The same situation exists in the case of 
other measures. One of the most significant defi-
ciencies, not only in Ohio but nationally as well, is 
the lack of detailed statistical data on social problems 
for small geographical and political areas. 

Public services 

Some analysis of the quality and quantity of public 
services is possible in four areas: per capita welfare 
burden, per capita unemployment rate, educational ex-
penditures, and health services. 

Public assistance per capita (1965) is shown on 
figure 201 for Ohio's 88 counties. Clearly the expendi-
ture of welfare payments is unevenly concentrated. 
Appalachian Ohio stands out as the region with the 

20 A short but penetrating statement of the pro blems of central 
cities can be found in the American Fede rationist (1967) . 

EfilE] Above state average of $16.47 

~ Below S8.00 

Unov. of Akron. DBp1. ol Geog .. 1972 . M. Geib 

FIGURE 201.-Per capita public assi s tance, 1965 (Ohio 
Department of Public Welfare , 1965). 

highest welfare burden. Although the average per capi-
ta figure for the state was $16.47, the figure was over 
$50 in Adams County and reached $55 in Pike County. 
In 7 other Appalachian counties the per capita expend-
iture exceeded $30. Figure 201 als o reveals above-
average welfare payments in urban counties. In such 
areas payments were highest in Hamilton ($23) and 
Franklin ($22), those urban counties lying closest to 
Appalachian Ohio. Half the urban counties had welfare 
payments above the statewide average; in view of the 
large populations of these counties, the considerable 
extent of urban poverty can be gleaned. For the entire 
United States, it is estimated that total welfare assist-
ance from all sources, i.e., federal, state, local, and 
private, exceeds 40 billion dollars annually. Although 
this figure is about 5 percent of the Gross National 
Product of the country , it is far less than $1,500 for 
each person receiving assistance (M arch, 1970, p. 168). 

Another measure of geographic variation in extent 
of public services is given on figure 202, which shows 
the ratio of population to the numbe r of unemployment 
compensation recipients. In 1965, a year during which 
the national economy was expanding rapidly and in 
which unemployment rates were generally low, the ratio 
of total population to unemployment compensation re-
cipients was 358 to 1. The pattern of unemployment 
was not uniform across the state, however. Twenty-two 
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counties had unemployment greater than the state aver-
age (fig. 202). Of these, 19 were Appalachian counties 
and the other 3 were adjacent to Appalachian counties. 
Within Appalachia, only Jefferson County had a favor-
able unemployment situation. In this regard Jefferson 
County appeared to be as closely related to urban 
counties as to the Appalachian counties. Urban coun-
ties all fall within the midrange, but of course the dif-
ferences between central city and suburbs are masked 
by considering data on a county basis only. In con-
trast to both Appalachia and the urban areas, the rural 
counties of the northwestern half of the state have the 
most favorable circumstances with regard to unemploy-
ment. The lowest unemployment in 1965 was found in 
Holmes County, where the ratio of 1,320 persons to 
each unemployed person probably reflects the high 
concentration of Amish. 

The inequality of educational opportunity in Ap-
palachian Ohio is depicted on figure 203. The differ-
ences (1965) which exist between this section and the 
rest of the state in public school instructional expen-
ses are offset somewhat by the lower incomes prevail-
ing generally in Appalachia (Ohio State Auditor, 1965). 
Thus the lower paid teachers of Appalachia may be as 
well off financially as those in the rest of the state. 
But the lower instructional costs also mean fewer spe-

More than 440 persons to each unemployed person 

Fewer than 220 persons to each unefTllloyed person 

Univ of Akron. [)epl ol G.oQ. 19n M Geob 

FIGURE 202.-Population per recipient of unemployment 
compensation, 1965 (Ohio Bureau of Employment Services , 
1966). 

Highest quartile 

Lowest quartile 

Urnv ol Akron. [)eiM. al Geog .. 1972. M. Geib 

FIGURE 203.-Pe r capita expenditures for public school 
instruction, 1965 (Ohio State Auditor, 1965). 

cialized programs and less-well-trained personnel. In 
addition, the lower salaries make the area less attrac-
tive to teachers from outside. 

The areas in which public school instructional ex-
penditures are high are less well defined than the 
areas of low expenditure, but two centers can be dif-
ferentiated (fig. 203). The highest expenditures occur 
in areas of suburban development and small-city growth. 
In the two largest urban areas of the state, metropol-
itan growth has sprawled across portions of several 
counties, and the intraurban variations in educational 
expenditure can be clearly seen. Thus the central-city 
counties of Cuyahoga and Hamilton have expenditure 
levels which are lower than those of the suburban 
counties of Lake, Geauga, Medina, Butler, Warren, and 
Clermont. 

It is interesting and instructive to compare instruc-
tional expenditures per capita (fig. 203) with the pat-
terns of educational attainment (1960) by the populace 
(fig. 204). Remarkably similar distributions can be 
found. For example, in the Cleveland area, Cuyahoga 
County has an educational attainment level which is 
at least one year lower than the suburban counties of 
Lake and Geauga. Of the urban counties only Franklin 
has a population with a particularly high level of 
schooling. This undoubtedly results from the large 
student and faculty population at The Ohio State Uni-
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CJ Under9.9years 

~ Over11.9years 

Un11t. of ~•on. °'91M. d G«:ig .. 19n. M. Geib 

FIGURE 204.-Median school years completed, 1960 (U .S. 
Bureau of the Census, 1963b). 

versity and other institutions of higher learning in 
Columbus and from the concentration of administrators, 
professional people, technicians, and white collar 
workers employed by state government. A somewhat 
comparable situation exists in Greene County, with 
its several colleges and the Wright-Patterson Air Force 
Base. 

Low educational attainment is characteristic of 
Appalachia. Outside that area, there were only three 
counties in which the median number of school years 
completed by the population was below 9. 9. These 
counties were Holmes, where again the Amish influ-
ence may be significant in explaining the anomaly, 
Pickaway, and Madison. 

Although health services are widely conceded to 
differ dramatically from place to place, few statistical 
sources exist to ' measure accurately that spatial vari-
ation. The pattern of hospital facilities (1967) is not 
especially helpful in identifying disadvantage either 
in metropolitan areas or in Appalachia. Ten counties 
in Ohio have no hospitals. Of these counties, 7 lie 
in Appalachia, but this area also contains 4 of the 
most fortunate counties as far as hospital facilities 
are concerned. Athens , Gallia, Guernsey, and Ross 
Counties all have fewer than 100 population per avail-
able hospital bed (American Hospital Association, 
1967). In point of fact, the most favorable population-

per-bed ratios are found in Appalachia (table 60). At 
the same time, the state's most unfavorable ratios 
(Meigs, 796; Jackson, 760) are also found in Appala-
chia, in some cases in counties adjacent to those with 
the state's most favorable ratios. This suggests that 
in Appalachia hospitals serve a multicounty clientele, 
with the additional inference that many residents of 
Appalachia must travel farther than others for hospital 
care. 

Urban counties have rather favorable population-
per-hospital bed ratios. In 4 counties (Stark, Lucas, 
Hamilton, Franklin) ratios are under 100, and in the 
remaining 4 (Montgomery, 110; Cuyahoga and Summit, 
129; Mahoning, 178) the ratios are also quite low. Of 

TABLE 60.-Population per hos-
pital bed, counties with ra tios below 
100, 19671 

County Population/bed 

Gallia 10 
Pickaway 11 
Guernsey 16 
Ross 27 
Athens 29 

Allen 51 
Knox 58 
Stark 86 
Lucas 93 
Franklin 97 
Hamilton 97 

1American Hospital Association, 1967. 

course, this discussion presupposes that all persons 
in a county have equal access to each hospital bed, 
which is generally not true, especially in central 
cities. 

Private facilities 

Quality of housing.-Some evaluation of the extent 
and quality of private facilities can be made from an 
examination of certain index possessions-housing, 
major household appliances, automobiles, and com-
munications devices and appliances.21 Perhaps the most 
basic and valuable personal possession is the private 
dwelling. But in Ohio in 1960 almost one-quarter of 
all dwellings were either dilapidated or had unsound 
plumbing (fig. 205). In 10 counties more than half of 
the dwellings were below standard. In another 10 coun-
ties the proportion was over 40 perce nt. As figure 205 
reveals, incidence of housing dilapidation is strongly 
concentrated in Appalachia; outside of Appalachia only 

21 The discussion of housing and other possessions is based 
up on data obtained fr o m the 1960 Census of Housing (U.S. Bureau 
o f the Census, l 963a ). 
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FIGURE 205.-Houses dilapidated or without sound plumb-
ing, 1960 (U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1963a). 

Morrow County has such a high incidence of dilapida-
tion. Nowhere within Appalachia is dilapidation lower 
than 29 percent, and the proportion climbs as high as 
63 percent in Noble County, 66 percent in Vinton, and 
69 percent in Adams. 

Ratios of unsound housing are quite low in Ohio's 
urban counties. This is due in part to the partial re-
moval of below-standard central-city housing through 
urban renewal, and in part to the counterbalancing ef-
fect of great suburban development of upper and middle 
class housing. The lowest proportion of substandard 
housing (13 percent) is found in the most urbanized 
county, Cuyahoga. In all other urban counties the figure 
rises no higher than 21 percent. 

Extent of private possessions. - The incidence 
(1960) of private-possessions ownership reveals some 
significant features in the Ohio pattern of poverty. 
Although growing challenge has been raised recently 
against the materialism of American society, the fact 
remains that in such a society ownership of certain 
possessions becomes a necessity, either to maintain 
economic position (e.g., the automobile used to travel 
to place of work), to conserve labor and increase ef-
ficiency (e.g., the clotheswasher), or to provide con-
tact with the outside world (e.g., the telephone). The 
ownership of some other items demonstrates a high 
level of consumption or expenditure, although such 

ownership may at the same time have utilitarian as-
pects. For example , ownership of a second automobile 
may allow a second member of a family to work or it 
may simply be owned for the additional convenience it 
provides. Similarly, expensive food freezers may have 
some economic advantage, allowing families to pre-
serve homegrown vegetables or to make use of season-
ally low prices. Radios and TV sets substitute for 
more expensive entertainment and keep users abreast 
of developments outside the home. 

After the dwelling, the automobile is normally the 
most expensive and most important private possession. 
In 4 urban counties, ownership of one automobile per 
family was below the statewide average of 60 percent 
of all families. This might be expected, however, be-
cause public transportation in cities could be expected 
to substitute somewhat for private automobile use. It 
is true also that the other and smaller urban counties 
had automobile ownership figures which were higher 
than the state average. Presumably the lesser degree 
of urbanization, together with less-well-developed pub-
lic transportation, accounts for the higher proportion 
of automobile ownership. More than half (9 of 17) of 
the counties with below-average automobile ownership 
are found in Appalachia. Thus, 13 of the 17 counties 
in Ohio in which automobile ownership is below aver-
age are either Appalachian or urban counties. Two 
counties (Holmes with 48 percent and Geauga with 50 
percent) have exceptionally low percentages of house-
holds owning automobiles. This situation is probably 
explained by the very large number of Amish who re-
side in these counties. 

Over one-fifth of all the households in Ohio have 
two automobiles. The pattern of ownership of two auto-
mobiles per household shows a distribution similar to 
that of one-automobile ownership, although the distri-
bution is not as limited. Three urban counties-Hamil-
ton, Cuyahoga, and Lucas-have below-average owner-
ship, whereas the remaining urban counties have fig-
ures which are only 1 or 2 percent higher than the state 
average. By contrast, every county in Appalachia, with 
the exception of Carroll and Harrison, has below-aver-
age ownership, and the proportion is commonly several 
percent below the state average. Of the 40 counties 
with below-average ownership of two automobiles, 31 
are either urban or Appalachian counties. 

Geauga County has an automobile ownership pat-
tern which is unique. Only half of the households in 
the county possess an automobile. However, in the 
case of ownership of two automobiles, Geauga County 
has the highest proportion in the state; 38 percent of 
the households have two automobiles. This can prob-
ably be explained by Geauga's suburban location in 
the Cleveland metropolitan region. 

Possession of major household appliances is an-
other possible measure of poverty or disadvantage. 
Perhaps the most useful and necessary appliance is 
the washing machine, which is found in 84 percent of 
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all Ohio households. Only 9 counties have figures 
which are below the state average. Of these, 5 are 
urban, but only 1-Muskingum-is an Appalachian coun-
ty. One wonders, however, whether the washing ma-
chines of Appalachia are automatic or not and whether 
they are as modern as those in the rest of the state. 
Low washing machine ownership in urban counties is 
probably due to the large incidence of apartment dwell-
ers using laundryroom facilities and commercial laun-
dromats and laundries. 

The ownership pattern for clothes driers is quite 
unlike that for washing machines. Not only is a clothes 
drier less commonly found in Ohio households, the 
distribution of ownership differs from that of washing 
machines. Only 33 percent of Ohio households have 
driers, and, although several counties of Appalachia 
appear below average, the distribution seems to be 
more closely related to latitude (i. e. , temperature) than 
to any other factor (fig. 206). 

Two major appliances, food freezers and room air 
conditioners, demonstrate some of the basic interpre-
tive and procedural problems in attempting to measure 
poverty or disadvantage using appliance ownership. 
Food freezers are found in only 19 percent of Ohio 
households. Because ownership of these appliances 
is primarily a rural and suburban phenomenon, and be-
cause such areas are widely dispersed in Ohio, the 
pattern of ownership is spread over a large number of 

c:J Below state average of 33% of ell households 
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FIGURE 206. -Clothes drier ownership, 1960 (U.S. Bureau 
of the Census, 1963a). 

counties; only 16 counties have below-average figures. 
All urban counties appear on this list except Stark 
County, where ownership of food freezers is the same 
as the state average. 

Ownership of air conditioners, on the other hand, 
is primarily an urban phenomenon, presumably because 
of city crowding, with consequent heating and lack of 
breezy open space. The overall geographical pattern 
of air conditioner ownership apparently has little to do 
with temperature variations. Although it is true that 
southern (and hence warmer) counties, such as Scioto, 
Lawrence, and Gallia, have high incidence of air con-
ditioner ownership, so also do northern counties, such 
as Ottawa, Seneca, Wood, and Hancock. Only 7 percent 
of all Ohio households have any air conditioning, and 
70 of Ohio's 88 counties fall below the state average. 
It is clear that the strong concentration of population 
in a few urbanized counties has resulted in distortion 
of the statewide average. 

Instruments of communication are another set of 
private possessions which can be used to evaluate, in 
part, residential quality. Radio and television sets a re 
widely distributed in Ohio; 93 percent of the state 's 
households possess the former, and 92 percent have 
the latter. Ownership patterns are similar in both cases, 
with Appalachia clearly indicated as an area of below-
average ownership and urban counties as clearly areas 
of above-average ownership. Telephones are less com-
mon than either radios or television sets; only 85 per-
cent of all households have them. Telephones are more 
common in urban and suburban cQunties than in rural 
counties. The highest incidence is found in Lake 
County, a suburban county; each of the 8 urban coun-
ties is also above the state average. Much of rural 
western Ohio ranks poorly in telephone ownership, but 
the lowest percentages are all found in Appalachia. 
For example, only slightly over one-third of the house-
holds of Adams County have telephones. 

Figure 207 is an attempt to s ummarize the geo-
graphical distribution of private poss essions, in order 
to identify those counties in which ownership is signif-
icantly below state averages. The weakness of such a 
summation and analysis lies in the fact that each pos-
session is given equal weight and all categories are 
added together to produce a score or rating. Since there 
were nine items considered, counties scoring below 
average in five categories were considered to be dis-
advantaged and are shown as such on figure 207. From 
this analysis, urban poverty or dis advantage is not 
convincingly shown, although the 2 largest urban coun-
ties, Cuyahoga and Hamilton, do appear as disadvan-
taged. On the other hand, only 4 Appalachian counties-
Clermont, Harrison, Carroll, and Jefferson-escape the 
designation. Elsewhere in the stat€!, only 6 counties 
(3 of which are adjacent to Appalachia) have a low 
enough ranking to qualify for inclusion on figure 207. 
The 1970 census figures (U.S. Bureau of the Census, 
1972b), published after the writing of this section, 
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FIGURE 207.-Counties with below-average ownership 
of selecte d (see text) private possessions, 1960 (U.S. Bu-
reau of the Census, 1963a). 

reveal little change from the patterns of 1960. County 
data measuring ownership of private possessions are 
useful to reveal poverty in Appalachia, but are not 
accurate or meaningful to prove urban poverty. 

Social disorganization 

The analysis of social phenomena with the object 
of measuring variations from a norm in order to identify 
areas of disadvantage is difficult at best. Although 
some relationship between social disorganization and 
poverty is widely conceded, the exact nature of that 
relationship is a subject of debate among sociologists 
and others (Clinard, 1968, p. 141-166). There is little 
argument that alienation or deviant social behavior is 
much more widely identified with low-income groups 
than with the middle-income or wealthy groups. The 
principal exception is the divorce rate, largely because 
of the cost involved in divorce proceedings and sub-
sequent alimony and child-support payments. The as-
sumption which governs the balance of this discussion 
is that the income biases of the data are not suffi-
ciently large to invalidate the use of measures of 
social alienation. The presence of poverty or disad-
vantage in Ohio does not appear to be associated with 
social disorganization as revealed by such socially 
deviant behavior as criminal acts, juvenile delinquen-

cy, divorce, illegitimacy, or alcoholism. Although a 
relationship can be postulated for the general death 
rate, the same does not hold true for infant mortality. 
It is necessary to limit this discussion to those phe-
nomena for which data are published on a county basis 
and are therefore readily accessible. Necessarily, but 
unfortunately, excluded are all data on mental health, 
disease (especially venereal diseases), suicide, drug 
addiction, and deviant sexual behavior such as homo-
sexuality and prostitution. Thus only a partial view of 
the patterns of deviant social behavior in Ohio can be 
presented. Ohioans need to be made more aware of the 
desirability and usefulness of the collecting of more 
detailed social data. 

Crime.-Although no uniform county statistics are 
available on commission of crimes, it is possible to 
approximate the incidence of crime by using data (av-
erages for 1960-1969) on Common Pleas Court convic-
tions and relating those to county populations. The re-
sults are plotted on figure 208. 

In using Common Pleas Court conviction statistics 
to measure crime , several assumptions are inherent: 
first, that the standards of each court are the same 
(e.g., interpretations by judges, diligence of prosecu-
tors, ability of defense attorneys); second, that con-
victions in each county represent comparable propor-
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FIGURE 208.-Population per Court of Common Pleas 
convictions, 1960-1969 average (Ohio Department of Mental 
Hygiene and Correction, 1960-1969a). 
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tions of crimes reported; third, that the crimes reported 
to authorities in each county represent comparable 
proportions of crimes committed; and finally, that by 
using a 10-year reporting period, the year-to-year varia-
tions in court loads and the necessity to add additional 
judges in some courts in some years to reduce court 
backlogs can be equalized. It would appear to be de-
sirable to have additional information on crime in Ohio; 
hence more study needs to be concentrated on the suit-
ability of using these data. 

The crime rate in 6 heavily urbanized Ohio coun-
ties is quite uniform, with a variation between one 
conviction for every 922 persons (Hamilton) to one 
conviction for every 1,050 persons (Franklin). Four of 
these counties-Hamilton, Montgomery, Cuyahoga, and 
Lucas-fall within the highest crime quartile. Four 
other urban counties-Stark, Lake, Mahoning, and Lo-
rain-had quite low crime rates. These 4 have rates 
that are considerably below the crime rate for the entire 
state (1 per 1,077 inhabitants); the last 2 named coun-
ties can be included within the state's lowest crime 
quartile. Huron County stands by itself with a crime 
rate significantly higher than that for other counties 
(one conviction for every 223 inhabitants). Champaign 
and Pickaway Counties also have high crime rates 
(1/304 and 1/525, respectively). The explanation for 
such high crime incidence in these counties may very 
well lie in imperfect assumptions about conviction 
statistics. This brief evaluation suggests that crime 
rates are related to urban population size, but that the 
relationship is only approximate and not strong. 

Outside of urban areas, the occurrence of crime in 
the state demonstrates an uneven pattern. A convincing 
case cannot be made for an association between crime 
and Appalachian poverty, although 10 Appalachian 
counties do rank in the highest quartile for crime. At 
the same time 16 counties of the area fall in the middle 
two quartiles and 2 counties (1 urban, Jefferson, and 
1 rural, Perry) are areas of low crime occurrence. Aside 
from the partial association of high crime with urban 
areas mentioned above, figure 208 suggests two region-
al associations : low crime occurrence in the northwest-
ern quarter of the state (except for urban Lucas Coun-
ty) and a large discontinuous area in the south where 
crime is significantly above average. The explanation 
for this pattern is not immediately apparent. The study 
of crime patterns needs much more professional atten-
tion and analysis. 

juvenile delinquency. - Juvenile delinquency is 
both an indication and a result of social disorganiza-
tion. Once again, areal data on this extremely signifi-
cant social phenomenon are quite elusive. The only 
published statistics on frequency of delinquency, coun-
ty by county, are for Juvenile Court convictions. Using 
these as a basis for measurement of delinquency, a 
very mixed statewide pattern emerges (fig. 209), with 
little apparent or obvious regionalization. This is 
rather surprising in view of the concentrations which 
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FIGURE 209.-Juvenile Court convictions per 1 , 000 pop-
ulation, 1960-1969 average (Ohio Department of Mental Hy-
giene and Correction, 1960-1969b). 

appear in Common Pleas Court convictions. The same 
assumptions made for Common Pleas Court statistics 
are made in the use of Juvenile Court data; an addi-
tional assumption is that the proportion of juveniles 
to total population is constant from county to county. 

Not only is there less regionalization of juvenile 
delinquency as compared with adult crime, but also the 
two patterns appear quite dissimilar, even though factor 
analysis by computer reveals a strong positive corre-
lation. 

Contrary to popular view, there appears to be little 
universal relationship between urbanization and de-
linquency. The rate is not particularly high in the 
state's largest city, nor in the state capital. In Stark 
and Montgomery Counties the rate of juvenile delin-
quency is very low. Only Wyandot and Tuscarawas 
Counties have rates lower than those of Montgomery. 
In other urban counties the rates are high, with Lucas 
having the dubious distinction of leading the state. An-
other aspect of the distribution which merits further 
investigation is the fact that suburban counties fre-
quently have higher rates than central-city counties 
(e.g., Warren higher than Hamilton; Lake higher than 
Cuyahoga). 

A similarly mixed pattern of juvenile delinquency 
emerges in Appalachia. Five counties have high rates, 
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12 have moderate rates, and 11 have low juvenile de-
linquency rates. 

Divorce.-A third phenomenon of social disorgani-
zation with distributional patterns related to juvenile 
delinquency and especially to adult crime is divorce. 
High divorce rates seem to be more of an urban phe-
nomenon than one associated with Appalachia : only 7 
Appalachian counties have high rates (fig. 210). Gen-
erally the high rates in Appalachia are not as high as 
in the high-rate counties elsewhere in the state. On 
the other hand, low-rate counties have comparable 
ranges in the two areas. 

In urban counties the rates of divorce are higher 
than in rural counties. Four counties fall within the 
highest quartile; the rate (3.6 per 1,000 population) in 
Montgomery County is especially high, exceeded only 
by that in neighboring Clark County. In the state 's 2 
most urbanized counties the divorce rates are just 
slightly below the statewide average. These lower 
rates may be related to the larger central-city popula-
tions of these counties. Among such populations the 
cost of divorce keeps the rate lower. 

Figure 210 reveals a regionalization which is remi-
niscent, in part, of that of crime. Low incidence of 
divorce is characteristic of both northwestern and 
southeastern Ohio. Stretching across the state from 
northeast to southwest is an irregular band within 
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FIGURE 210. -Divorce rate, 1960-1969 average (Ohio De-
partment of Health, 1960-1969). 

which divorce rates are high. Within this band, the in-
cidence of divorce increases generally as one moves 
toward the southwest. 

lllegitimate birth.-Published statistics on illegiti-
mate births are virtually nonexistent in Ohio. The Ohio 
Department of Health published data on illegitimacy 
for only three years, 1966 through 1968. Subsequent 
publication of this information was discontinued, re-
portedly because of alleged pressure both from minority 
group leaders and from urban political leaders who felt 
such information to be prejudicial to broad urban inter-
ests. 

The rate of illegitimate births in urban counties is 
very high. In 6 of the 8 urban counties the proportion 
of illegitimate births is over 10 percent, or very close 
to it. Only in Mahoning and Stark Counties are some-
what lower rates encountered. So great is the concen-
tration of illegitimacy in urban counties that across 
the entire state only 3 nonurban counties have above-
average illegitimate birth rates. The highest rate oc-
curs in Hamilton County (113 per 1,000 live births), 
followed by Franklin (110), and by Cuyahoga and Mont-
gomery (103 each). 

Outside urban areas, the pattern of illegitimacy 
resembles the patterns of crime and divorce, with high 
rates in the south and low rates in the northwest. A 
strong correlation with Appalachian poverty cannot be 
demonstrated. Nine Appalachian counties have moder-
ately high rates , 15 moderate rates, and 4 low rates. 

Alcoholism.-Although alcoholism is one of the 
most significant social problems in Ohio and in the 
United States today, very few statistical data are avail-
able on this problem. No statistics are published on 
the incidence of alcoholism in Ohio counties. Lacking 
such data, public health officials, faced with the task 
of estimating the magnitude of alcohol abuse, most 
commonly use the death rate from cirrhosis of the liver 
as the best indicator. 

Liver cirrhosis death rates show a high incidence 
in urban counties (Ohio Department of Health, 1960-
1969). Seven of the 8 urban counties fall within the 
highest quartile, with only Stark County having a mod-
erate rate. The highest death rate from cirrhosis of the 
liver occurs in Cuyahoga County, which is not chal-
lenged closely by any other county. In Appalachia, 
only 7 counties have high rates , whereas 5 have low 
rates. Elsewhere in the state , aside from the urban 
connection, no clearly defined pattern of alcoholism 
has yet been identified. In a factor-analysis study to 
determine the relationship of possible criteria for pov-
erty or disadvantage, the distribution of liver cirrhosis 
deaths correlated positively with high ownership of air 
conditioners and with two automobiles per family, sug-
gesting that cirrhosis of the liver is associated with 
areas of least poverty. 

Infant mortality.-The death of children can be a 
reflection of several significant social problems, singly 
or, more likely, in combination. Low living standards, 
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low educational levels, poor medical and health facili-
ties, and inadequate diet are all possible elements. 
Variations in infant mortality (1960-1969) are given on 
figure 211. Although both Stark and Cuyahoga Counties 
have high rates, urban counties generally appear to 
have a rather favorable situation. An irregular band 
extending across the state from southwest to northeast 
and corresponding roughly to the most densely popu-
lated and most highly urbanized section of the state 
has virtually no counties of high infant mortality. 
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FIGURE 211.-Infant mortality , 1960-1969 average (Ohio 
Department o f Health, 1960-1969). 

Within this zone the largest cities have higher rates 
than do surrounding counties (table 61). There are at 
least two possible explanations for this situation. 
First, the central-city areas of the urban counties may 
be areas of especially high infant mortality. Second, 
because hospital facilities are located in urban coun-
ties more commonly than in suburban or rural counties , 
an increase in the mortality statistics for the urban 
county may result. 

The situation in Appalachian counties with respect 
to infant mortality is complicated. Altogether, 12 coun-
ties have high rates , but three distinct zones can be 
recognized. In the northern part of the Appalachian 
area, centered on Carroll County and including 2 coun-
ties-Stark and Columbiana-outside Appalachia, is a 

TABLE 61.-lnfant mortality rates, selected 
counties , 1960-1969 average1 

Central c ity counties, 
rate per 1 ,000 live births 

Cuyahoga, 23 .4 

Franklin, 20.8 

Hamilton, 21 .2 

Lucas, 22 . 7 

Suburban counties , 
rate per 1,000 live births 

Lake, 19. 7 
Gea uga, 19 .5 
Medina, 20 .5 

Delaware, 18 .1 
Pickaway, 18. 7 

Butler, 20 .6 
Warren, 20 .0 
Clermont, 19 .4 

Ottawa, 17.8 
Wood, 18 .8 

10hio Department o f Health, 1960-1969. 

concentration of high rates. In the central part of Ap-
palachian Ohio is a group of 8 counties in which the 
infant mortality ra te is very low. Finally, in the south 
there is again another area of high rates. The tentative 
initial conclusions are that infant mortality has little 
cause-and-effect relationship with Appalachian poverty 
and that the distribution of hospital and medical facili-
ties influences the pattern of distribution. The final 
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FIGURE 212.-General death rate, 1960-1969 average (Ohio 
Department of Health, 1960-1969). 
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explanation of the intriguing question of why infant 
mortality is distributed as it is in Appalachia remains 
for further investigation. 

Genera/ death rates.-Unlike infant mortality, the 
concentration (1960-1969) of higher general death rates 
in Appalachia is quite clear (fig. 212). The 18 Appala-
chian counties with high death rates represent two-
thirds of all Appalachian counties and over four-fifths 
of all counties in the highest quartile for general death 
rate. Only 1 Appalachian county, Clermont, close to 
Cincinnati, has a low general death rate. 

The lowest death rates in the state occur in the 
two most densely populated and heavily urbanized 
areas, the northeast and the southwest (fig. 212). 
Greene County has a rate (5.8 per 1,000 population) 
which is unusually low. This is probably because of 
the large proportion of college students resident in the 
county and the youthfulness of the persons associated 
with Wright-Patterson Air Force Base. That death rates 
are higher in urban counties than in suburban or rural 
counties within the densely populated zone is probably 
related to the prevalence of health and medical facili-
ties in these areas. 

SOCIAL REGIONS OF OHIO 

There can be very little question that the Appala-
chian area of Ohio stands apart from the rest of the 
state on many grounds, in addition to that of topog-
raphy. Not only are the lowest incomes of the state 
found there, but in addition the region is one of high 
welfare burden, chronic high unemployment, and low 
educational attainment, as well as low expenditures 
for educational instruction. The material level of living 
is low in Appalachia. This is especially noticeable 
for amenities, e.g., two automobiles per family and 
television and radio sets. The quality of housing is the 
lowest in the state, with some counties having more 
substandard houses than sound ones. Death is also 
closely associated with Appalachia. Two areas have 
high infant mortality, and the entire region has an un-
comfortable association with a high general death rate. 

Elsewhere in the state, the northwest (except for 
Lucas County) appears to be identifiable as a separate 
region. A region of small towns and rural population, 

the northwest has social characteristics which differ-
entiate it from the rest of the state. Income levels are 
moderate to high, the welfare burden is light, and un-
employment is normally quite low. The educational 
situation is favorable. Educational attainment is close 
to or above the state average, and public school ex-
penditures for instruction are at least at the statewide 
average level. 

In the case of material possessions, the northwest 
is reasonably well endowed. The proportion of dwelling 
units which are below standard is somewhat below 25 
percent, about average for the state. A similar state-
ment can be made with regard to other possessions: 
ownership hovers right around the average level. The 
principal exception, in this area of abundant agricul-
tural productivity, is an above-average ownership of 
food freezers. 

The incidence of social disorganization in north-
western Ohio is much lower than in Appalachia. There 
is little crime (although juvenile delinquency is not 
uniformly low), divorce, or illegitimacy. Deaths from 
cirrhosis of the liver and infant mortality differ from 
county to county, but are not normally high. The gen-
eral death rate throughout is moderate. All in all, con-
ditions in northwestern Ohio are socially and economi-
cally stable. 

Another portion of Ohio, separating the northwest 
from the Appalachian southeast, could be said to form 
a third social region, which extends from the northeast 
corner across the state to the southwest. Within this 
region of dense population, innumerable small towns 
and cities, and large metropolitan districts, social 
conditions differ widely from place to place. The vari-
ation is related mostly to urbanization, so that a series 
of subregions can be defined: central cities, smaller 
satellite cities, suburbs, independent towns, and rural 
areas. Material wealth in all of these areas, with the 
exception of the central cities, tends to be high. The 
welfare burden and unemployment are moderate, but 
again central cities compare unfavorably. The concen-
tration of population is high. Perhaps because of this, 
crime rates, divorce, and alcoholism are unusually high 
relative to the rest of the state. Juvenile delinquency 
appears to be highest in suburban counties. Mortality 
rates, on the other hand, are generally low in urban 
counties and particularly low in the suburbs. 



Chapter 12 
PROBLEMS AND POSSIBILITIES: 

OHIO IN RETROSPECT AND IN THE FUTURE 

Albert J. Ko rsok 

INTRODUCTION 

Ohio stands today, as it has in the past, at another 
crossroads, with competing pressures attempting to 
move it along different pathways into the future. Some 
of the dilemmas which face the state are outgrowths of 
long-standing problems, others are just now appearing 
out of changing social and economic circumstances. 
Many of Ohio's problems are shared with its neighbor-
ing states and indeed may be solved only in coopera-
tion with them. In fact, a state cannot stand alone. The 
solution to some problems will be possible only when 
the problems are approached from a national level. 

Previous chapters have already alluded to some of 
Ohio's problems. This chapter will focus on a few of 
the most likely continuing difficulties the state must 
face between now and the end of the century, with 
some suggestions for solving them. At the same time, 
consideration will be given to identifying the potentials 
which exist within the state for advancement, change, 
and development. The state's resources have been its 
people, its lands with fertile soils and minerals, its 
excellent location, its accessibility; so, too, the prob-
lems and possibilities will be largely related to these 
resources. 

PROBLEMS OF THE URBAN ENVIRONMENT 

As is true throughout most of the United States, one 
of Ohio's major problems is that of urban disorganiza-
tion, as exemplified in urban sprawl, central city de-
cay, and stagnation of the small town. Chapter 9 re-
ferred to the growth outward of urban areas. This con-
dition of uncontrolled development on the periphery of 
the densely settled city accounts for a number of un-
desirable characteristics. Lack of sufficient mass 
transportation has made everyone dependent upon the 
automobile. New residential areas are distantly spotted 
among farmlands or vacant fields and woods. Some of 
the required facilities, such as water supply and waste 
disposal, cannot readily be made available at reason-
able cost. Local governmental jurisdiction is restricted 
to the immediate suburb or township; few, if any, urban 
regional controls exist to deal with problems of water 
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supply, waste disposal, crime and drug control, or 
mass transportation, to cite only the most pressing. 

Land-use planning is fragmentary and overall zon-
ing control weak. Zoning laws are ineffective or non-
existent and are not integrated with those of contiguous 
communities. Manufacturing plants may be placed ad-
jacent to new residential areas. Retail, personal, and 
other services are available in shopping centers or 
along major highways or highway intersections, in 
many cases some distance from residential areas. Ur-
ban populations continue to increase and all types of 
services have to be supplied, but such services them-
selves require various amounts of land at suitably low 
prices. This results in continuing sprawl, most com-
monly along a major highway. 

The resident within a sprawling metropolis feels 
little connection to the total urban area; his interest 
is in his own immediate locale, not the metropolitan 
area or even a part of it. Lack of cooperation among 
suburbs, and between the suburbs and the adjacent 
rural townships, will only compound the problem of 
unplanned urban settlement. Instability and decay 
may settle in rapidly in areas of urban sprawl. 

As urban sprawl continues, the core of the central 
city deteriorates from a once-significant and prestigi-
ous part of the city to a shambles of outworn buildings 
and obsolete uses (Chapter 9). Fortunately, consider-
able attention is focused on the central city, where 
urban renewal projects of various kinds are instituted 
or already completed. Additional efforts must be made 
to attract people, for both business and residential 
purposes, to the city center. 

The urban planner should be aware of the possible 
system of urban areal growth in the future. Certainly 
the amount of land for all urban use will have to re-
main limited because of the enormous cost of urbaniza-
tion. Expansion cannot simply continue and continue 
outward. The models of spatial urban development so 
frequently utilized-concentric zones, wedge-shaped 
sectors, or growth and development about scattered 
nuclei-were propounded for American cities which can-
not yet be truly termed old and thus have only partially 
developed. These theories all postulate city growth 
from some center. However, from a study of today's 
urban areas it appears that expansion outward occurs 
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only just so far-up to its feasible economic limits. 
In the meantime, the older parts of the city change, 
deteriorate, decay. Surely these older sections are 
still useful-the city is presumably significant because 
of its basic site and situation factors. 

The urban planner should be aware that an urban-
ized area may act somewhat as an organism. It will 
grow outward, but at the same time its center will de-
cay. Before decay is complete the center may be re-
habilitated. At that stage areas between the center and 
the periphery will begin to undergo change and will 
deteriorate as the center revives. Eventually the pe-
ripheral area will experience the same changes as the 
city center. The urban planner must be concerned with 
such rhythmic growth and begin to plan for changes in 
areas presently termed stable. 

Urban growth outward and inward is related to trans-
portation facilities. Highway construction should be so 
planned that not only are the central city and periphery 
accessible, but also that areas between are well served 
too. Concentration on the oldest and newest areas of 
the city ignores the potential of the intermediate areas. 
Yet access to the periphery only accentuates urban 
sprawl. Many new highways do not so much connect 
intermediate places as actually bypass them, a situa-
tion to be avoided. 

Part of the problem of urban sprawl may be allevi-
ated by provision of mass public transportation. Urban 
sprawl has been possible only with the use of privately 
owned motor vehicles, both for residents and for busi-
ness. With low-cost public transportation many under-
utilized intervening sections within an area of urban 
sprawl may be put to use. The central city will also 
be made more accessible, so that new enterprises will 
be located there rather than in the suburban fringe. 
Public transport may use some of the presently aban-
doned railroad rights-of-way, thus avoiding conversion 
of land from one use to another. 

Although transportation facilities need great im-
provement, consideration should be given to the fact 
that not every addition is worthwhile. At present writ-
ing there is a scheme to build a super jetport in Lake 
Erie just north of Cleveland. The basic concept in-
volved is that the jetport and the consequent accessi-
bility of northern Ohio will vastly improve the economic 
conditions of the region. There is no proof yet that 
this will be so. All communities believe that a jetport 
will enhance their economic standing, but the great 
jetport can function only for a huge region. Cleveland 
would surely have a considerable amount of competition 
from nearby urban centers such as Detroit and Pitts-
burgh, to mention only the closest great rivals. In addi-
tion, what will be the effect of a jetport in the lake on 
the environment? How will filling in a portion of the 
lake bottom affect lake currents? What will result in 
the atmosphere from heavy air traffic? Will the noise 
levels be overpowering? Careful study is absolutely 
essential before a project of such great cost is under-
taken. People must be made aware that "growth" is not 

the goal of human life. 
Already air and water pollution in urban areas are 

creating hazards which must be relieved. Widespread 
publicity has helped to focus public attention on air 
and water problems, with the result that such problems 
are being attacked and already in some cases with 
considerable success. Relatively simple controls on 
emission of wastes into the atmosphere or water bodies 
provide the means of solving that problem, although 
with accompanying costs to the citizen. However, solid 
waste disposal poses another problem, for here once 
more are problems of area and space. Ever-increasing 
urban populations with accelerating affluence accumu-
late more and more refuse for disposal. Small settle-
ments cannot afford major sewer disposal systems and 
so rely on individual septic tanks. Nor can these small 
settlements take care of storm sewers. There is a need 
for joint sewerage plans so that many small civil units 
can cooperate to solve a large common problem. Ironi-
cally, in 1969 the Ohio Water Pollution Control Board 
stated that by law it could not force suburbs to join 
the city of Cleveland in building a joint sewerage dis-
posal system. Metropolitan planning and an effective 
considerate state law controlling waste disposal point 
the way for solving this condition. 

Collection of refuse presents a continuing problem. 
Urban growth has limited the availability of suitable 
areas for dumping refuse. Landfills create problems of 
space and odor and cannot be located near densely 
settled areas, nor can they be distantly removed from 
the sources of refuse because of cost. This same cost 
consideration operates against various schemes to 
carry waste some distance from its sources. There are 
indications that refuse can be burned and converted to 
power, a proposal presently being considered by the 
city of Akron and other municipal areas. 

Perhaps the most important urban problem is the 
need to provide economic support for small cities and 
towns which are losing out to larger urban areas in 
manufacturing and provision of services. The big cities 
get larger by attracting additional industries, busi-
nesses, and services. But the populations of small 
cities need not leave for the large city. Instead, in-
dustries should be encouraged, perhaps by tax or other 
inducements, to expand in small centers. Transport 
facilities are available almost everywhere, and many 
small cities already have an established base which 
could be expanded upon. Not only should investiga-
tions be made of further development of Ohio's econom-
ic base, but also of redistribution of facilities. 

PROBLEMS OF THE PHYSICAL ENVIRONMENT 

When Europeans entered Ohio they found essential-
ly a pristine land little touched by native people. With-
in a rather short period of time, Ohio has been cleared 
of its fores ts and has in their place cities, farms, and 
abandoned fields; the state's clear streams and lakes 
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are now fouled with wastes. Soil erosion continues to 
be a problem in southeastern Ohio, although the area 
is not the state's prime agricultural region. Better care 
has been taken of soils in the western part of the state. 
Perhaps Ohio's outstanding physical problem, based 
so much on the popular interest evoked and the reality 
of the problem, is the potential loss of Lake Erie. 

As a lesser member of the five Great Lakes, Lake 
Erie has an area of 9,940 square miles, but a depth 
which averages only about 58 feet. The volume of water 
is not so great that the lake can withstand the use to 
which it has been put. Lake Erie has long been a re-
ceiver of polluted waters (see Chapter 9, for the ex-
ample of the Cuyahoga River). In part, pollution re-
sults from the flow of mineralized waters into the lake 
from the heavily fertilized farmlands surrounding it. 
Heavy urbanization, especially on the southern lake 
shore, has added industrial wastes. The Detroit River, 
the western source of water for Lake Erie, is regarded 
as the chief source of pollution; but, interestingly, in 
that region, where federal funds have been utilized for 
pollution controls, the most progress in controlling 
pollution has been made. In contrast, Cleveland has 
not yet made a resourceful attempt to obtain federal 
aid for the problem. 

Lake Erie is changing naturally, as is the case 
with any lake which is considered geologically a tem-
porary feature. As lakes are filled with sediments they 
decrease in size. For example, on a stormy day approx-
imately 50,000 cubic yards ·of earth materials are 
emptied into the lake from the Detroit River alone. 
Every day of the year 4,700 cubic yards, on the aver-
age, enter the lake. However, pollution of waters is 
directly the result of man's use of the waters. Commun-
ities on the lake shores consume 1.5 billion gallons of 
water per day for domestic purposes, and industries 
use a further 9. 6 billion gallons per day. Most of this 
water returns to the lake carrying wastes (Barbour, 
1971). In particular, lake phosphate levels are very 
high because of the use of detergents. The drive to 
replace phosphates with other chemicals is already on. 
Additional possible pollution may occur as a result of 
gas well drilling into Lake Erie's bed. About 600 wells 
have been drilled in Ontario waters of the lake, but so 
far gas well drilling has been banned in Ohio waters, 
a commendable aspect of pollution control. The regula-
tion of stream pollution in tributary rivers will begin 
immediately to affect Lake Erie. 

Control of pollution in Lake Erie will be beneficial 
in many ways, but particularly in aiding replenishment 
of animal life in the lake and in the increased utiliza-
tion of waters for recreation. Present-day commercial 
catch of fish has been vastly reduced compared to just 
20 years ago. Control of phosphates entering the lake 
will be the chief aid to increase the number of desira-
ble fish for commercial harvest as well as for sport. 
Cities such as Cleveland place bans on swimming in 
the lake because of high bacterial levels in inshore 

waters. Perhaps more important is the fact that many 
lake communities such as Vermilion and Geneva-on-
the-Lake depend on recreation and tourism as a source 
of income; the attraction for these towns is location on 
the lake. 

Transportation, one of the great uses of the lake, 
is little related to water pollution, although oil spills 
and disposal of ship wastes do need controls. Ohio 
derives considerable benefits because of its accessi-
bility via the Great Lakes and the St. Lawrence Sea-
way, as has been noted in several chapters. The import 
of raw materials and the export of manufactured goods 
as well as raw materials is an important function of 
many Ohio port cities. For example, in 1972 Toledo 
exceeded even Chicago in grain shipments consisting 
of corn, wheat, and soybeans, but was again super-
ceded by Chicago in 1973 (Great Lakes Commission, 
1973). 

The Great Lakes-St. Lawrence Seaway-this great-
est of interior waterways-can become an even greater 
asset in the future. To maintain its economic viability 
Ohio must continue to export more manufactured goods 
and to import raw materials as well as some processed 
items. Ohio ports can function for a fairly large hinter-
land. For example, at present, Cleveland's port hinter-
land extends from New York state on the east to Ken-
tucky on the south and into Michigan on the west. Balti-
more is actually the main port in competition with 
Cleveland. Through its ports the state has access to a 
number of untapped markets of the world. A continuing 
search should be made for additional markets. Coal 
may be shipped easily to Japan, to cite only one ex-
ample. The seaway accessibility is already there, but 
the facilities on the lake shores are largely minimal. 
Cleveland, as well as other ports, needs additional 
port-handling equipment and additional space for docks 
and storage facilities. Presently thought is being given 
to the import of natural gas into Ohio from overseas 
sources such as Algeria or the Soviet Union. Such an 
operation would require additional facilities. Cleveland 
could benefit from long-term storage facilities for news-
print, to cite another example. Efficient new equipment 
will hold down the cost of handling, thus making Ohio 
ports more competitive relative to other lake or ocean 
ports. Little has been done, for instance, in utilizing 
container shipment methods. Use of standardized con-
tainers which can be loaded and removed from truck 
trailers, railroads, and holds of sh1.ps greatly reduces 
the cost of handling. For Ohio ports new handling 
equipment and container storage space are requisites 
for entering this modern phase of ocean shipment. 

The outstanding commodity shipped from Ohio's 
Lake Erie ports is coal, which is handled in all the 
large harbors, especially Toledo, Cleveland, Sandusky, 
and Ashtabula. In fact, Toledo claims to be the world's 
largest coal-shipping port. However, Ohioans must be-
come aware that the state's mineral resources are ex-
haustible and that eventual mineral shortages are al-
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ready foreseen. Already much of the best quality readi-
ly mined coal has been stripped or cut from the earth. 
Deeper shaft mines, large-scale strip mining for lower 
quality coals, and abandonment of small coal mines 
are already common in the state's coal mining industry. 
Recovery methods such as gasification must be insti-
tuted to recover coals not otherwise expediently obtain-
able. 

Ohio already depends on very large imports of 
natural gas to supplement its own native supplies. 
Investigations should be continued into deep-lying 
rocks for further supplies. The "Clinton" sands which 
lie under the bed of Lake Erie could be exploited, but 
the prevention of lake pollution is probably of greater 
significance than the obtainment of additional natural 
gas. After all, there are alternative sources of power. 
As cited previously, improvement of port facilities can 
facilitate the import of many commodities; one of these 
might be liquified natural gas from overseas. 

Devastation of lands resulting from strip mining of 
coal has been considered in a previous chapter. Re-
cently a relatively strong law controlling rehabilitation 
of strip-mined lands went into effect in Ohio. But con-
tinued vigilance will be necessary to ensure that Ohio's 
coal lands will continue after mining in some suitable 
and acceptable use rather than lie idle, despoiling the 
landscape. Such neglect, unfortunately, is all too com-
mon in eastern Ohio, especially in Appalachia. 

PROBLEMS OF APPALACHIA 

The hilly scenic countryside of Appalachia, site 
of some of Ohio's earliest settlements and economic 
activities, is today Ohio's major problem region. Of 
course, Ohio cities have monumental problems, and 
these various urban problems have been noted in earlier 
chapters. Urban areas occupy little space, but affect 
many people. In contrast, Appalachia occupies about 
one-fourth of Ohio's area, but supports only a small 
share of the state's population. Many former residents 
have migrated from Appalachia to other parts of the 
state, and beyond. Nevertheless, this region of wide-
spread poverty needs particular attention. Throughout 
the region there is relatively low economic productiv-
ity, with the exception of coal mining. But even mining 
no longer employs the number of persons it once did. 
Not only are economic levels low, so also are the 
levels of quality and attainment of social phenomena, 
such as health and education. 

It is easy enough to make general statements about 
how the Appalachian problem may be solved. The dif-
ficult aspect is to bring to the forefront the basic 
problem of backwardness of an ill-educated population 
not yet geared to the concepts of a modern economy. 
Considerable emphasis should be laid on the need for 
improved vocational and technical education. 

To bring more industry into Appalachia is one 

means of improving its relatively low economic status. 
The region does have local power sources, but lacks 
skilled labor and has problems in accessibility, espe-
cially in competition with nearby sections of Ohio. 
Industrial concerns which manufacture specialized 
products (perhaps electronics, where little bulk is in-
volved) depending largely on low-cost shipment to 
market should be encouraged, or even induced, to lo-
cate in Appalachia's small towns and cities. 

More of Appalachia must be made accessible via 
new transport routes. Present major highways tend to 
encourage quick crossing of the region rather than pro-
viding access to its parts. Greater emphasis must be 
placed upon the opening of presently inaccessible or 
poorly accessible areas, especially to encourage the 
establishment of manufacturing. What Appalachia has 
in abundance is woodland, water resources, hilly scenic 
topography, and open space without dense settlement. 
This combination of features provides a proper founda-
tion for a tourism and recreation industry, which should 
be promoted as a major economic support of the region 
and the state. 

POSSIBILITIES OF RECREATION AND TOURISM 

There are several reasons why recreation and 
tourism should be expanded in Ohio. As just noted, the 
state has many attractive physical features, which pro-
vide a foundation for these activities. Strip-mined 
lands, which can be reclaimed into wooded parkland 
with little lakes, are present in abundance. Many rec-
reation areas may be multiple purpose in the sense that 
they may function as wildlife refuges or forested water-
sheds, which aid in control of floods and soil erosion. 
The large population of Ohio and neighboring states 
already represents a great market for recreation facili-
ties. Again, Ohio's location is favorable because many 
vacationers pass through Ohio traveling between the 
midsection of the country and the east coast. No longer 
can one expect that manufacturing alone will continue 
as the outstanding economic base of the state or nation. 
With automation and other technical advances, fewer 
persons are needed for processing and making goods. 
Already service activities exceed manufacturing as a 
basic source of employment, and recreation services 
will become even more significant with increased 
leisure time. 

The scope for developing recreation activities in 
the state has been suggested. Now some consideration 
may be given to the Ohio resources which lend them-
selves to recreation development. First are the wood-
lands, which occur mostly as isolated patches in the 
better agricultural lands, but which cover extensive 
portions of southeastern and southern Ohio, where 
rugged terrain and thin soils have placed limits on 
land clearing and cultivation. Wooded areas recreate 
the natural environment present in the state at its 
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initial settlement, providing a pioneer aspect so pleas-
ing to the one who wants to "get away from it all." 
Thus forests are one of the most favored places for 
campsites and hiking trails. With careful game-manage-
ment techniques forests may be used for hunting. Some 
of the woodlands can also be set aside as wildlife 
refuges. We are already aware of the national prob-
lem of extinction of our wildlife. Wildlife preserves 
function to protect endangered species. For example, 
Ohio reportedly still has a few bald eagles. Can we 
not save them? 

Woodlands need not be preserved entirely for the 
holiday seeker and for wildlife. With reforestation, tree 
farms, and controlled cutting of timber, the forests 
could provide timber, one of the most desirable com-
modities. Lumbering could again become a major eco-
nomic activity, although prospects are only moderately 
bright. The same situation obtains even in the Christ-
mas tree industry. One recent year the White House 
Christmas tree came from a tree farm near Kent, Ohio. 
The growing of Christmas trees is feasible, especially 
on some strip-mined areas of Appalachia. However, the 
market for the trees shows little indication of growth. 
Where soil erosion is a problem, reforestation is a 
major means of regulating soils as well as of providing 
economic support. The impact of reclamation of Ohio's 
forests will be most felt in the Appalachian region of 
the state. 

Ohio's extensive water bodies-Lake Erie, with its 
long shoreline, the magnificent Ohio River (the control 
of which, because of legal considerations, is not pos-
sible by the state) and its tributaries, the glacial lakes 
and lesser ponds-give the state another basis for ex-
panding recreation. To establish recreational sites, 
access to water is almost imperative, unless there is 
some unusual feature to attract the vacationer. Prob-
lems of water pollution are well known and fortunately 
are getting attention even if they are not yet solved. 
Cool clear waters are not only attractive, they provide 
the basis for swimming, boating, and fishing. Control 
of wafer pollution will aid management of fish life. As 
is true with forests, fish-life management will also 
contribute to the state's economic well-being by devel-
oping more fully its resources. 

A problem now appearing with regard to so-called 
stream rejuvenation is the unnecessary altering of 
stream courses and the building of too many dams and 
reservoirs. Flood control and navigation aids result 
from building dams and their attendant reservoirs. Too 
often the aim of some national governmental bureaus 
is simply to build dams-the activity having overtaken 
and forgotten the purpose. Channeling and changing 
stream courses have repercussions such as negative 
effects on the water table, drainage, and plant life, 
among others. Careful study should precede any such 
proposed changes. Perhaps more dams and reservoirs 
have been built than is warranted by environmental 
considerations. 

Although Ohio winters are not exceptionally cold, 
more thought should be given to further development of 
winter sports and recreation. Much the same advantages 
prevail as during other seasons-central location, abun-
dant hilly land, many water bodies. The lakes could be 
utilized for ice boating and skating. Ski facilities may 
be developed easily on Ohio's numerous slopes. Many 
areas thus could provide employment throughout the 
year. Even though environmental conditions are not 
optimal for winter sports, attempts should be made to 
capitalize upon the increased leisure time and greater 
disposable income of American citizens. 

The state's historic sites could also be developed 
on a larger scale than at present. Schoenbrunn Vil-
lage restoration sets one example. Old canal facilities 
at Canal Fulton and near Coshocton attract many 
people. Ohio's acquisition in 1972 of Louis Bromfield's 
Malabar Farm is a step in the right direction. This 
estate could be used as a showpiece of wise agricul-
tural practices and conservation as well as providing 
an interesting and historic dwelling to visit. 

The success of commercial amusement parks, Cedar 
Point in Sandusky and Kings Island near Cincinnati, 
and special facilities such as Sea World near Cleve-
land, indicates that Ohio has a market and a favorable 
location for recreation facilities. Wise economic plan-
ning with modern concepts of advertis.ing and publicity 
will help expand the state's service occupations. 

Some publicity has already been circulated about 
the desirability of developing national parks in Ohio. 
The idea of setting aside lands for national parks 
epitomizes the significance of preservation, conserva-
tion, and recreation in the state. The common concept 
of a national park is that of a great remote and un-
settled place with mountain scenery. But why not have 
more national parks nearer the great centers of popu-
lation? One need only to preserve the natural beauty 
of an area and to provide controlled accessibility to 
it. Such national parks would function as islands of 
quiet and solitude in the midst of urban clutter and 
bustle. Their value would be incalculable. 

Among the proposed national park sites has been 
the Cuyahoga valley between Akron and Cleveland. 
This valley, which provides wooded lands and open 
fields in an impressive setting, with some views rival-
ing those of the rugged Appalachian highlands, is not 
nearly as densely settled as surrounding and largely 
urbanized uplands. Nearby is a great market for park 
facilities. A national park was approved in 1974. 

Geneva-on-the-Lake and its vicinity has also been 
suggested as a national park site. A park need not be 
confined to this area, but some sizeable segment of 
Lake Erie's shore should be preserved under federal 
protection for beauty, contemplation, and recreation. 
Many of Ohio's largest and most attractive state parks 
are located in Appalachian Ohio. Here, too, are suit-
able lands for another national park. The Hanging Rock 
district of southern Ohio offers a location combining 
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scenic beauty with historical associations. He who has 
traveled the scenic byways of Ohio's hills will al-
ready appreciate the possibilities for further park and 
recreation developments. 

PLANNING FOR THE FUTURE 

Despite the fact that Ohio is relatively wealthy, 
there is much to be done to improve the state economi· 
cally and esthetically in this and subsequent genera-
tions. Some mention has already been made of a few of 
the possibilities-these most often from the geogra-
pher's point of view. It appears to the author that 
several points should be emphasized to the student and 
citizen of Ohio. 

In several parts of this book the Ohio urban scene 
has been described and analyzed and its problems 
cited. A number, perhaps most, of the urban dilemmas 
could be solved with the organization of metropolitan 
or regional forms of government. Even the rural country-
side can benefit. Contrary to popular view, local gov-
ernment is often ineffective and inefficient, a waste 
of most of the taxpayer's dollar. The present system 
of city and township governments is strictly historical, 
a development dating back to a time when settlements 
were small and generally widely separated. In earlier 
times, a city could function adequately by itself, and 
its services and requirements were not as numerous as 
at present. Now, with so many large urban areas in 
existence, tax revenues should be pooled to avoid 
wasteful small-scale inefficient duplication of schools 
and school districts. Communities must work together 
to provide proper road maintenance, sewers, waste 
disposal, and many other basic services. The best 
exemplification of inadequacy on a city scale is the 
costly and inefficient mass transport systems which 
municipalities attempt to operate. Every Ohio city has 
a public transportation problem. 

A metropolitan form of government is basically not 
difficult to organize. Metropolitan government can rely 
on the county governments already in existence. The 
basic budget and services can come from the county. 
In some cases several counties should be coalesced 
into one. Only with unified control and budgeting can 
the problems of education, pollution, sewerage, water 
supply, and public transportation be combated success-
fully. Above all, selfish prideful local interests must 
acknowledge the fact that efficiency, which results in 
well-being for everyone, is far more important than the 
little historical community of sentimental attachment 
or the urban giant which seems to overwhelm all. 

Inefficient local autonomies are not the only prob-
lem, however. As knowledge increases, society be-
comes ever more complex. Social, economic, and politi-
cal institutions in turn must evolve to serve this in-
creasingly complex society. Thus government services 
expand beyond their originally basic limits. Unfortu-

nately, what is a vital service for one member of soci-
ety is often viewed by another member or segment of 
society as just another example of wasteful spending 
by big government. To select just one example from 
many: an elaborate meteorological network designed 
to aid fruit farmers combat frost hazards might well be 
considered by an apartment-dwelling production worker 
as a frivolous expense. The influence of frost damage 
on the price of fruit purchased by the city worker would, 
of course, be overlooked. 

As government services proliferate, another prob-
lem arises: that of intense competition for limited re-
sources, which may be tax revenues, natural resources, 
capital, or manpower. The best known example might 
be the conflict between coal mine operators and con-
servationists for ultimate disposition of the land in 
much of southeastern Ohio. Illustrating the same point, 
but on an entirely different level, is the conflict over 
support of public education. On the one hand, there are 
many retired persons living on fixed incomes, with a 
large proportion of their limited wealth invested in the 
home in which they reside. For such a group, little 
return can be anticipated from increases in property 
taxes to support additional school expenses. Hence 
these individuals generally oppose education levies. 
On the other side is the necessity to provide continu-
ally more specialized (and hence more expensive) edu-
cational services to provide the skills and technical 
training to support and extend industrial society and 
to develop a knowledgeable citizenry able to evaluate 
the ever-increasing volume of ideas and information. 

The contest for use of tax resources is a part of 
the larger issue of wealth distribution. Adequate in-
comes must be available to everyone. Not all are 
equally endowed to earn a living above poverty levels; 
we must help to support the unfortunate as well as the 
fortunate. 

CONTINUING TAX REFORM 

Ohio needs continued overhaul of its system of 
taxation. A state personal income tax was recently 
instituted as a step in the right direction. Ohio ranks 
14th of all states in personal income, but in 1970 the 
state ranked only 35th in state and local taxes per cap-
ita (U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1973a). Ohio's taxes are 
the lowest in the Great Lakes region; indeed, Ohioans 
have paid less tax per person than citizens of some 
of the poorer states in the nation. In many cases the 
individual who pays these very modest Ohio taxes is 
happy about the situation. However, he may not know 
what he is missing. In Ohio, state support of various 
services has increased more slowly than in any other 
state. The sole exception is highways, which have 
been rather well endowed. An interesting and revealing 
comparison could be made of Ohio public university 
support and that of public universities in other states. 
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Not only are personal taxes low in Ohio, taxes on 
business and manufacturing have been nonexistent or 
very low. The chapter on manufacturing has indicated 
the limited industrial growth of Ohio. Low taxes have 
been used as an enticement to industry, but have failed 
to produce a great amount of industrial expansion. In-
stead, low taxation in some instances has attracted 
manufacturing plants of marginal nature, firms which 
could not exist elsewhere. High taxes should not be 
advocated simply to increase state wealth; rather they 
should be used to provide the facilities the state's 
population needs. 

A popular American myth has been that economic 
development and growth will bring lower taxes because 
there will be more people to pay them. In reality taxes 
are increased with increasing development because 
more and more services must be provided. As economic 
development occurs in Ohio, so too must the amount 
of taxation. 

CONCLUSION 

In this book economic development and growth have 
frequently been mentioned, following in the tradition 
of the American belief that growth is good and more 

growth is even better. Ohio citizens must become aware 
that, although expansion will continue, it probably 
should occur at a slower pace than in the past. World-
wide attention has been focused on the problem of 
population explosion and the great need to curb popu-
lation growth. So too with other phenomena, we should 
recognize that growth is to be limited. Our resources 
will not last in perpetuity; even our air and water, 
without which we cannot live, may now be endangered. 
Our cities cannot continue to grow without controls; 
the problems are now well known. 

What the Ohioan, and every American, needs is a 
fundamental re-education. We must take a basic inven-
tory of all our resources. We must plan not for growth, 
but for proper controls based on the actual limitations 
of our physical and socioeconomic environment. We 
must aim to protect the individual against those who 
have interests of exceptionally narrow scope. We must 
be aware that there are almost unfathomably complex 
relationships between man and his environment, be-
tween men of various interests and backgrounds, be-
tween man and his government. There is so much that 
we as individuals and as groups do not know. We must 
attempt to learn more and to look forward without self-
interest uppermost in mind. 
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APPENDIX B 

SYNTHESIS OF POPULATION GROWTH TRENDS 

In an attempt to understand population growth for each 
of Ohio's 88 counties during the 100-year period mentioned 
in Chapter 3, linear temporal trend curves (first presented in 
Pyle, 1970) were developed for each county. The best fitting 
curves for each of the counties were then synthesized into 
five broad groups demonstrating common variations. These 
five common equations are shown on figure Bl, along with 
a map which locates the various groups. As would be ex-
pected, counties with similar temporal trends are either 
spatially contiguous or possess other common characteris-
tics. 

Many primarily agricultural counties demonstrate fairly 
steady or slightly declining trends. However, a substantially 
larger number of these counties show an early rise, a de-
cline during the 1920's and 1930's, and another rise during 
the period 1950 to 1970. Many of the more urbanized counties 
show a steady rise, whereas some of the counties containing 
older central cities exhibit recent stabilization of growth. 
Another set of basically suburbanizing counties demonstrates 
a recent growth which is exponential. 

Group I: Stabilized growth 

This group contains 4 counties: Cuyahoga, Mahoning, 
Jefferson, and Lucas, which include the central cities of 
Cleveland, Youngstown, Steubenville, and Toledo, respec-
tively. All of these counties reflect a trend toward expo-
nential growth during earlier parts of the 20th century, fol-
lowed by more recent stabilization, or leveling off. The 
curve fitting these counties best is the familiar "S-shaped," 
or logistic curve, which is expressed: 

p ~ u (1) 
1 + e (a- flt) 

where P ~ population at time t, u - capacity or upper limit, 
e = natural log base, and a and {3 = constraints. This curve 
does not always imply lack of future growth. In many in-
stances it becomes necessary to readjust u. In the cases 
of these 4 Ohio counties it can be expected that future 
growth rates will be substantially slower than the rates for 
other metropolitan counties. 

Group II: Recent exponential growth 

This group of counties shows a temporal trend indicating 
very recent exponential growth. In other words, during the 
last several decades the populations of these counties have 
grown at a much faster rate than during the earlier decades. 
These growth curves also fit best equ'ation (1); however, it 
must be assumed that many of the counties have very re-
cently reached about 50 percent of an ultimate capacity (for 
a more detailed discussion of this 50 percent "inflection 
point" see Westfall, 1970, p. 149-152). 

Counties within this group are to be found in three loca-
tions. The largest single subgroup consists of 4 counties 
within the Cleveland suburban fringe: Medina, Portage, Lake, 
and Geauga. This rapid suburban growth around Cleveland 

is an outstanding example of the decentralization of metro-
politan growth taking place on the fringes of many large U.S. 
cities. The second largest concentration of this kind of 
growth is located on the eastern flank of the Cincinnati-
Dayton metropolitan region. Greene and Warren Counties 
have recently demonstrated growth at a rate similar to that 
of the Cleveland suburban counties. Richland County, the 
third area of recent exponential growth, is somewhat differ-
ent from the metropolitan suburban counties because it is 
not immediately adjacent to a primary growth center. Rapid 
recent growth in Richland County can be attributed to in-
dustrial expansion in the Mansfield-Ashland complex. It 
should be noted, however, that not all the state's primary 
growth centers demonstrate forms of exponential growth. 

Group III: Steadily increasing growth 

Th1s group of 21 counties, comprising nearly one-quarter 
of the state's total area, shows a common growth trend which 
is steadily rising. All of these county growth rates fit well 
the equation: 

P = a + {3t (2) 

where P = population, t = time elapsed, and a and {3 = pa-
rameters. Steady growth over the century is the major feature 
these counties have in common; they are in a variety of lo-
cations, and they have additional characteristics which con-
tribute to the formation of several subgroups. 

Two of the larger clusters of these steady-increase coun-
ties help comprise primary growth centers. One subgroup of 
5 counties, located in southwestern Ohio, includes counties 
housing the central cities of Cincinnati, Dayton, and Spring-
field. The second major cluster is on the periphery of the 
Columbus primary growth area and is centered in two tertiary 
growth centers Newark and Zanesville, to the east. 

Other counties in this general group demonstrate a vari-
ety of characteristics. In northwestern Ohio 2 counties of 
this group reflect suburban fringe growth for Toledo, but 
Allen County stands out as an independent tertiary growth 
area. The counties of this class in northeastern Ohio are 
extremities of metropolitan growth. 

The three major groups of counties which have just been 
mentioned contain most of the metropolitan parts of the state. 
The populations of these counties combine to form more than 
three-quarters of Ohio's population, but the counties them-
selves occupy less than half of the state's area. Growth 
trends in the less urban parts of the state surprisingly are 
somewhat more complex than those for the metropolitan 
counties. However, two general population growth trends 
can be identified. 

Group IV: Fluctuating trends 

Nearly half of the state's counties indicate a growth 
trend consisting of population increases from 1870 to the 
1920's, pronounced decline from the 1920's to the early 
1940's, and then moderate increase from the post-World War 
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FIGURE BL-Equations for five population growth trends. 

II period on into the 1960's. These fluctuations are a strong 
reflection of economic conditions within those parts of the 
state. A slow agricultural market forced emigration to metro-
politan areas between the two World Wars. Those people left 
behind were in a majority of cases beyond childbearing age 
and hence indirectly contributed to lowered birth rates. With 
the return of prosperity to many of these places due to the 
forces of metropolitan decentralization operating in more 
recent decades, population rates are again on the increase. 
In most of these counties, the rates of increase are lower 
than those for Groups II and III. 

Growth curves for the 46 counties within this group have 
been captured through the use of polynomial expansions of 
the linear equation (2). A cubic expansion showed the best 
overall fit: 

p = a+ {3,t1 + {J,t2 + /3/ (3) 

where P = population, t = time elapsed, and a, {3i. f3 2, and 
f33 represent cubic parameters. 

These counties are distributed spatially over the more 
rural parts of the state with the exception of the southeast, 

where an additional trend has been identified. 

Group V: Declining growth and .limited growth 

Due to rugged topography and generally less fertile 
soils, southeastern Ohio has never been a major agricultural 
area. In addition, most of the state's major urban centers 
historically have been located in better endowed regions. 
The strip mining of coal has in many cases generated popu-
lation growth in the southeast, but in the long run has had 
an adverse effect upon population growth rates. Eight of 
the 10 counties in this group expressing population declines 
or virtually no increases are located in the southeast. These 
population trends have been fitted to the equation, 

P = a-f3t (4) 

where parameters are as in equation (2). 
This synthesis of regional growth curves is useful in 

identifying aspects of population change throughout Ohio. 
These trends can also be put to use in forecasting county 
populations, given the general assumption that past trends 
will continue to a large extent. 
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